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.INCONSIS-TENT MODELS FOR RELEVANT ARITHMETICSI

ROBERT K. MEYER AND CHRIS MORTENSEN

$1. Introduction. This paper devglops in certain directions the work of.'Meyer in

[3j, [4], [5] and [6] (see also Routley t.lOl and Asenjo tf ll).In those woîks, Peano's

axioms lated with a logical base of thg releVant logic R,
and,it lhat the resulting arithmetic; called R#, was

absolut nted out that such a result escapes incautious
ness theorem, and provides a basis for a

té.consistenöy result used as a model
ics are'not ordinarily thought of as an
of the propositions'of the latter, such as

il in the former. Consequently a logical
base which, unlike ciassical logic, toleiates cgntradictory theories was'used for the

model. The logical bàse for the model was the three-valued logic RM3 (see e.g. ¡t1 or

[8]), which has the advantage ttrat while it is an extension of R, it is finite valued and

so easier to handle.

Jhe resulting model-theoretic structure (called in this paper'RM32) is interesting
in it that thq set of sentences true therein co

inqô olutely consistpnt arithmetic. which is ari

façti e reSult of [6], it is an extension of Pgano a

of 4 classic4 lpgiç, P f . A f the struqture is,tO modulo arithmetics
with thg same lõgical base yaçying moduli (called RM3t here). We

first çtudy the prsperties etics in this p¡per. -th9 
¡.t1dV. is. then

gqnçraliqgd by vqrying the logical basç, to give Mn', of logical base

|.,Mn afÅr4odulgs i.Not all of these exist, ho tical properties and
row. RMnì give rise, on

which is qot of modulo r for any i.
reSults, we show by finitistic means

R# and R # # are incomplete (whether or
). In.the rest of the paper we apply these

elevant quantum arithmetic in which we
arithmetic) that the law cjf distribution

ic interest, we regard the present exercise

as a demonstration that inconsistent theoriçs and models a-qe of mathematical worth'
and interest.

'Reèived Aþril 29, 1982; revised March 7, 1983.
.t l#e wish to thank Graham Priest and Paul Thistlewaite for their help.

@ 1984, Association for Symbolic Logic
0022-4812184 14903-00 r 9/$02.30
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918 ROBERT K. MEYER AND CHRIS MORTENSEN

$2. Definitions. We begin with an arithmetical language I with a single binary
relation : , constant 0, variable s x, y, 2,. . . , connectives - , &, I , term operators * ,

x, ', and universal quantifier ( ) (also written (V)). Terms (open and closed) and
sentences and wffs (open and closed) are defined in the usual way.2ll is deñned as

ÌV-, A v Bisdefined as -(-A& -B),and0(n)isanabbreviation forO""",withn
iterations of the superscript.

DerrNlrrox l. The releuant logic RQis given by the following axiom schemata and
rules. Axioms: (1) (A+B)*((B-C)+(A-C)), (2) A+((A-*B)+B), (3)
A&B-'A,(4) A&,8*8, (5) (A+B)&(A+C)-(A-B&.q,6) A-Av B,
(7) B¿Av B, (8) (A+C)&,(B+C\+(Av B-+Q, (9) A&(B v.C)->
(A&.8)v (A&q, (10) --tA-A, (ll) (A+-A)--A, and the following
quantificationalschemata and all closures of them: (12) (x) ,l -' A(tlx)(r any term),
(13) (x)(,4-rB)+((x),a-+(x)B), (14) A-*(x)A (x not free in A), (15) (x)
(A v B) -+ (A v (x) B) (x not free in,4), ( I 6) (x) A & (x) B ¡ (xl(A & n¡. nules: (17) ts A,
E A -+ Bf ;.1.8,(18) l-,4, ts Bl .'.F A *,8. To obtainthelogic RMA,add the Mingle
axiom A - (A -r l). The releuant ørithmeiics R # and RM # in the language ol I are
given by the following. Logical aiioms and rules are those of R and RÀl respectively.
Both have additional arithmetical axioms and rulei: :

Arithmetical axioms, #L (x,yXx: lex')y'), #2 (x,y,z\(x:y-(x:2.+
y:zJ), #3 '(x)(x'*0), #4 (x)(x+0=x), #5 (x,yXx*y':(x+y)'),
#6(x)(x x 0 : 0), #7 (x, yXx x y' :(x x ¡¡) + x).

Aríthmeticalrule, RMI. FFO, l-(x)(Fx -'+ Fx')/ .'.l-(x)Fx.
To obtain the arithmetics R # # and RM o o,aldto R # and RM # # ¡espectively the

rulc O: l-FO, FFO',...,FFO('),...1for all n)/.'. l-(x)Fx.'The arithmetics P# and
P#.# aqe Peano arithmetic with a base qf classical logic and, respectively, without
and with rule O. '

Drr¡¡rrrroN 2. An RM3t tùoitet iq an ordered pair <Dt,I> wliere D¡are the'
integers modulo i, and I is a functioir which ässi$ns to the !èrms, operators
and wffs ol I the following values. (1) For individual variables x, I(x) e Dt.
(2) I(0) = 0. (3) I( + ), 1( x ), I(') are the operations t, X , t of arithmetic 'modulo 

,i
respectively: (4) Fór terms tt,t2, I(tL +l): I(+XI(tr), I(tr)); I(t1 x tr¡:
I( x )(f (rt), I(tt)), I(ú) : I(')I(tr). Open and closed wffs are àssignêd- values in the
three-valued Sugihara matrix { + 1,0, - 1} characteristic for RM3 as follows. (5) For
atomic wffs tr - ú2, where tr,lzare terms, I(tt - tz) : 0 itr l(tr) : I(t) (modulo i),
otherwise I(iL: tz) = -1,. (6)I(A + B),1(A&.8) and I(r) are dgtermined by the
three-valued tables lortRM3.(7) l((x)A) : glb { y: I'(A) : y}'for every x-variant I' of
I.AsentenceAisRMSi-trueunderinierpretationliffI(A)e{+t,01. Aistr;ueinthe
model RM3t iff ,4 is RM3r-true under all iriterpretations L The arithme't¡c RM3t is

the set of sentences true in the model RM3ì,
DsrrMrroN 3. A subset S of I is an L-theory (relative to logic ¿) itr (t) il A e S and

ts7A+ B then B e S, and (2) if Ae S and B e S then A &, B e S. An L-theory,S is

(negation) consistent iff for all closed wffs r4. e9,not both.4eS and ¡,4eS;
otherwise inco.nsistent S is ¿riuiøl (or absolutely inconsistent) iffS =.ll, otherwise
nontriuial. ,S' is ø.inconsistent iff for some F, FO(n)e S for eiery n, and also

2Weoccasionallyuse F4t,..xnforanopenformulainwhichxr,..xnmayoccur[ree.
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-(x)Fx e S. S is complete i[ to1 all closed wffs /, ei s al-

comoleteiff the rule flholds for S, i.e' for all F, if F0(n) e'S'

Theruieyholds forSiff,if ,4eS and -A v BeS, t r all

closed wffs.á, Bif A v B eS then at least one of 4 e S,B e S.

$3, The arithmetics RM3'. :

PnoposrnoN !. The arithmetic RM32 is an RQtheory..Euery theo.remof Ro is true

in thi,e moilel RM32. The wff 0 : 0' is not true in that model. H ence R # is abiolutely

consistent.
Pnoor. See [3].
Thg significanie of this result is,.as discussed in [3], [4] and [5], that relevant

'Þ.uno 
arithmetic can be frnitistically proved to be absolutely consistent, unlike

classical Peario aiithmetic P#. This goes some way to resurrecting the programme

of Hilbert of a finitistic demonstration of the (absolute) consistency of mathematics.

However, every primitive rçcursive function is representable in R_o, t9 1Pt-9of 
of the

negatíon.consistency of R# within R# rem¿iins impossible, by Gödel's second

inðo¡¡pletenesç theorem. It is alsoprovable that P.Í #,is included in R.# # (see [6]) so

that, since P# c'l## and Roo - RM
consistçncy of P # (and hence of its
absolutq cônsistency in'P# but not R
sgcond thébrem; however, sinçe one st

methqds not representable in R#. Agai
hence R#) is demonstrable (see t6l), but the result uses equally strong methods'

Thpse results also constitute an argument for the pragmatic virtues of the relevant

logics. In later ence of the form
gtõ - gt'l plov RM# #. (See also

[3].) Henc s con Peano arithmetic
of the arithmetics

istent and a>incansistent but absolutely

any RM3¡, so all are absolutely consistent.
model RM3t I(q : 0) : 0, so bY the RM3
henèe-both are true. For ø-inconsiçtency,
(0(n) : 0(n)) takes value * 1 or 0 in every

RM3': So in pa¡tiiular :l (0 : 0),r (0 = 0'),.;.,--l (0 : 0{")),. .. arq all theorems.

But the value bf -l(0 - 0) is 0, so (x)=r (0: x) takes a maximum value of 0, so
:r (x)r (0 : x) takes a minimum value of 0 (by tables for r ), and so is a theorem.

Pnqpostrtox 3. For any F,l-*v¡,(F0 &''' & F0(¡- r)) + (x)Fx'
P¡.oor. If F0 &' ': & f 0(r- r) takes the value * 1, then by all the RM3 table¡ fo¡ -,

each çgnjunct'does. Any assig¡rment to the variable in Fx ¡nust therefore also.give

the value * 1, whenbe (x)Fx takes that value. If the antecedqnt takes the value 0,

gach conjunct takes thq value Q or l, so again any assignment to the variable in Fx
takes value 0 or I (and 0 for some assignment). Hence (x)Fx takes value 0, and so by

the RM3 tables, (F'0 &.. .& FO(i'rl) + (x)Fx takes value 0. If the antecedent takes

value - 1, the whole wff takes value * 1.
' 

, P4onosrrrorv 4. RM3i is a-complete.
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Pnoor. Ii' l-FO,.. . l-F0(n),. .. lor evely n, then l-FO,..., l=F0(í . rl; so that
l-F0&t...&F0t¡-tl. Hence by Proposition 3 and the fact that each RMì is closed
under modus ponens for +, F(x)Fx.

Pnoposrr¡ow 5. RM3i containsR*, R o n, &Mo, RM# #.

Pnoor. As in [2], this is a matter qf verifying that the axioms of R# etc. are true in
RM3i and that the rules preserve truth. That O is truth preserving follows from
Propositio.n 4.

PRopostnox 6. RM3Í is complete'and prime.

Pnoor. Primeness follows from the RM3 tabtes for v: for cloied wffs .4, B, if
I(A v B) e { + 1,0} one.of I(A\,I(B) must do so. Completeness is then immediate on
the observation, edsily óhecked, that l-¡¡¡3, A v -A.

Pnoposruo¡¡ 7. RM3¡ is decidable.
Pnoor'. We observe first that it is standard to show that an open wff .á is a theorem

iff its universal closure is. By Proposition 3, however, all universal quantifiers in
closed wfrs are eliminable in favour of finite conjunctions. Since thç value of atomic
wffs 0('): Q(n) is effectively given, the valué.of all universally closed formulas,
conjunctions and negations can.be calculated. )

$4. Äiio;natising RM3t. The purpose of this seqtion ig to nxiomatise the
arithmetics RM3t. We proceed via a number of lemmas.

DniNrrroN 4. RM3i# is the arithmetic obtained by adding to &M# thé axioms
0:0(0,andforeveryj,2<j<í,0:0(4*0:0'. . :

L¡rr,rrr,r¡. l. In RM 3to, ts (x, !, 2 1,. . ., 2 )(x : y SL F xz ¡' "' z n + F.yz ¡ "'. z n).

Pnoor. In [a] or tl].
Ls¡¡rvr¡, z. ln n¡øitt, I .(xXx = 0 v x : 0' v "' v x - 0(r-1)). :'

Pnoor. The proof : uses the rule RMI (Definition 1). Pfainly we have

F0:0 v 0: d"r "i v 0: ô(¡-1). But also we have, from axiom #1,,
l-(x)(x:0-¡xt:0'), F(x)(x:0a-x'- 0(2)),...,I-(x)(x:Oti-z)'-+x'': g(i:1).

Also, using g-g{i) and Lemmal, F(x)(x:0(i-1)+x':0). !Ie.1ceby RMQ
principles, l-(x)(x j 0 v "' v x : Q(í-l) -r x' : 0 v "' v x' : Q(i-l)). The lemma
follows using rule RMI.

LÈuvrn 3.-In RM3ì#, t-(F0 &,"'&¡g{i- t)¡ e'(x)Fx, if x is no¡ free in F.
Pnoor. Right to left is immediaie from axiom (12). Left to right: using Lemma I

i
and RMQ principles, w9 have

l-(xX(x:0 v l" v x: Q(r-t))&F0 &."'&FO(i-1)- F{). '

Distributing the quantifier,

F(x)(x:0 v ....v x -:0(t. 
r))&(xXF0 &."'&.pgtt-lt)+(x)Fx.

Thcfirst conjúnct of the antecedent is a theorèm. Hence if x is not free in F, we have

from axiom it¿) an¿ ruie(18), the derived rule D: FFO,. . ., l--F0ti- t)/.,. F(x)Fxr.Br¡t
now .we also have l-FQ&...&FQ(i-t) ? F0,...,1-F0&',&FO(r-t) -.¡6(i:r).
Hence by rule D, l-(x)(FO &.... &F0(¡= rl.-' Fx). Distributing.quantifiers and using

axiom (14) we have l-F0 &"'&¡g(i- t) -+ (x)Fx as required.

r We also note that it is straightforward to show that provable equivalencei are replaccable in

contexts. See [4] or [5].

all
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D¡rr¡¡rtto¡r 5. Let ú be 0 : 0 and f be-O : 0.
Leuul 4. In RM3i#,0 :0', -10 : 0'; t and f are related as ín the RM3 three:

ualuted Sugíhara chain below, with the &. and -> relations between them as for RM3.
+ +l
*Q

-l

r0:0'
trf
0:0'

P-noor. The proofl essentially verifying theorems in RM3t#, is lengthy but not
difficult. Details are omitted

LpIrltr,t¡, 5. In RM3t#, for any wff A,.ye hape either I A <-+0 : 0' or I A-, 0 : 0 or
EAç>-0 = 0'.

Pnocir. By induction on the complexity of 4. We need only consider the case
where.á'is closed, since the case where.4 is open follows by axiom (.12). Furthermore
the quantifier case in the inductive clause can be ignored since by Lemma. 3,
quantifiers can be eliminated in favour of a conjunction.

Bnss.,,4 is tr: t2.li view of Lemmas l,and 2,'we need only consider where
trrt2e {0,0',...,9,'-l)}. First, let Abe 0Ín):0(n) foisome n,0 ( n <.i - 1. Now
certainly- l0:0e0:0; but also l-0f :0'e-rQ = 0,..,,Fgt¡-r):0(í-l)**0:0,
byrepeatedapplicationsof axiom #Lfi.4is0(n) - 0(ñ)where n <m <i- 1, then
we have ¡-0: ¡(lr-ml)..rg, - 6(ln-nrl+l), F-0,: g(.ln-nl+l)<+0(21 :6tin-nl *it,...;
FQ(n-t) - g(n-l){-}0(').: Q(n), whence F0:61(a=nil ++Q(n):0('). But it is an
axiom that l-0:0t*0 - Q(ln-øl). Hence l-0:0,<+6(n) - g(nl). If ¡r > m, we
have F0(')'-g(ø).-g(n)-0(n) via the symmetry of identity (which folrows
ftom #2\¡, which.reduces the case to the previous one.

Iniluctiue clause.(a)Negations. if Fz4.' 0 : 0' or ts A<+ 0 : 0 or l-.4.-'--10 : 0',
then evidently l--r,a,-iO : 0; or l-r,4 ++ 0 : 0 or l-:r Ar-0: 0. The second
disjunct uses Lemma a. þ) Conjunctions. We have l-24 ei 0 : 0' or tsA*+ 0 : 0 or
l-l:<+r0:0i, and l-8.-+0:0' or l-B+=r0 = 0 or FBerrO:0'. We have to
show l-,4. &Br-0:0'or tsA8L B*0:0 or FA8¿B. t¡0:0'. Evidently these
follow from the equivalences of Lemma 4. (c) Implications. These follow, in a like
fashion, from the equivalences of Lemma 4. This completes the lemma.

Lemma 5 means that adding to RM#0 - Ot¡l and 0 î 0o{+0 : I for allj with
. 2 < j < i forces exactly three distinct propositions on us, tw'o the negations oi each

other and the third its own negation. But that is. precisely the structure of the logic
RM3. Thus there would be no point in attempting a weaker logical extension of
RM3 with these axions (though we should note that, in general, the 0 : go . ' 0 : 0'
are not ¡ll indepenaentjsince only three of its values would be ussd, isomorphicalty
with RM3. Lemma 5 also enables us to axiomatise the models RM3i.

PngrostrtoN 8. Th¿ theorems of RM3tt are exactly the truths of RM3¡:
PnooF. That all theorems ol RM3t#. are truths of RM3r is a stàndard matter. of

showing that the (extra) axioms are true, since we already have that RM# is verified
in RM3¡. Lemma 5 does all the work in the converse. Foi suppose,4. ii true in RM3i.
Now certainly not tsAr-0:0', for, since all theorems of RM3t# are true,
A+*0:0'would be true, so that 0:0'would be true (by a simple argu,ment).
Hence tsA<+-0: 0'or tsA+-0: 0. But Fr0 : 0'and l-0 : 0. Hence tsA. .

$5. .Extending the logic the arithmetics RMn¡, Wherr we move to consider
weakening the logical base to the logics RMn (n odd:an even n will not permit an
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inconsistent arithmetic) characterised by the n-valued Sugihara matrices or chains,
we run into the problem that not every modulus will permit distinct false eqriations
to occupy distinct false points in the matrix, enabling us to take adúaritage of the
logical resources of the weaker logic (longer chain). In fact, we prove that given the
logical apparatus ol RM, if j and k are relatively prime, then at lèast pne gf 0 : 0u)
and 0 : Q(rl ¡r equivalent to 0: 0'. Te show this, we prove something quite a bit
stronger which is of independent interest. , :

PnoposntoN.g. In R#,-for any i, j we haue l-(0:0(0 o 0: gtit)r+g - g(rcd(i'j)),

where A o B¿r: -(A - -B), and gcd(i, j) is the greatest commori'divisoì,r oÍ i and j.
Pnoor. Riøht to left. F0 = 0(i) * 0 : 6tr;) (any k, i). (Reason: l-0 - 0(i] ).0(i)

:0(2¡)-rQ ¿ Q(zi), but l-0 - Qt¿l+-rg(;):0(2t). hence F0:0(í) .)0': ¡lzit.
Now F0 - 0(,) -r.0(.) : 0(3i)-r0 : ¡{ri).'gu1 ¡-g(i) : 6(si) 0 ; Otzll; so from
l-0 : 0(t) -.l 0.:.0(2r), [-0 : 0(;¡ - 0 : gGt). .4¡¿ so on.) Hence, since gcd (i, j)
divides both i and j, we have l-0:6scd(í'r-0:0(Ð & 0:Ot¡l But, F*.4 &
B-A"8.

Left.toright.Fírstnote that lpA --+ (B + C) *.(A. B) =r C, so it suffices to prpve
F0 : O(il-.0 : go;0 : O(scd(i'J)). We now invoke the well-known arithmetical
fact that the gcd of any pair-i, j is expressible in the form ki + lj, where exactly
one of the integers .k, I is positive. Thus it sqffices to prove that t-0 - g(t) -.0 :
0u) + 0 - g(&r+ri), wherq ki + lj is.positive and only one of k, I is positive. Since
we have permutation, (F* A - (B; C) -. B --+ (A - C), wd may assume without
loss of generality that it is k which is positive. Now we observe that l-0 : Q(i) -*. g -
g(J) r0-0(k'). (Reason: (a) F0i0U)r0:0'follows from l-0:0(i)+.QU)-
0+0:0 and F0 :0(i)-+0U) - 0. (b) l-0 : 0-r.0 - 0(í)+0.: 0(¡l follows
fróm the transitivity of identity. Combining (a) and (b); l-0 : Q(/) -'.0 :. Q(') r
0:0(j). But as alréady shown, l-0 : 0(í) -r0 - gtt<i).¡ But now note that l-0 :
0(i) --+.0 : 0(&t) r0: g(ei+U) (Reason: l-0 : 0(i) -+.0 :'g{tt¡ +Q(J) - Q(kr) 

'Since

ki+ lj ispositiveand I < 0 < k, ki>i.Therefore, wecanwritefrom axiom # l-
using the proof as in Lemma 5-F0 : 0Û.) +. Q.- g(tit -r 0 : Q(ti+(- r)n. Permut-
ing, ¡-[ -6fti)-'.0 : Ot¡l*0 :0(e¡+(-rJ). But now 1-0 : 6U)-r.¡ -.
Ofti+t-lU) -+ 0U) : 0(r'¡+(-lUt. Replacing the last equation by its equivalent,
l-0 : g(i) -.0 : 0(k,+(-tlj)---+ 0 : g(kl+(-2)J). So permuting back, J-0 :
¡(J) r.0 - 0(tr)+Q:.gtti+(-2u), The argument can obviously be. repeated to get
l-0:0U),-+.0 - gttt¡-+0: g(tl+(-3u),...,1-0:0(J)+.0 

= 
g(ki)r¡: g(ei+li), as

required.) ',IVe êan now combine these two using l^(A -,. B + C) -
((B -. C --'D) -+ ('A +..8 -* D)), to get the desiréd result. This proves Proposi-
tion 9.

We also have immediately, that if i, j are relatively prime theq
l-(0 : 0(4 o0 : 0u))-r0 = 

0';andinparticularthat l-0 - 6iri) --.0 : gtit .1 0, : 0'.
Now it is possible to show in RM# that, if f0 : gtil --t.0 = 0', then
l-(0 : 09) --' 0 : 0') * 0 : 0' (see [4] or [5]). We may tþerefo¡e deduce, as

promised, that in RM# if i andj are relatively prime, then one of F0.: 0(rì -r 0 : 0'
and l-0 : Q(,;0 : 0'.

These facts tell a lot of what there is to say about embedding arithmetic of
modulus i into the RMn. Fgr example, if i is prime then there are only three points
occupied tn RMn: -j (atwhich are 0 : 0', 0 : 0",...,0 : 0(i-!)), 0 (at which are
0 : 0, 0' : 0',.,.,0(o) - 0(k), all k, and their negations), and +i (the negations of
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formulae at :j:[ .i,0, *j] are closed in any RMn with respect to &, V ¿¡d -+ of
course). Thii is isomorphic to RM3i. Furthermore, if j is relatively prime to (any)

modulus i; then Q : gtil must be èquivalent to 0 : 0'.

It is also immediatç that if any two equations 0 : gul, g - 6tr) are atpoints other
than that occuþied by 0 : 0', then j, k haúe a commbn divisor > 1. Indeed the

equation 0 - 08cdu'k) must also be at some point distinct from 0 :,01 þy Propo-
siiion g again, else one of 0:0(',0:Q(ft) implies 0:0): Furthér,.the equa-

tion'O-Oscdu'k) fior each pair of points must.be no greater thari either (else

¡-6 - grj, J 0 : O(ki, fails to be verified). Moreover, there is a single commdn divisor
distinct from one for all points distinct from 0 = 0': if there were two, they would
have to have a comi'¡ron divisoi distinct from 0 = 0'. And that common divisor is at a

point no greater than any other point distirict from 0 : 0'.- 
Thus the RMnt look like this. At the bóttöÍi is 0 : 0',0 : 0",,.. . The next point

up on the Sugihara chain is óccupied by a "base" equátion 0 : 0u\ and for every

other equation 0:Q(oi'higher up the cháin (including the modular equation 0 : gtol'

j is a divisor of k. If I is a multiple of k; k is no higher than I. Every multiple k oî i
occupies a point distinct from 0 : 0', while every nonmultiple of j is equivalent tq
0 : 0'. In addition we have to satisfy l-0 : modulus -+. 0 : x-t0 : modulus - x,

and also l-0 : modulus. This means that any two multiplés of the basej which add

up to the modulus occupy the same point. Where x exceeds the modulus, ôf coutse,

0 : x is equivalent to 0 : (x mod i), where (x mod i) < t., Equations of the form
x: ! are.equivalent, in virtue of x: !e¡*' - !', to Q =61(+-r)1. Negations,
conjqnctions, implications and. quantifications arè then detérmined as-usual. This
dôes not quite nail dówn RMní uniquely, however. rJ/e'havg lor RM7 16, consistent
with the above conditioris:

0 9: 16

0:8

0 :2,4, 6, 10, 12,14

0=odd

0: 16

O = 4,8;12

0 :2,6,10,14
0:odd

0

I

or

--3

,2

-3
but {here db not seem to be any further conditions restricting the RMñì. That is, it
sèems to be that any RMní satisfying the above constraints is possible. In particular,
for 4qy i there is some nþ.8.3) satisfying the constraints; and for any (odd) n there is

ro*r'i(if n = 2j +' L,takeT.g.arithmetic modulus,2J, and for'k < j, send Q : ¡(2J-r)

to point -¡c an¿ make appropriate adjustments).
Thus modulus and size of matrix intgract strongly, and not all combinations resist

i5smgr.phism with a smallè¡ matrix size. We will however continue to refer in the

next section lo'RMnt,with the understanding that these may not þe unique ànd that
a particular i might force an isomorphism with RMm¡ for lesser m. With that
qualificatiotr, lye note that the RM.lrt all have the properties o[ the RM3;:
inconsistency; nontriviality; containment of RM # # elc., completeness, primeness,

ø-comþleteness, ar-inqonsistency. We omit the proofs.

$6: The aiithmetic RM'.In this section we study the intersection o[ all the

models RMní.
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Drrt¡¡tuor¡ 6. The arithmetic RM' is the intersection of all the truths of all the
*Yi;ro.,tro¡¡ 

10. nU' ¡is inconsistent,a--inconsistent and nontriuial. If n arnd m are
distinct, ¡¡¿r'g(n): Q(n) is not in RM'.

Pnoor. .Eveiy RMnícontains 0 : 0, -r 0 = 0. AIso, every RMnj.ont"inr:'t 0 : 0,
_¡ 0 : 0',-t 0 := 0'1, .. but also - (x) r 0 : x. Further, 0 : O'.is not in some (in fact
all) RMni. Finaily,Q(nl :0(') is not in ¡¿r3h-rrl+1.

PRopostr¡oN 11. RM' is a-complete.
Pnöor. Let F0, F0',F0",... all be in RMo,. Then they are true in every RMnt. But

every RMn'is ar-completé, so (x)Fx is true in every RMnt, and so is in RM'.
Pnoposn¡oN 12. R o, Ro o, RM o, RM # # dre all íncluded in RM'.
Pnoor. Each of these systems is included in every RMn'.
Fnopostr¡ox 13. The nontheorems of RM^ are recursíuely enumerable.
Pnoor. This is a standard type of argument. Every RMní is decidable, s_o set the

Turing machines for.each RMn' to work consecutively. Eventually, if A is a

nontheorem of some RMni, òome Turing machine will say so.

Problem. Is RM' decidable? Is it axiomatisable? Say b.y adding -r (x)r 0 : x' t o
RM#?

PnorQSrnoN 14. RM' is incomplete.
Pnoor. Consider the wff A:0-:g(z)-¡0:.0'. In RM32, this gets the value

0* -l: =[,andsq is notatruth. In RM33,hôwever,it gets -1+ -1= +l;
and so its negation, -r (0 = 0(zl -¡ 0 : 0') gets value - 1 and so is not a truth of
RM33. Hence neither z4 nor -1.4 is in RM'. Thus we also have:

PRoposrrro¡¡ 15. R o, Rn l, RMo, RM# # are all incomplete,
If Proposition I sidesteps Gödel's second incompleteness theorem; the sig-

nificance of these last.two propositions is that they parallel and contrast with-
though very sirnply-Gödèl's first incompleteness theorêm. They are not con-
ditional, as the Gödel/Rosser theorem is, on the'assumption of consistency; lndeed
RM'is inconsistent.'Nor do they need methods not formalisable in P # to prove the
assumption of consistency and so detach the conclusiori of incompleteness: the
above proof is perfectly finitistic. In addition, the present result holds independgntly
of the .asiumption of a recursively enumerable proof procedure, unlike the
Gödel/Rosser theorem. Any non-recursively-enumerable arithmetic in the language
9 andincludedin RM'has thesameproperty.In particula¡,R## and RM## are :

not rècursively enumerable.
The case foisome relevant arithmetic bqing true arithmetic rests on the claim that

the deductive relations of relevant logic are correct while thòse of classical logic
admit invalid inlerences. Quantified R looks to be a good candidate for the logic in
question (though the present remarks apply to any sublogic of R). The objection to
R # as being true arithmetic, however, is just the objection to P #:. since it is

recursively enumerable and since all primitive recursive functions are representaþle
therein, if consistent it is incomplete. The move to P# # as a candidate is mirrored
relevantly by the move to R # #. But unlike the case of P # #, 

lhe expanded language
of R # # means that we do not have a guarantee of completeness via the O-rule. The
above incompleteness results mean that R## (and RM# #) are open to the same

objection that P # and R # are. Mind you, the mere fact of incompleteness in a
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. candidate for true arithmetic does not seem to us to be so serious (see e.g.

Mortensen and Priest t9]). More serious is what is unprovable: neither:
0 : 2r'0 : I nor r (0 = 2->0 : 1). For what our intuition is worth, the lattei
feels tr,ue !o us.

The fact that RMq is incomplete implies that the RMnt do not form a chain or
gveq.? (lower) semilattice under subsethood. For if they did, it would be simple to
show that since all the RMn¡ are complete, so.must RM' be. Howevei, RM. is
complete in a weaker.sense. To show this, it is instructive tó take a detoui through
the Rr{3r. .

Dern¡rloN 7. RM3' : f^'¡,RM3r., .

DprlNtrtox 8. A wff ol g is extensional iff it contains no occurrences of +. A
theory Th is extensionally complete iff foi every closed extensional wff.d, .either
AeTh orr.4 ETh,

Pnopos¡uoN 16. I/ A is a closed extensional wff, then, for any.k and any i, if A is
true in RM3kí then A is true in RM3i.

Pnoor. We use the fact that in all thesè arithrnetics -(A&.8)++-tA v -B and
rV = !h, to drive negations through conjunctions and.quantifiers. So we only
need to consider. wffs which are disjunctions, conjunctions and universal and
existential qu4ntifications of basic equations and unequations (i.e, of the .form
-1f ¡ : rr). The quantifiers can also be eliminated in favour of finite conjunctions
and disjunctions in the usual way, so we only need to consider conjunctions ànd '
disjunctions of þasic equations and unequations. Further, for the latter we need only
consider the terms in {0,0',...,Orti-rl¡. :.

Basq.lÍ.p1"):0(îl.ir ttur in RM3i¡, then for some j j 1, ¡n -ml: jk;i. Hencê

ln - ml = Uk)i,wherejk > 1; so 0(") - ¡("') tâkes.value 0 in RMi. No equation takes
the value * I in RMlki.Equally, however, no unequation takes'the value - 1 in any
RM3':so triviallv everv unequation t'u" *fny;;iil:ï;îif¿ 

are both rrue in
iq they are both true in RM.3',so 8& C is.
ti 

is prime, so at least one of 8, C is true in '

rue in *r?',so B v C iS:,This completes

Pnoposnto¡t 17..The extensional tuths of ,the RM3t form a lower semílqttice with
respect to subset inclusion.

È*gpt* Any pair pf arithmef,ics RM3¿, RM3i have a common lowår bound RM.3|J,
by ihe previous þroposition, A greatest lower bound is then available since there are
only 4 frn-ite number of candidates. :

\4/é note that'the lowér semilattice is not complete (as a semilattice) since the
infinitq set {RMl i ; t prime} has no lower bound in the semilattice. (We can complete
it, however, by adding the extensional truths of RM31.)The previous proposition
now enables uS tò.prove:

PRoposrrrox 18. RM3q is extensíonally complete.

' Pnoór. If .4 is exte¡lsional and not true in RM3' it is not true in RM3t for some i.

If r.,,{:isnottrueinRM3'itisnottrueinRM3iforsomej.Henceneither Anor-A'
would.bç true ir-t RM3¡j. But every RM3k is complete, contradiction.

Now we can ieturn to the question of the extensionâl completeness of RM^.
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Pnoposttror.¡ 19. For each i and n the extensional truths of RM31 are just those of
RMn¡.

Pnoor. We prove that RM3i = RMnì; the converse is similar:'As beforê, we'take
the base clause to equations and unequations and the induction.with respect to
&, v, V,.]; and we ignore terms other than {0,..'.,9{l-t)} because of 

.

l-(x)(x : 0 v .." v.x: 0(i- t)). Further, we öan ignore the V¡ 3 cases, since in both
RM3t and RMn', V and I are eliminable in faVour of & and v. Evidently, the
equations of RM3'are just those of the form 0(n): g(r+/<í) for some k > 0. All of
thesearetruein RMnt.Also,everyunequation(i.e.r0('): gt'a))is inRMnr anyway.
The inductive clause for &.is straightforward. For v, we use the fact that RM3r is
prime.

Now,.however, we can observe that it follows from Pioposition 19 that the
extensional truths of RM'are exactly those of RM3'.(Reason: RM'c RM3'is
evident. Conversely,if AeRM3' then z4 eRM3ì for all i; so by PropoSition 19,

A e RMnt for i.) It immediately follows that
PnoposrtoN. 20. RM' is extensionally complete.
The route we chose to Proposition 20 has the interest that it reveals the relations

between the RM3i and on the one hand RM3k¡ and on'the other RMn¡. However,
Proposition 20 also follows from a more general, though perhaps less deep, resull,
Pro-position 21.

DerNrrJoN 9, A, secondcry equatiorc is any sentence .4 such that l-A-' t. A
secondary unequatio¡t is any sentence .4 such thatl f * / (see [4] or [5]; recall from
Definition 5 that t is 0 : 0 and / is r0 :0). :

Pnoposlrrou2l. Any inconsistent aríthmetic extelnding R# is extensionally
complete,

Pnoor. The details are contairied in [4] or [5]. First note that in any inconsistent
extension of R#, tst ;, ¡. (See [a] or [5]; essentially th'e reason is thát iÎ ts A &- A
for some .á, then since l-=r A <-+ (A - .f ), F/. But tsf * (t - Í\,so l-r + /.) But it
can be shown that union of thp secondary equations and secondary unequations.is
closed.with respect to the operators:-r, & and V. Finally it can be shown that every
equation is a secondary equation and every unequation a secöndary.uneqüation.
Proposition 21 follows.

One final point to make is to show again how, relevantly, concepts cân {iverge
which coincide classically. :

D¡rwtnow i0. A theory is E-complete iff whenever (3x)Fx is in the theory, so is
F0', I0(?), . .. are in RM',

Pnoor. (lxX0 : x') is in RM' since it is in every RMní. But 0 : 0',0 :0",... are
each refutable in some RMni, and so not in RM'.
ness with respect to extensionalwffs to coincide with ø-completeness. However, we
have, despite the arcompleteness of RM'

Pnopos¡rro u 22. There is an extensional wff (3x)Fx in RMq such that none of F.O,

F0', F0(?), ... are in RM',
Pnoq¡. (lx)(0: x') is in.RM'since it is in every RMnt. But 0 : 0',0 : 0";..,are

each.refutable in some Rlvlnì, and so not in RM'.
The explanation of the difference from the classical case is, of course, that

classically a theory is either consistent or trivial,. and consistency together with
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completeness guarantees E-completeness iff arcompleteness.no matter what the
logic in q'uestion. But relevantly, theories can be neither consistent and nontrivial.
The equivalence can thus break down in such cases.... : ,'

'$7, Ä4 inconsistent èxtension of R # # without mingle.a The finite arithmetics
studied up to now have all had the property that.mingle ,.A -. A -' A'ho.lds, So'that
gne of A + B, B + A is true; .In the present section we'display an arithmetic for
which this is not so. For base logic we take the ten-valued lattice, which we call CLL,
with Hasse diagram as follows:

7

z
I

F

Negation is ps suggested by the notation: F : -1 T | - -'l 8; ):,: -1 7,3 :r 6 and
t:-f.All values above and including r are designated. Conjunctions'',and,
disjunctions are respectively lower and upþer bqunds in the latticè. The -¡ table is as
follows; : 

:

+

F
I
2

3:
*t
*.f
+6
+7
+8
+T

F 12 3 t f 6 7 8T

F3t3t787BT
F22tt66887

TTTTTTTTTT
Ftttt8I8gT

Ft23tf678T
FFFFF.I t T IT
FFFFF3t3tT
FFFFF2LItT
FFFFFI23 tT
FFFFFFFFFT

It is mechanical (literally!) to verify that all the theorems of R hold in CLL Note,
thoughthatminglefailse.g. at7 +.7 -rT.IntoCL2wecodearithmeticmodulo l05,
which we aall CLzros, via the following rules. i .

(l) /(0(") - 0(ñ)) : ú iff for some k > 0,ln - ml: 105k.
(2) /(0(11:0(m)):3 itr for some k> !, ln- ml = l5k ,but för no k),7;,

ln - ml:21k. ' ii 1:

a We acknowledge in this section the help of John Slaney's computer programs, and the DEC=10
computer for executing them.
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(J) l(Ot"t-0("')):2 iff for some k>L, ln-ml:2lk but foi. no k>1,
ln'- ^l'= tst. :

,14¡ f1Ot"t-9(')¡=1itr for some k>1, ln-ml:Jþ bgt for no k>1,
iti - m¡ = 15k and for no k > 1, ln - wl -- 2Ik.

(.q) If01") : 0(11) : F otherwise, i.e. itr for no k > I,ln - ml:3k. .

Negatiòns, conjunctions and - are as lor CL2.Truths are those statements which

i¿kq a designated. value. Quantifrers are now treated as they were in $2, and that

enables us to verify the quantificational axioms of R as well:

. PRoposmtoN 23. The theorems o/ R # n are øll true in CL2Los.
Pnoor. The.details are omitted. Axiom # 2 is lengthy, but not in principle difficult.
Pioblem. What &re the general conditions under which a modular arithmetic can

be einbedded in a nonmingle lattice? What mods will admit of such treatment (no!

ail do, which explains the otherwise bizaire choice of modulo 105), and what

conditioris must equations sent to incomparable points satisfy?

$8. Fermat's last theorem. One advantage of having inconsistent extensions of
Pn, R# , etc., is that we can entertain the possibility of constructing inconsistent

models to falsify arithmetical sentences, the truth of which is problematic. Take, for
eidfnple, Fermat's last theorem. As is well known, if the denial of FLT is not
prou"bl. in arithmetic then FLT is true. Hênce if in some inconsistent model ol P#
ìþlf can be made to fail, FLT must be true. Unfortunately, in RM'and all its
finite modular extensions, rFLT is'equivalent to FLT (considering both as

extensional formulae), and both are true; In fact the inability to refute r FLT is not
confined to .an RM-ish logic. Given any model iii which Ft - f, i.e. in ány

inconsistent extension of R #, it can be shown that r FLT + FLT, but that both

-IFLT and FLT are true (though not necessarily equivalent). Of course, this does

not rulç out the possibility that there are other ways of producing inconsistent

extensions of P # which would yield a refutation of r FLT. rWe remark, for what it is

worth, that the intensíonal version of FLT, i'e. (x, !'z,n)(4n * yn : zn + x =
0vx: 1 v-I:0 v y:lv z:0v z:t v n:0 v n: 1 v n:2), is refut-

abte. Choose x: !: z: n:3 in RM3e. Then for this instance, the consequent

takes value -1. But'the antecedent takes the value of 18:9 which in RM3e

is 0. But 0+ -l: -1, and the value of a universal quantification is the mini-
mum of the values of its instances. So the value of the intensional FLT is - I

(and so it is not provable in R # 
).

$9. Crinclusion, We conclude with the observation that, sincè negation consistent

theories are a specíal case of nontrivial theories, there is no reasón for relevant

mathematics to "reject" model theory ás classically conceived. Relevant mathemá-

tics proposes itself as an extqnsion lo the classical case rather than as an alternative,

though it must be admitted that the extension might be seen to have more desirable

propãrties by being less restrictive. An example is the clasSical identification of
legation co¡rsistencyiwith nontriviality, which has, we believç, no'justificatibn.
Reiax,ation of that.identification means, for example, that limitative theorems such

as those of Gödel have to be re'examined. It also means, as we hdve seen, that

theories. can be considered in which concepts which coincide classically no longer

coincide, but are nonetheless mathematically well-behaved and interesting. Further-
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more, it bpens the possibility that inconsistent arithmetics might enable the solution
'of traditiånal pro6lems via the demonstration of the independence'of problematic

sentences from formalised arithmetic; the lâtter being, of course, a.traditional hope

of model theory. But we stress that models developed classically do not suddenly fail
to be legitimate in relevant mathematics. Initead, one can choose to vary the class of
truihs in tt. model in áccordance with some nonclassical logic, and compare the

result with the classical case. The resulting change in viewpoint cannot impoverish
iísight into the nature of mathematical ótructures, but rather can only enrich it.
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INTRODUCÏION

In rQuantum Mathematicsr [1], Michael Dunri sho¡¡ed thet the additíon of
Peano arittuuetic to a classical quantum (orÈhomodular) logic enable.s all
instancesof thedistributionaxiom À& (BvC) +(A&B) vC Eobe
proved, thus collapsing (classical) quantum arithnetic Eo classical Peano

arittrnetic Pf. He also showed thar distributÍon fails in second order
Peano ariÈh¡netic nithout extensionaliÈy, but holds when extensionality is
added. He expressed the opiniou that the first of these results should

noÈ be of eoncern Èo the quanEum logician (on the grounds that arittunecic
need'not be infected with quantum problerns), but thaE Ëhe last should (on

Èhe grounds that the language of quantum mechanics is set theory, r¡hile
the resulE seems to show that extensional seÈ theory must edrnit

distribut,ion) .

I'Ie wish to raise here the question wheÈher Dunnts resulE can be

reproved relevantly, i.e. whether distribution can he recovered in
arithmetic founded on a basê logic of relevant orËhomodular logic. It. is
noË apparenÈ from Dunnrs proof method that. it can, but Ehen it is not

?21
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apparent that it cannot. As a contribution to this problem, r.re show in
the next section thaË, in arithmêtic based on relevant ortho-logic, 0R,

distribution cannot lre proved. OR differs from what one would take to be

the relevant analogue of orthomodular logic in that the lat.Èer is
slighEly st.ronger. Iùhi1e both lack distribution, 0R lacks any version of
the orthomodúlar ].ar¡ À & (t Av(À e B)) < B; so what happens when the
latter is added remains open. In Èhe final section, we ask what happens

r,rhen inconsistent aríthmetics are added to relevant quantum logics.
Inconsistent arithmetics r.rere studied in [2] . For inconsistent arithmetics.
to be mathematic.Ily interesting, a logic in r"rhich (À & ¡,1) + g fails
is necessary; and the usual relevatt logics provide such logics. trùe adapt

here the methods of Í21 to shov a Dunn-like result, that in the
extensional f ragmenÈ of such arithmetics, even with a logic as lreek as

OR, distribution is provable (and so a fortiori r¿hen orËhonodularity
holds as well). Hence there is no inÈeresting effect on the extensional
theorems of inconsistent relevant arithmetic l¡hen distribution ís
dropped from the base logic. It is an open question whether this holds
true of thå intensional theorens of inconsistent ariÈhmetic as r¡elI.

DISTRIBUTION FAILS IN oR#

As Dunn noÈes, 'it is not entirely clear just what, from the point of

view of Hílbert-style logics, quantum logic is. The Iogic OR is formed

from R by dropping the distribution axiom (see e.g. [3], p. 341). The

arithnetic based on oR, called oR# , is formed by adding following
intensional forms of the Peano postulates to OR (see [2i ). Æ(IOMS:

x =y*xt =1lt , x =y->1*=z -+y = z), xt t 0, x + 0 =x,
x+y! = (x+y)t, xx0=0, xxyr = (xxy) +x. Rule: FO,

Fx -+ Fxt/.'. (x)fx.
Nor¡ vre can state the result of this section.

Proposition l. Distribution is not provable in oR#

Proof. The proof is quite easy. Take Èhe ortholattice below, which we

call BR; first discussed, as far as we know, in [4].
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Conjunctions and disjunct.ions are lower and uPPer bounds respectively in

BB, F =-'lT, f =-'lt. The -+ operetion is given by:
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IE is mechanical Ëo verify Ehat every theorem of OR holds ín BR' Nor¿ v¡e

consÈruct a nodel for arithnetic on BR as fo110¡us. The domain is the

natural numbets wit,h * , X and t as in the standard model. for

arithneEic. The universal quantífier is inEerpreted as the lor¿er bound of

the set of values of its instantiations (i.e. generalized conjunction in

Èhe complete laÈtice BR). f,¡e assign the equations r = Il¡ for each n' to

the value È,; all oÈher equaËions are assigned to F. This induces the

values f on -.ln = n, and T on -ln.= m for distinct n,m. IE is Ëhen

standard (though nonfiniËistic) to vexíEy Ëhat every theorem of OR#

takes a designaËed value (t or T) in this model. BuC disEribution fails,

e.g. E & (-1a v a) +' (t &-la) v a.

NoEe also Èhat the rule y (4,-lA v B/.'. B) fails for oR#: it can be

shor^mthat tsr,t and f oftva;buËherenoË hn",sonotF+"'
oR# oR# _ 

' D* oR"

This is of inËerest, since ORo is (p esunably!) consistent. Say that a

theory is prime if whenever a disjunction is in Ehe theory, at least

one of fhe disjunts is. Now if is. sEandard thaE if a theory consistent

and prime, Y holds for it. Hence the failure of y for OR// *ust be due

to a failure of primeness. And indeed this is so, for l-'- *lc v a; but
oR"
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here neither l*ra nor hn ", so neither -o*n-a nor 
I*O 

t' tt t"

: â corlrtroû observation ¿lmong paraconsistentist logicians that Y fails r¡hen

-.., a theory ís ineonsistent but nontrivial. lle believe this to be the only
tl

extant example of an interesÈing theory in r¡hich y fails because of

failure of primeness.

NoEe finally that the above result does irot circumvent Dunnrs theorem

relevantly, since BR is not an orthonodular lattice. Nor does trhat

seems a natural relevant :.nalogue of orthomodularity,
(À e ('r,À v (A & B))) + B, holdl in BR.

iNcoNSISTtNT qUANTUM ARITHMETIC

In [2] , we investigate the incons:.: stent (but nontrivíal) aritbnetics

r¡hich arise r¡hen an equation of the form 0 = n is atlded as a theorem to

relevant arithnetic, R# . R is of course an inconsisÈency - tolerating

logic, and Èhe addition of such formulae does noE lead to toËal collapse.

Here r¡e ask r¡trat happens when such equations are added to OR#, or indeed

in any irlconsistent e.xtension thereof .

Definition. Let t be the senÈence 0 = 0 and f be -lt' The

ari.thrnetical senÈence .A is a secondary equation of a theory iff

F A '+ t. A is a secondary unequation iff l- f -' A.

Leurma. In oR# , if À and B are both secondary equations, then

distribucionholds of them, i.e. +A& (BvC) + (A'eB) vC'

Similarly, if B and C are second4ry unequations, then

l-A&(BvC)-+(Á.&B)vC
Proof: Iírst note that for any A, l--(t * A) * A and F(e + ¡¡ <' A' (see,z'

e.g. [5] or [6]). ¡"t also in oR,.both F-f -]-lB -]. Â -] f -]' A +-lB and'

l--f ->--ìA-' B+f + B-+-]A.Assumingthat A and B aresecondary

equations, then l- f '+-18 and l-- ¡ +-1.{ by contraposition' So

détatchi.ng F- A -+ f +. ¿, ->-lB and F- B -+ f -> B +-lÀ. But since in OR,,

l-(l-+ln¡ * (B-+-'lA), wehave l-B+f +. A+--lB. But B-|f is

equivalent to -]B, so l--'-lB -' . A -+-'lB. Sirnilarly, l- -'lA + À +-lB'

Hence in oR, F(-lÀ v-1n) -+ . .4, ->-lB, urhence ts r(¡ +-lB) + (A & B) '

Bur also in OR, F A -> . A -+-lB -rlB, =íth.t l- A -+ . B'+-1(n +-lB).

Thus t- A -+ B -+ (À & B). Conjoining to the antecedent a4d disjoining

tô the final- consequent, t- À & (B v C) -+ . B * ,(A & B) v C¡ eall thi's

(1). NowforanyC, l-C-+. tlChence l-¿-+. C-+C. Hence
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l- t.-' C+C. Hence'if A is a secondaryequaÈion, A+. c-'c.
Conjoining to the anEecedent g¡9. as before,

l- A & (B v c) + . C -r (A & B) v C ; call this (2).
Using boÈh (1) and (2) and Èhe properties of 0R,

l-A & (B v c) -> . (B v C) + (A & B) v C; so

FA& (B vC) -r (A& B) v C. BUE in OR, FA-+. A+B->. A-'8.
Hence l- À & (B v c) -* (À & B) v C. This is the desired result rrhen A

and B are secondary equations. If B and C are secondary unequaEions,

then -lB, -lC are secondary equations. Applying ÍthaE lte have just proved,

F -'lC & (-]B vìA) + (-'lC &-lB) v-lA. Rearranging using coEûutaEion and

De Morganrs laws (a11 in 0R), F-1(¡ a B) &-lC'+-lA v-'l(B & C). De Morgan

again gives l---l ((A e B) v c) +-l (À & (B v c)), and conÈraposition gives

l- A & (B v C) -+ (A & B) v c as required.
Noq¡ r¡e can sEeÈe the nain result of this section.

Proþosition 2. In any inconsistent extension of OR#, if À,8,C are all
extensional formulae (conËaining no '+s), then l-- Â & (B v c) -; (A&B)vc.

Proof : I,Ie need the following facËs: if any of l-- À'+ B 
' 

F B -+ A,

l- B + c, l-- Ç + B or F A -) C holds, then dist.ribution does Eoo. The

proof of Èhese ib standard and easy to verify. Now, it is also true Èhat

in any inconsistent exEension of R#, l-- i -r f (see [2] Proposition 21) .

In fact, the proof of t.his does not use distribution, so it holds also

in OR#. Henc. r.re have thaË any one of the following f ive conditions

suffices for A & (B v C) -+ (A & B) v C to hoid in any inconsistenEr
extension of R": (1) A a secondary equaÈion and B a secondary

unequation (2) B a secondary equation and A a secondary unequat.ion

(3) B a secondary equation and C a secondary unequation (4) C a

secondary equation and B a secondary unequation (5) A a secondary

equation and C a secondary unequaEion. To these !ùe can âdd ttto mote

sufficient condiEions, following from the lemra: (6) A and B both

sec.ondary equations (7) B and C both secondary unequations. Not¡ it
is also a fact that every extensional sentence is either a secondary

equaEion or a secondary unequation (see [2] Proposition 21; v¡e note thac

this does noE hold for the íntensional sentences of R so the proof here

d'oes not generalize). But novt it is easy to see that it follot¡s from
(1) - (4) EheE it is inpossible for distribution to faíl for extensional

sentences A, B, C unless Ehey are all secondary eqt'.ations' or all
secondary unequat.ions. And ËhaE is impossible bi'(6) and (7). This
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conclusion Ìeinforces those of [2J, that inconsistent..arithnetics are

surprisingly stable, at least in their extensional parts, and that

¡nconsistent mathematics is e rich and interesting area'
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INCONSISTENT NONSTANDARD ARITHMETIC

CHRIS IVfORTENSEN

Abstract. This paper cpntinues the investigation of inconsistent arithmetical structures. In

$2 the basic notion ol a nlodel with identity is defined, and results needed from elsewhere are

cited. In $3 several noniso¡norphic inconsistent models with'ide :' <)

theory.of the usual classicdl denumerable nonstandard model of . In $4

inconsistent nonstandard ntodels o[ the classical theory of finite m,i.e.

Z^,are briefly considered. In $5 two models modulo an infinite nonstandard number'are

cónsiderect. In the first, it is shown how to model incorisistently the arithmetic of the rationals

with all names included, a strçngthening of earlier results. In the second, all inconsistency is

confined to the nonstandard integers, and the eflects on Fermat's Last Theorem are

considered. It is concluded that the prospècts for a good inconsistent theory o[ fields may be

limited.

.$1. Introduction.. This paper is a sequel to [1] and [2], and continues the

investigation o[ inconsistent structures therein. In $2 the basic notion of a model

with iãentity is defined, and results needed from [2] are Cited. In $3 several

nonisomorpiric inconsistent models with identity which extend the (:, '<) theory of

the usual classical denumerable nonstandard model of arithmetic are exhibited. In

$4 inconsistent nonstandard models of the classical theory of finite rings and fields

modulo m, i.e. Z^, ale briefly considered. In $5 two models modulo an infinite

nonstandard number are considered, In the frrst oI these, we obtain a result stronger

than the finite methods o[ [2] could obtain, namely that the full theory of the field of

rationals Q, equipp.ed with nìmes, can be modelled in an inconsisdent extension o[

the nonstandard model of (+, x ) arithmetic. In the second of these, a model which

bears an interesting relationship to classical nonstandard arithmetic, namely one in

which all inconsistency is confined to the nonstandard part of the diagram, is

displayed. One interest in the model is that it is possible to do better with Fermat's

Lait The'orem than the results on that score in [1] suggested. It is claimed on the

basis of these results and those of It] and [2] that the potential for inconsistent

mathematics to be a rich source o[ structures, problems, and results looks good.

$2. Summary of definitiöns and results. We consider various sublanguages of the

language -51 consisting of simple terms (names) for elements o[ various classiqal

nu¡¡U.i system{ e.g. N, Z, Q andnonstandard extensions thereof; function symbôli

*, X, -, +,;atomicbinarypredicates:, (,;variables x'y,2,..';andoperators-l'
&, V, ttre latter also written ( ). Complex terms, wffs and sentences are defined in the
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usualway, as are Ð, V, : and l. We regard sentences of the form t, : tzand tt 1,tz

as atomic, irrespective of whether ,tr,t2 contain function symbols. Only theories

which.contain no free variables are cÓnsidered, and, for simplicity, no term is a

variable. An (RM3-) assígnment is a function I assigning to the appropriate

sublanguag "oi 
gunder consideration values from {T, N, F} in accordance with: (1)

For an-y aiomic wff with terms t, and t2, I(tr: tz) and I(t,'< t'') both e {r' N' F}'
(2) I.rA) and I(A S¿ B) are given by'the RM3-matrices

&.

T
N
F

T N F

TN
NN
FF

F
,F
F

-1

F
N
T

(3) I(x),a : min{y: for some térm t, I(A(tlx)) : y}, where min is relative to the

i"iti"iórderingf < iV < T. Asentence Aholilsinanassígnment litr I(A) e {7"N}'
An .asdignm"nI i, consistent (corirplete) itr the set of sentences holding therein is

consistJnt (complete). The sei o[ sentences holding in any RM3-àssignment I is a

comþlete aiO pòssiUiy inconsistent RM3-thcory. / is an assígnment wíth'ídentity itr

for ail terms,t1, tz,iÍ',r: tz holds, then for all piedicates F, Ft1 holds itr Ft, holds,

where F¿2 is lite Frr, eicept:that f2 repláces ú1 in'one or more places'-An RM-3'modeI

is a paii (n,D wheie D isã domain and'/ is an RM3-ässignment, and such'that: (1) 1

assilns to every simple term of the sublangua,Ee ?member of D,and / is onto D, so

thaiwery objett is named;(2) I assigns to every n-ary functional expression an n-ary

¡*if"f filcäon on p; (¡) ihe:assignment to'complex terms is given by l(f(tt"'ú"))
^; 

\Í)(I(tt)"'l(t;)); provided that these'are defrned;-änd.(4) / satisfies: '!.-n'
nof.ir íÈ Ìt?rl : I(t).^^model is ínfinite iff t > No, otherwise finite.'Íl (D; I) i,s a

model and ian assiinment with identity, then (D,I) is amod¿Iwithidentity. Finally,

two models <D,I> and (Dt;I¡) are iso
'Í:D -*Dr such that for alÍ:ato
I'(ú;)' : lU$)), theh'for all at

Then from [2], wè havê the fo

modeltobeamodelwithidentityisthatforalltdrms tr;tràndallatomic F,if tr: i,
holds, then I(Fr1) : I(Fe).In tire special case where : is''the only piedicate'Óf the

larrguãge, <¡, ¡jis a modãi with identity iff tor all tr;ir,i¡ t, : t2 holds then for dll

tr,-I(tr-: tr'1 : ¡1¡r: úr) and I(t, : ¡r¡ , , - ' '

' - 
ExrgñoABILITy Lerr,rrur¡. Let I, Ir be a sam¿ sets of wffs'"If the

atomíc sentences holding in I are a subset n IL and the negations of

oro,^¡" sentences holdiig in I are a subset in'IL; thèn,the set of aII

sentencès holding in i is a subset of that holding ín IL ' :

' TBit¿ Egr,,rwlnoN LEMMÀ. IÍ <D,l) is a"modei with identity w:ítlt'aï:least one

"t";;;; "j ; issigneid by I'to more than one simpldterm, then there is a nodetr (D, / t )
which asi,signs'elements io only d proper subset'of thcise in <D, I> such that: thèr'e is only

one name per element, and. thá ,rntri"", holding in thë cut'down la,nguage al¡e ídentical
'ín tlie tt)vo'moilels. ' : :'

'In [2], it is:argued that'theories determined by models with identity represent

eitensiónal mathematics 'inra quite standard iense of "extensional", whethdr

consistent' or nÓt. : ' :
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$3. The theory of order.'In:this section, we illustrate in a simple way the use of the

Exîendabiliiy Llmma, by diSplaying,two. inconsistent models which extend the

theory'of the clàssical consistent

order typè al + rl(ø* + a¡)' The

motlel,ti, ' : '::
' 'In'ali models, including the classical'de

al nonstandard model: It,iS convenient in
h reflects their classical order type, so we

tional number, 0 < q< 1, and z is anY

ei z e N onlY. If we now set I((q,")
otherwise; and I((q, z) < (q',"')\: T

thêrwise; and evaluate as þer the RM3-
f the claqsical

ôonsistent denumerabie nonstandai.d- {T'F}'suUat'

;;t;;"i the RM3-mniti".t [r, N, FJ' 'the rpllowine
ìinoonsistent models with identity"l i : " "r' !i

:, 1.: ,As elerfients of the domain,'take all n =,0, toge

e^th q*,O just one räpressntptive,,say "riÍt;,?;T,
language re that qf.the clasqical nonst 

:nces ,aré ,evaluated as

=. 
O. ^id.l(<qr,")) 

: (ø, 1), for q:+ o' Then' atsiniç':sgnle
',:.",,j i,.;,:.'''...,i..::i.''ij ...: .. ..,1:' '

qt.= 0 and [((q;z)) = I((ølr¿t¡), whils
q.1 * O) an¿ l((q,zl\: I((qL,,z\)) (note

atter.çqnditi,on iseqraivalen! to q # 0 and

l,((q,z\) ','(q!',,.2\,)) = F otherwise, i'e' if
:, .: .11,. i ¡¡í: !:,' ::¡ . t., . '¡t :

t), ,I(lt <.t));.: N ' if. /(tt) = I(tr), .and

.I(t¡ <tr) 
= 

F ¡f l(tì> l(t2)r Now the con-diti

are met, .so 'e.very'true senten.cq of .the qlassical

hold .in,thisi inconsistent imo..del. Furthe tnqre,'i

By $2 and [2], we haveto prqvç lhat all ato

- l(F.tz),:Let.ú., : t2 ,hold, 'and'. we

:l(tz:=l.i)i (ii),/'(t. : tl):= I(tt = ¡r¡;
I(t, < tr). Ad (i): If l((q,z) :

',,+.7 ({q' t, z")). N.ow (q, z)17'(q|., z
,also,,.,-Thus ql,i 

='. 
ql' :.0. and, /((qr,

: 1q",2")): F then l((q,')l + I((q"',
r"qùirá¿.'e4,(ii): The argumpntris si.nilar. Ad (iii);'If !çk;,tS '(q"',2."1\ =' 

T then

l(q;zl) <l((q!l,zi'Ð, õhenr",tr(<qt;tt)) < I((qif, z!'>), i'e' I(Q!,.2'). < (q'l'2",))

='i.."rr.quircã. fh;.IV and F.-subcir.r 
"oe 

similar.,Ad (i.v): Thç 4rg.ume+!is;qimif a¡'

Hence,,it'is E,moÉe!'with,idçntity.] ' ' ,'., ..:'.ri. , ',' : :i ',.- :, -

Also, the Tèrm Elimination Lemma p rmits an obvious cut-down olsimple lrer{ns

:to,;.qne for.'each nember of the domain of ,tho inconfi$le4! model, 1v!th tþe'resultant

,inçénsistent thgory 4greeing withit[ie þconsistent the9ry jpç..t::9o19!fuc,ted i4r.tþeir

common languagã, 
"ã¿ 

tn* also having all sentences of the standard:model fqr

arithmetic noìOing. ffre models just constructed essentially collapse blocks of order-
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type a* * a¡ in the standard model¡ by identiiying elements within a block' The

eiåments of the inconsistent models have a "natural" order type, namely the natural

order on the names, which determines the assignment:to tt 1 tz sentences of order

type.ø * r¡. More exactly, since there is no,order-preserving 1-1 co.rrespondence

i.i*..n @ + ?t and ø + n(a* * a¡), then there is no isomorphism between the

inconsistent model and the classical model;because ani.attempt to do so produces a

reversal of the order.somewhere, and thus by the'construction results in some

sentence tt 1tz going from'iholds" to Í'value F"'
2. A mãre ãrãsti" identification and collapse is.this. For domain,'take the

standard names (0, n) together with one nonstandard name, o¡' Eoi any standard

term, set 1((0,n)),: ítself, and for any nonstandard term, set,I((q;'z)) = ø. Then

I(tr:¡r¡:,f if trof.t2isstandardandl(tr):I(tz)1l(tr:fz):Nif trandt2.àre

nànstanãard;andl(r, I ,r) : F otherwise .l(t, <'.tr)is evaluated as in the previous

model. The Extenduuitity L"*ma applies as before, so iall sentences of the classical

standard and nonstandard modeti. hold, as qg all. sentencgs 9f !h-e prwious

iñconsiótent models. It is a model with identity (proof left. to ¡eader), än{ Jh9 Term

Elimination Lemma.is applicable. Thê natural otder type on the domain-ts ø

I ñJ;irce there is'noärder-preserving 1-1 ðörie'spondence 9q1'*p"" g -F 1 and

a * r¡(ø* * ar) or @ * q,then as before there iS'no isomorþhism between this model

and,the previous models, consistent or inconsistent' I ; ' I

. $4. Finite extensions of the nonstand

otherfield propertiei. In [1] and [2] the

with'names derive from the divisibility pro

arithmetic modulo m' identify all nqmbers divisibte by m with zerq, those I more

lù" "*"f ,iple of t *ittt 1, and so,on. But nonstandard numbers can also have finite

factors; Fur[hefmore, for every finite m, every nonstandard number is within m - |

of some(nonstandará),muttipie of 1n. Multiplication ¡r.rodulo rn is uniquely definable

on non.ì"ndard numbers.: It: should come'as no .Surprise, then, that there- are

nonstanda¡d versions,of modulo afithmetics; and that there arecorresponding frnite

struc.tures in which inconsistgnt eXtgnsions of thp (+,:x)'cla.Ssical standard and

nonstandard theories hold. For every simple name t, (standard o-r npnstandard)

assign I(t) to be ¿ mod m; I(t1+ rr) is,f (rr) + (mod m) I(tr) ænd

"; "na 
iç, : rr) ilN itr /(r,) : I(tz),and'F otherwise' This is a

Thus by ih" T"rm Elimination Lemma, thete , are finite st

numbers of simple names in which every term-free sentence'

model of arithmãtic holds; The latter is exactly the standatd theory, and the former

strugtures are of course exactly thefinite inconsistent modulo arithmetics of [1] and

[2]. In turn, these inconsistent modulo arithmetics with cut-down sets oI names are

ãbtainable,from the:finite classical rings. Z^by.inconsistentizing and applying the

Extendability Lemma. The Term, Elimination Lçmma'thus enables us to close the

circle., ,.,': ' : I:'r' ' '

, For arbitrary (Standard) modulo m, a unique additive inverse - n is definable for

every n, u, ,n ] (n mod m) i[ . n mod m # 0, and 0 _otherwise; 
and of course the

nonstandard numbers.do not disturb this. property, Hence, in the fashion of [2], we

can inconsistently model (with identity) the (+, x, -) arithmetic of the full ring of

integers Z infrniiemodulo mwith domain {0r1,' ",m - l};' :'' i
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The properties of finite'primes carry ovef to'the nonstandard nUmbers, in that for

prime p,;" ttnique multiþlicative inverse n=r(modp} is definable fo¡ev-ery n

!:1ô,t,'...,p- ti. rnis gives nonstandard finitê'fields in the classical-óase. In'the

i"èoisirt.nt'casó, it means that'we ean get the (+, x, -; +-):arithmetic for'those

rationals whose denominator * Qmodp, and the (*, x'-)i'arithmetic of'the

remainder (since 0-t is not,defiired): A point to note is that these incohsistent finite-

domain mbdels for nonstandard fiçlds'fail, to malre all sentences of the classical

theory, with names, of the rationals Q hold. The reason is that, as noted in [2], the

constiuction,identifies withlzero elçments which are'classically.distinct'frorh zero.

But 0-r ,¿¡n¿i¡lsiundefined.in,the inconsistent structures (alas!), so some rational

numbers which,haVe.classical inverses fail to do so here. The problem then;arises of

*h.th"o it is possible to pxterid inconsistently the full classical theory of Q with

names qsing sårne.modulo construction on nonstandard integers. The main result of

$5. 1 is :that ihe properties 'of ,nonstandard primes make this þossible.

class'of inconsisient nonstandard structurgs

nite nuinbers can have lnfini1ê, divisots, that

divisprs, and that'ipf,riite pqimgs.with no

tt:, , .'' t'1 r' it : . :

5.1. In which r0 : 0 holds. The first of,these allows for infinite rinþs modulo an

infinite number as follows. As we have seen, for any m'evefy number is within m - |
of some multiple of m; So; for classical'arithmetic modulo infinite n; set the modülus

of anynumbeinequaltothe:leaStxsuChthat'x * domemultipleof rr = i4'\iVeknow

itrir í to be a nu-b.r, finite or infinite, betweèn 0 and m - 1.'The set'of numberò

{0;1,.,.m=.'l}.has a.'hatural âddition modulo m, cãlculated by adding the two

ùogeitrer in noimal fashion and if nebessary'subtractirig m. Similaily multiplication
normally and taking the ieinainder'aftet
eÌ kwi- 1, Inconsistentizing,'as in the

stent inodêls \ilith identity of the standard
rtürnbers: Formally, take narnes'for all

standard and'nonstandard .ìDomain p : {x: x < m\', wherern is

äny äonstandard humber, ulus. On D, we define'+ modrtz ãnd

x modinrrin the standard. e: Fôr âny name n, sej I(n) - nniod m; Set

I(+;)r*.-u mod,m, ,I(¡ ) - x modià;, âridr l(ri,l tr): I( i.XI(úi), 1(rr)). Set-tirr'= 
¡r¡: lif l(ri¡ : /(rr), and,.F:otherwise' ' ' ' ; ';'lr ' "' i'

: ìi.n..fiaturaf" oià.ring oolttr domain has a "last" elemen[ and'a "natur.al'? order

type trf a * t¡(ø* + a¡) + ø*. We:note. that in all these models =r0 :r0 hblds' '

.r:As in the finite 
""r"j 

th. addition of a natürâl-division to'classical nonstandard

i"nrit..rings depends án the definability of a naturaimultiplicative inverse, and this

is possible for the infinite primes, since for
unique solution x'às ln the'standârd cãse

and the Term Elimination Lemma thus

truths of thbstandard'model for arithmet
consistent theory.is that,the nègative (additive inverse)'of';a finite number is a

nonstandard.number in the:saine block as the inodùlus: in rnod m(any''m);we have

that - I', -2;. . . are m': I,m - 2,.. . etc¿ All finite numbers in blocks different from

the finai block (that of .the rnodulus)'have their negativeslalso infinite. when the
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nonstandard model with names is inconsistentized, âll ,congrugnces beqome

identities and.we have, for instanðe, that2ni- [ : m- l';as lyçll aE-2ry - | :
m-1.

The reciprocál of 
-any frnite'number is an:infrnite-numbef;,'bu!:in general

reciprocalslof different finite. numbers;are in,different,blocks. ilhe same. kinds of

inconsistent extensions,ahd term.eliminati aÉ,auailable. Note.þough that the

recþrocals.of all finite.Sta¡dar defined. and are infinite'numbsrs'' So

since sums, products and additi re defined for al.l ûnite numbers, we'have

a field.of order type o,+.4(¡¡rI, ,which inconSistqntly'extEndS,the-(+' X'

l, *l theory of-áU ittr tuil"nuls.úith nlmes 19t1ytl'rationals, whicþ supplies. the

påmised,strengthening of.theres-ults,for finite'fields citpdet.the end' of the previous

sectiorr. :. : l'i ' ':" i : '!"'::'''i '"l r '-' :: I t

Problems.Is a nonintègTal râtional. t'n,-+ 'm.eveÍ identical with a standard intëger

in theseimqdels?, ke one':t

different numbers .r'eclProp

arithmetic rnodul in their

RMIP, see [1].). ,', : . ,: , ir::" : ": ¡ : -

,5.2. Confining the inconsistenÇf'to the now definq'a

-;å;iÑsÑ it -,ittich the standard laws p[ onsistent"The

inconsistency is cpnfined to the infinite n , d þack tp -0
= 0 via.an.iãentification,of ,0 with thp modulus, as it did'in $5.1. We look at what

happens to Fermatls Last,Theorem in this mqdel. we also thow theì troqbles which

arise When :- ârd +.'are,added to th.e -model at9, as in lV), not' teallyr a mattgr'of

ir*;;r*cy-toièi"tion, but.ofrfunotionality. This streng!þens;the suspicion ra'ised

ii tzl, that á useful inconsistent theory of flelds may be.hard'to'eome by'.

NSN is defined as follows. Names for all standaid and nonstandard numbers'

For domain D, ;;ili an 
tarUitra.ry 

nonstan-dai¿ numbpr m, and let D

: {0, 1, 2,...\ u {x.:'m <:x <2n - l}.
. e {b, 1,2,. . .l,I(n) = n' Otherwise,l(n)

on the standard part of the domain are

lProof . The only interesting case ié

numbers, so let t1 * tz: t, hold cla

will be similar. Now l(tt * tz):
modulo'nconstruction;' if t1* t¡'= t3

I(tr + t2):m.I ; lhe
the fact'thät-it is rltily

Ondìnterest in tt 
=

T in NSN; the contradictions are confine

in the model is that the "least" nonstandard number in th

pseudo-zero,inthatfor any nonzero n,\ ry 
:^y¡ol$l:,

i + *: n holds. This implies that the denial of Fermat's

.o¿.i, since m3 + m3 : m3 holds, while none ol m : 0,1,2 and 3 : 0, 1,2 hold'
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' Now rFLT; i.e. (3x,y, z,n)(-tx: 0 & "' & -l n:2 & x" * yn : zn);is at least

N in this model, but may be T (recalt that F < 
^¡ 

< T). The discússion at this point

will be helped by introducing the Routley * function: if S is a theory, then ,S* :'
{A:-'Af S}. Now it is straightforward to prove that if rFLT is N in NSN;,then

Àeither FLT.nor - FLT e NSN*iBut,also, i[ t1 :: Itholds standardly,'then it is T in

NSN and belongs to NSN* also. But by an uncontroversialargumentj-lFLT is true

(in classical standard arithmetic) iff for some i;y;2, t¿ notclassicallyidentical with 0,

L or 2, xn + yn. = zn is true in ,standard arith.metic; Ther'efore,'if r FLT'is N in NSN,

then ELT is true (in classical stândard arithmetic). Furthermore, if rFLT,is T in
NSN, then it CAh ónly'be T in Úirtue of there being some standard x'!,2,n etc. with

xn + y+ : zr bein1standardly trúe i;ê. - FLT is true. In short, FLT is true iff - FLT
is exactly N in NSN, and iff neither-rFLT nor FLT is inNSN*; and FLT is false iff
r FLT is T in NSN, and iff -r FLT e NSN* and, FLT É NSN*. This represents an

imþroverhent oir.the results.iir [1]. Urifortunately, thejob of proiingî FLT to be T
in NSN iúo6ld seein to bejust as hard as finding a:refuting irtstance to'FLT ever was.

We recall from g5:1 that the uSe of aä infinite prime modulus id'entified'with zero

permitted negatives and inverses for all the natural numbers among'the infinite

numbèrs,'and thus the arithmetic of therationals to be modelled inconsistentlf. But

NSN with.m an infinite prime does not'have trúe negatives and reciprocàls. The

reason iS th¿it the nonstandard part of,the domaiir is closed with respect to + and'x,
but not':':árrd -:-, so these'oþeratibns'cOuld iiot be functionâl on:the domain

wittiOut,identifying some';infinite' number with a ifinite number,' Which the

construetiori protriUits. .This situationlseeris tö be endemic; at least to modèls with
identity. Töi.take.another illustration, add to the (=; <) model with domain

{0, 1,2,. . ., ar) of $3 the'operations

'fihitd r¿,:;

a
'0
'finite
,a
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The system Rf of first-order relevant arithmetic was introduced in [f 2], as the result of

adding the (first-order version of the) Peano postulates to relevant predicabe calculus RQ'

The following model wari exhibited to show the system non-trivial (thus partially

circumventing Gödel's Second Theorem). We pick as our domain D ol objects the integers

mod 2, with l, ., 0 interpreted in the obvious way; on this plan, the successor operation t is

evidently interpreted so that 0, : 1 and 1' : 0. As our coìlection Y or' kuth-volues we pick

the set 3 : {T, N, F}, with sentential connectives &, V, -, --+ defined on the (classical) subset

2 : {T,F} in the usual classical way. To complete the definition of connectives on 3, we

define

TFF
TNF
TTT

T
N
F

TTT
TNN
TNF

T
N
F

TNF
NNF
FFF

t¿

T
N
F

TNF V TNF TNF--+

F
N
T

T
N
F

people familiar with relevant logics will recognize 3 so characterised as the 3-point

Sugihara matrix 53 (so-called, no doubb' because it was invented by Sobociiski, and usefully

introduced into the study of relevant logics by us and a number of other people' after which it

has had a habit of appearing, sometimes in disguise, in most PaPers on the subject)' People

unfamiliar with relevani logics will recognize the truth-tables for &, V, - ôs those of

þkasiewicz,s original 3-valued logic (the only intuitive way of settling these tables when

N(euter) is taken as an intermediate value between T(rue) and F(alse), despite all the

clashing proposals made since); while -r departs from þkasiewicz only on the prescriptions

N-*N - N and T-N : N--+F = F. (Basically bhis means that [,ukasiewicz was still under the

lThnnks to members of the Automated Reasoning Project, A.N.Ll. for discussion ol this paper' And

to members the universities of sydney, Melbourne, and Newcastle for further discussion'
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influence of that classical lassitude which tends to assign statements higher truth-values than

they deserve.)

It is now easy to say what our non-trivializing model M! - <D,V> for Rf was. Modulo

2, there are only 4 atomic sentences whose truth-values we have to setüle; we settle them by

settingtoF thevaluesofo:1 and l:0, and toN thevaluesofl: I and0 = 0' Truth-

functional combinations of these sentences are then assigned values by the 3-valued tables.

And interpreting quantifiers is almost as easy. Modulo 2, vxAx is simply to be interpreted as

A0 & A1 (since 0 and I are all that there is, on the interpretation, to quantify over), with

3xAx interpreted dually. While we can't say that all the theorems of Rf ate true in this

model (after all, we started 0:0, which looks pretty true, off at the intermediate truth-value

N), we can do almost a-s well. All the axioms of Rf ate neuer følse (i' e'' never take the

truth-value F in the model), and this property is preserved under the relevant logical rules

(modus ponens for -+ and adjunction for &). (since the reader may expect some trouble to

come up over induction, let us briefly ease its mind on the point. (We assume that this paper

will be published in machine-readable form.) Induction tells us that whatever holds of 0 and

all its successors holds of all numbers. In this model, whaü holds of 0 and ¿ll its successors

holds of 0 and l, and hence of "everything". End of verification.) But 0 = 1 was assigned' F

from the start. It is /ølse, even mod 2. so, since we can only prove in Rf things that are

neuer false in M!, we can by no means prove that 0 = 1. And the argument (which the

reader is invited to check in technical detail) is completely elementary' And so Rf is

consistent. (In at least one standard sense of this overused term, and in fact in several')

How did Gödel, who was reputedly pretty sharp, miss this? For all the metaphysical

garbage thai his work has called forth, spinning out hierarchies of ever more dubious systems

for the purpose of demonstrating the non-triviality of the last dubious system' anything which

starts counting at 0 and which can get as far as 1 is perfectly adequate to dismiss 0=1 and

related nonsense. As all of us would have thought, until we were informed that there were

deep bheorems of mathematical logic to the contrary. (so if any 8-bit machines--or' for that

matter, t-bit machines--are reading this paper, íake heart' For all the talk thab you are

obsolete, even you can do what Gödel is reputed to have claimed you couldn't')

But, having dwelt elsewhere at some length on Gödel's oversight (specifically, in [tol'

which should sometime see the light of day), we shall be brief aboub it here' Gödel erred in

taking the word of whitehead and Russell (and manufacturers of related systems) that they

had *reduced' arithmetic to logic. (Though 'erred' is too strong here, since [7] already

recognizes that systems which are different enough from the ones studied in [tO] are not

necessarily subject to its limitations. Or, in the case of relevant arithmetics' they remain

subject to them, but in a way less destructive of mathematical certiiude and less crippling to

formal epistemology.) The classical logic that was the target of the reduction was a cut-price

brand, which conflates many important ideas that are distinguished in ordinary mathematical
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and linguistic practice. (cf. our remarks about overloading the word 'consistent'') Basically'

bhe steps in the argument connecting the unprovability of the Gödel sentence t17 Gen r'

(which, however one looks at it, is a pretty queer sentence, in addition to being several miles

long when put in primitive notation) to the unprovability of garden variety falsehoods like

,0 = l, depend upon fallacies of material implication. If, unimpressed by the classical

proclivity to upgrade to 'true' putative logical principles whose actual and intuitive truth-

value is .false,, we block some of these fallacies, falling into subtle confusions no longer

produces garden variety falsehoods willy-nilly' Let us put it this way' What if '17 Gen r'

were provable? we have, after all, no properly arithmetical grounds to rule it out, and must

help ourselves to heaps of the standard set-theoretic mythology to sustain the faith' Were the

mythology to crack and the faith to fail, what is the worst thing that could happen üo us? At

hrst glance, it is that we shall have a proof of -(17 Gen r) as well' But, at second glance, we

may recall that, at least according to some people, A and -A together imply what you please'

If what you please is '0 = 1', we shall then have a proof of a garden variety and wholly

unsubtle falsehood in one more step'

Now it is this sort of thing that we are against, no matter how often established logical

authorities and their burgesses try to con us into the view that materially valid inferences are

alwr¿ys o.K. Not here they aren't! subtle contradictions do creep into peoplets reasoning'

Nor is there any ultimate defence against the possibility that even humdrum formal systems

in .safe' subjects like arithmetic have got caught in the confusion' Note that we said

possibility. It is for future researchers to discover if we are actuallg confused'

(Unfortunately, the only d.ecisiue answer that they can give us to that question is Yes') For

the philosophically exciting, epistemologically injurious, and ultimately mostly insane

conclusion drawn from Gödel's Theorem is that we cannot' really, be very sure about

anything mabhematical. By natural extension' since simple arithmetical knowledge is

generally accounted as secure knowledge, we cannot, really, be very sure about anythingrat

all.

This is a high philosophical price to pay for the technical success of some sneaky self-

referential tricks. (They are, to be sure, impressive tricks') For, in plain words, it simply

does not lollow from the fact that we are possibly confused about sorne things that we are

possibty confused abott euerything. Truthfully, Hilbert's formalist optimism is in a way to

blame here. Hilbert wished to make ¿ll of mathematics secure' all together, by demonstrating

the consistency of a suitable super system, using methods sufhciently elementary that

euerybodg would have to accept bhem. ('Everybody' in those days included even the

mathematical intuitionists, which was felt to show sufficient obeisance to Fogelin's Rule--"No

funny business!' Il], p. 106.) This project failed. Ii's hindsight, but it deserved to fail' \ryho

expects, or should have expected, an ironclad guarantee that mathematicians have hitherto

been right about everything? But, fatuous optimism not having worked, t'here was all too
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much fatuous pessimism in the conclusions drawn. (These days--and most days, we suspect,

among workaday maihematicians who bake their subject as they find it--fatuous fideism is

rather more in vogue. If the logicians failed in their efforts to put mathematics on a sound

basis, some can do no better than to take Tennyson's advice, uBelieving where we cannot

prove.n Even in the whole hierarchy of ZF sets, or more. But, while we have never wished to

knock other peoplets religions, a more credible line needs to be dr¿wn between the domain of

special Revelation and that of Reason in these things.) To show '17 Gen r' unprovable,

maybe we do have to be able to count to eg (in whatever sense that is possible)' But it is

madness if we have to count to eo to stave off a demonstration that 0 = I' For any child

would laugh to see one. And if our formal systems cannot contain the contagion of subtle

trickery into the domain of plain facts, even potentially, then it is time to send out for better

systems. Fortunately, while not all of the technical evidence is yet in, we appear to have such

beüter systems for aribhmetic in Rff and related theories.2 Meanwhile' having to count to eg

euerg time we want to show some simple arithmetic falsehood undemonst¡able is like sending

a nuclear device to do the work of a flyswatter. What we can do by counting to 2--or to 6, 14,

42, or 3088--let us by all means do. we shall spare ourselves ontological, epistemological, and

other dangerous fallout.

While we have anticipated ourselves slightly, it is no less evident that we can construct

mod-whatever-you-please models on the same Plan that we used üo construct our mod 2

model. (This is useful if one wants to show 2 + 2 = 2 is likewise unprovable; or VxVy(2'x :

2.y), and so forth.) We get a variety of further, more general consistency results this way,

removing not only primary school arithmetic but high school algebra from the range of the

Gödelian fist. We also get a number of furüher models that are worthy objects of

mathematical study in their own right. (see in addition to op' cit., [13] and [15] as well'

Dunn's [6] is an interesting related contribution.) AII of this (and further Mortensen PaPers

now in preparation or soon to appear, such as [fO]) belongs to the topic of Inconsistent Model

Theory. (Note that our initial model was intuitively inconsistent by making lots of sentences--

for example, 0 : 0 - neuer latse by assigning both them and their negations the intermediate

bruth-value N.)

We shall use the remainder of this note to make a modest addition üo the topic of

Inconsistent Model Theory, building both on what we have said above and our work

elsewhere. (Though, unless the reader is insistent on checking axioms and the like' which we

2Brr.g"r, 
[3] argues--or rather pronounces--to the contrary, in remarks based apparently on its author

having got access to oor unpuúlished work. This raises some questions of propriety' Moreover' the

actual account of Rf gi.,.n i. a straightforward hatchet job, misunderstanding some things and

rnisrepresenting the rest. Assign most of its assertions the truth-value F' Assign the rest N' Do not' on

ony n""ourrt, n-rrign T to anyihing in Burgess' paper that bears on the preseni subject, except perhaps

for the author's institutional affiliation.
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have left it to look up, this paper will be self-contained. For the insistent, RQ was first

formulated in [2]. The arithmetical postulates to add to get Rf are those set out in [a]' p. 42.

(Caution: take these postulates exactly in the form found in [a]; do not substitube classical

equivalents for them, which are not necessarily relevantly equivalent. And add x=y ' xt:!l

and x=y ---+ (z:y - x=z), which sufhce with the other postulates to give identity its

expected properties, again for the relevant context.) An essentially equivalent formulation of

Rf appears in [t2].)
We have formulated R# bV adding the first-order Peano postulates to a relevant

quantificational base. But why do that? Even classically, these postulates are known to be

seriously incomplete at this level. (To be sure' any level at which they are complete gets into

what we have labelled " fatuous fideismn.) In fact, there is an alternativeHffff, which adds

an ø-rule to Rff (.If for each numeral n the theorem A(n) has been demonstrated, infer

VxA(x)'), and which, taking the Standard Mythology for granted, contains exactly the

standard arithmetical truths in the truth-functional part of its vocabulary. (Note that our

model M!, and all models in the same vein, makes all theorems of. R## neuer lalse as well'

For it does not, after all, involve us that deeply in fatuous fideism if our domain of

quantification is finite.) Moreover, we can of course switch the logical base. For M! and its

ilk satisfy not only R but the stronger system RM and its extensions, which give rise on the

same plan to arithmetics RMf, etc. (Most of our work in [13] dwelt directly with these

stronger systems')

Still, despite its deficiencies, first-order arithmetic seems like an interesting test case for

application of the ideas of relevant logics. And we have seen that the imposition of relevant

distinctions does make a difference, even if our interest in R# is ultimately encompassed by

interest in a stronger and more comprehensive system that contains it. And let us now turn

to the specific postulates that first-order arithmetic has traditionally been required to satisfy.

Taking the others as more or less straightforward and uncontroversial, we shall concentrate

on the postulate of mathematical induction. It is, after all, by far the most complicated of the

postulabes; and, without second-order quantiliers, it boils down to infìnitely many separate

instances. Nonet,heless, it is also the postulate to which fingers point when the def¡ciencies of

first-order arithmetic are being bewailed. For while, on the usual extensional intuitions' we

want to assert mathematical induction for uncountably many sets of natural numbers

(although it can only be asserted uselully for just one such set-- namely N itself, all other sets

of natural numbers either failing to contain 0 or failing to contain the successor of some

member), a counlable language offers only countably many one-place oPen sentences lo stand

in for sets in our formulabion of the induction postulate. So, unless we are terribly lucky (and

we now know that we weren't), it is dubious that we have expreised enough of the induction

postulate to characterize the natural numbers as de{initively as we had hoped'

Such is a bit of the conventional wisdom (or at least of hhe conventional alibi for what
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went wrong). But what motivated people to pick mathematical induction as a postulate on

the natural numbers in the first place? One reason, we cannot help but think, is that this

principle and its close relatives ¿ìre so enmeshed in the ordinary proof procedures applied in

number theory that nobody ever thought seriously of not having it. But, at least according to

Wang in [20], there was considerably more to it historically than that. One of the reasons,

which is frequently pointed out, why mathematical induction is such a natural proof

procedure is that it takes seriously how the natural numbers are construcúed, being built up

from 0 by adding I's. From this viewpoint, the principle is nothing but the assertion that if a

predicaie holds of the number we start with, and if its holding is preserved when we construct

each number from the last, then most certainly this predicate will hold of the whole lot'

But what if, despite our good intentions on the matter, some impostor manages to

masquerade as a number, without having been got from 0 from adding 1ts? That effective

formal systems are unable to unmask such impostors is at once their shame and glory,

motivating the title of this Paper, and much else. But they have at least made the effort'

The effort is called "mathematical inductionn, and its place among the arithmetical postulates

is the chief product of bhe axiomatic approach to number theory initiated by Grassmann in [8]

and given its modern form in the work of Dedekind (which, scholarship having been up to its

usual standards, has caused us ever since to identify the governing principles of arithmetic as

the Peano postulates)-

But let us hear Dedekind himself on the subject of unmasking impostors (uletter to

Kefersteinr, translated in ltol, p. 100). "what then must we add... in order to cleanse our

system S of such alien inbruders as disturb every vestige of order and to restrict it to N? This

was one of the most difficult points of my analysis and its masbery required lengthy

reflection."

It is a chilling prospect that, among the integers that God made, there might be

smuggled in some little green numbers of oLher ancestry. Could it be that, when these

integers stand up to be counted, there is an E' T. among them, which manages sufficienbly to

resemble its fellows that even the most disbinguished (mathematical) scientists are deceived?

Might it even be that tbere is a whole host of these invaders, whose cover is that they a'ppeor

to sabisfy the Dedekind-Peano posiulates for the natural numbers but which no effective

specification of these numbers can unmask as phonies?

Well, yes. These things can be. And are, despite bhe confident quotation just cited'

The id.eowas that mathematical induction (or one of its equivalents) so consbrained what was

to counb as a number, În a model of the postulates, that, no little green numbers would get in'

For the logistic idea had been to put elementary arithmetic on an indisputable basis by laying

down postulates from which all and only the arithmebical truths follow. For a while, there

was conside¡able confidence that this had been done successfully' Then Gödel struck' and

things have never been the same again. (To be sure, the affinity o[ our century for wars,
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revolutions, recessions, famines, and the threat of atomic extinction might also depress some

people. But we are speaking here of rnathemøtica/ depression, which we take to be of a higher

intellectual order.) Granted, the logistically faithful can still hold that Dedekind got it just

right; and that, essentially, his postulates have only one model, which is the collection N of

honest natural numbers. (Dedekind did have a categoricity proof' afüer all')

But the original logistic idea was struck down by the inadequacy of the accompanying

deductive apparatus, a point that we have been dwelling on above' The semantic reflection of

this blow, dealt by Skolem in [17] (even before [Z]) lies in the existence of non-standard models

for N (and much else). on the Standard Mythology (that is, taking the nhonest" natural

numbers 0; lr 2, etc., for granted, where you are supposed to know what is meant by 'etc')'

these non-sbandard models differ from N ex,actly by aclmitting alien intruders--hordes and

hordes of them, each of them "infiniten from the viewpoint of N' (For each little green number

is bigger than 0, bigger than 1, und so weiter') Then, for the faithful, the question becomes,

*How do we formulate the Standard Mythology so that it's non-numeric objects (for example'

sets to whose existence we appeal in reconstructing Dedekind's categoricity proof for N) are

themselves shielded from perverse reinterpretation?' Answer--for optimists-- "It isn't easy'n

Answer--for pessimists--'It isn't possible.n For the germ of the Dedekind-Peano idea is that N

is the intersection of the successor-closed sets containing 0. (Thatts what mathematical

induction was doing, at least in intent.) If the Honest Natural Numbers are among the sets

whose intersection is being taken, this set will surely be a subset of all the others; whence the

idea does produce the standard N. But what if the Honest Natural Numbers do not constitute

a set oú øll, al least from the viewpoint of some particular model? Then the procedure does

not secure its intended effect. The N produced is bogus, at least in the sense of containing

alien intruders.. only given a preferred model of set theory (or other foundational apparatus)

can we insist that N is, near enough, what we wanted it to be' And it is truly and not just

formally perverse if, to believe the standard Number-Theoretic Mythology (which does come

naturally to most of us--or seems to, since we were all drilled in it for years) we must believe

first in some set-Theoretic Mythology, or other Tall Tale, which has got to be tnore

problematic, not less.

So, all in all, if one wants to Keep the Faith in these matters, the least committal course

would seem to be simply to believe in N, and be done with it. (For the remainder of this note,

we shall at least talle as if we did. But bhe reader is to draw from that no further conclusions

about our (mathematical) religion than we have drawn about its') we shall take N as the

stand.ard mod.el ol arithmetic. (Everybody else does.) Other models (whatever formal

theories they may be associated with, including set theories and classical and non-classical

arithmetics) we call non-stand.ard,. The standard model of arithmetic being pretty boring--

almosb everybody thinks that he or she knows what it is supposed to be, and is only annoyed

at not being able to characterize it--it is non'standard model theory that has boomed over the
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more of them into a model of Rf than the competition can offer'

Let us return to M!. It is simple enough, and constiiutes a paradigm for the kinds of

unerpected. models that satisfy systems of relevant arithmetic. To put the readerts mind to

rest, all the erpected models are there also, both standard and non-standard. For there are

two components of a relevant model; a domain of objects, and a domain of truth-values, both

with operations appropriate to their categorY (e. 8., * for objects, and & for truth-values)

defined upon them. Nothing prevents us from taking the standard {t,F} as our truth-value

domain, with operations defined classically. If we do, the models for Rf under this restriction

will be exactly the ones for the corresponding classical first-order Peano arithmetic P. So we

do nob lose any models.

But we do gain some. Indeed, it is pleasant to find the most natural models of the

integers--the ones that one finds in the first few pages of any text on abstract algebra, namely

the integers mod n for finite n--among the models for Rf . For note that, whøtever we do

with truth-values, our collection of objects and associated operations in a model may be

characterized independently as whatever sort of abstract algebra it is. For M!, this domain D

is a very pleasant algebraic object indeed; for the integers mod 2 constitute a ring under the

operabions . and 1-; and, for that matter, a field'. This may be a,n inconsistent model' But it

\s a níce one. And, while perhaps we should have learned by now to expect no better, one of

the more annoying things about non-standard models of P is that they ate not nice' (Still,

there are those who have learned to love them.) Except that these models of P are collections

of authentic numbers and little green numbers bhat have set up housekeeping together--

ordering themselves on the aforementioned plan that all the authentic members of N come

first (well, it's nice that they have some priority), in their natural order, with infinitely many

copies oÍ the integers following in slab after slab, the slabs themselves being as densely packed

as if they were rational numbers. (The jargon is that these models have order type

ø {- (*ø } tr).4, which is not an order type that you would like to bring home to Mother,

unless she has cooked an exceptionally large meal.)

Well, there is something perverse going on if the logician can countenance structures of

the latter kind as modelling arithmetic, while ruling out the more natural and familiar n'od

models as models of the natural numbers. What's perverse about it? It is only by extensional

courtesy (which the category theorists may be in the process of withdrawing) that we think of

the natural numbers and their associated operations and relations as collectíons of objects at

alt. What they are, more fundamentally, are rule-gouerned structures' If, for whatever

reason, we want to think about models of a theory other than the intended one(s), it is the

rules lhat, go into the stipulation of the intended sbructure that we most want to preserve, in

as simple, clear, and natural a way as possible. while we may get some other sorts of mgdeÌs
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anyway--just because our original stipulation was incomplete,3 and perhaps ineluctably so--

they are in some sense accidental models'

There is another path, which as [6] points out is more familiar bo the algebraist' Instead

of getting extra models by und.erload,ing a theory--i.e., having a theory satisfy fewer

constraints than we really want, because itis incomplete-'we can also get inberesting models

by overloading that theory-- intuitively, making il inconsistent by identifying ühings that'

really, we take to be distinct. This is the effect of the algebraist's rnorphísms, if we think

about it. There is a function h from the natural numbers to the integers mod 2, which takes

the even integers onto 0 and the odds ones onbo 1, preserving meanwhile the chief algebraic

operations on integers. From the viewpoinb of N, this is a confused picture' N wants to

distinguish 6 from 16, though they are not distinguished mod 2. But the picture is not a

completely confused one. Indeed, since the computers that run the world these days do their

own integer arithmetic mod 2-to-the-power-of-something, one can get a great deal done in this

confused picture. And there is no reason in the world why a model that results lrom fruitful

confusion (because it corresponds to intuitive inconsisbency) is less interesling or worthy of

study than one which results from lrvitlul ignorance (corresponding similarly to

incompleteness).

So Dunn's view of these things in [6] is, we think, very nicely put'

algebraically familiar, it belongs in the logician's bag of tricks. But there is a realm, to which

we now turn, where we can make use of what goes with incompleteness and what goes with

inconsistency together. It is the realm of inconsistent non-standard models of arithmetic' For

just as we have shown that the stand'ord model N of classical Peano arithmetic P can be

collapsed mod n, for finite n, to make the integers mod n a model of Rff, just so we can

collapse an arbitrary non-standørd, rnod'el M of P mod an "infinite integern n to make these

*integers mod n' a model of the relevant Peano arithmetic Rf'4 Note the interplay of

inconsistency and incompleteness here. Because P is incomplete, it has non-standard models'

But no homomorphic image of one of these models is a model of P, because 0 becomes a

successor. When eyeball-to-eyeball with inconsistency, P blinks' But Rf, we shall see' does

not blink. Its models preserve the distinctions that homomorphic images Preserve' while still

beîng models of oll the first-order Peano postulates' Moreover, some of these inconsistent

non-s[andard models are intrinsically quite interesting, as we shall see' Here's how to form

Moreover, being

SNegation-incompleteness, to be sure, is only part of the story, t-hougl it yields by the completeness

theorem for lst-order fogi" ti,"t ,y.tems like P wìlt have uninbended models' But there is also the point

that formal methods o." in.o-pi"te. So, by Skolem, even negation-complete theories may have such

models.

4Thorrks to Dr. Gordon Monro for having suggested in conversation several years ago that this facB

might prove useful from a Relevant viewpoint'
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them. (Now follows the part of the paper which readers more interested in impressions than

technical details may wish to skip')

Let M be an arbitrary model of P. while M is not quÌte a ring, it is near enough that

the usual methods of forming homomorphic images will work. We shall continue, by courtesy,

to refer to the elements of M as n inbegers". (At least the ordinary natural numbers are

among these integers, as we have seen, together with whatever alien intruders have sneaked

in.) And we shall also continue to use 'M' to refer indifferently to iüs base set; üo the resulbing

structure in bhe algebraic sense, with appropriate operations l,'rt deñned on it; and hnally

to the model in the semantic sense, which makes each sentence of P either true or false. As for

the homomorphic images that we investigate, we shall consider only those induced by a

principal ideal (nearly), determined by a particular element n of M'

Specifically, given n in M, we define the structure Mn as follows: we deltne a relation =

on M on the rubric a= b iff,forsome xin M,eithera+ x.n = bora: b * x.n. Itis

elementary that = is a congruence on M with respect to the chosen operations (using

fundamental properties of .|, .r 0, I and the fact that M is a model of P), whence we shall say

that two elements a,b of M ate congtuent ¡nodn provided that a = b. we may now pass, in

the usual algebraic way, to congruence classes, forming the structure Mn of integers mod n'

Since = is a congruence, the elements 0 and the operations *, ., t are well-defined on Mn' And

Mn is a natural homomorphic image of M, on the morphism h which takes each element a of

M to the set of elements congruenb to it. We shall normally refer to the elements of the

quotient algebra by their representatives, noting that for each congruence class there is

exactly one member b of N such that b < n in M and which belongs to this class' (There

cannot be two such representatives, since if a and b are congruent they must differ by a

multiple of n, whence one of them will be no less than n. And, by the ìeast number principle'

the set of elements congruent to each b must have a least member a, which will serve as a

representative; for, if a were not less than n, we could subtract n and get a smaller

representative. As usual, ihe ukernel" of the homomorphism--the set of elements congruent to

0-- consists exactly of the "integersn divisible by n')

There are a couple of more or less silly choices of n, though we permit them for

completeness. (Though, should we be careless in our statement of some theorem, we trust the

reader to exclude the silly choices.) Setting I = 0t as usual, we note that Mt is the trivial

l-element algebra. And M9, which identifies a and b just in case they differ by a multiple of

0--i. e., not at all--is, for all practical purposes, just M itself. Except in this last case, Mn is a

ring, even though M is not. Indeed, Mn is a commutative ring with unit' For its non-zero

elements certainly form a commutative monoid under multiplication, with identity 1, Equally

certainly, Mn is an additive commutative monoid, with identity 0, (In the other silly case M1,

we have 0=1.) Moreover, . distributes over t' So we need only show that there exists an

additive inverse -b for each b in Mn . Since the system P compels each non-zero element to
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have a predecessor, n in parbicular has a predecessor (if n f 0)' which we might as well call

-1, It is then apparent that -1.b will have the right group-theoretic properties to be the

inverse -b of h for each b in Mn'

The reader who was going to accept our invitation to skip the hard stuff but who

decided to read on a bit must, by now, be feeling pretty superior. It has hit nothing yeb that

it could not easily have looked up or worked out in its cPU, in nanoseconds. Meanwhile, let

us spell out what Mn does, as a semantic structure. (when we are so thinking of it, we may

refer to it as Mfl, to indicate that it has 2: {T,F} as its set of truth-values.) Let Lf be our

arithmetical hrst-order language, which we think of as extended to a language Ln# bv

adjoining each member of M as a new individual constant (to be used as its own name)'

There is a natural interpretation function Ifl associated with Ml, whose arguments are all the

closed terms and formulas of Ln# (and c fortiori of Lff), with values in Mn for closed terms

and in {T,F} for closed formulas, constructed on the usual recursive specifications' \ile may

extend Ifr to all formulas, if we wish, by lett'ing its value on an open formula be that of any

universal closure of this formula. nnd Mfr is then a mod'el ol any formula A such that I?(A)

= T; it is a model of. a set of lormulas iff it is a model of each formula in S. (Similar

definitional remarks apply of course to M itself, whose associated interpretation function and

exbended language we shall call Ifr and L¡4# respectively')

we chose M as a model of P. And Mrr, we know, is not a model of P. But it is not far

from one. Indeed, let P* be the system formulated like P, but without the axiom !¡-(x' : 0)

forbidding 0 from being a successor' Then

Observatioo. Ml is a model of Pt'

We are indebted to Paris and Wilkie for pointing out in conversation ihat the

observation is obvious. Indeed, that most of the first-order Peano axioms hold in Mfr is

immediate from the fact that it is a homomorphic image of M. The only tricky one is

mathematical induction. But this is not tricky either when we realize that congruence mod n

is already dehnable in the languageLn# itself, by

D=. t = u =df 3x(t = u + x.n v t * x'n = u),

taken schematically for all terms t and u. (Evidently we could define congruence mod an

arbitrary term w by putbing w for n in the definiens' But since it is congruence mod this

particular n that we have most in mind, we shall stick to the special case where n is a

constant of our extended language.) Having fixed n and used it to dehne = contextually, let

A be any formula of Ln# and let A= be the result of systematically replacing all oðcurrences

of ,=, in A (in primitive notation) with the defined '='. It is quickly observed that A is valid

in vl? in A- is valid in M, in the usual classical sense. In particular, if A is an instance oT the
tl=
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scheme of mathematical induction, A= is olso an instance of mathematical induction' This is

valid in M, because it is a model of P. Accordingly, A is valid in Ml, by the correspondence

just noted. Everything else being sbraightforward, it is then obvious that Ml is a modet of

P+. This is the content of our observation, ending our sketch of its verification'

We now use the following recipe to turn a tmodn model Mfl of P* into a nrelevantn

model Mfl of all of Rf. (Basically, it is an application of the technique used in [t4] to show

Rf a conservative extension of its negation-free mate Rf*.) First of all, consider the

following Hasse diagram, of a lattice we henceforth call just 6'

while our nomenclature for 6 differs from our usual policy (we generally reserve 'F' for

the bottom element and 'T' for the top element of a DeMorgan monoid, as 6 will turn out to

be), and have labelled things as we have to make classical connections' As usual, & will be

interprebed as lattice meet, and V as lattice join (in this case iusï min anð man in the

displayed order)' - is order-reversing, subject to -0 = I, -F - -F' -T = -T' ebc' The truth-

table for * is given as follows:

t
t
t
t
t
t

I

F

T

T

F

0

---+ OFT.T.FI

F
T
-T
-F
I

0
0

0
0
0

TT.F.F
FT-T-F
OOTT
OOFT
0000

I
I
I
I
I

what 6 is, really, is the result of taking truth-tables (viewed as a Dunn monoid) into a

DeÌ\{organ monoid, conservatively adding uDeMorgan negation" on the plan first set out in

[g] . To make rhab point, we are using F and T to stand for (classical) følse anð'true' (But T

may be also identified with the intuitive cleast truth' t required by DeMorgan monoid iheory'

But its mate, the ugreatest falsehoodn f, is in fact -T. As ndesignated elementsn of 6' count

everything in the principal filter determined by T: i' e', all of T' -T' -F' and I')

It is readily verified that 6 satislies the postulates on a DeMorgan monoid laid down by

Dunn in [5]. (The lazy need merely note that it turns up amon8 the structures generated by
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the program TOPSY-so named by slaney because it njust growedn--explained in [18].) since

DeMorgan monoids stand to R as Heyting lattices stand to intuitionism, this means that 6

will look after the relevant verification of all quantifier-free logical postulates; and, being

finite (and hence a complete lattice) it will also look after the verification of relevant logical

postulates containing quantifiers, with v interpreted as a generalized meet and 3 as a

generalized join (which, in a simply ordered case like 6, means just that vxAx will get the

nfalsestn value of any of its instances At, while SxAx will get t,he struest''

What is nicest about 6, for our immediate purposes, is that it olfers a convenient way to

turn clossrcol theories, and their accompanying models, into teleuanll ones, while still

préserving relevant distinctions. Many of these dislinctions have to do with negation' The

DeMorgan -Adenies A. But it does not, like its Boolean cousin, confuse the denial of A with

the ossertion that A implies anything whatsoever. (Boolean negation is nonetheless an

interesting and valuable connective of relevant logics, unjustly pilloried by authors of whom

we otherwise speak well. But there is not time to go into all that here') Thus from one

viewpoint--there are others, consistent with relevant insight-- classical logic simply lacfrs

negation. Or rather \L conluses negation with A * F, where the distinguishing feature of F is

that it implies everybhing (classically) in sight. As is well-known, 0 = 1 will do as such an F

arithmetically. So we might rethink classical theories as positiue theories, whose logical

particles are just &, V, --r, V, 3, and which introduce (what Passes for) negation via some

sentence silly enough to imply absolutely everything'

While we are not necessarily recommending this view of classical negation, letts try it

out. we would then view classical logic as a positive /ogic, consisting of all the classical

tauiologies in the positive particles just lisüed. Ã clossical theory would then be any theory T

which contained all those tautologies and which was closed under -E' If a classical theory

does contain an F that implies everything, according to this theory, then it is moreover

classical in the usual sense, defining (classical) not-A as A ---+ F' Let us call such a theory a

classicøl F-theory. Provided F is not itself a lheorem of the theory (which would rather spoil

things), any classical F-theory will have the usual models. It is time for a theorem'

Model transformation theorern. Let M2 be any model of a classical F-theory, in the usual

sense. We may extend M2 to a model M6' in the DeMorgan monoid 6, with the following

properties. (l) All theorems of the hrst-order relevant logic RQ are valid in M6' (2) The

class of valid sentences is closed under the rule -tE (mod'us Ponens for -) and the rule &I of

Re. (3) Every sentence true in M2 takes the value T in M6 (and is hence a ngood guy", by

the lights of Vt6). (a) Every sentence false in M2 t.k", the value F in M6 (and is hence a ubad

guyn, by those same lights). (s) l,et Ãbe any positive sentence; then -A takes a designated

value in M6. (A.cordingly, adding any class of such sentences as new relevant axioms

produces a conservative extension of the classical theory corresponding to bhe truths in M2'
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anò a lortiorr produces a conservative extension of the original classical F-theory, understood

now as a releuant bheorY.)

Explanation. Before proving this theorem, we wish to remind lhe reader what it nleans'

We are thinking of our F-theory as lacking - in its formation apparatus' while containing all

positive particles, including ---+, which the theory in question treats as rnateriol implication'

From this viewpoint, extending M2 to M6 i" ;ntroducing negalion, taken as a new primitive

particle -, and subject to all usual negation laws (double negation, excluded middle, non-

contradiction, etc.) except, paradoxical ones. It then turns out, in line with previous results,

that we can be quite free about adding axioms of the form -4, or theit releuant equivalents,

when A is in the old, positive vocabulary. (These ühings are essentially known, from [rr]'

what is striking is that, if we start from a cløssical theory, they can be put very simply.)

Proof. on well-known syntactical maneuvers' we may assume that only sentences (i' e',

formulas without free variables) enter into our stipulations of ìogics and theories. We also

assume, in specifying the modelling conditions, that the language of a theory is enriched to

include names for all elements of the model,'as above. Assuming that M2 has been given,

with an associated interpretation function 12 defined on all closed terms and sentences of our

(positive) enriched language with values in {F,T} for sentences, we characterize M6 and its

associated interpretation function 16 as follows. (i) The domain D ol obiects of M6 shall

coincide with ihe objects of M2, and 16 shall coincide with 12 on all closed terms' (ii) The

domain ol. truth-ualu¿s of M6 shall be the lattice 6 displayed above. (iii) 12 and Iô shall

coincide on atomic formulas, identifying classical T,F with the T,F of 6' (iu) On

propositional connectives, 16 shall be homomorphic; i' e'' t61-e¡ = -16('t)' t6('l--A¡ =

l61e¡-tô1e), itc. (v) I6(Vxnx) : I6(,tt), where this value is least under 16 for tnv sentence

of the form At, where t ranges over the closed terms of the extended language. (vi) t6(3xex)

= I6(,tt), for the greatest such value of an At under I. (vii) a senbence is uerilied in M6 iff it

rakes a value ) T under 16 in the lattice ordering of [. I. e., A is verified if 16(A) e {T'-T'-

F,r).)

while that was somewhat long-winded, how the specihcation operates is clear' 16

ettends 12 by looking after formulas not in the original positive vocabulary; in particular'

those containing DeMorgan ru. M6 has extra truth-values to look after that extension' The

particular assertions of the theorem are now straightforward' Because 6 is a finibe DeMorgan

monoid, any interpretation I therein is going to verify first-order relevanb axioms and rules;

this disposes of (1) and (2). Since 12 and 16 coincide on all positive sentences, (a) and (4) are

also immediate. As for (5), a positive sentence must t'ake one of the values T; F; so its

negation must take one of -T, -F, either of which suffices to verify it in M6' Moreover' since

the class of sentences verified in M6 contains all relevant tautologies' all sentences in our
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F-bheory, all negations of positive sentences and is closed under relevant rules, it is evidently a

regular relevant theory which extends the F-theory we started with; but, since every non-

theorem of this theory is refutable in some M2, and hence in a corresponding M6, any relevant

denials of positive formulas may be added conservatively, in accordance with our

parenthetical remarks. This completes the proof of the model transfo¡mation theorem'

Having the model transformation theorem in hand, we can now reLurn to our previous

considerations. Here is a corollary to look afber them.

Corollary. Let M be any model of classical first-order Peano arithmetic P. Let n f 0 be an

element of M, and let Mfr be the classical model of P* "modulo n', with inberpretation

function tfr. 1.hen Mfl, univocally determined by Mfl by the recipe of the theorem, is a model

of Rf , which verifies exactly the same positiue sentences that Ml makes classically true;

moreover, the "integers" of Mfl are just those of Ml.

Proof. Everything follows immediately from the theorem, except the statement that M$ is a

model of Rf . Remember that, classically speaking, MT løiled to verify the postulate which

says that 0 is a non-successor. But that means, under our npositive translationn of Pt,

3x(x, : 0) - 0 = I (near enough). Clearly this deserues to be a non-theorem of Pf, since it

is truth-functionally refuted mod 2. It is a different matter, relevantly' to assert Vx(- xr: g¡

(which, of course, is compìetely equivalent to -fx(x':0).) As a Peano postulate, and hence

as an axiom of Rf , it has to be verihed in any model of Rf' This may surprise the reader

who skimmed our earlier remarks, but who has remembered that, in Mfl, 0 is a successor;

specifically, it is the successor of what we playfully called -1 above. But recall Dunnts

interpretation of our policy in such matters; we are dealing with a "confused" homomorphic

picture of an M in which 0 was nol a successor. This suggests' as before, lhat both 3x(xt = 0)

and its negation should be verified in Mfl. And this is in fact what happens; since -1t = 0

according to Mfl, (3x(x' = 0)) = T; but then its negation takes the value -T, also a "good

guyn. (Indeed, according to our theorem, we could add the negation of any positive formula,

or a relevant equivalent, conservatively as a new axiom.) So the non-successor postulate, as an

axiom of Rf , is verifìed after all.

otherwise, there is almost nothing to the verification Mfl is a model of Rf. The logical

axioms and rules, and all positive proper axioms, are looked after. by the theorem' This

covers everything but mathematical induction. For this principle is schematic, of the form

A0 & vx(A¡ -* Axt) --+ vxAx. Evidently, if Ax is a positiue formula, the corresponding

instance of mathematical induction will be verified in accordance with the model

transformation theorem in Mfl, given that we have already observed that it is true in Mfr'

But Ax may contain DeMorgan negation, which is not covered directly by the theorem' So it

is necessary, as in [14], to dig a little deeper. We observe first that, where Ax is any formula
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in which at most x occurs free, Mf, constrains the interpretative possibilities as follows: (u)

For alt closed rerms r, Il(At) e {T,F}. Or (b) for all closed terms t, Il(At) e {-T'-n}' Or (c)

for all closed rerms t, ti(^t) = o. or (d) for all closed terms [, Ifl1'Lt¡ : I' Proof is by

induction on the complexity of Ax. (a) holds if Ax is atomic' The other cases are settled by

straightforward inductive argument, which we leave to the reader' It is then evident that' in

cases(c)and(d),theinductionaxiommusttakethevaluel,verifyingit.Wenextwishto
show that, in case (a), we have Ax equivalent in the model Mfl to a positiue formula, in the

sense that there exists a negation-free formula Bx such that vx(Ax t* Bx) is valid in the

model; and that, in case (b), we have Ax equivalent in the model to the negation of a positive

formula. Again we argue by induction on the length of Ax, the atomic case being immediate'

Again leaving details to the reader, this settles case (a), replacing equivalents and noting once

more that induction holds for Ax positive, by construction' But ii also settles case (b); for' in

this case, VxAx must be one of -T, -F on interpretation; while Vx(Ax -- Axr) must be one of

T, F, which will force the conjunction in the anbecedent of the induction scheme to precede

the value given to the consequent in the ordering of 6 under interpretation' This completes

the verification of the induction postulate in Mfl, and with it the proof of the corollary from

the preceding theorem'

After all this, we may exhibit a model of Rf with alien intruders aplenty.

Alien Intruder Theorern. Every rational number is a non-negative integer' That is' there

is a model M of Rf such that the following obtain, in a straightforward sense' (a) Every

rational number is an element of M. (b) The ordinary laws of rational a¡ithmetic hold' for

addition,multiplication,subtraction,division.(c)ThePeanopostulatesaresatisfiedbyM'

including mathematical induction'

Proof. Add a new constant n to the vocabulary of P. Define as above as congruence mod n'

Form an extension T of P by adding as new axioms Vx(x = 0 V ly(x'y = 1)); and' for each

numeral m corresponding to a'standard' natural number, - ITI = n' T must be a consistent

theory. For, if it is inconsisbent, some finite conjunction of these added axioms must be

inconsistent; however, there is |hen a standard number p such that (i) p is prime and (ii) all

numbers named in the inconsistent finite conjunction of added axioms are less than p' But'

interpreting n as p, we have a model for the finite subset of axioms alleged to be inconsistent

(for no number smaller than p is congruent to p mod p; while since the integers rnod a pr\me

number constitute a 6eld, the axiom asserting the existence of a multiplicative inverse for

each element not congr-uent to 0 mod p will also hold). So, by compacbness, T has a model'

whichwemaycallM*.ForminScong,ruenceclassesmodn,wegetamodelMfiofP+,which

is then transformed into a model Mfl of Rf in accordance with the preceding corollary' This

is our desired M, in which the Peano postulates hold (in their first-order relevant version) by
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the corollary. we must now show t,hat all rational numbers are admitted by M'

In the firsb place, since no standard natural number was congruent to n in M*' every

standard number is an element of the quoiient algebra Mfi (and hence of M, which has the

same objects in its domain). Using -1 as before to denote the element whose successor is 0' for

each standard positive integer m in M there will be a corresponding standard negative integer

-¡¡:(-1).m;moreover'sinceMisinthenaturalwayaring'thesestandardintegers
constitute a sub-ring of M, as expected. But, for each nori-zero integer m' our added postulate

guarantees a reciprocal 1/m. (The notation is justified, since multiplicative inverses must be

unique. For suppose, to the contrary, that there are distinct i and j such thaü m'i = m'j = 1'

Butthenj=l.j-i.m.j=i.l:i,whenceiandjarenotdistinctafterall')wemaythen
form the arbitrary rational fraction k/m as k.(l/m), for m 0, in M' For k, m rational

standard integers, these fractions may be reduced to lowest terms in the usual way; the usual

laws of rational arithmetic will thereupon hold, ending the proof of the theorem'

Allofthisis,tosaytheleast,moststartlingandwonderful.Bereftoftheparadoxical
properties of classical negation, it is possible to satisfy the Peano postulates in a domain

(indeed, in many domains, since every non-standard model M* of P may be transformed into

a model M of Rf in this fashion) that contains all tbe rationals, among the alien intruders'

The price of this, to be sure, is inconsistency; in the model-theoretic sense, because M verifies

bobh A and -A for some choices of A; and in the syntactic sense, taking the class of senbences

verified in M as a relevant theory that extends Rf (as it is) but which contains explicit

contradictions of the form A&-4. For those addicted to the "foolish hobgoblin of little

mindsn, there is little that we can say at this point; for those who take consistency to be the

hallmark and only criterion for mathematical existence, there is even less' But' to be honest'

there was never, much to be said /or this criterion' [n whatever shadowy sense mathematical

enbities may be said to exist, their interest lies in the beauty and richness of the structures to

which they give rise, and to the possibility of applying these structures to the real as opposed

to the mathemaiical world. No one will deny thab rational numbers are applicable to the

world;if,inapplyingthem,weunmaskthemasjustanothersortofinteger,wecanviewthat

as just anot,her beautiful and interesting fact about them' And the trouble with inconsistency'

as fatal to mathematical existence, lies not with the inconsistent as such; but in the fact thal,

if negation is allowed its horrendous paradoxical classical properties, the.presence of a single

inconsisbency calls bhe mathematical game off, allowing everything to be proved' If the game

can still go on--indeed, even perhaps become more int'eresting-if we adopt relevant and not

merely truth-functional canons of inference, then there is no reason in principle not to do so'

As a recipe for reconstructing mathematical reason' there always was a good deal wrong with

classical logic--if only because intuitive reason is subject to those relevant constraints that its

truth-functional regimentation ignores' [f we attend bo t'hose constraints in our reconstruction

of logic, and do not elevate ignoring them to the level of unreasoned dogma' there are
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mathematical worlds undreamed of yet to conquer'

Meanwhile, it is interesting to see how far we can go along the lines just laid out' can

we, for example, construct a model of Rf on the above plan whose elements ate exactly lhe

sbandard sei Q of rational numbers? The answer is "Non' For, among the theorems of P'

there are assertions like, "Every natural number is the sum o[ four squares'n These assertions

are preserved on the Mn style Passages to homomorphic images, and on to the resulting

uinconsistent' models of Rf . In these homomorphic images, -1 is a number' Accordingly, -1

is the sum o[ four squares. Evidenily, when all rational numbers are elements of our model, -1

cannot be the sum of four squares of rationals. so any model of this sort which includes the

rationals must include other elements, not to be identif,red with any rational number. (As, on

a little reflection about the subject, is perfectly clear anyway')

But the method which produced the Alien Intruder Theorem will go a lot further'

perhaps, for example, one would like to have the imaginary number i among the integerst

without identifying it wiüh any süandard integer (recalling, e. g., that 42 = -l mod 17, whence

4 = i from that viewpoint; to be sure, so is 13, which is a little disturbing). Ïly'ell, we can pull

the same trick. Add 3x(x2 + , = 0), while denying for each numeral m that m2+1 : 0' The

result, by compactness, is a consistent extension of P, which must have a model containing an

element i such that i2 = -1, where i is distinct from all rational numbers when we collapse

mod the appropriate congruence. Question: can we view all re¿l numbers as integers?

Answer: we dontt know'

But, the reader may protest, what you have done is extremely silly' Above all, the

natural numbers are characterized by induction. How can, sayr Sf2 count seriously as an

admissible alien intruder? Could anybody give as a serious reason f.or 3f2 possessing a certain

properry (i) that having that property P is preserved under adding l's and (ii) 0 has P? we

can, to be sure, conclude on that basis that 0 has P, l has P, 2 has P, etc. But, in the

process, we seem to have skipped 3f2 onour way from 1to 2. Would it not be magicolif 3f2

had the proPerty P as well?

we should like to respond, hrst, that it is rnagical that înduction should holð' anywhere

except in the standard model. we do not get to ordinary non-sbandard integers either from 0

by adding 1,s; yet, in any non-standard model of P, these greatly outnumber the standard

integers. But, second, [he idea actually sounds less silly with respect to the rational

numbers--which after all are elements of a well-known and rather intuitive structure--than it

does of the usual *non-standard integers". If our arithmetical intuitions start with natural

numbers, on what basis do we intersperse or tack orì extra elements to a well-known number

sequence? There are, after all, øll kinds of structures in which the natural numbers can be

embedded. some of these embeddings have themselves come to be thought unabural"--into the

integers, the rationals, the reals; and, more recently, into the ordinals and cardinals' Non-

standard models of the usual sort, from this viewpoînt, were just more of the same'
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AII of these embeddings are characterized not merely by the fact that the natural

numbers can be located in the resulting structure, but olso by the fact that certa;n laws

governing the natural numbers aÍe preserued (and extended') as we enrich the number system'

But, from this viewpoint, we must ask, uwhich laws are to be preserved? And why do we

believe those laws in the first place?' This leads us not merely to mathematical induction'

but to something resembling scientific induction. A facetious answer to the question' uwhy

should JfZ have property P if 0 has P and succerro.. oi P have P?" might be uWell, if all

those guys have P, any scientisb would believethat Sf2 has P also, in the absence of specihc

reason to believe the conürarY!n

Behind this facetious answer there is a point. What sorts of laws do we have an interest

in preserving? Typically, ones like 'x*y - ytx', '0.x = 0', 'x.(y+z) = (x.y) -l (x'z)'' (To be

sure, we arenrl forced io preserve them; e.8., on generalization to ordinals, commutatìvity of

1 fails; but such failures tend to result because there is something else lhat we have an

interest in preserving--in the case of ordinals, that every non-empty set of them has a least

element.) But why should we have believed that addition was commutative in the first place?

presumptively, mathemabical induction gives a reason. And if we then wish to hold

'(312)+y:y¡(312)',istherenothingtothethoughtthat'sincemathematicalinductionhas
conferred this property on the natural numbers, we want it to hold of the rationals also? And

since we have long thought of integers as special sorts of rational numbers' perhaps it is time

to return the favour; alien intruders they may be; but, by our theorem, rational numbers are

conversely special sorts of integers'

It will not do, to be sure, to push these sorts of speculation too far' But they do raise

food for thought, as well as interesting directions for research' Another view of a

mathematical structure never hurts. For, if all else fails, it might help us to prove a theorem

that has hitherto escaped us. or give us some further insight into what we wish to prove'

.A.nd why.
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CHRIS MORTENSEN

1 Introdltctíon 
' In a previous paper ([8]), it was shown that there are finite

inconsistent arithmetics which are extensions of consistent Peano arithmetic for-
mulated with a base of relevant logic, and also of the set of truths of the clas-

sical-standard model of arithmetic. In the present paper, the study of the

operations of inconsistent number-theóretic structures, especially finite struc-

tures, is continued. The interest is particularly in displaying iriconsistent theories

and associated finite structures which extend standard classical structures, in the

sense that all truths of the latter hold also in the former. The principal thesis

to be argued on that basis is that classical mathematics is aspecíal case of. incon-

sistent mathematics.
The view of mathematics, as based on classical two-valued logic as a deduc-

tive tool, has it that from inconsistency all propositions are deducible. Hence,

inconsistency-toleration is achieved in the present paper by use of a logic with
a weaker deductive relation l-, the three-valued togic RM3, the third value of
which has a natural interpretâtion, 'both true and false'(cf. Section 2). It should

not be thought, however, that theories in which a weaker l- is used inevitably
lead to sacrifióe of some classical propositions. It is one purpose of this paper

to demonstrate this, by displaying inconsistent theories which contain various

well-known classical consistent complete subtheories.

Aside from its capacity for contradiction containment, RM3 is chosen for
two reasons..,F'irst, being three valued it is reasonably easy to deal with, partic-

ularly in yielding a rich model theory. Second, every RM3-theory displayed is

also a theory of all the usual relevant logics such as E and R, which have An

independently natural motivation. The interest of those logics for mathematics

may be judged accordingly. Indeed, since every classical theory is an RM3-theory

and thus also an E- or R-theory, the "special case" thesis above has another

diiirension: just as consistent mathematics is a special case (under the assump-

tion of consistency or closure under classical deducibility) of inconsistent math-

ematics, so classical logic is a special case (in which closure under classical

deducibility,'for instance the rule of Disjunctive Syllogism, holds over a limited

Received April 12, 1986
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subject matter) of inconsislency-tolerating logic. Again, no sacrifice of math-

ematical richnéss is envisaged; on the contrary, the hope is to show that further

mathematically rich slructures are to be uncovered by the expanded perspective'

In Sections Z and.3, the basic model-theoretic framework is sel up. In Sec-

tion 3, this is used to study inconsistent theories which include the classical the-

ories of various rings and fields-that is, the standardtheories of addition,

ä"üi¡fi."ii"n, subtãction, and division. In that section the notion of a model

with identity is detined, and it.is.argued that the existence of inconsistent models

with identity supports the thesis that inconsistent mathematics can be seen as

extensional in a pìrfectly standard sense of that term, as a sludy whose subject

matter can be viewed as objects with inconsistent properties. An important out-

come of this section is that it is not so easy to develop an inconsistent theory

of fields even wilh an inconsistency-toleratirig logic; the problems seem to be

deeper, to do with identity and functionality. In Section 4, order is studied; and

. in Section 5, order is put together with the arithmetical operations to study

ordered rings and fields.
, A model-cheoietic framework is employed, but I suggest that this'is a con-

sequence of the fact that intuitive inconsistent thinking is undeveloped (though

noi entirely absent) among mathematicians and logicians. It is to be hoped that

it, a.u.top*ent wiil not piove ultimately impossible, but in its absence it is nec-

essary to ãemonstrate thãt control of the deductive consequences of contradic-

tions is possible. Thus, it is cêrtainly not being claimed thàt the'natural logic'

of mathãmaticiaris is nonclassical, a disputed question in recent debates within

philosophical logic (see e.g., t3l-t61, [10], uu, [14]). Mathematicians do seem

io ue trauitual consistentizers, But if here is any way to exþand this perspective,

it must proceed by demonstrating the existence of rich mathematical structures

which are nonethãless inconsistent. Conversely, the þaraconsistency movêment

has somewhat shirked its duties in'calling for inconsistency-tolerating logics but

omitting to demonstrate the existence of rich inconsistent matherhatical theories

(eg., [14]). If, saY, there were

z'felds, perhaPs because óf Pro¿ 
division and subtraction (as in
case), then it is no use calling for
when you get it- Nonetheless, this P

tive is available. There is, I'suggest
tent structures with a limitingly simple logic (tacit or not), and structures in

which less deductive power leads to increased richness and freedom.

One direction in ïhich this paper could be extended is toward nonstandard

models of various number theories..This is done in sequels'([12] and [13]).

2 Basic defínítìons and the extendabílíty lemma We begin with a general

notion of án assignmenf which has minimal semantic features and then'work

toward semantic features of models. The point of the exercise is to pick apaft

some simple model-theorbtic concepts which coincide classically, taking advan-

tage of the greater freedom afforded by weakened background logic' We will

seã that some of the remaining connections are invariant with respect to broad

variations in background togiõ, while others are specific to RM3' The eventual
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aim is to establish conditions, in Section 3, under which'the resulting structures

look more like extensional theories of inconsistent objects.

We consider various sublanguages of the language I consisting of simple

r; function sYmbols *, X, -, +'; atomic

nly briefly in Section 5); variables x, y'

r also written O). Complex terms, wffs,
way, as are ), V, E, and l. we regard

sentences of the form /1 : t2, tL 1t2; t1e f2 with no occurrences of r' &' v as

atomic, irrespective of whether the terms contain occurrences of function sym-

bols. only theories whose theorems contain no free variables are considered,

and, for simplicity, no term is a variable. An RM3-¿ss¡gnment (abbreviated to
,assignment'j is a iunction .I assigning to the wffs of L, or the appropriate sub-

language of z under investigatiõn at the time, values from the set [Î'N'Fì in
accordance with:

(1) For any atomic wff with terms tr, t2, we lave l(tr: tù' I(tL < t2)

and -I(/1 e tz) allbelong to tf,N,Fi, treaa 'true, neuter, false').r

(2) I(-/) and I('A' s¿.8) are given by the RM3-matrices:

*T
*N

F

& TNF

(3) I((x)A) : minly; for some term f, I(A(tlx)) : y), where mín is rel-

ative to the ordéring: false < neuter < true. A sentence A holds in an

assignment I if.f I(A) e [T'N]

A subset S of Z is an L-semitheory (relative to Logic L) iff iÎ A e S and

A lt-B then ,B € S. S is an L:theory iff S is an L-semitheory and in addition

rf A-eS and .B € S then á &, B e S. Where no êonfusion will result, we often

drop the 'L-' when L : RM3. A set S of sentences is determined by an

RM3-assþnment I ir.r (A € s iff ,4 holds in Ð. A set S of sentences is consls-

tunt iff. foi all closed wffs.4, not both.á € S and -A € 'S; otherwise inconsis-

tent. S is trívial (or absolutely inconsistent) iff S: Z; otherwise nontrivial. S

is complete iff for all closed wffs á, either A e S or -A € S; otherwise incom-

plete.'If S is determined by an RM3-assignment, then S is a complete

RM3-theory; but not every RM3-theory is determined by an RM3-assignment,

since not every RM3-theory is complete (not'every classical theory is complete,

and every classical theory is an RM3-theory).
A basic result is the following:

proposition 1 (Extendabitity Lemma) lßt I, IL be RM3-assþnments with

the same sets of terms. If tie atomic sentences holding in I are a subset of the

atomic sentences holdins in Ir and d in addition the negations of atomic. sen'

tences holding in I are a"subset of tie negations of atomic sentences holding in

IL, then the theory determined by ! is aiubset oj tn, theory'determined by I¡'

proof: By inductioh on the complexity of sentences_. we observe first that

the hypothesis of the proþosition is equivalent to the fol.lowing: if ,4 is atomic

-t

F
N
T

TNF
NNF
FFF
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rhen: (i) if I(A) = T rhen t:(e) c [T,Nl; (ii) if I(A) - N then/11,4¡ - ¡'
and (iii) if IØ) = F then IL(A) € [N,Fl. The induction.proves that (i)-(iiÐ

hold of all formulas. The base clause is already proved' The - and &' clauses

are straightforward from the - and & table. If .4 is of the form (x) ,B then either

iil ¡tt"l-¿l = T, whence t(B(t/x)) : T for all terms f. So for all terms f (same

È..*ì, úy hypothesis) IL(B(t/x)) € [T,N]; whence ¡t(x)r) € [T,N]' The two

other aliernatives (ii) and (iii), where I((x)B) € [N,F], are similar.

Note one consequence of this. If a theory determined by an RM3-assign-

ment is consistent and'complete, lhen it is in fact a theory of classical first-order

togic, since in the absenc. òf tn. value Neuter, RM3-assignments are just clas-

sical models. Hence we can begin with any model from classical model theory

iproui¿.¿ that it is equipped with appropriate names) and extend it by adding

additional atomic ,.ni.tr..t lo make it inconsistent, evaluating all complex sen-

tences as in RM3-assignments. The E tendability Lemma then ensures that the

iesulting theory is a sipertheory of the classical theory commenced with' Fur-

thermoie, this extension is controlled by the assignment to atomic sentences' so

io ,p.uk,'ro that if even one atomic sentence or its denial remains with the value

False in the supertheory, it is nontrivial (absoLutely consistent)' There are two

;.1;Ji;ia.iãtu wittrihis strategy which will come out later: the substitutiv-

ity of identity, and the functionality of *, X, -, +. setting these aside here,

the general strategy so described for producing inconsistent extensions of clas-

sicaitheories (particutarly determined b, finite models) is a basic concern in what

follows.

3 ldentíty, with applícatíons to aríthmetical operatíons consider first the

classical standard ã.odel of the natural numbers, equipped with names for the

natural numbers. In view or tn. Extendability Lemma, the set of sentences hold-

ing ttr.r.itt can be extended by adding any collection of sentences of the form

-tn = n atd.evaluating in an RM3-assignment. Note that the contradiction does

not sþread to other ,.nt.n.., of the f,orm -m: z. Similarly, collections of sen-

tences of the form n : m f,or distinct fl, ffi, may b9 added with the same result'

This raises the-fo[ówing question. If we add, say, 0:2 to the standard

model of the natüral numbers, tñen, in virtue of the substitutivity of identity and

the fact that r 0 : 2 also holds, have we not imported the further sèntence

-0 = 0? The answer is no, and it illustrates the generality of the Extendabil-

iry Lemma. The rule of substitutivity of identity (sI) in the'form tf ti -- tz
-iLWi, 

tiry Ft1 ho,lds tff Ftz holds (all terms tr, tz) with /2 replacing f1 in F in

at least one p1àce) does noialways hold in our assignments' What is the case,

if the sentenões hotding in an RM3-assignment include those holding in the stan-

dard model of the natlural numbers, is that (tt: tz &, Ft^) ) Ff2 hOlds, since it

holds in the standard model. But it is not in general true that il A).8 holds and

á holds then B holds. In particulat, ((A & -A) ) Ð e, Ø e -/) might hold

while B does not. Howevår, this leads to no loss of information from classical

arithmetic, since we do have that if (.4 ) B) e, A holds, and d moreouer (A )
Ð e, A holds back in the standard model for arithmetic, then B holds (trivial).

lspecial case of interest is this: if t¡ = t2 &' Ftr hotds and if moreouer -tL =
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t2 and -Ftt both do not hold, then,F/2 hotds. (Reason: for then tr = tz &' Ftr

trot¿s back in the classical complete subtheory, wherein.Fl2 could be detached.)

So the rule SI does not hold in all RM3-assignments. This is by no means

- catastrophic. Intentional theories, for instance modal theories, in which SI fails

have beãn extensively investigated. Many philosophers have taken the failure of

SI as the mark of the intensional. Even so, it is obvious that a central role will

be played by those models for which SI does hold. In fact, it is useful to use a

more semantically based notion which ensures SI. We call an assignment an

assignment with identity iff for all terms tt, tz, if tL - f2 holds then for all

preãicates F, Ftt hotds iff Ftz holds; where Ft2is like F/1, except that t2 replaces

i¡ in at least one place. This is evidently a generalization of the corresponding

ciassical notion which nevertheless remains within its spirit. We âlso say that an

assignmen t is reflexive iff t: I holds for all terms /. Now the idea of an assign-

*rr,t *ith identity does not determine much by itself, but coupled with reflex-

ivity it determines a lot, as the following proposition shows. First, some

definitions: an assignment is functional iff for all terms tL, t2, if f1 : /2 holds

then /( f I ) = -f (tù holds provided that both the latter are defined, and both are

undefined otherwise' An assignment is symmetric iff rt = /2 holds fff t2 - t'
holds, and transitive iffif f1 : f2 holds and t2= f¡ holds, then f1 = fl holds (all

tt, tzl,'/r). An assignment which is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive is nor-

møl. Now we have necessary and sufficient conditions for a model with identity.

Proposition 2 (1) / ¿s an assignment with identity tÍl.for all terms tt, tz, tÍ
tr : tz holds then for all atomic 4 I(FIL) : I(Ftù. (2) IÍ I is a reflexiue assign'

ment with identity, then I is normal and functional. (3) IÍ I is reÍlexiue and =
is the only predicøte of the language, then I is an assignment with identity iff I
is functional and for all t¡, tz, tf tt -- t2 holds then for all ft, I(t, = tt) : I(tz -
$) and I(tt: tt) : I(h - tù.

proof: (1) R -* Z follows by a straightforward induction on the complexity of
terms. L -- R: Let I(Ftt) + I(Ftù for some atomic F while tt = tz holds. If one

of Fty, Ftz, does not hold then the other does, so that ^Iis not an assignment

with identity. Otherwise, if both ^F'l¡, ^Ff2 hold, then one sf -Ft1, -Ftz does not

hold while the other does, again incompatible with identity.
(2) Symmetry: Let tt: tz hold. By identity, if f¡ : f2 holds, then /1 : ¡t

holds iff 6: /1 holds. By reflexivity, t¡: fr holds, Hence tz= tt holds. Tran-

sitivity: Let t1 : tzarrd tz: tt hold' By identity, if f1 : f2 holds then 11 :1,
holds iff tr: /3 holds. Hence tt.: tt holds. Functionality: Let tt= tz hold. By

identity, "f(t):f(/1) holds iff /(/r):Í(tz\ holds. Bv reflexivitv,f (t1) =lUt)
holds. Therefore, î(tù =.f (tù holds.

(3) L -,R foliowi from (l) and (2). R.- L: From (1), we need only prove

that if tt : tz holds, then for atomic E I(Ftt) : I (Ftz\. Clearly, atomic ,l7 have

one of four formst tt: ir, tr: tt,.f (tt) : tt, or /3 : -f (tt)' In the first two

cases, the conditions of the theorem ensure what we want. In the third case, we

have to prove that if tt: tz holds, then for any \, I(.f (tt) = fl) : I(f (tzl =
f3 ) . But if r' : f2 holds, then by functionali ty 

' .f 
(t ) : .f (tù holds; hence by the

cãnditions of the theorem, for any h, I(f (tL) : t¡) : I(lUù = fr) as required'

The fourth case is similar. This completes the proof.
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Note that a[ of (t)-(3) are true over a broad class of logics, since the induc-

rions needed for tfl àn¿Ìál will work provided thall assigns values in a Lin-

denbaum algebra, and (2) and the remainder of (3) need only minimal properties

for ,holds,. Proposition 2 is thus a general result for model theorÍ based on

many different logics.
The conditions for an assignment with identity can be made more seman-

tically based, so the idea of an assignment is now strengthened to that of a

model.
An RM3-z odel is a pair <D,I> where D is a domain and ,I is a function

rvhich is an RM3-assignment and which in addition has the following foúr prop-

erties: (1).f assigns tó every simple,term a member o1. D, and f is onto D; so

that evàry object is named. This has the effect that our substitutional quan-

tification becomes objeclual. (2) ^I assigns to every n-ary functional expression

aÍL n-aty partiat function on D. (3) The assignment to complex terms is giventy

,'(Årr..'.i,)i __ r(/)(/(/r)..../(/")), provided rhar these are defined. (4) I
,àírii[r, tr"1 trt oìä, ìri i(r, ) = I(tù. These have rhe effecrs rhar.I is normal

and functional'
A model is infinite iff ^õ z ß0, otherwise finite.If (D,/) is a model and

^I is an assignment wirtr identity, then (D,.I) is a model with identify' Thus, if
iD,I; irã ä"ãrf, then its semantical features ensure rhat l is normal and func-

tìonai. Further, then, a necessáry and sufficient condition for a model for an

equational theory to be a model with identity is that if f 1 = f2 holds, then. for

aåy 4, I(tt = t) .= I(tz= fr) and I(fu = tì : I(h - tz).v/e could introduce

further semantical conditionã on the domain to ensure models with identity: the

obvious maneuver is to introduce for each n-ary relational symbol a truth exten-

sion and, a falsity extension, the intersection of which would be the neuter exten-

sion. But we do not consid.er that here; since the aim is less model theoretic than

it is to establish the model theory as a convenient device for studying inconsis-

tent mathematical objects and àemonstrating that the inconsistency is under

control.-t'^"'I, 
i. sometimes thought that contradiction-toleration is a matter of the use

of theories of intensional iogics, or perhaps that it is a matter of "merE syntax"'

To the contrary, it is argued here that the study is extensional in at least two

senses. It is syntactically-extensional, in dealing only with the connectives'-' &'

V; and it iS extensional in dealing with models with identity. In this sense' it can

usefully be viewed as dealing with mathematical objects which have inconsistent

prop..ii.r, especially whenLodels which inconsistently extend various consis-

ieniclassical sìandard theories of classes of mathematical objects are considered.

As an example, consider the following class of inconsistent finite models

with iJ.ntitv in wïictr all sentences of the classical standard model for the arith-

metic of (f,x) troi¿ (investigated in [8]). There are names (i.e', simple terms)

for all the nonnegativi integJrs, with the domain being the integers modulo m'

i.e.,[0,1,....,m-l);+;x,areinterpretedasadditionandmultiplicationin
arithmetic moduto *. S"t I(n),.for ãvery name n, to be n(modrn)' With

.I(+,x) this determines /(f) for every term /. And finalty'set ^l(f1 
: fz) =Niff

tì@od rn) = tz(mod m), i.e., iff /(tr) = I(tù; and.^I(f1 - tz) : F otherwise.

tn'[g], these are catled RM3*, and it i proved that they are inconsistenE' non-

triviat, complete, c¿-inconsistent, o:-complqte, and decidable' In [8], the interest
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in these structures is that they are extensions of the axiomatic arithmetic R#,

and sholv that Gödel's Second Incompleteness Theorem can be escaped after a

fashion in inconsistent and relevant mathematics. Here, the interest is that they

are models with identity and determine finite inconsistent extensions of the clas-

sical standard theory of arithmetic' 
r from the we'-knownA simple development of these results can be obtainec

fact that the algebra of the integers modulo z enables a natural definition of
,minus n, andthereby subtraction. This can be exploited to display finite incon-

sistent extensions of the classical theory, with names, of the full ring of integers

Z (positive and negative). Take names for all the integers. The domain is the

inÈiers modulo m; + and x are, as before, * (mod m) and x(mod m). The

additive inverse (-n) modu\o m of a number n is given classically by m- (n

mod m) if n mod m # 0, and 0 otherwise; and then subtraction mod m is given

bV (k- (mod m)n :¿f k mod m * (mod m)(-n)mod m.) So here we interpret
,-,to be'-modrn'. This determines /(/) for all terms f. Set I(t¡= fz) = N iff
I(tr¡ = I(t), i.e., iff t1 mod m = tz mod mi and set l(tt - tù = F otherwise.

Cìeärly, thã conditibn of Propositions 2 and 3 for a model with identity is satis-

fied. Also every true identity of the classical theory of integers holds, since if
classically tt: tzthen /1 mod m: tz modtn. so, by the Extendability Lemma,

we hàve

proposition 3 There are finite inconsistent models with identity in which

,rriy sentence of the classical theory of the ring of integers Z holds.

A useful and obvious result is the Term Elimination Lemma. The above

models have finite domains and infinite numbers of simple terms, the latter being

necessary if we are to have extensions of the various classical theories with

nameé. But, as might be expected, the simple terms can be cut down to just one

per member of the domain, while preserving the assignments to all terms, and

preserving the values of all sentences in the weaker vocabulary. In particula.r,

ihe term-free quantified theory remains identical. It needs models with identity

to make this work, so that is another use for the notion. Let (D,I) be a model

with identity. select only one term from each set Ir: ( lx) (I(t) = x c D)] , and

let.Il assign to it the same value it is assigned by,L Functional expressions are

assigned the same partial functions on the domain as before, but functional

terris only in the weaker language are assigned values. Atomic sentences in.the

weaker language are given the same values by ,I1 as by /. This evidently ensures

the base clause of an induction to prove the following'

proposition 4 (Term Elimination Lemma) A sentence in the cut-down'làn-

guoþ, has exactly the ualue in (D,I) that it has in <D,It>'

proof(Inductive Clause): The - and & clauses are straightforward. For the v

clause(a'i)if(x)FxisTin<D,I>then/(F/):Tforalltermsofthevocabu-
1¿ry of ì ro ¡i(ff ) = T for all terms of the vocabulary of 11, so (x)Fx is T in

/t. (a.iÐ If I(x)Fx',): N then I(Ft) = T or N for all terms /, and N for at least

on.. So'^f t (Ft)': T or N for all terms / of the vocabulary of .I1. But also by the

.onrrr,r.rior, áf 1,, for some /* we must have Ir(Ft*): N. Hence lr11x¡Fx¡ -
N: (a.iii) The F clause is similar, with 'F' replacing 'N'. conversely (b.Ð If
lL (('x)px) : T then lr (pt) = T for all r in weaker vocabulary. But for every
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term lr of 1, lve have -I(f* ) : I(t) for one of these f; so that' since Mis a model

*irf, i¿.nri ty, Ft* agrees with some Ft of .Il. But alt of the latter are T, so also

.u.ry I(Ft;) must be. Hence I((x)Fx\ = T. (b.ii) and (b.iii) rhe N and F cases

are similar.

The effect of this lemma is that the Ëwo classes of models previously con-

sidered now yield inconsistenl models with cul-dow bers

of simple terms, exactly one for each member of the sen-

tences in the weaker tanguage, inctuding the term-fr hese

ðease to be inconsistent extensions of, e.g., the classical theory ol Zwith names'

but remain inconsistenl extensions of the finile consistent arithmetics modulo rn '

we now bring in division, and thus the theory of fields. It turns out that

the interaction between subtraction and division is not smooth sailing. The fol-

lowing are a set of postulates adeqirate for the classical theory of fields (see [15]'

p. 130)

(L) (x,y,zl7 + Q + z) - (x+ Y) + z)
(2) (x,y)(x*I-Y+x)
(3) (x)(x+0:x)
(4) (x) (x + ( -x) : 0)
(5) (x,y,z)(x x (Y x zl = (x X Y) x z)
(6) (x,yl$xY-Yxx)
(7) (x)(xx1=x)
igl t"lt1x=0>xxx-t=l)
(9) (x,v,z)(x x (Y + z) - (x x Y) + (x x z))

(10) -0: l.

First, there are certainly finite inconsistent fields because (as is well known)

there are finite consistent fields. The finite arithmetics modulo P, Í0,1,' ' ' ,P -
I |, where p is primi', fermit a d.efinition of a unique mul'tipticative inverse n-l
for any n e,11,2,. . .,-P - 1) though not for n:0 (see, e'g', Í21' p' 40)' There-

fore,.ii we take rru^Ë, only for [0,1,' ",P - 1], interpret .u ' X' -' + as in

arithmetic modulo p, and sãt IQ, = tz) = T iff /(tl ) = I(tz\' and F otherwise'

we have the classical consistent theory of fields. Thus, setting instead I(tr :
fz) = N for /(/) and F otherwise, we have by the Extendability Lemma:

Proposition 5 There are finite inconsistent models with identity in which

,rriy sentence of the classical theory of fields holds'

It would be desirable to see finite inconsistent extensions of the full theory with

uit.nu*., of the field of ralionals Q. But it is not ciear how to do this with these

methods, because the interprefatiãn function /(n) assigning to all names of

rationals members of the domain [0, ], . . . ,p - I I would seem to assign infinitely

many nonzero rationals to 0, as it does in the case of the integers' But then for

thesã, an inverse n-t is not defined, while it is in the full theory of Q.

Â usefut general result can be obtâined as a consequence of the Extend-

ability Lemma.

Proposition 6 Let A be an algebra (D,0r,...,0,,) where D is a se.t .and

0,, .-. . 0n are relations on D. Ißt h be a homomorphism fram A to a subalgebra
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Ar with DL : h(D') and operations the restriction of 0t, . . . ,0n to Dt. Then the

classica[ equationa! theory of A with names for all elements of D can be incon-

sistently extended to an RM3-model with identity using the assignment I(t) :
h(t), I(tL . tz\: N tÍf I(tò : I(t2) and I(tt = tù : F otherwise.

Proof: Certainly the assignment -Iis a model: /(/) is defined on domainDr,
and if I(tL\ = 1(/z) then evidently O¡(t) = O¡(tù. Also, it plainly satisfies the

condition for a model with identity.

An application of this is that whenever classically one can partition an

algebra into equivalence classes via a homomorphisrn onto a subalgebra, one

máy instead literally inconsistently identify distinct elements in the larger algebra,

thereby obtaining an inconsistent extension of it. That is, of coutse, precisely

what the modulo arithmetics are doing, with the caveat about division noted

before. Another example is as follows. There are finite models inconsistently

extending the classical (*,x,+) theory of the nonnegative rationals Q+ with

names (see also Section 5 for order). Consider the following subàlgebra of that

structure:

D : [0, ] | with the operations

0101 x 01 +

1

I
0
I

0
I

0
I
U

00
01

UO
U1

0
I

= undefined

The homomorphism å is given by /¡ (0) : 0, h(n) = I for all n ) 0'
Thus therè is a finite model with identity in which the classical (+,x,+) the-

ory of the nonnegative rationals Q+ with names holds. Notice how introduc-

ing the negative rationals and thereby subtraction would wreck this model: we

wánt some element to function as an additive inverse -n for each n, but if we

identify more than one rational n¡, n2 with a given element, they have the same

additive universe, so that ftr - tt2- tt1- nr:0; and so division by n¡- n2is
(improperly) undefined. Thus, the prospects for a sensitive inconsistent theory

of àrithmetical fields look bleak, not for reasons of propositional logic, but

because of the functional interaction of - and +. Relevant logic has hitherto

not taken proper cognizance of the fact that a good inconsistent mathematics

might be difficult to obtain for reasons beyond the purely senten[ial.

There are,, needless to say, infinite inconsistent extensions of the theory of

Q,evenmodelswithidentity,e'g',set'I(n-n)=Nforeveryrationaln;and
F otherwise. We encounter some of these in later sections, when order is intro-
duced.

One interest in such inconsistent theories of division, both finite and infi-
nite, is that they permit a solution to the following problem (raised by Graham

Priest). Ordinarily one wants postulates such as the Cancellaiion Law ([2]' p.

2) to hold when extending the theory of rings to that of integral domains and

fields:

(x)(-x : 0 ) (y,z\$ x Y : x x z) Y : z)\.
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But in inconsistent theories such as those of this seclion (see also section 5)

-.0 = 0 and (x)(0 x x= 0) hold, and one does not want to detach the conse-

quent to get Y = z for all Y, 4 Yet on

for those x which are classically not

sistent finite fields modulo prime p abo

0) hold, we cannol detac

(y,Ò(y = ¿) holding). Bu

means that for those x of are "really" nòt identical with zero'

i.e. for which x = 0 has value F in the m l, we can detach because we do have

thalx x y =xx z j y -z, ever\that if xx y = x x z holds then/ - z holds'

problems: ere.there any tinite inconsistent models with identity of the full clas-

sical theor y of Q wirh names? [s the above two-.element model the only finite

inconsistent model Lor Q+2Is the addition or, -n: n to any model with iden-

tity still a model with identitY?

4 Order The aim in this section is to introduce'order, and in the next sec-

tion to study the inconsistent interplay between order and arithmetical opera-

tions, partióularly the theory of oidered fields. In this section, we look at =
. and < alone. Among other ihingt, it is shown that d'standard result of model

theory, namely thatlhe theory óf d"nt. order with no first and last elements

is |fo-s¿¡.*orióal, breaks down given a suitable extension of that concept to

cover the more general inconsistent case'

The foltowing postulates suffice for'the standard classical theory of dense

order without endpoints (e.g., [1], p.324; [7], pp' 78, 90):

(Ð lrreflexivitY (x) ( -x 1 x)
(iÐ AsymmetrY ('x,Y\(x<Y) -tl 1x)
tiiil TranSitivity (x,!,2)(x < y ).y < z) x 1z)
iiui Comparability (x,y)(-x= !)' -x<y)y <x)'tui 

Exclusiveness (x,y)((x: | )' -tx<y & -ty <x) &' (x<y) 1x:
v))

(vi) Ño endpoints (x) (tv,z)(x .< 
y &, z < x)

(vii) Denseness (x,y)(x < y ) (12)(x 1 z & z < y))

CiiiiÍ Mixing (*;y,i')(z: r ). 0 <z) x 1z\ & G < v ) z< x))'

These postulates hold in the classical (and RM3-) models with identity

rvhose domair.r is the rational numbers, which we may also take as terms naming

themselves; with ^I(r - ù = T and l(tt.= tz).=F otherwise' and ^I(f1 1t) .=T
iiit, a t2, ãrtdF otherwise. It is a standard.result that alt classical models of

tU-tviiil õi cardinality ñs are isomorphic. Now in the case where every element

model'as follows. Take the rationals as simple terms as before, but domain D :
the integers Z. For each rational n, set I(n) = the integral part of n' Set I(n =
m):Niff /(n) =I(m),a,ndFotherwise; andset I(n<m)= Niff I(n)'
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I(m), and F otherlvise. By the Extendability Lemma, every sentence of the clas-

sicaíineory of Q continues to hold, and hence (i)-(viii) hold. Furthermore, it

is a model withidentity; since if. n:n holds, i.e. I(n\: I(m), then clearly for

all atomic F, I(Fn) : I(Fm). Note in passing that ühe discreteness postulate

(x)(¡y) (x < y e k)G < z ). 1y < z) y: z)) also holds in this model; so that

Uoitr áisòr.teness and dçnseness postulates can be inconsistently satisfied. But

there is no I to 1 correspondence which pteserves atomic sentences between the

domain of this model and that of the previous model: a I to I correspondence

/from Z to e must eventually reverse the order on some of the elements of Q,

so that while I(n\ < I(m) and thus n < ,?1 holds in the inconsistent model,

f (I(m)) < "f (I(n\\ in the classical model' Thus

proposition 7 There are non-isomorphicRM3-models with identity, of cardi'

nality Rs, in which euery sentence of the classical theory of dense order without

endpoints holds.

Indeed, the Teim Elimination Lemma may be used on this model to dis-

pense with atl names except names for the integers, and:the same result applies

io this model. Again, a similar result can be simply obtained using a finite

model, which can also be used to show that the order theories of R, Q, and Z

have a common inconsistent extension. Take domain D : [0,1), and do three

constructions corresponding to three sets of simple names' those of R, Q, and

Z.Ineachcase, set I(n)=0if n<0and I(n):1if n>0; set I(n-rn):N
if I(n) : I(m), and F otherwise; and set /(N< m) : N if I(n) . I(m), and F

otherwise. The three cases are inconsistent extensions of the order theories of

R, Q,, and Z respectively, by'the Extendability Lemma; and the conditions for

Uéine models wìth identity are satisfied. The case of Q evidently provides an

exarñple of a finite-domain model in which all sentences of the theory of dense

ordeiwithout endpoints hold. But also, the Term Elimination Lemma can be

applied to each of these constructions, to give that the set of term-free sentences

oiìactr of the order theories of R, Q, Z holds in the same (two-element) model,

the term-free sentences of which are thus a common inconsistent extension,of

them all. problem: Is there away to extend the theory of R directly to that of Q2

S Ordered rings ønd fields In this section, the question of putting together

the arithmetical operãtions with the order relation is discussed. It is useful at this

point to introducã a distinction. So far, models have been constructed in which,

iypically, all sentences of various classical theories hold; that is, inconsistent

exìensións of classical theories. We have thus been working implicitly with two

desiderata for models: (i) that they make all sentences of the classical theory

hold, and (ii) that they be models with identity. The interplay between arithmetic

and order, however, tends to make this rather more difficult to achieve. So we

consider a third, weaker desideratum: (iii) all members of a certain set of postu-

lates (such as e.g., the order postulates of Section4) hold. Classically, (iii) coin-

cides with (i), but not necessarily in RM3. It should not be thought that this is

inevitably ai,defect" of RM3, of course, since many have argued that the deduc-

tive relaiionship of classical logic is too strong, precisely in its inability to pro-

vide contradiction containment. It will be seen in this section that there are
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occasions rvhen (i) must be sacrit'iced white (iii) continues to hotd' This can be

amplified by a point from [81. It is an inteiesting open question whether R#'

i..., p.uno arirhmetic formulated with a relevant -' as its implication operator

instead of ), contains alt of classical Pt ano arilhmetic P# . lt is however a sep-

arate matter whetheì, if R# does nol contain all of P#, this would be a "defect"

ãfin, since it is arguable that natural arithmetic is formulated merely with
,,if . then", and r-etevant --r is at least as good a candidate for that as f is'

Indeed, were we to discover that natural arithmetic suffered an inconsistency in

virtue of some recondite feature, to do with the Godel senlence, say, it is by no

means obvious thar we would regard the contradiction as spreading uncontrol-

lably and thus affecting our ability to calculate'

Begin with ttre in;;s;;; ù. t:n" following po for

its ordeitheory (cf. Section 4): Irreflexivity, Asym ala'

bility, Exclusiveness, No First and Last Elemenl

(x)
(xi)

Discreteness (x) (ty)(x < y &, (ò(x <z)' y < zv y: z))
-'& (x) (ty)(y,< x & (z\(z 1 x )' z 1 y v z = t))

Sum Law (x,y,zl$ < Y ) x + z 1 Y * z)

Product Law (x,y,z)(x < y ). O < z) x x z.a y x z)'

First consider finite models' Take t
Section 4 and add thê atomic sentences'

from names for the integers. Set ^[(f1 
(

the Extendability Lemma, all classical

ory of Z with names hotd. TheY are no

son: f1 = fz holds ifî t¡ mod tn: tz nto

with fr ( f3 does not ensure t21t1:' t2m
lapsed modulo mítis equal to. f1)' . .

so there are finite models in which all sentences of the arithmetic and order

theory of the integers holds, but which are not models with identity' Ëqually

there are finite models with identity in which all the above order postulates }flold'

Take.the above t+,x,-l models modulo rn with names for all or z; and set

I(tt <fz) = N iff ti mo¿ t, = t2 mod m, and F otherwise. To shoiv that these

are models with idàntity it suffices to consider'atomic sentences of the form

t¡ 1 t2, since other atomic sentences have been dealt with earlier' But if tt = tz

holds, then f1 nlo¿-*-- t2 modtn; whence I(Ft) = I(tt 1t')' sâY' = { tjf tt
mo¿ m < 4 mo,d miff. t2 mod m < \ mod m, so that N = I(tz< tù ='I(Ftù'
Identity then fotlows fåm Proposiiion 2. 'However, not all classical conse-

qu"n.., fotlow bgcause the assignment to ( de-stroys the order on the integers

(to..*u*ple, in nrodulo 3,2 <iitF, because 2 mod 3:2 < 4 mod 3: 1 does

not hold).
. itt.t. are, however, finite model sen-

tences true in Zhold. Take the (*,x, l:"t
of the form f1 1t2to be Neuter. Clear that

all sentences in the (=,*,x,-,() the is a

model with identity fà[,cws from the fact that for atomic F of the fotm t11t2,

trivially I(Ftù _ i(ptr\, whether or not tt = tz holds. These models have the

unsatisfactory featuìe in"t tt, order propeities are rather'insensitively en'sured'

in that all sentences of the form f 1 < t2 aìe made to hold. Even so, it is still only
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possible to make this work by exploiting the inconsistency-toleration features

òr Rvt¡, e.g., in making (x) -.,x ( x take the value N and so hold also. To sum-

marize these results:

proposition 8 There are finite models both with and without tdentity of the

classical ( =,*, X,-,( ) theory of the integers Z with names, and finite mode[s

with ident¡ty in which all classical (:,*,x'-) consequences hold and all order

postuløtes hold as well.

We turn to division. The problem is to see what can be made of the the-

ory of ordered fields. In additionto standard field (+,X,-,+) properties, order

pàrtutut"r arê needed. Classically the previously mentioned postulates suffice:

irreflexivity, Asymmetry, Transitivity, Comparability, Exclusiveness, No First

and Last Elements, Denseness, Mixing, sum, and Product Laws.

We saw in Section 3 that bringing in division restricts rather drastically the

possibilities for finite inconsistent models, or at any rate finite extensions of Q.

ïv. .u.r, however, go further with a result of that section, namely that all clas-

sical consequ.rr..rãf the (:,*,X,+) theory of the nonnegative rationals hold

in a two-element model D : Í0,1) with operations as specified previously, and

/(0) 
= 

0, I(n\ = I for alln) l. To this we can add the ordering I(n < m):
N iff i1n¡ - I(m), and F otherwise. Ir now follows easily that

proposition 9 There is'a finite model with identity in which all classical con-

,rqrrn"r, of the ( :, *, X , *, ( ) theorY of Q+ hold'

Consider now the following model with identity: names for all real numbers

R;D:[0,1,...,P-ll;I(n):0forn<0andn>p-1'andI(n)=thenear-
"ri 

ir,t.g.. < n fotr 0 < n < p - L; I(n - m) :N iff /(n) -- I(m)' 
"ttd..F 

other-

wise; ,l(n < m) - N iff /(n) < I(m), and F otherwise. It is as immediate that

it is a model with Identity as it is that the conditions of the Extendability Lemma

apply, so that the sentences holding therein include all classical consequences of

ttre firsrorder (:,4¡ theory of .R, including the continuity schema ([15]' p. 131).

(((tx)Fx & (ty)((x)(F'x ) x <-v)) ) (re)(x)(Fx) x = z')

& (y)((x)(jç'x ) x < l\ ) z =,Y)).
So the Term Elimination Lemma can be applied to this model to give the con-

clusion that the following is a model with identity: D: [0,1,. . 'p - 1l (nam-

ing themsetves); /(n - m):Niff n--m and'Fotherwise; I(n<m): Niff
I(7¡ - I(m) and F otherwise. This satisfies all classical consequences of the

(:,() theory of R in this language, and in particular all universally quantified

ìentences containing no names. Now we exploit thç fact that a classical field can

be constructed on the above domain in the standard fashion. The model can-

not be made wholly classical (sentences only T or F) since we already have that

I(t = f) : N for all /. But the construction of the field simply adds to the above

by assigninE l(tt * tz), ^Í(tr x tù, I(tr - t) and I(t1- tz) tlile values they stan-

dârdlviak. io Jo, "-',P - lÌ, and sets I(t,: fz) (for any terms tt' tz): N iff
,I(/r) = I(tù, and F otherwise; and,I(f1 < tù - N iff l(tt\ t I(t¿)' and F

oiher*ise. The Extendability Lemma ensures that all classical consequences of
the theory of fields hold, and it is straightforward to show that it remains a

model with identity. That is,

F)
ì.

I
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proposition 10 There e.uist inconsistent continr¿ously ordered finite fields-

A complication should be mentioned. It has not been proved that every

classical consequence of the theory of real closed fields holds in this model. To

see this, note that the ability to substitute fietd identities in the theory of con-

tinuogs ordering does not ensure that all classical consequences hold; for

instance the Sum and Product laws are not obtained this way. In fact, the Sum

and product laws hold in our model, but conceivably various of their classical

consequences might not.. We d'o have though, as might be expected, that stan-

dard sÍstems of first-order pbstulales for coinplete ordered fields (e'g'' [15]' p'

130) h;td.2 This point can be amptified by considering a different conlinuous

ordering for the'finite fields. For any Íeal n, I(n) = 0 for n < 0, I(n) = the next

whole number >nfor 0 <n< p'-2, andl(n\ = p - | otherwise' Then set

I(n < m) =T ff IØ) < I(ml, I(n f m) : N if /(n) = I(m), arld I(n 1 m) =
F otherwise; and i1n :m ) = N iff /(n ) = I(m), and F otherwise. Again, this

inconsistentty extenàs the classical ordering on R, so every classical sentence true

.therein holds. Further, it is a model with identity. By the Term Elimination

Lemma, this is true for the model restricted to the p names [0, ], . . .p - 1] ' Then

we can add the (+,x,-,+¡ theory of p-membered finite fields to this in the same

. fashion as before to get models with identity for different finite inconsistent con-

tinuously ordered fietds. But now notice this: Sum and Product Laws fail tiere

whereas they did not in the previous model. (Sum Law: In modulo p, p - 2 <

p - Lis T, úur@ -Z)+ t < (p- 1) + 1 is F. Product Law: Inmodulo 3, 1 <

i ArZ< 0 (or Z* O)( T, b,tt L x2 <2 xZis 2 < I which is F.) This latter argu-

ment works for atl modulo primes p > 3, but not for modulo 2. So we can

deduce a couple of RM3-independence results: Súm and Product Laws cannot

be obtained from continuity oidering f field properties, and these together with

the Product Law do not yield the Sum Law. The moral to draw, though, is that

it would be incorrect to conclude from the previoûs model that finitude * con-

tinuity -.'r- field properties * model with identity give âll the sentences of the clas-

,i."iín¿"ry of reai closed fields. Problem: Is that conclusion nevertheless true?

The iesults of these two models suggest the following simple extension

into set theory. Instead of the schema {x'in the continuity schema, replace it

by ,x € u, and universally quantify ihe whole formulâ with respect to u, where

¿l ranges over iubserc of the domain. Let s, /, . . . be names for these, so that

/(s) € P(D). Then |et I(n G s) = Tffr IØ) e r(s), and Fotherwise. It is
straightforward to verify that lhe set-theoretic continuity postulate holds in the

above models which remain models with identity'

6 Conclusion To amplify a point made at the beginning, the use of an ex-

plicit background logic to study mat mark of mathemat-

ical logic a, oppor.d to "natural" m al mathematics does

seem iypica[v ìo proceed on a tacit co n, it is by no means

obvious that this ìs essential. The test is to see whether the relaxation of that
.assumplion leads to rich structures, and it is suggested that the evidence here that

i¿ does is initially promising. The assumption of consistency does not entail that

natural logic is classical, and the case that natural logic is not classical has.been

extensively argued in recent times. Discoveries in semantics have shown that non-
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classical logics of the paraconsistent kind must have inconsistent theories, so it

would seem mandatory to disptay these. But it is a moot point the extent to

which the deductive assumptions on which natural mathematics proceeds are log-

ica[y necessary, or simply there because the history of the activity has made

alternatives invisible. Onty ttre investigation of such alternatives can determine

that.

NOTES

L The terminology.neuter'is perhaps a little misleading, since it suggests "neither true

nor false", whereas in fact ii is better construed as "both true and false", Or perhapS

,,both it and its.negation hold". We retain'neuter' here on grounds of established

practice.

2. Save 6-r - 0, concerning which opinion differs. [15], p. 130; [9], pp. 280, 286; ÍL7l'
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Differentiol Colculus
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Abstract In Section 2, a nilpotent ringis defined. In Section 3, nonclassi-

cal mbdel theory is sketched and an incomplete model is defined. In Section

4, it is shown that the elements of equational differential calculus hold in this
'" model, and a comparison with synthetic differential geometry is made. In

Section 5, an inconsistent theory is defined with many, though not all, of the

same properties.

I Introduction This paper extends the nonclassical model theory for incon-

sistent first-order equational theories developed in [4], [6], and [7]'| to the_case

of inconsistent equaiional theories strong engugh for a reasonable nótion of dif-

ferentiation. The aim is to show that inconsistency does not cripple such an

equational differential calculus. There have- been a number of calls recently for

inionsistent calculus,. some appealing to ihe history of the.calculus in which

inconsistent claims abound (see, e.g., [9]). However, inconsistent calculus has

resisted development, {or at ieast two reasons. First, the functional structure of
fields interactJwith inconsistency to produce triviality in even the pqrely equa-

tional part of first-order theories with terms of finite length (as pointed out in

[6], [7i, and [9]), in a way which standard contradiction-containrnent devices,

i""tr ut. weakèning ex contradictione quodlibet, do not p.revent' Stronger the-

orie$, those includ.ing set membership, terrhs of infinite length, order, Iimits, and

integration are then infected with the same triviality. Second, the functional

structure of inconsistent set theory remains difficult to cohtrol, and seems to

require sacrifice of logical principles in addition to, and more natural Lhan- ex

contradictione quodliiet (see, e.E.; Vl, [5], or [8], pp. 178-180). But unless there

Receìved August 14, 1987; revised May 26, 1988
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are distinctive inconsistent theories of the order of strength of classical analysis,

the claim that the'history of the calculus supports paraconsistency is seriously

undermined; and furthermore, claims that inconsistent mathematics can generate

substantial new insights are correspondingly weakened.

ThiS paper addresses thç former of these two points, by adapting the meth-

ods.of t6l and [7], in presenting an inconsistent but nontrivial equational the-

ory of pofynomial differentiation. So far, inconsistent methods seem to be useful

móstly in a fairly restricted application, namely treating congruences as literal

identiiies (inconsistently), in accordance with informal mathematical termino-

logibal practice. In Section 2, a congruence on a subset of the classical hyper-

tráh girr.t the functional str.ucture of the domain of the models and is
of nilPotent
the structure
y modifYing

inconsistent model theory using a linit sirice the re-

sulting first-order "intuitiónist" ãquatio4al diffeiential çalculus has some similar-

ities wittr a corresponding fragment öf synthetic differential geor.netry (see [l]
ot t3l), particularþ in respectãf incompleteness, nilpotence, Taylor formulas,

difierentiation, and continuity. This is done in Section 4, and the advantages

(in particular, that of simplicity) and limitations of the comparison are outlined.

Ì.t Se"tiott 5, the same results are then obtained for inconsistent polynomial the'

ory. The limitations of the present approach and some further develÓpments are

outlined in the finál section. It is argued on the basis of these results that the

fact that the same functional strüctuie underlies all of the incomplete, incon-

sistent, and classical consistent theories suggests that the functional aspects of
m4thematics ate more important than squabbles at the sentential level over ex

contradictione quo dlib ei, inconsistency, incompleteness, etc'

2 A nitpotent ríng We begin with the usual arithmetic of the field of hyper-

real numbers R*, with operations *, -, X,' /, The subfield of real numbers

is denoted by R. For each nonzero x in R*, the binary relation ; is defined

by: x1 1 xz :d"r $1/x) is a.t most irifinitesimally different from (x2/x), (i.e.,

*i/* =irlr, i."., (xr - x2)/x is infinitesimal, i.e., (xt - x)/x - 0; see the rela-

tiron = ô in tl0l). For fixed x this is an equivalence relation on R*, as is easy to

verify. It is noì however a congruence. For example, if. x1 V x2, then if (xr -
xù/xis infinite with respect to x3, then (x1/xù v @z/x3) does not in general

nãtd. gowever, if x is set equal to an arbitrarily óhosen infinitesimal ô, then a

congruence with respect to *, -, X, and an associated ring of equivalence

clasies is obtained. Let S be the set of nqninfinite.hyperreals; i:e', of the form
x * d where x is any real nurnber and d is any infinitesimal, with the additional
property that for some positive integer k, dk ; 0.. Then

Proposition 1 The'relation ; on,S is ø congruence with respect to the oper'

ations *, -, X.

Proof: If (xr + d) ; (xz* dù, i.e. ((xr - x) + (dt - dù)/õ = 0, then

(((xi + xù - (xz* xi)) + ((dr:* d) - (dz+ d)))/õ = 0, i.e. ((xr * dt) +
i;; i ¿ti) ; ttxz+ ¿rl + (x¡ + d¡)). \lso, iet df'ta - 0 and d{'ta: 0' Now
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(ù + dr¡kÈkt¡5 - )aY,no,-'o')f 
,. 

"*each 
term = o, so

k1*k3

>
i:0

k1+k3
i

the whole sum ii. Hence (xr * dù + (x¡ * d3) is in ,S, and so (x2 + dr) +
(x¡ * d3) also obviously is. The subtraction case is the same. For multiplication,
if ((xr - xù + (4 - d))/õ = 0, then if x3 is real, then (((xr - xù +
(dt - dù) x (xz * ù))/õ = 0 also. Hence (xr * dt) x (x¡ * dt) I @z *
dùx(xt* d3). Nowalso, (x1 +dt) x (x¡ * ds): (xt xx¡) * (xr xfu) *
(4 x d1) + (dr x d). Clearly, however, 0 = (xt x dr\kt¡6 = (xt x dr¡kr¡6 =
(ù x flr¡min(k1'tc¡)/ô. Hence x1 X dt, xt x d1, d1x d3, and \ x x3 are all in ,S,

so their sum is also in ,S, âs in the proof of the addition case. That is, (x1 *
dr) x (xz* d¡) is in S; and also obviously (x2 + dz\ x (x¡ + d3) is.

Note that the proof of congruence breaks down for the case of division
because (((xr - xù + (ù - dù)/(xt +.ú))/õ might not be infinitesimal, e.g.,
if x3 - 0 and d3 is infinitesimal with respect to ((x1 - x) + (ù - d2D/õ.It fol-
lows from Proposition 1 that the set of equivalence classes of members of S is

a ring (call it.R) with respect to the induced operations *, -, x. Denote the
equivalence class of any element x+ d ty lx + dl..R has the following prop-
erties:

Proposition 2
(l) For any real numbers xt,xz, lxt I : lx2l iff x1 : x2
(2\Foranyinfinitesimalsdt,dz,rÍld?l:ldll : l0l ,tþen ldrl x ldrl:O
(3) For any nonnegative integer k, there is some infinitesimal d with ldk+r | :
l0l white ldkl + lol.
Proof: (1) If xr,xz are real, then not (xt - xz\/õ =, 0 unless xr: xz. (2)Let
dí - d?A and di : d1/¿. By hypothesis, df = 0 = di. But d:dz/õ : (d?d?/
5z7t/z : @í\r/2@í)r/2, which is infinitesimal if dí and di are. (3) Consider
õ2,õ,õr/2,õt/t, . .., etc.

The following lemma is useful for Propositions 3, 4, and 6.

Lemma For any infinitesimal õ and any positive integer k, there is an inJln-
itesímal d such that dk+t/õ is infinitesimal while dk/õ is infinite.

proof:Letd:5G+t)/k(k+2).Now ¿rc+t¡5-õG+L)z/k(k+2)¡5:6T2+zk+r)/k(k+21¡
5tÛízøtltcz+2k, -: õt/(k2+2k) = 0. But dk/õ: 5k(k+t)/k(k+2)/õ = 5G+D/G+2)¡
5G+2)/(k+2) - 5-r/(k+2) :1¡51/(k+2), which is infinite.

Define Dstobe | 01, and for all positive integers k, let D¡, - Udl : ldk+t | :
l0l while ldol + 0). Let, O. 

oPror¿. 
Then

Proposition 3 For all positive integers k
(l) There is a ldl in D¡, such that for all ldl in D, ldrl x ldo | : l0l
(2) There is a ldl in D¡, and a ldll in D¡ça2 such that ldr I x lakl + lOl.
Proof: (1) Let dbe õr1k. Now delô = 1, not = 0. But ¿t+t¡5:.\.õr/k = 0.
Hence ldl is in D¡r. Moreover, for any infinitesimal dy, drdk/õ: dr : 0, so
.ldtl x ldol : lOi. (2) Let d be 6(k+Lt/k(k+2) as in the lemma, and let dl be
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ô/dk. Now by the argument of the lem.ma, l¿l il,i.\.P.f'-futlþ.t1ry.91?l dt =
;:n; ='5¡6úí*{ildzi - 5ritt+zt. So df+z/ô - ô(k+2)/.(k+2)¡5k+z)/(k+2) - 1,

;; = 0;- and df+l/õ - õ(k#tlT+21¡5@+21/(k+2) - 5t/(k+2) = 0; hence d1 is in

ir*r. Finally, 
'(døk)/õ 

= 1, not = 0, so ldtl x ldkl + l0l'

Proposition2(l) shows that,R has a subfield isomorphic to the real num-

bers R; tiis fiet¿ oi equivatence classes will also be referred to as R where no

confusion results. Nowas usual we can write lxlk for lxkl and drop the 
-l | .and

multiplication signs in jR where no confusion results. An element d of an

algebra is strictly iílpoteint of degree ¡, i¡ ¿rc+r : 0 while dk + O, and an algebra

is-strictly nilpotent of degree f i} it has strictly nilpotent elements of degree k'

Ër*;rtú"i5ç¡shows that R is strictþ nilpotent oi alt positive integral degrees'

propositio rr27')is relevant to the comparison with synthetic differeritial geom-,

etry in sections 4 and 5. v/hile all elementq of Dt go to zero on being raised to
. th; k * lst power and not for any lesser integral power', Prop.osition 3 shows

that these elements fall into two nonnull classes: those whose kth power when

multiplied by any nilpotent element goes to zero, and those whose kth power

h", u'nonrero product with some nilpotent element. This is also rglevant to the

results of Section 4.

3 Summary of nonclassical model theory and the construction of an ìncomplete

model This section sketches basic nonclassical model theory as developed in

ïii fil, and pl, and applies it to the construction of an incomplete theory using

a three-valued intuitionist logic.- - 
Á lorgic will'be said to be a complete lattice Z together with a filter V c

Z, called lh" duigroted elements of L. The language 'c considered here consists

ãi u t"t of simple turms (names) in 1-1 correspondence with the noninfinite

hyperreal ,r,rrrrbrrq (think of them as naming themselves). CompleY terms. ate

piå¿rr.r¿ by closurà with respect to the operations *, -, x, A' term is either

à simple term or a complex term. The metalinguistic variables t,ts,t1'. . ' range

ou", i.r*r. If ll, t2are terms, then an atomic sentence is of the f.orm t1= t2'

The language hai two sorts of object language variables, each with several sorts

of associat ed quantifíers: variablQs X,X¡¡X1, . . . with the four associated quan-

tifiers (v e,R), (3 €R), (v e Ã), (l € R); and variables d, do,dt' ' ' ' with the

associaìed quantifiers (V € D) , ( I € D), and, for each positive integer k, (v e
D¡r) and, G e Dù. Tthe metalinguistic variables u, t)s,ur,": range over vari-

ables of any sort.
The language also has the sentential operators -, &, V' Ð' and A I 'B is

defined as -,Av.Band A=Buà Ø) Ð e, @)A).(E!xe,R)(^FÏ) is defined

as(lx€,R)(Fx&(vxo€,R)(^Fxo_+x:xo))'Wffsandsentencesaredefined
in the usual waY.

In this section the logic Z is the three element chain (Hasse Diagram):

*sTl*
It

True

Neither

False
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with set of designated elements V = [Tì. (Designated elements are starred on

the Hasse Diagram.) Ãn assignment is a function ,I: (closed sentences of "0) ->

IT,N,Fl satisfYing:

(l) For any atomic sentence tt: t2, I(h - t2) € [T,N,Fì
izj Xd e Ð : slb(I(A),/(B)), I(A v B) - lub(/('4),1(B)),' while

I(A -+ B) and I'(-A) are given by the table:

-+ TNF -1

F

F

T

TFF
TTF
TTT

*T
N

F

(note that Z is intuitionist since its (&,v,-¡-structure is exactly that of

the well-knbwn three-element interior algebra)

(3) For every quantified sentence of the form (v u e x\ Fu, .I(( vu e X\ Fu) =
glb [y: foi sorne term t, I(t) is in X and I(F(t/u)) : ll-; 2nd 

for everv

sentence'of the form (:lu € x)Fu, I((tu e x)Fu\: lub Iy: for some

term /, etc.J, where u is any variable and x is,R,R,'D ot D¡, (subject to

proper matching of tYPes).

A sentence A holds in an assignment d written Ft A, ifr I(A) e v. A set

of sentences holding in an assignment is a theory. If A €, Th whete'Th is a the-

;;t, ;r write l-r¿ Á, droppín! tnt subscript whén Th is clear. I=and Th are

conisistent if for no,4 is it the case that both l-,4 and l-A, ariðl cbmplele if for

all,,4eitherlAorl-A.,Iisanassigrimentwithfunctíonalitiif'ffoiallterms
ty,t2, fi tt = tzholds, then for all atomic sentenceS .Fl¡ containing f t, F/1 holds

iä Ftrhólds, where Ft2 is like.Ffl except thal t2 replaces. f¡ in one or more

fU".r. f is an assignmint with identity iff for all terms tl,tz, if'/1 : 12 holds,

ihen for all closed sentences Fl¡ containing 11,l+ll holds iff n2 holds'

A.modelis a þair (Ð,1) where Ð is a domain and;Ian assignment having

the additional properties that: (1) l assigns to every simple terin a membei of

Ð; (2) f assigns to every n-ary functional exprèssion arL n.ary partial function

or, ò-; (3) The assignment to complex terms is given bV /(,f( tr,.'. . ,tn)) :
I(f\U(¡;),...,¡(tnl, provided that this is defined; (4) /is requiied t_o be.9*to

rì; ;; titåi .urty etåm"nt of the domain is assigned to some term; (5) / satisfies:

tr = tzholds iff /(tr) -- I(tù. If (Ð,,f) is a model and I an assignment with

functi,onality (identity), then (Ð,f) is a model with functionality (identity).

In this section, wã construct a theory by specifying further featurei of the

ussig"À."i function.L The domain Ð is taken to be the nilpotent ring.R of

equivalence classes, of the previous.section. The specificatiöns are as follows: (l)
For every name t, I(t) : I /l ; Q) I(+), /(-), /( x) are the rin[ opèrations on

n induced by the congruênce I l; this determines the interpretation of all com-

plex terms; (3) Set I(tr: tz) :T iff /(úr) : I(tz), set r(f¡ : tz) = N if 1(fr) +
i(tr)Uutthe hyperreal number (fr - t)/õis noninfinite, and set -f(/¡ - tz) :
F otherwise. The values of all nonatomic sentences are then determined as above.

We observe that the model just described is a model with identity. (This fol-

lows from the facts: (l) That tt -- tzholds iff /(/r) = I(tz)' and hence (2) That
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if f1 = 12 holds' then /(F(tr)) : /(F(tz)) for any atomic F, if these are defined'

The latter is then ttt. Uiiì óiuut" of an obvious induction on the lengths of Sen-

with identitY suf
mits calculations
logic is classical.

is weakened, but in a controlled way' T

intuitionist in another sense, nameþthat they are incomplête: Since 'I(ô = 0) =

N, /(_ô = ol = n, soitrat neittrer. l-ô = 0 nor l--ô = 0, although l---ô = 0,

J-ô2 - 0, and F-õr/2 = 0.

Note fina cal (two-valued) theory of 'R. can be

oUt"i"J Ui u (/r : tz) : T iff /(tr) : I(tz\, and F

otherwise. This two-valued model theory can be recov-

ered as a sPecial case.

4 IncomPlete lus, and c entíal

geometlY is shown PolY-

nomial differ ld in the an be

ion is continuous. It is shown that the

corresponding part of synthetic differ-

are outlined.
d ult of rePlac-

v th no remain-

a function with

Similarly for - and x. (E!xr , " ' ,xk
R). Then ws have:

proposition 4 IÍÍ(x) is any real function, then fo'r ev.ery positive integer k'

l-(vxe,R)@!x1,...,xk€ RXv?/ é Dt\(Í(x + d) :f(x) * x1d+' " + xdk)'

proof: If Í(x) is any real function, then by the polynomial laws of R*, for any

term f, I(f(t)') is idånticat with 1.(t0 * t¡t * ' ''* tnl')' where the f¡ are simplg

;il, ä;"í"iiíL irui 
""*bers, 

sinie identities arg ngt^cles{roved in passing from

R* to ,R. So we may restrict attention to functions of the form le * t1x + ' ' ' +

]nxn, where ttt. l,'¿."åt. real numbers, i'e', where the 1(t¡\ are in -R' We

abbreviate these funciions by Ðt,*'. Then ior any such/(x) and any term I
i=0

from R and anY term d with f(fl in so

tn\ + d)'. So I(Í(t + d)) : /(/o) * (

* and x are the induced oPerations o

nomial laws, so we can comPute this s

k, the nilpotence of the element d does r

rãw ro[ows by normal arithmeti c. Íf k < n, those terms in the binomial expan-

sion of l(f(t+ d;;i"h "o"t"i" ldr'+tl as afactor are identicalwith l0l' So

I(lU + d)) comPutes to
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(rr

. + tntn). t((å (i)','-')r)
¿r.'((å (L),,,'-r) (c')

)

d)) +

lo*

þt'r *
. Hence

Hence, by the assignment conditions for quantifiers

k
l-(vx e R)(lxr,...,xk€ R)(vd e Dk) x + d) :.f(x) + lx¡d

i=l

The next part of the argument (proving uniqueness) uses the postulate
that the I(t¡) are real. We need to conjoin to (a) the following: (vx¿atr...r

llk\
xzt aÃ){ (vd e Dù(ÍU + d) : -f(t) + Ð*o*,d') * ((tr : xr+t\

\ \ ¡=t /*,...*

(tr: xzù) , where the l¡ are a relabelling of the coefficiehts of (cu). Elim-

inating quantifiers to appropriately assigned terms, we need to prove that:

l. k \
l(vd € Dùl-fç + d) : f (t) + l,t¡,*¡d'l - &LrU¡: tæ¡). (B)

\idl

If the consequent takes the value T, then (B) holds by the tables for --. If the
consequent does not take the value T, then there are two cases: either (i) to =
12¿ does not hold or (ii) some other .t¡ = tt +¡ does not hold. If. tk - f2¿ does not
hold, then I(tù + I(tzr). Now, since l¿ and t2¡, are real, (tk - t2ù/ô is infinite,
so I(t¡, : tzr) is F. .But by the lemma of Section 2, there is some infinitesimal
hyperreal number'd such that dk/õ is infinite, hence (tk - t2ùdk/õ is infinite.
If everyother t¡:tr+¡holds,then ll¡l : l/¿*¡l and t¡--tr+t inR*. SoinR*,

/k.\klkl
.f(t + ü - (fG) + > tr*¡dÍl = "f(t) + ) t¡di - l.fttl + ltr*,dil :\ ¡:t / i=r \ ¡:l /
(tk - tzùdk. But the latter is infinite with respect to ô. So in IR, I(lU +

,))

infinite. Hence the antecedent of (0) is F, and (0) holds by the table for -'.
Otherwise, if some other t¡: t*+t does not hold, let i be the least integer

for which t¡ = t*+¡ does not hold. Then choosing the same d, in R* î(t + d) -

/k\
rþttl +f to*,a'). r,r, also inn-, (rtr + ù - (rttl * þ-,0*,

Qr, * f,,r.,o)

þ,*,0). Bur in R* (Í(t + d) - (rur * (å u-,r))/, i, inrinite

= (t¡ - tw)dt * higher powers of d. But the first term is

infinite with respect to ô if dk is. So, as for (i), Ïn IR I(Í(t + d)\ +'l

again the antêcedent of (0) is F and so (P) holds.

Consider the case where k: l. Then for'any ldl in D1 and any real f,
lÍ(t + d) : lU) * t1d for some term f1 with /(/1) in R. A functional expres--

sion g(x) is called a derivative of f (x), if for any d in D1 and any / with /(l)
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in R,lÍ(t + d) - f(t) + s(t)d. we know independently from real number cal-

culus tlhat there is àtwayi at least one derivative for any real function Í(x).
Ir sQ) is a derivative ofl/(x), we can¿lso denoteitby f' (x)' Thus for any de-

rivative .f'(x), we have the TaylorformulaFl$ + d):lG) +'d"f' (l)' or

f t"i e- niti¿ e D)(Í(x + d) - f(x) + d..f' (x)). Define an n-th.degree

pàlynomiait|n tn, indetàrminate x to be any functional expression of the form

ts * t1x +... + trxn, wheÍe the f¡ are simple terms, that is Ð-t'*''
i:0

Proposition 5 (Polynomial Diffprentiation) IÍ Í is any polynomial of the
n

formf t,*,withrealcoefficientst¡,andf' (x) ¿s aderiuatiueoÍ.f,thenl(vxe,
i=0

R) (x) = | ittxí-L
n

i=l

Proof:From the Taylor formula, l- (vx e R) (î(x + d) : f (x\ + d'.f ' (x)), where
(f)) + (I(d\ x I(l'UD) for anY term I

. . . higher powers of d. since I@\ : I(d3) = ' ' ':0' all produ-cts-9-f. d-:'.dt'

. . . mãy bã dropped. Thus we have lt.fç + d)) - I(lGÐ + U@)I(-f'(t)))

and atso : t(Í(i)) + I(üI(i( i)t,tt') . so, since minus is a congruence,

I@\f U'U)) . But since /(d) is in D1, and I(t)'I(t¡)

are in -R, this (t)) : t(å (i)t"t-')' But I was ar-

I n 
)),*required.bitrarily chos '(x) : () ;tt"'-t

A definition of two-sided limits can be given. Define 'li\Íl*) : tr' to

mean :1vd € D)(Í(i + d) : t1v (=d1 e D)(lu + d) - tt : d))'. one-sided

timits can also be defined by introducing the notions of positivity and negativ-

ity for members or D, but that is not done here because of the following prop-

orition. It is also noted that in the above definition of limit the case where not

Fflt¡ : 11 does not arise, as the following proposition shows. For any real func-

tion/(x)] define in the usual way'.f is continuous at /'to mean'lim/(x) :Í(t)"

and.,f is continuous'to mean '(vx € R) (/ is continuous at x)'. Then

Proposition 6 For euery real function Í(x), lÍ ß contínuous.'

Proof: It has to be proved, for every real term /, that F(vd eD)(Í(t + d):
Í(t,); GdL e D)(î(t + d) - Í(t) : dr)). But it fol.levv5 from PropoSition 4 that
-F(vd 

e D.)UU + d,¡ : f(t) + ttd *. ,.* t&k). If not all the real f¡ : g,

then F/(t i ¿l - .f (t) : ira + . . . + tkdte. It is obvious that raising the right-
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hand side to power k is not (considered as a hyperreal number) infinitesimal rvith

respect to ô (since its first term is not), while raising it to power k + I is infini-
tesimal with respect to ô (since each term is), so that the right-hand side is in
D¿. Thus l(Jù e D)(Í(t + d) - "f 

(t) = d1). The result follows by disjoining
the alternatives and universal generalization.

Synthetic differential geometry (SDG), as expounded in [3] (see also [l]),
is likewise an incomplete theory (with neither ô : 0 nor -ô : 0 holding). The

theory of [3] has elements which are strictly nilpotent of all degrees, while that

of tll restricts consideration toD1. Neither proceeds from a construction on the

classical hyperreals, however, nor utilizes a three-valued model theory. In these

theories, also, every function is continuous. The method of obtaining deriva-

tives from the Taylor formula as in Proposition 5 is similar to that of [3], and

is a variant of the usual classical treatment. Like SDG, Propositions 4 and 5 uti-
lize the calculatory advantages of nilpotent elements, since these ensure that
higher-order differentials can ultimately be ignored

The case where x:0, k = 1 of Proposition 4 is Axîom' 1 
'of 

[3], with the

proviso that R in Proposition 4 be replaced by the whole domain there; the case

where x=0 is Axiom I'of [3] with the same proviso. If, however, R were

replaced by.R here, then Proposition 4 would fail, as follows. Choose any d1

in Dl and let/ be the function .f (x) =q d1x. Then certainly l-(¡x e ,R) (vd €
D)(Í(d): -f(0 * xd)), the x in question being d1. However, this x is not
unique: for any other d2 in D we have l- (vd e Dù(dd2 - ddt: 0) while not

ldr: d2, so that the antecedent of (vd e D)("f(d):"f(0) + dzd) + dt: dz

holds while the cònsequent does not hold. Indeed, / could even have a nonin-
finitesimal coefficient , Í(x): (5 + ô)x, say; for then the coefficient fails to be

unique, since F(vdeDr)((5 + ô)d:0: (5 +2õ)d) while not l-5 + ð = 5 *
2ð. Thus the present theory is a theory of functions with real slopes as in non-

standard analysis, and so is less general than SDG.
The essential difference with the nilpotent elements in SDG is that the D1

part of the domain is postulated in SDG to contain elements dt,dz such that
not Fd1 dz | 0, while in the present model this is not so (Pr.oposition 2(2)).

Correspondingly the SDG cancellation principle, (vd e Dl)(d\: dtr) -' ¡t -
t2, fails; for example, when I(t) = lôl and I(t) = l2ôl the antecedent is T and

the consequent N. However, the cancellation principle holds for casgs where the

difference between -I(lr) and /(tz) is infinite with respect to ô if they are differ-
ent at all, as for example l(vx1x2 e ,R)((vd e D)(dxy: dx) -> xt: xz).

The failure of the law of excluded middle (LEM) is of interest. The account

of [3] links,it tp the holding of the cancellation principle and the continuity of
every function. However we can see that the failure of LEM in the present paper

is rather independent of the functional part of the construction, since the lat-
ter can also produce a wholly classical model (end of Section 3). The same point
pertains to the inconsistent theory of the next section. This does not show that
ih. '.o.r..t' description is that of classical two-valued logic, however; to the con-

trary it suggests that functionality is mathematically prior to sentential logic.
SDG in [3] employs the mathematical machinery of Cartesian closed cat-

egories, which is much stronger than that of the present paþer, which aims rather

at studying equational theories. On the other hand, there is here some simplicity
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in the presentation of the ideas of incompleteness; nilpotence, differentiability,

li*itr,'rontinuity, etc., within the model-theoretic framework, albeit a nonclas-

sical one. Furthermore, the present approach permits the investigation of sim-

ilar theories with different background logics (see sections.5 and 6). Another

point is that while [3] maintains that ment

ãf anatysis, one mighf argue that it is SDG

with resources merely from model the

5 Inconsistent differentiøI calculus

the well-known logic RM3.
The background logic is now altered to

TB F -1

F

B

T

True

Both

False

*,7

*B
F

The set of designated elements v = [T,B]. There aÍe a number of op-

tions for the assignment function for the values of atomic sentences. The one

used here illustrates the possibility of controlling substitutivity of identity even

though a full model with identity is absent (another option is mentioned in the

finallection): (1) Set,I(lq == tz) : T if /l : tzi tltat is' if /¡'tzar.? considered

hyperreal numbers; Q) I(tt: tz): B'if 11 # t2bltt I(t) - I(t) inß; and (3)

I(tt - tz) =F if /(fr) + I(tù¡
Note,that in cons"qrrenõe of (1) a rd (2), I(õ2':0) * T, but rather I(õ2 :

0) : B 
"r,ã 

,o I(-õ2: 
-0) : B. The theory is thus inconsistent. Again, l-(5 +

Aí : 5\& - (5 * ô2 : 5). In consequence of (3), /(ô = 0) : F and.I(r$ - Q) -
T, unlike SDG. Indeed, all theories which are, constructed by assigning to the

set of atomic equations values from the above logic in the above fashion are

complete'
The present model is a model with functionality but not with identity.

(Proof of iunctionality: By inspection tt : tzholds iff 'r(/1) : I(tù' But 'I is a
aining tt, I(t(fr)) : I(t(t))' Hence if
l¿(lr)); so 1(f3 GzÐ = I(t4jz\\, hence

ity: l-ô2 : 0, but while [--ô2 = 0, not
hat, on the ohe hand, calculations may

be carried out utilizing the advantages of Fô2 = 0, as in earlier sections; while

on the other hand, one does not have to submit to F-l : / for any term /, an

improvement on [4], [6], and [7]- ' ,Id cart be astå¿ how much is lost from a theory if full substitutivity of iden-

tity in all contehts is relaxed. This leads to a comparison first with the full +,

-, x-theory of the nonirifinite hyperreals, and then with the theory of the pre-

vious section. It is shown (i) thai ãu.ty sentence holding in the t, t, X, &, v,

--, V; 3-theory of the noninfinite hyperreals holds in the present model, lnd (ii)

that Propositions 4 to 6 may also t. ,.ptou.d utilizing the same calculatory

"àu"rrt"g., 
of nilpotent elements. . '--' _' 

¡ij is an immediate consequence of the extendability lemma (Propósition

t of [Z]), since the sets of sentences of the forms tt :'tz and - tt : tz holding

ir TF F

TB F

TTT
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for the noninfinite hyperreals are respectively subsets of those holding in the

present model.
As for (ii) we have:

proposition 7 IrÍG) is any realfunction, thenfor every positive intëger k'

þ(vx€,R)@!x1,...,xk)Fd e Dt)U@ + d) : Í(x) + x1d *' "+ xúk)'

proof: The proof that I(Í(t + d)) computes to (cu) as in Proposition 4 is iden-

tical;To prove uniqueness,-we need to prove (p). If the consequent of (9) is T'
nts l¡, t¡ç¡¡, oÍLê never has 1(l¡ j tt +¡\ :B'
tt +¡\ : F' Then I(ti\ + I(tw)' But also

n"*U.t since the numerator is real and

for some d with ldl in D¡r, di(t¡ - t¡ça)/õ

/¿a¡) and the antecedent is F as required'

n

Proposition I If Í is any polynomial of the form Ðt,*' with real coeffï
0

cients t¡, then l- (vx e R) (x) : >,itixi-r
n

i=l

ProoÍ: Similar to the proof of Proposition 5'

Proposition 9 For every real functíon f, lÍ is continuous'

Proof: Similar to the proof of Proposition 6'

The --+-free part of this theory is a common inconsistent extension of the

classical theories of (i) the ring of noninfinite infinitesimals of R*, and (ii) the

ieved classically. To repeat an earlier
as superior or truer'
ry advantages of sYn-

; only to denonStrate its existence, and

to lend support to the claim that inconsistent theories are of mathematical in-

terest.

6 Conclusíon An inconsistent modet with identity can be constructed with

RM3:Set.I(f1_tz):Biff/(ll):I(tù,andFotherwise,aswith.themodels
oi t+1, [6], and tzi. rnis pto¿,tå.t Fô¿:0 & --'ð2 = 0 & -ô:0 but not l-ô =
ó; ;i 

"r 
i" S..tio1 S; U,tt-it also yields lt = t & -t: / for every term l' There

seems to be no ,.uron not to adopt the more sensitive model of Section'5 which

is functional but not with identity' 
n the following relatedIn following papers, it is proposed to report results ol

topics: (1) corresponding inconsistent

negation, and topological and Routl
of the present paper; (2) order and set

sistent'sup"rr.àti (i¡'inconsistent polynomial rings in one or more indeter-

minates.
The congrueflce ; and particularly the associated inconsistent theories can

be regarded as yet unoo¿nrr approach tolhe idea of an "infinitesimal microscope"

(see uOl or [11]). A microscope with "resolYing power" ô can be said to be a the-
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ory which inconsistently identifies with zero and one another all sizes infinites-

imal with respect to ô. bne is unable to distinguish the behavior of quantities

below this .,order of infinitesimality" or "order of relative identity"' These quan-

tities have all of orr, 
"nottt.r's 

properties if the theory has substitutivity of iden-

iity, o, atomic properties if the theory'/model has funótionality'

Finally, inconsistent claims about infinitesimals have been around for as

long as cutcutus. one must always try to see whether these stem from confusion'

or from dim but gerruine paractnsiS giv-

i"rltt. second tin¿ of "ni*t' 
lies in th tent

mathematical theories. Perhaps the prese ions

of classical 
"rr"fyrtt; 

ïut even if they do not, inconsistent and incomplete math-

ematics needs investigation'
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FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR INCONSISTENT AND

INCOMPLETE FORMATION OF LARGE CATEGORIES

Ioshua CoLe & Chris MoRreNseN

ABSTRACT: The method of fixed points is used to show that ah un¡estric-

ted comprehension scheme for large categories can be described in either

inconsisient or incomplete theories of several background logics; thus

simplifying and generalising a result of Feferman'

l. Introduction

Defects in the curren[ foundations for category theory are well known and

have occupied thinkers about foundations since Eilenberg and Mac Lane

prgposed tire theory of categories in

nal problems have seriously interrup

actually use categories in their

constructs in the Practice of ma

satisfactory resoiution to the original foundational problems' If must

however be conceded ttrat the categories of mathematical practice are

generally small or locally small and so are well accounted for by the current

foundations.
Iust as it is natural and healthy for discussions about architechrral achieve-

ments to focus on aesthetics and functionality of design, so is the current

interest in the applications of categories normal and productive. Sngineering

talk about the pioperties of bricks, mortar, steel and'timber seem tedious

by comparison. However when the architect becomes mote

.áurntorous with their applications of the material, the cautious among us

begin to wonder about the received wisdoms concerning bricks and mortg

,oã *, ilrn back to the engineers for reassutance. Focus should again begin

to move back onto logicians. Questions about the foundations of category

theory have become alt the more pertinent with the recent surge in populari-

ty of the theory.
This paper ii a reaction to an approach to the foundations of category

theory by-Solomon Feferman in [2]. Feferman presents a theory of partial

op.riioá, and classif,rcations which are kinds of intentional characterisations



of the concepts of characteris[ic functions and sets.

Classif,rcations have a general comprehension axiom which facilitates the

formation of the g.n.r.I kinds of collections required for the practice of

unres tricted category theory by mathematicians . Feferman modets th is axiom

in an undertying logic which is ctassical and s4 modal.

our aim in t¡is ptp.t is to attempt to simplify the modelling in an intuitio-

nist logic and then to dualise

paraconsistent logic. Our aPPr

known isomorPhism between'S

the observation that such intuitionist

that there are paraconsistent logics wh

closed subseti. We will observe ttrat these topological constructions are

defective in their treatments of double negation, leading to a reformulation

in a different dual Pair of logics.

The motivation fär this pÀper is a desire to recommend paraconsistent

theories as equally viabte al intutitionist ones for the practice of mathema-

tics.
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2. Prelimínaries

Feferman sets out to model a compfehension axiom for classifications:

tf var...anlclfar...az=c tt (vx(xqc"Ú0¡) n (vr(x['c"'tr -é¡))l

in a logic which is essentiallY Sa.

Ignoring the possible misordering of the quantif,tets and setting aside the

idea of the characteristic (partial) function/, the idea seems to be to have

two predicates, 4 and !'toìe intuitivety understood as functioning like the

p.øi..t.r e ánå É in set theory. {" is some property which, by virtue of

tt.,o*prehension scheme, gives rise to a classification c' fl{x is read

intuitiveiy as saying it can bó ver tied that the property { holds of object

x. As a rãsult, Wttii. rl and [' in s rrto sefise function like € and É, it is
not the case that:

(vxxvy¡1x?,Y " -xtl!)

This is because Some classif,rcations y .r. prni.t, which means for some x,
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(nü v lr¡Y) fails and conse

consider the ProPertY Sx de

to a check whether aqa,But

@a holds, which is what

So attempts to verifY som- 
nestricìing the properti rise to an associated classificatiott

c. ro those for whicË Dfi holds hæ t effect of bringing about a kind of

iå.otpttttness in the resutting theory in the sense that

(lyXt¡) -(nY v ntY)

Our approach is to b
predicate [' from. the

instead. We also droP

by using a 3-valued logic and al

take tLe middle truth value. The

usualsensethatr4V-z{failsforsomesentence^A'
To be more Precise, let Z be a lo

designated values VC
follows. A F"B iff fo
A set of sentences Tht
w.r.t. conjunctions.

DEFINIflOfi: An L-th eory Th"is incomplete iff' for some sentence ^¿{ 
neither

A e ThLnor -z{ € Th". 
{

DEFIMTION: Th"is inconsistentiff for some sentence u{ both A e Thtand

-A €, Tht

3. A J3 Theory

In this section the aim is to show how a modified comprehensioir axiom for

classifications:

(C) (ryoXv¡Xx\t+ * Öx)

can be modelled in the intuitionist logic 13. That is, we will construct a
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theory 7h, whose underlying logic is 13 such that C e fur,
Like Feferman we denote the language of our theory by L (=,4) which

is a basic language L (=) extended by the addition of'the binary predicate

q 1þut not r¡'õr Ú). We assume the existence of a simplier theory Th= in

the simpler tanguage L (=), The negation operator will be denoted by the

tïäït;;r,, 
*,* a sqt or three truth values {4 ry, T l, aset or a,,iin'tø

values Vrrl {2" } and negation - def,rned such that -T = F, -N = Fand

=.F=T.
J3 is a topotogical logic. This means ttrat we can consider the truth values

F, N and lto be sets in some topology and the operators A, 'V, a, v, 3

to be def,rned in terms of set operators in the toPology.

Consider a partially-ordered set of worlds ll/:

w'<w

and the set of hereditarY subsets X:

r\, {w}, {rf ,*l

X is a set of open sets and (ly,X) is a topological space. A valuation is a

function v:L (- ,\) - X.
COmpOund sentences cOntaining Operators Â , V, -, V, I are evaluated

by recursivety applying the following rules:

For any valuation v,

(i) v(A n B) = v(á) n v(B)

(ii) v(A v B) = v(A) u v(B)

(iiÐ v(-A) = l (v(/)) = The largest open set.l such that Scv(¡{)

(iv) v((vx)Fl) = ñ {y: for some term f, v(Ft¡=y¡

(v) v(rx)Fx) = u {y: for some term t, v(Ft)-y¡

We let F denote 
^, 

Ndenote {w} and Tdenote {w',wl and tell the usual

intutionist story regarding designated truth values. That is, let Vr, = {T }.
Following Feferman we define a model for the comprehension axiom
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using a transfinite inductive defrnition.' That is we defrn a valuation v such

that v(Q e Y, t-e. v(Q = T'*^äîr-Jquitii.rurnònv 
wilt be named vr_in the construction that follows'

u, *iúïr=ã;fi;J in terms of a previous valuatiol v¡-r which wit! in turn be

defined in terms oiur, etc. So in order to define thó v-,atuation v/we.feqoft

definitions of a seriJsîf valuations vr, 't/2, Y3,.". Our definition begins with

a basis vt.

BASIS: For alt sentences A e L (=,'t), v, is defined:

(81) v,(á) - {w',w} if A € L (=) and A e Th=

(BZ) vr(A) = /t if A e L (=) but e Th=

@3) v,(z{) = {w}-otherwise
Þ+1 nàriainiàg'compound le.nte es are then evaluated by recursive

àpplications of the nrtes (i) - (v)'

Because this is a transfinite inductive definition the induction step has two

parts, one for successor steps and one for limit steps.

INDUCflON STEP: v, is defined:

If a is a successor ordinal then

(I1) v,*,(ør¡ cç) = v" (Ôa)

òti R#t;iniäg corñpörrnO sentences are then evaluated by recursive

àpptications of the rules (i) - (v)'

If a is a limit ordinal then

(I3) v, (A) = Up.* ve(A)

This completes the defrnition of a transfinite series of valuations v¡, vz,

ur, ...,.Theïaluation v, is a special valuation in ttris series which is a fixed

päint. Thar is a valuation *uðh th.t for every sentence S, vfÐ I T-lll;' Brfo* proving that such a valuation is implicit in our definition of the

transfinitô serieJ of valuations' we prove some interim results'

DEFINIflOM V. < vB iff
{A e L (=,rl):v,(á)= Tl ç {A e L (=,q):vB(A)=Tl

and i¿ a L (=,n):v,(A)=F) ç U e L (=,r¡):vu(á)=F Ì'
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or alternativelY:

For'every sentence A if v'(A)=r then vp(A)=T and iÎ v-(A)=F then

ve(A)=F.

TTIEOREM (Monotonicity): For valuations v,, vB if a < É then vn 3 vu.

PROOF: By inductionon ttre number of connectives in an arbitrary sentence

A.

If z{ is an atomic sentence then the theorem triviatty holds because the rules

for buitding up any valuation only change the values of compound senten-

ces. So v.(A) :.uB(A).' 
Assume that for sentences P, Q the theorem holds. We shgw that the

theorem hotds for sentences P A Q, P v Q, -P, (vx)P, (tt)P'Three of
the five demonstrations are given here:'

(a) Assum e v.(P 
^ Q) = T. By clause (i) of the evaluation procedure tbr

valuations it follows that v'(P) = T and ve(Q) = r' From the induction

hypothesis we have vp(P) = T and ve(Q) = T. BY again employing clause

(i) of the evaluation procedure for valuations we conclude ttrat vu(P n Q)
: Îas required. A similar argument can be given assuming v,(P n Q) :
F and concluding that vB(P ^ Q) = F

(c) Assume v.(rp) = T.By clause (iii) of the evaluation procedure for
valutions it follows that v*(P) = F. BY the induction hypothesis it follows
that vp(P) = F. Again from (iii) we have that vB(-P) = T as required. A
similar argument can be given assuming v'(-P) = F and concluding that

vp(-P) = F'' 
(e) Assume v,((r x)P¡ = T. By clause (v) of the evaluation procedure for

valuations it follows that for some term f, v,((l x)P[xlt}¡ = L By the

induction hypothesis we have that for some tsrm t, vu(u)P[xlt|¡ = T.By
clause (v) of the evaluation procedure for valuations we conclude that

vp(ü)P) = T as required. ¡

T'HEOREM (Fixed Point): This defrnition generates a fixed point. That is

i a valuation v, such that for every sentence A e L (=',rt), vfA¡' - v¡r(A)-

PROOF: By the previous theorem, we have that this method generates a

sequence of valuations: vr < v, 3 it 3 ....
Once a sentence gets assigned a value T ot F by a valuation it retains that
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value in all later valuations. Now, there are only denumerably many

sentehces in the f.ngu;g, L (=,q). The set of ordinals of the second number

class is non-denumãr.b'tr. Sb for some \ of the second number class v^ =
D

Vx*i'

TIIEOREI,I (v, is a model for Q: vl(ry)(v'r)(nyr * fx) € V"

PROOF:
Left to right:

Assume for arbitra ry a and'for some c, that vþrtc*)= .T'Leta 
be the least

ordinal such that v.(ar¡cç)=T. amust be"a ru'dt*'ot'ordinal' By the method

of consrrucrion ir ñri ü; the case that v"-,(fa)=7. since a-l I /it fotlows

from montonicitY ttrat vlÔa)=T'
If we assume for arbitrary a that vfar¡cr)-F it can be shown by a similar

argument thatvfÖa)=F-
Assume to, ..uitíu ri a that vþncù=N. Assume also that vfÖa)=I\F)'

then by the method oiconstru "íionJr,'{r'cg)=7\Ð; 
ut v' is á R*t¿ point

so vfar¡c6)=KÐ *t irt contradict. tt ã nrsl assump n' So vfÖa)=N'

Right to left:
Assume for arbitrary a that v/Öa)=T. By the method of construction it

follows thatv¡rt(att c+):T. But vr:Y¡t since v, is a fixed point' So vfaa

cq)=T' L - -r-^--.- ¿L^r ir-*gy 

^similar 
argument it can be shown that if

Assume for arbitrary ø that vfÖa)-N' Assume

Let cr be the least ordinal such thatv.(aqct).=?l}J'. . ,,,1--..^^-^. 
'

n/,f,"*rthod of ,Ànrt*.tion v*,(4ã)= dO' nyg: monotonicity theorem

and the facr that c--l 3/ it follow, tt tt vlÔa)=T\Ð which contradicts the

first assumption. So vr(aqc)=N'
So for arbittary a,;i";t;i = v¡(þa) and hence.by. Ft definition sf <'' fot

arbitrary a, u¡o'tlr'^| 'Ôo)=î' so vl(lroXvÐ (nuo <É) óx)) = 
å

Tevß.

DEFIMflOM LetR denote the ctassification def,rned by the property axqx'

TIIEOREM: vlRrrR) - N'

PROOF:We show that it is impossible for ulRql) = T or F'

Assume v/R,rni'= i Lra o be.the least oräin I such that v" (RaR) = 7'

a must be a succássor ordinat and v*,(-Rr¡R) -, .T'Fv (iii) v*t(R4R).- F'

By monoronirity, ìt iårio*t ttrat v¡riai¡ = F whi;h contradics ihe original
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assumption.
Assume vlnrlR) = F. Then vl-Rrl/t) = T- BY (1) v¡*¡(RqR) = T' Put

since v, is a fixed point v¡ = r¡+r.So vr(lRlR) = d contradicting the original
assumption.

So R4R does not take on truth value T ot F in any valuation v.. It therefo-

re retains its original valuation of /V at v" n

DEFIMTION: Let F denote the classifrcation defined by the prcpetty n¡x.

THEOREM: vlnaR) = ,i[.
PROOF: Again we show that it is impossible for vlRaR) = Tor F. We do

this by showing-thete can be no least ordinal a such that v"(Jt4R) = U(Ð.
Let a be the least ordinal such that v,(Fr¡F) = T(Ð. u is a successor

ordinal and v*,(Fr¡F) = {F) contradicting the original assumption that a
be the least such ordinal. , E

DEFIMTIOM Define'the theory Thrr: {A e L (= ¡¡):ulA) e Vr'l

TTIEOREM (Incompleteness): For some sentence P, neither P €, Thtt nor

-P C Thn.
PROOF: vlnd) : N: {w}.By (iii)vlrftr¡R) :r\. {w}, Â {Vn. SoRaR

É Th' and :'nr¡R Ç fuo. tl

In this section we have given a defïnition of a sequence of valuations v¡,

r/2, yj,... in the topological logic J3. We have proved that one of these

valuations is a fixed point v, which defines a theory Zlzrr. This theory is

incomplete and contains our modified axiom of comprehension C.

4. A P3 Theoìry

Next we show how a similar paraconsistent model for the modifted compre-
hension axiom can be obtained by exploting the topological nature of the

previous construction. Its dual closed set construction is a model for C in
the logic P3.

P3 is a logic with a set of ttrree truth values {F,B,T }, a set of designated

values V", i {8,4 and negation .- defined such that rT = F, rfr - 7
and rF = T.
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Notice that we can transform the J3 tattice into the P3 lattice'by turning

it upSide down. Th ging u and fì ' A problem with

this though is ttrat tttt onty designated truth value'

which is absurd. settted on a mote satisfactory

dualisation of v, as vro = {x : x is a truth value and x É vrr'That is vro

= 1n,{w}}.
A construction isomorphic to this one can be obtained by considering the

closed subsets of IV instãad the open ones and retaining the original orde-

ii"ã, 6i"ns and intersections. A new definition of negation needs ¡g be

supplied
Instead of considering the open subsets of our original set of worlds I4l'

we now tufn our consideration to the closed subsets.

Retaintheoriginalpartialtyorderedsetofworlds}Y:

w'<w

and now consider the set of anti.hereditary subsets Y:

Â,{w'},{w',w}

IZ is a set of closed subsets and (w,Ð is a topological space'

This time we def,tne valuations

vL, vz, t/t, ...rlr: L (- Jt) - Y

LetFdenote Â, B denote {w*} and Tdenote {w*,w}' Yp, = lB'T.l -,
To change the underlyin! togic J3 to P3, we rename the truth value N as

B and add B to the set of designated values V"r'

The rules (i) - (v) for evaluãting the valuations of compound sentences

carry through unÀáng.¿ with the-exception of (iii). Closed set negation is

denõted by the symbot r and is def ned:

(iii) v(rA) = C (Ø) = The smallest closed set S such tfratØ)CS

This means that -T = F, -B = I and rF = T, as desired' (83) is

changed to:

@3) v'(z{) = {w'} otherwise

I

I
I
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DEFIMflON: Thn = tA € L (= ,q) ; v¡(A) € V"r)

The monotonicity theorem carries thróugh with minor modification in

clause (c) where -.r is changed to r. The fixed point theorem carries

through with a modif,rcation óhanging N to B. C e fur, follows similar-
Dly.

DEFIMTIOM LetR dqnote the classification def,rned by the prof erty -xnx'

TTIEOREM: vfRaR) - B
pROOF: Repíace iV by B in the previous version of this proof. f]

THEOREM (Inconsistency): For some sentence P, both P e ThH and rP
e rhn
PROOF: vlnan)
€ Vn.So RaR

= B = {w'} By the new (iii) vlr¡rlR) : {ru',w|. {8,4
and -RqR ê fun. I

I

I

Thus the topological dual of ttre previous intuitionist construction is a

paraconsistenf one. Both are equally viable. They are essentially different

perspectives of the same construction.

5. Double Negation and Rqutlelj Negation i

InourJ3theory-N=Fand-F=T.Asaresult,rrf[=T.Recallthat
sentences like n?,R and rR-aF are assigned the truth value N in the final f,rxed

point valuation v" This provides a neat solution to Russell-type paradoxes

in or¡ theory of ilassificãtions, but as a furttrer consequence of the topologi-

cal nature oi tht negation operator -' it is also the case that v(r -¡r¡¡ -
iand v(r -[r¡¡= f. fni, is unsatisfactory since ]Vis an undesignated truth

value while T is dæignated so that r -A ) ¡{ is not in the theory'

Similarly, in the P3 theory r rfi=f so ttrat while v(Rr¡R)=B'

v(- -¡n¡¡ =F. B is designated in P3 but F is not, so ^r{ ) r rA fails'
'îre 

togió underlying Feferman's theory is classical so that double negation

holds in it. A better ieconstruction is therefore one which affirms double

negation. If we want double negation to behave as required for sentences

wh-ich are assigned the middle truth value, the definition of the negation

operator has to-be arranged so-ttrat ttre middle truth value is a fixed point

,,ndu its own operation. ThaÈ is, in an intuitionist theory we want the

negation of M to Ue N also, and in a paraconsistent theory we want the
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negation of B to be B.

Ãgain we consider the set of worlds W:

tf <w

We adopt the Herditary Condition of relevant semantics:

fix 3 y and x e' IØ) thenY e IØ).

Routtey '-negation (denoted by the symbol -) is def,rned as follows:

Let vf' = w

(i) w e (/) iff w' É I(-A)
iii) *' e IØ) iff w" ê t(- ¿) itr w É I(- A)

There are four cases we need to consider: (a) -^, (b) - {w'}, (c) - {w},
(d) - {w,riul.

(a) Assum e I(A): [. That is vf e (.,{) and w É I(A).Then by (ii) it

follows that w e'I? A) and by (i) w' e I? A). That is, I(- A) -- {w,w'l'
(b) Assumel(A) = {w'}. That is w' e (u{) and w É I(A). Then it follows

tfrì'w ç I(-A) and w' e IeÐ. That is I(-A) = {w'}'
(c) Assum e I(A) - {w}. That is vt É (.,{) and w e I(A). Then it follows

trràt'w e I?A) and w' Ç t(-l)- That is I(-A) = {w}'
(d) Assume /(/) = {w,w'}. That is w' e (z{) and w e I(a). Then it

foilows that l4l É I(-A) and w' É 4-e¡. That is I(-A) = ['
so there are two fixed points under negation here: - {r'} = {w.} and

- {t} = {w}.

THEOREM: w e IØ), \-/) iff vi Ê I(A), I(-A)
1ROOF:w e l@)ìffw' É t(-¿). And w € I'(-/) iff ,. e' I',(A)' 1

Notice that so far the hereditary condition has not been employed' In ttre

set of worlds 14¡ this condition says, since w' < w if w' e IØ) then w €
(z{). There are two cases to consider: (a) w' = w and O) w' # w'

Ñow if w' = w then {w'} = {w} = lw,úl and we have just the Boolean

algebra t{w},^1. So our present concetn is with the second case where

w'I wandw'< trysolry'<w.
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TTIEOREil,I: (Consisteircy of w) There is no sentence A such that w' €' I(A)

andw'el?A). . i-
PROOF: Assume there is a sentence P such that w' e (P) and w' e
i<-n Then by the hereditary condition w e I(P). From the definition of

nàgutíon it follóws that w' É i<- p'l which contradicts the second assumpti-

on. fl

TTIEOREM: (Completeness of w) For every sentence a, w € I(A) or w €

r(-A)-
PROOF: Assume there is a sentence P such that w Ê 4r¡ and w ê 41a¡'
rt.n by the definition of negation w' € ¡(-P). From the hereditary

conditión it follows ttrat w € (-P) which contradicts the second assumpti-
ú

on.

Apptying Routley-'negation and the hereditar inal

p*iiäfrv o-rdered iet of worlds w = w' 3 lv lwo

ã-etemãnt algebras suitable as underlying logics fied

comprehenrioo axiom: [^ g {w'} g {'','}l wll
wheie the middle value in each is a frxed point under negation.

Úr ¡ake this pair of logics and regard them as duals of each other, where

one is an intuitionist logic and the ott tt is a paraconsistent one. In addition

to the Routtey def,rnitio-n of '-negation we also adopt the'-operation which

dualises theories.

DEFIMTION: Let Thbe a theory def,rned by an interpretation f and set of

designated values V. That is Tt = {AfØ) € V}'

DEFIMTION: Th' = {*I(-A) e vl.

Now if we let V inThbe the singleton {f } as intutionists ins[st, then we

can deduce the nature of v in the dual theory Th'which will be paraconsi-

stent.

TTIEOREM: If V in Th is {1} then Y in Th' is {.B, f }'
lnoon rh : {A: I(A) e ir}l . rh' = {A: I(-Ð e {T}}. sgrh'-7.,{A:

t?,Ð e {F;lú}}. gV the-definition of - we have Th' = {A: IØ) e

{iV,f i}. ftt...oáítntion is to labet the middle truth value in a paraconsi-

rt.nt íógi. B instead of Nso Th' = {AfØ) e (B,T }}. Thus V in T/¿'is

ihe set in,rl. !
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construction of a further two

æciom C. This time theY will
n witl be RoutleY-'negation'

RM3 is a logic with a set of three truth values {r, B, F l, ^ 
set of designa-

ted values vnut =-ir,il and negation - def,rn isuch that - T = F, -B

6. A KJ Theory

K3 is a logic with a set oî three truth values {7., N, F l, aset of designated

valuesVrl:{r}andnegation-definedsuchthat-]--F,-/V:.jV
and -F = T.

We define valuations

t/t,1/2,lt3, ---t v¡ L (=,q) '+ {^, {w'}' {w"w}}

-LetFdenote/\,Ndenote{w.},andldenoteitui,w|.Let.thesetof

xcept for (iii)' \il'e denote Routley-'

e it as before.
Y!, ..., Y¡aÍe as before and the fixed

point theorem carries through'

)

DEFIMTIOM Define Tlt*, = {A e L (='4): vl/) e VR'l

sion axiom C and is incomPlete

li nd N É V *'' However this time'

b v/- -nttn) = N as desired'Ú

7. An RM3 Theory

=Band -F=7-
We define valuations

tL, Yz, Y3, -.., vr: L (=,'ù * {tr..,{w}, {w"w}}

Let F denote L, B denote {w}, and T denote {w"wl' Let the set of
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designated truth values Vnu¡ = {B,Tl.
We evoke the same proven strategy to a¡rive at a theorY funu, which

models the comprehension axiom C but unliko Th*ris inconsistent because

vlRnR)=B=vl-k¡R) andB e v*r.vÁ--RnR) =B- n

8. Conclusion

We have seen that Feferman:s original construction lends itself to recon-

s!ructions in the toplogical logic duals 13 and P3 as well as in the lattice
logic duals K3 and RM3. All reconstructions utilise some sort of fixed point
method for arriving at the model of the comprehension axiom, as did
Feferman in his. original modal logic setting. This suggests that the fixed
point method for constructing models of axioms has broad application. The

method appeats not to make any special demands on its underlying logic,
although if it is used on an infinite domain it does presume some fairly
strong properties of the metatheory's "set" theory.

So what about the foundations of category theory? It must be acknowled-
ged that the problem of finding an adequate foundation for category theory

is rather unsatisfactorily solved by Feferman; and so far as the present

approach is just a reconstruction of the Feferman idea, the same can be said

of it.
Feferman's theory of partiat operations and classifications'provides a

foundation for category theory in that it is a theory that makes possible the

formation of set-like entities, classifications, from "arbitrary" property-like
entities, operations. Feferman goes some way towards giving a consistent
account of naive set theory, and it is something like naive set theory which
is needed in foundations for a fully general (well founded) category theory.
However, as Feferman notes himself, unlike naive set theory his theory

contains no extensionality axiom. No attempt has been made to model an

extensionality axiom in any of our reconstructions. We do note however that

modelling an extensionality axiom does appear to be possible. Brady uses

a similar methodology to model both a comprehension axiom and extensio-
nality axiom in [1].

A disappointment with the Feferman paper is that his comprehension
axiom for classifications is less than wholly general. Whereas with the

standard foundations for category theory a distinction must be made between

small and large categories, the Feferman..foundations require a similar
distinction to be made between partial and total categories. For example,
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the new foundations altow the c al

categories, but not the categorY o

This is characteristic of the co th

NgG foundations it is legal to form th ut

"ot 
¡f categories small and large' Tt ,,. --L--^-,t'

allows the formation of alt bategóries in a universe U, but not alt'categories

both in and outside u. It does atlow the formation of the category of all

categories in U and somëoutside U, but its objects will atl be categories. in

a larger universe (J' and.one cannot include ás objects categories outside

U'. ô ,-L-i :a '
Inside such foundational frameworks one is given glimpses of what it is

tike to have true treøo* to categorially abstratt, blt in each case a seemin-

iil.ruirr^ry boundary is drawnóver which one is forbidden to legally step'

Stirh louná*ir. ò*ä their existence to an almost pathetogical fear of

contradiction on the parts of past foundationalists' And such fear is not

. *ino,,, justification. Contra¿iction in the classical setting is a fearsome

creature with a t.p..i.* nature. No sooner is its presence permitted than

the entire ryrr.* ït t*t*p.A by it, in that every sentence and its negation

take on the status of ttreorãmhoód. gut it is well known that this nature can

be tamed, even harnæsed, with a shift in logic'

The comp..tr.n*ion schóme used in the four theories given here is truly

unrestrictiie. The strategy in all four cases has been

Ë* ;t background lofic for the- eory arìd to as

to "contradictory' senlences' Asi ¡ from the bêh

st theories Thß, ThRt and the paraconsistent

to this ttrird truth *'ai"e' Intutionists regard it

eteas paraconsistentists regard it as designated

like True.In alt cases the existence of contradiction is contained in small-

regions.
fue believe that foundations altowing a truly gengral category theory.can

only be achieved by abandoning some of tft. notions of classical logic' The

Feferman foundatiäns origindfu appeared classical and quite general'-We

have shown nai it is posJbt. tô tãþrure many of the original ideas of the

Feferman approach iniheories which are intuit'ronistic or paraconsistent'The

shift away from Jassical logic allowed us to use anunrestricted comprehen-

sion axiom and to simptify the presentation'

The UniversitY of Adelaide
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Inconsistent Mathematics
Inconsistent mathematics is the study of the mathematical theories that result when classical

mathematical axioms are asserted within the framework of a (non-classical) logic which can tolerate

the presence of a contradiction without turning every sentence into a theorem.

L. Inconsistent Mathematics

Inconsistent Mathematics began historically with foundational considerations' Set-theoretic paradoxes

such as Russell's led to atter;pß to producé a consistent set theory as a foundation for mathematics'

But, as is well known, set theóries such as ø'

number of people including da Costa (197

considered it preferable to retain the full p

determines a set), and tolerate a degree of e

rable debate, in Burgess (1981) and Mortensen

DS was not so counter-intuitive, especially when a

under which theY continue to hold.

In addition, mathematics has a metalanguage; that is, names for mathematical statements and other

parts of syntax, s"lf-reierence, proof u"¿ mtft. Gödel's contribution to the philosophy of mathematics

was to show that the first threeãf these can be rigor albeit in

theories which are either inconsistent or incomp mple of

the former alternative was not taken seriously, a addition

natural I

the Liar
Norman
contradi
that some contradictions are true. Kripke (1975) pr

differently, in a consistent incomplete theory' We

closely related.

But mathematics is not its foundations. Hence there is a further independent motive, to see what

mathematical structure remains when the constraint of consistency is relaxed. But it would be wrong to

t of4
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rcgard this as in any way a loss of structure. If it is different at all, then it rePresents an addition to

known structure.

t to think of an inconsistent arithmetical theory' At
sistent theory, his relevant arithmetic R#' There

al theories; see Meyer and Mortensen (1984), for

he basis for a revived Hilbert Program' Hilbert's

aged by Gödel's Second Incompleteness Theorem,

unprovable within arithmetic itself' But a

hiJarithmetic R# it was demonstrable by simple

happen to be, they could not adversely affect

clusively demonstrating that mathematics is

ical models used later proved to allow inconsistent

it representation of structures beyond natural

ng their order properties. Recently' these

inconsistent arithmetical models have been completely characterised by Graham Priest; that is, Priest

showed that all such models take a certain general form. see Priest (1997), (2000)'

the examples o cial case

are distinctive ; see Mo

analysis was b s, quanti r'

as well as their reciprocals, the infinite numbers'

advantages for calculation in being able to discar

of differèntiation tumed out to have these advant

Another place is topology, where one readily obs

described as "identification" of one boundary wit
an inconsistent theory in which the two boundaries are both identical and not identical, and it can be

further argued that this is the most natural description of the practice' (3) Yet another application is the

class of inconsistent continuous functions. Not ail f nctions which are classically discontinuous are

amenable of inconsistent treatment; but some are, for exampleflx)=O for all x<0 andfx)=l for all

x&ge;O. The inconsistent extension replaces the first < by &le;, and has distinctive structural

properties. These inconsistent functions may well have some application in dynamic systems in which

there are discontinuous jumps, such as quantum measurement systems' Differentiating such functions

uantum
equatio 1'

context ork

t it can be shown that there are well-behaved

that it holds on the largest open set contained in th

the original proposition held, which is

specify"ing a topìtogical space by its cl n

,àts. Íet t-ft" togi" of ctosed sets is kno e

Goodman (1981) for example. Thus gi

conceivable, namely that whatever is true is true

theories may well hold. This is because the natural account of the negation of a proposition, namely

that it holds on the smallest closed set containing the Boolean negation of the propositio¡, means that

on the overlapping boundary both the proposirioi and its negation hold. Thus dynamical theories

determine their own logic oi'possible propositionr, and corresponding theories which may be

inconsistent, and are certainly as natural as their incomplete counterparts'

2of4
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Category theory throws tight on many mathematic

alterñative foundation for mathematics' Such gene

However, it can be proved that that toposes support closed set logic as readily as they support open set

logic. That should nìt be viewed as an objectiòn to intuitionism, however' so much as an argument

ihãt i.,"onri*tent theories are equally reasonable as items of mathematical study'

araconsistencY has at least two

Second there is RoutleY * dualitY'

nt logics, the * oPeration dualises

e large natural class of

kinds of duality interact as well, where the * gives distinctive duality and open

set and closed set arithmetical theories. On thã basis of these reqults, it is nds

of mathematics, intuitionist and paraconsistent' are equally reasonable'

Roger Penrose. There have been several attempts

pictures using classical consistent mathematics'

by theorists such as Cowan, Francis and Penrose'

cánsistent mathematical theory can capture the se

inconsistent theory can capture the content of that

that is the epistemological justification of p-ara

inconsisteni theories which are candidates for
I theory which is interesting
s look the way they do in
where categorY theory is

ships between the various theories and their

infòrmal account which highlights the difference

between visual "paradoxes" and the philosophically more common paradoxes of language' such as the

Liar, see Mortensen (2002b)'

It should be emphasised that these constructions do not in any way challenge or repudiate existing

mathematics, but extend our conception of what is mathematically possible'
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CHRIS MORTENSEN

TI{E LEIBNZ CoNT$IUITY CONDITIO}{, INCONSISTENC)r
AND QUANTUM DYNAMICS

ABSTRACT. A principte of coniinuity due to Leibniz has. rëcently been revived by

Graham Priest in arguing for an inconsistent account of motion. This naggi.argues that ,

the Leibniz Continuity Condition has ã reasohablê interpretation in a different, though

sfill inconsistent; class.of dynamical syistems. The account is then applied to the quantum

räechanical description of the hydrogen atom.

1. .INrnooucrloNl

tlii¡ker. His contributions to the

collectiön of dynamical syste¡ns. T
differ from Priest's own suggested applications, which utililse inconsistent

"r",fr"JS.-ü" 
piott"- of ãit"ndini ihi, ,ungt of consistent solutions to

a La-rger class of known dynamical systems is then considered. It furns

ciut that inconsistent methods'are alsr

from Priest. It aiso turns out that the

tion'of the inconiistency-tolerant I
to thal of intuitionism. Finally an

Hydrogen atom, iS sketched.

2. TTTS LEIBNIZ CONTINUTTY CONDITION

Leibniz wfôtei

V/hen the diffeience between two instances in a given series or that which is'presup-

posed can be äiministle¿ uniit it bècomes smaller than any given quantity whateveç the

ccirresponding difference in what is sought or in their résulti:must of necessity also be

Joumal oj Phitosophical Logic 262 3,77489,1997'

@ 1gg7 Klw,ver Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands'
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diminished or become less than any given quantity whatever. Or to put it more commonly,

when tvúo.instances or data approach each othel continuously, so that one at last passes

over into the other, it is necessary for theiq cotrsequences or results (or the unknown) to

do so also (Leibruz 1687:352).

Priest glosses this as follows: giv
(.?r) un4 (to), if limr,-,-(s¿- tn) :
Pripst points,out, given Leiþnizl use

to state the principle as: given any limiting process, whatever'holdb up

to the limit holds at the limiü or again, if a variable quantity at-all stages

enjoys a certain propef¡r, its limit will enjoy the same property (Priest,

1987: p.208).
Priest notes that the LCC as thus, stated has significant problems, and

that Leibniz was presumably awaÍe that its application must be restricted.

olds in an interval of time uP

r. Then "1, 'irill be the 
"ur"l'

thus by the LCC it holds at the

mntion that t is the last time that
,'i. :. ,: '. i .

not-A holds arbitrarily close to ú;

ú. That is, at the instant of change

tradiction is the mark of change; it is what distinguishes change from
a state in which.A is gnchanging,during,an inte4yal. It further follows
that the special case of continuous motion, being continuous change, is a
"continuous state of contradiction", which is Priest's account of mofipn.

tions which might be urggd 4gainst
the first plape, it is not clear whY

count of motion 4s change of Place
over time. Priest rejects this account of motion as relational since it
depends on the relation between the behaviour of a bqÉy at.a point and
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its behaviour at neighbouring points; whereas, following Hegel, what he

wants is an account.according to which motion at a time is an intrin-
sic, or'non-relational; property.of a body at that dme' The inconsistent

account'satisfies this desideratum. Still, one might argue that the relation-

al.account is concephra.lly simpler,since'the relational facts arê present

even,ih Priest'ò story; which:thus imports an extra element;'It räight also

be argued that change of"plaòe''over time is neceSsary.and gven'suffi-
cientior motion, so thatìthe extra intri¡sic êlement'is unneôessary':for

the sin¡ation. In the second place,,since motion consideted in the tradi-

tional sense as the.time derivative of¡ positioilis not Lorcntz invariant,

.the.laccount implies either,absolute simultaneity, or that contradiction is

not.Lórentz invariant either, and thus thãt contradiction,.is nötra,basic
oirtologicalcategory. ' "' ''.'' '' :

Whatever the,strêngth of these objections to'the inconsistent account

of motion; they may háive to be:set asideif.there is a strong"argument

in faiour of the inconsistent,açcount,.such as the argumerlt''given,ear-

lier deriving from. the LCC,:But Òne petson's rn¿das pOh,ens iSi another

pefsonis:'mod.us tÒIlens. i\fter all, we'might applf Priest'S'earlier caution

ãUoUt disjunction, implicatiori and tense'tö the case õf negåted staterneäts

also. For.-ConSider any continuous functiort'of time; /(Ú), which 'is strictly
increasing in'an'interval up to t - a: Then at adyi time't just before'a'

the stateiirent ":/(ú) is not identical with' Í(o)" holds. It;folloWs:from
the LCC'that'the statement " f ki)' is not'identical with /(ø):t hot¿s' This

unreasonàble result ought to iricline'us tO caution tover the application

of the LCC to negated statements; but:it is that application on which

Priestlsargument'rests. 'ji : ': ' :: '

. If the LCC ought to be forbidden for statements involvinþ the logical
pârticles "not", "or", "if . . . then", then if it is tp have any application at

all, it should be restriçted to logically atomic statemertts', by which I riean

statements which involve none of the above logical operations nor the

quantifierS..Bút the.earlier example of tense,raises difftculties for even so

restricted a suggestion. So does brder. For consider the:strictly increasing

function''/(t) of the previous paragraph. 'Then for aU ú just'béfore a,

the statement i'l(ú) is, less,,than'/(a)" holds. The I;CC then implies

that the statement ".f @) is less than /(ø)1r holds, again a seemingly

ünreasonable conclusion; especially since the result obviously generalises

to all the other /(ú) as well. Faced with these'difficulties, is there:no hope

whatsoever for the LCC, or was Leibniz just flatly wrong about if? :
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3. COUTNUTry AND PHYSICAL SIGNIFICANCE.

Let f (t) be any function with the property that its limit is well defined at

t =-".ít lim¿--ø f (ù :,h where k is a constant, that is lim¿-*o f (t)-k -
0, rhen applying the LCC, we have r@) - k - 0 likewise. Thát is,

l@) : k;-which is to say that lim¿.-* 
" l(t) - f @).But this is what it

means to say that /(ú) is continuous at a.That is, it is'a consequence

of the LCC that every function with well-defrned limiis is continuous.

Thus the LCC is well-named,as a qondition of continuity. Now lhis bon-

sequence might seem to. be the last stral¡¿ "for the LCC" since we'are

familiar with functions with well.defrned limits which are not continu-

ous. But the above quot4tion from l;eibniz might jus[ possibly be read

charitably as applying to physically significant functions only, that is, to

functions describing causal processes in the physical world' Priest's own

reading can,likewise be interpreted in this way. He speaks of its' applica-

tion to 'le.yents", "goings on", a¡d i'changes in physical states of affairs",

for example. This isrfairþ clearly aiming at physically significant pro-

cesses, and certainly'far from supposing that the realm of application

ext-ends as wide as arbitrary mathematical functions; Under this'applica-

tion, the LCC is seen as a contingent principle which does not hold of all

functions, but which applies to physically significant or caUsal pfocesses'

. As a bonus, it is evident,that the restriction of the LCC to the

behaviour:of functions serves to avoid the above problems about the

logical'particles and.order. We would be dealing with, equations only,

siice it is precisely equations in which the laws and boundary conditions

of dynamiãal systems are framed: differential and.integral equations.are

in ttre first place equations, and their solutions are functions which satisfy

those equations. :

It is now apparent that far from being an oddity, the LCC applies to

a nahrral class of functions. These are the Cæ functions, those which

are continuous and'which haVe continuous r¿th derivatives, for arbitrary

n. Every function in,this class is continuÖus, and it is çlqsed under

sums, differences, products; quotients (with the usual restriction to non:

zero divisors) and derivatives. Arguably, these operations'presèrve :the

physical significance of functions: the derivative of a function describing

ãnàng"r in a physically significant process ought also to be regarded as

describing a change in a physically signifrcant process' for example.

Thus Leibniz is to be read as proposing a nahrral condition on the

behaviour of physical processes, namely that for them to bd causally

well-behaved they should be continuous. And certainly continuity is

closely woven into our conception of causal well-behavedness. Priest

supports such a conception when he argues that discontinuous functions
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in "nature" Would be "Capricious" (p. 209), that "neXuses" eXpreSS our

idea that states of affairs at a time are "dependent" on those at other

times, and that "theories of action at a'distance, which reqüire some-

thing to happen in no time, namely the transmission of an effect, have

always been felt philosophically puzzling" (p. 210). As a final þoint, we

can remind ourselves that the assumption that the functiohs under con-

sideration are the Cæ functioirs'is typically made for'such dyramically

important systems as the manifolds of General Relativity. In other words'

teibniz is merely proposing a reasonable constraint on functions describ-

ing physically and causally reasonable processés, God does not'play dice

*itt nâttrte. Thus when Priest asks how one might go about establishing

the LCC (p.209), the answer is that if our'best thesries postulate a Cq
universe, ihen the LCC is automatically satisfied in such'a universe'

4. INcoNssreNcY

But dynamics haq not always been restricted to,universgs of.'C* func-

tions, quantum mechanics being a notable e¡ample. So there is a rea-

,orr, 
"tãr, 

if only a pure mathematical reason, to see whether continuity,

causality and thã LCC can be realised in a larger class of functions' The

ànswer is that it can be done utilising methods from inconsistent math-

ematics, as we will see..It is emphasised, howev.e.r, thatwhat is being

offered is not .an inconsistent account' of general'motion as in Priest,

but an account of apparently discontinuous change which nonetheless

satisfies the T.CC in an inconsistent but well-controllcd way', '

One placq to begin is the instant of change problem,(see e.g. Mgrtensen

(1985), Þriest (1987), Jackson and Pargetter (1988), Smith (1990)). Con-

sider the function /(t) of position given by: if ú < 0 then /(ú) : 0 else

f þ) : t. At t - 0 is ít in motion or at rest? At t.- O it has not changed

its iosition, though for all ¿ > 0 it has. We might look to velocity u(ú),

the time derivæive of position, for a clue; since it is a plausible principle

that a thing is in motion att ttr.ø(Ú) has a value other than 0. Unfor-

tunately, the traditional story is that u(0) does not exist; since u has a

left hand limit of 0 as ú approaches 0 from the left, a¡rd u has a right

hand,limit of 1 as ú approaches 0 from the right, and it'is a necessary

condition for,the derivative of / at 0 to exist that the left ha¡d limit

equa[ the right, hand limit. That is, u is discontinuous $ince it does not

"*itt "u"rywhere. 
One can reasonably feel that this is a disappointment,

since velocity would have no value here, not even zero. The classical

story asserts something very strange, for instantanèously velocity does
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not even exist., At best, the clássical story seems to be a refusal to say

what really is going on at this point'

,ds it turns out, however,- there is no particular reason why inconsis-

teritþ the velocity att:.0,could;not be set'equal to both the left hand

limii and the right hand limit. Sirice o(O¡ - 0 rand u(O¡ - !, then by the

transitivity of,i-dentity, 0 : 1.: More strictly, the'consequence is that at

t = .0, A cñn per sec':',I cm þer'se.c (or whatever other,units are b"]"g

used to describe velocity).,This,consequence has two a'spects. The first

aspect is that the firnctio-n'u(t) is to be thought of as'a dynamical func-

tiJn, associating times w.ith quantities sluch'as '0 cm por:soc, rather than

with the (undimensional) real,,number 0. That is, /(t) and u(ú) are func-

tions describing paths' in multi'd.imensional phase space father than in

the abstract mathematical space of real numbers. This means that a con'

sequence like 0 cm per sec : 1 cm per sec does not inevitably spill over

intã inconsistency in other dimensions of the phase space, let alone the

general consequence that 0 - 1' This contradiction containment is' need-

iess to say, chãracteristic of patacônsistent methods. However, provided

that contradictions can be confined to a dimension of a phase space in the

suggesied fashion, theli there'is no further'fonhal probLem in extending

thJîeatmentr'to cont!ädictory iidentifi cations of dimensiohle3s numbers,

ignore the'implicit dimension,. The second ?spe9t
ihat the velocity dimension of the'phase spàce is

ng a cohtradiction at t':0, :but not necessariþ at

other times.rThe idea ihat mathematical laws might'vary over time is

not entirely'nêw, being familiar from topos theory ¿ürd'intuitionism (see

Bê11'(1986)). : ': ': i': : ' i

The mathemaücal details'of this story: arc akeady kirown (see the

*,t orl5 i t 995)),' Consider' ariy function u' with the.: prgpertY that u (t)' -- ø

*ã r1t¡= A win"tr a'aid ö are traditiorially distiirct:real nümbers. Now

for,thìs to'amouiit to an inconsistlncy,'it m'st aiso be'that - (a - b)

ãtt -.0. So,,one would want it that enough"of the'arithmetic of the

real numbers holds in the'space of values of u at t : '0; to ensure

that - (ø - b) tiolds att:0 ãs:well'as at all other times. This'can be

understood as reQuirin$ that the'singularity'of oddity of what is haþpening

at t :0 should'be repiesented by - (a'- b) being the norm; with a = b

being' arL extra' abnor¡ìtality'a.t t':'0. " " "i

O"ne way, perhaps the easiest way, to see'that the.inconsistent identi-

fication s¡ ¿';Þair oi'real quantities does not lead to loss'of'control over

the functionaiity of the dimension of phase spacé at t:' 0;:is to employ

a geonietric:módel or analtigy, At times othef than ú = 0, the space of

uulo"s of. the function u has the topology. of the real line. At t :' 0,
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on the otþer hand, wo cill;suppose that velocities behave as if there is

an "instantaneous cylindrificationl', so that velocities are.distributqd,on

.a circle whgse circumference,iS,thg absolute-,magnitude qf' (q.- b). That

is, veloiities are identified,wi.th, or,re,another just in case their difference

is an i4tegral multiple of (ø-,b). In'particulat,'a:.b, Q' - | : b-L,
a * a.* g =''b.+ b * b:and so on, all hold' i ' :

The term "cylindrification" is used to suggest that the other dimen-

sions of phase spâÇo,arê not tqlledup at ú = 0. The point of this metaphor

is to show that there is.a fu¡ctiona.Uyi:.we11-structured description of the

identificatipn;For instance, it is not difficult to show that at ú : 0, if o, = 
b

4nd c = d both hold, then so do .ø* c= Ô* d and a- c :ib-d. Thus, the

"gor"qo"rrcesofthe,identifrcationQ:.bcarryovertocqns-equeneesforttle adãition and subtraction funçtiorrs., Now therg, is an.interesting point

hgre about multþlicatig¡r,a¡d division. sqme res.trictions on the function-

alrty qlthe "rolied upll su-bspace gf phasg spacê.,âte unavoidable, since

it ii known,that if a.qingle pair,of (traditipnally),distinct¡ reatr numbers

are identifleó (a: ö), theq if in addition,(l) all traditional trulhs of ¡eal

number theory continue to hold, and (2) the fpur afithmetical operations

- {"u', ', x, +}, are fully functional; ,the4 eyery real number'r is provably

iàentical .*iih qu"ry other real number.r'! ,'(, : f1). Gof details;.see

e.g. (1995: p. 61)). That is su.rely to-o much loss,of useful info¡mation

inlthe real fle1d. Thq easiest wêy,tot avoid.itr if o.ne,insists.tþat one's

theory, remain;functional (a-desirable but,not epsen'lial require-ment, see

(ìggj',Ch. 1)),,isrsimply to,,say that lhe subspace lacks a multiplicative

structure at t.= O. g"i tiris does rr.ot fprbid ¿li multiplfcation operations,

however, since multþlication of ,each, real ngmber by'any,,inleger r¿ is

still functional, because it can be deflned as a sum of the real number

with itself r¿ tímes.

Logic has not been mentioned so far, and perhaps the reader is har-

bourin! the thought that according to two-valued logic if a contradiction

holds' then',every statement holds;,,ç7¡ich'Wouid,make :ahy incÖnsistent

theory useless for analysis: But the,methods of paraconsistent logic'are

by nów'suffrciently well investigated:for it-to be clear that the principle

ex contradictione' qu:odlibet, that from ä contradiÖtioh' every'statement

follows, is both utbittury and uiinecessary. (See e.g' P'riest (1987); and

mâny other authors.) It goes without sayipg that ex contradictione quodli-

bet is rejected in the present;papen,Howevef,: our concerns are'here more

mathematical than logical. Nonetheless, it is also.possible'to show that

all statements of classical real number theory in (:;'-*) plus the logical

connectives; continue to hold on the sur,face of the cylinder (together with

sònie further incónsistent consèquences,'of the identification (a : b), of
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course;.for details see (1995: Sect 6'2 &'3)); This was the desiderahrm

noted above, that things shoultl remain asinonnal'as possible'at t : 0,

so that abnormalities are readily identifiable. My point here, hbwever, is

thât the geometrical model makes it intr¡itively:appreciable that at t :0
there reÃains a fair degree of'functionality, and that' there is as much

control of computation remaining as can be perfOrmed ori the surface of

a cylinder.z '

Now we come to one of the p yoffs of this analysis. Consider the

velocity function u eàther, excep.t.that to simplify matters'let u(t) - a

for all t ( 0 and let u(t) = hfor a\l t > 0, and finally let u(0) :
a : b, where the space of values of u at i : 0 inconsistently identifies

a with å. Then, rin"" lim¿-*s 'u(t)'- a and lim¿-¡o+ u(t) - b; then

lim¿--,0- u(t) - lim¿.*s.',r,'(ú). But the condition for continuity of u at 0

is túaittre ìeft hand limit of u at 0 - the right hand timit of u at1:'the
value of the function at 0. Thus we can conclude that u is continuous

at 0 (inconsistentþ continuousr'tha
If it was thought, theú, that'u(Ú)
process or causal nexus' we would be in a p
äs it is embeddediin lhe LCC. It should be mentioned that not every

fon"rio" hitherto regarded as discoirtinuous comes out as inconsistently

continuous in this rtoty. The crudest example is the'functioh' which is

zerc atall rational points and one at all ilrational points, but the functions

sin(l/ú) andt: 0, and any'function which diverges to infinity at a finite-

poùq will do as'well. The present the concept

äf continuity to funðtions classically e coirtinuous

while diScontinuous at a discrete Set

'We now turn to an application of this analysis. When light is'shone

through a slit and then ã prism, it breaks up into a distinctive collection

of ünãs called a spectrum. When the light cornes from a pure element

such as hydrogen, dhe wayelengths of the spectral lines bear a simple rela-

tionship io orrã uttother, discovered by Balmer in 1884 (see Diagrl"t 1)'

B almer's formula was : .wavelength (in angstroms) - 3645 .6r't? + (n' - 4),

for n:3,4,5,,.. Later, generalisations of this formula for'other ele-

ments, and at wavelengths other than the'visible, were found by Rydberg'

Paschen,,Brackett and others. : '

Niels Bohr was able to explain ris relationship by his famous theory

of the atom, which postulates that orbital electrons take only discretely

distributed energy states or levels. An electron jumps up one ot mote
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Diagrarn 1. The Balmer spectrum of atomic hydrogen.

energy.level.ç whe¡r it absorbs a packet of electromagnetic energy of the

amount of the difference in the engrgy levels, þ the form of a photon.
When an electron drops energy levels it emits'ä photon with the appro-

priate energy, and thus a definite wavelerrgth, which is observed p the

above spectrum. Bohr was able to show that the exact size of the con-

stants involved an analysis which, aside from the

postulation of otherwise well-understgod princi-
ples of angular with other alrqady-known constants

of nature. (See e.g. 'Wehr and Richards (1960) Now
this óhange in the electron's, elergy level in çon ssion

or: absorption of a photon of a.define en_grgy pro-

c.ess. For example, we can make iç happen by irrâdiation with photons

of appropriate wa;¡elength a¡rd frequercy, But according !o the theory
the.process also happeqs insta{p
frgm.o.,,le energy level to th9 othe¡
because there.is no gradual build up

nor are. photons of intermediate en

the emission spectrum. Such changes are, of course, þardly untypic4l. in
quantum processes; indeed the whole of quantum measurement theory is

conStructed. around them.
Thus we havq the, situation wh

occurs whiph is causally drive¡ acc

is therefore a prime candidate for t
nuity Condition as we haye unders

C- desgriptíon is not ayailatle.,'W
applying the inconsistent 4nalysis
enErgy level of the hydrogen atom.t

function is incpnsistently contin¡ro

,Indeed, whal other options are !n {e, diç

cussion qf lhe instant of change. pr Shquld one

try to say, for example, that at t Ly takes the

lower of the two values? This looks to be arbitrary, especially in light of
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the temporal symmetry of the emission and absorption processes. Cer-

tafnly there is nothing'in the equations of quantum mechanics to suggest-

such a conclusio¡r. Similarþ for the suggestion that the energy always
' .: . i

takes the higher of the twq values. Perhaps, then, one should say that

at t :0 the energy takeS no values-? But on reflection this Would be a

very..;u¿t 'al suggestion iindeed. Not ronly woüld the energy function be

diScontinuous at t:O:qt!it wgUldnot qveq be defined,lhere. For just an

instant, the electron woúld have üo energy, not even zeio energy. It is not

even clear what sense'one might make of the idea of an electron, on this

view. Of iourse, having
mathematical purchase

tron from having zero energy,'In arl

unïeasonable and u'nwarranteil inte
process: ïp to ú : o, 'è(t¡" 

-''ot ¡¡
zero, e(0)'-- 0; thgn àÎte¡ t::= O, it 'would jn-p back to e(t) - 6, u

doublejump! I ;'

It is: clear, I truit,'that the presenf an

involving
does not s

one

er than that such things occur; It is,l
degree of causality for such proÖess'e

inconsistent mathematical methods
' This is'not the onlY Sort of mea

tum mechanics. There are'iireasu
spectrum, to:which the Present'
mon technique with these is t

er, at the cost of a considerable

the space of functions
ed by means of funct
details in this paper, it
in which, using'Robinsön's'nonstanda .

, fuhction can be treated as a function
course: Note in passing that the Delta
of the derivative of the inconsistently
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continuous function u(ú) of Section'3"(where u(O) - a : b)' given by:

u'(0) - (ø - b-)6(0). For details, see 
Í1995, 

Ch' 7)'

6. CoNcl-ustox

onal problemsi of elementary

easy with,the thought that all

onsistency :and :a11,will be'well' But

one of the rnajor intelleçh,ral problems,ofi,our time, the'Bell inequafity'

remains untouched. Having,said that, it can,b-e'said.that the problern

above involves a',process *hith'it causatr' of 'sorts;. andiyet':nonlocal;

at,,least in the ,"ni", that:states classically apart,frOrn ofi@;arothgr'a.re

made tolbe together or the same. Perhaps, then; the.presentrmethods can

be extended tõ deal' with noúlocality'in general;,using'the'principle that

nonlocality is incorisistent locality..But that would,bê the,topic of, another

paþer. ' ' i' 'ì : i : :i' :1:i

, i. 
:

.AppeNDx: ToPoLoGY, ANE LoGIc
. 

'. t, i ', i t:; : : j't'1 
' rl'

This Appendix aims to show that there,arg;rqasonabfe topolqg;lgqf insights

behinú th",puçu"onsistent construçtions inLthr.s paBqr, aqd'.çhpt, those

insights are as,nah¡ral as the topological d¡rality,beh.vee¡ ope¡ and,glosed

SetS,' ..j i : ì l, 
':' ;. i: ": " 

: . '

, Calculus is u
things like: if /
then so are f;*
intuitionist. conc 

.

known, the logic of oPen sets. But n

,"ifq;i, wniJtr is pa:rap-onsistent,,aq.a topologiqal du4-[,to intuitiqnism'

Any'ñrnctiqn,which is inconsistently çontinuous at a {içç¡ete set pf sin-

goluriti"t can:be.said to definp a collection pf ctosqd ¡els 
a

õf rtut"-"ots. Boundaries . are, the places whe¡e inconsistçnc

the simplest.example,.consi {ain our furrction t'(ú)r wi

to. 
"ff 

t, <'0, u(8) '-- a : þ, fqr all ú > 0' This dqtermine.s

a collectien -of .three closed d), wh"r" ?:is..thq seq of'all

i"r*rr (the rq41 line), {0} is'a bou 'and, d is fu null set' (Wg cap

orro*" here that f is isòmor,phic.qq th-e real line; though,th4t assumption

rr,ight,b",r"laxçd for. fther Pu 'thq
vàlues'of statements, that isi a old'

All first order statements of classi ' 
+)
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languagé hold at all instants, so the value of such statements is ?. The

statements o, : b, a * I : b 11 etc. hold on {0}; while many other

statements, such as any identity where the difference between the terms

is not an integral muttþle of ¿ - b, hold nowhere, that is at {.
Tlrrning to negation , T and þ are nahrrally enough negations of one

another. The negation of {0} is determined on the assumption, dual to

intuitionism, that if a statement is true on a closed set,'so is its nega-

tion. Hence, considering the boundary {0}, its set'theoretic complement

"- 
{0} will not do for its negation, since the latter is an open set and not

closed. The natural thing to.say is that the complement of a boundary is

the smallest closed set containing the set-theoretic complement. (Com-

pare inhritionism, where dually the intuitionist.complement of an open

iet is the largest open set contained in the set-theoretic complement.) This

means that the complement of {0} is ?, the whole collection of instants.

And this is as it should be, since a: b holds at {0} while its negation,

- (a: ö) holds in clássical real number theory and thus was set to hold

everywhere, that is at T. In passing, this demonstrates informally a claim

made above, that all of (-, +, -) classical real number theory continues

to hold (everywhere) in the present theory. There remains a role for open

sets in this conception; Since multiplication in general (other than integer

multiplication as summation) is restricted, att:0, tlte region on which

the multþlicátive truths of real rturnber theory hold must'be restricted to

the openietT - {0}. Now the inhritionist complement of an oþen set is

the lãrgest open set'containpd in the set-theoretic complement, that is in

this case d. So all negations of the multþlicative truths of real number

theory hold at / i.e. nowhere, which is as it should bê, while their double

negations hold everywhere.
The whol" ,t*ðtr.":is a four-valued paraconsistent and paracomplete

logic isomorphic to the four values {?;{0},f' - {0},(i}. Statements

involving thJ logical operators conjunction,'disjunction, and the quanti-'

fiers are then evaluated in'accordance with simple nrlesi The conjunc-

tion of two values is their intersection, disjunction is'union, uhiversal

quantification is generalised conjunction and êxistential quantification is

generalised disjunction. The three-valued paraconsistent closed-set logic

{";{0}, d}, as well as the
logic {?,"- {0},/} are

on each'sublogic. Implication is of
defined as - A V B, is along foi the ride since it is definable in terms of

{-, V} and hence eliminable in favour of them. Intuitionist implication

ii not so defrnable, and it hrrns out that its topological dual is not a kind

of implication. But there'is a reasonable implication of an S5-ish kind
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on any of these structures, intuitionist or paraconsistent: A -. B : T if
A is a subset of. B, else ,4, -t B : Ó.

NOTES

l Thanks for useful comments are due to Martin Bunder, Mic Detlefsen, Graham

Priest, Greg Restall, Jack Smart and others present when an earlier version'was read at

a meeting õf the Australasian Association for Logic, Armidale 1995.

2 It should be noted that there are altemâtive inconsistent constructions which preserve

the LCC for this system, Thanks are due'at this point to Greg Restall, who pointed out

a construction using "heap models". While heap models have certain advantages for

some applications, ihe present author favours the view that addition, at least, is more

runctionally interesting änd realistic if it is a group operation, which it is not in heap

models. At any rate, the existence of alternative constructions here serves to reinforce

the basic poini that the LCC can be satisfied inconsistently in such dynamical systems.
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Peeking at the lmposs¡b¡e

CHRIS MORTENSEN

Abstract The question of the intêrpretation of impossible pictures is taken up'

penrose,s 
"""ounì 

i, reviewed. It is argued that whereas this account makes sub-

stantial inroads into the þroblem, theie needs to be a further ingredient' An in-

consistent account using heap models is proposed'

ics of the inconsistent has developed to the

tiat to took to applications. Anomalies in

uing prospect. But one very obvious exam-

ictures such as are found in Escher's works,

ending and descending, and the like' The

embarrassment for the paraconsistency program is that it took a thoroughly classical

mathematician, Roger P"nror", to make the first significant inroads o-nthe.problem'
"--- 

p"nrore appliel the theory of cohomology groups to the problem' He shows nec-

essary ar.rd sufficient conditions for a two-dimensional picture to represent a consis-

tent three-dimensional object. This paper begins by setting out Penrose's account in

section 2. In Section 3 it is seen that there remains one ingredient to be added to Pen-

rose,S solution. A theory is described which extends Penrose's account by means of

the theory of heaps. The inconsistent theory of heaps has been studied by Priest' Re-

stall, van Bendegem, and others. It proves necessary to modify that theory, though an

inconsistent version remains the most intuitive. The result provides a sense in which

looking at inconsistent drawings is peeking at the impossible' However' the existence

of a stable theory also tends to show that the inconsistent may not be so impossible

after all.

2 Penrose,s account Consider the inconsistent triangle.t Penrose notes correctly

that it can be a picture of a ihree-dimensional structure, in fact many differdnt struc-

, tures. This could happen if the structure were in fact three disassembled parts lined

up behind one another so that the distances between them could not be seen'2 In-

dled, there is an infinite collection of such 3-D structures which "project down" onto

- 
a front screen, so that the projection forms the 2-D picture' These are readily obtained

ReceivedDecember lI, 1997; rcvisedMarch 13, 1998
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2l 3r

A l2 I3

by thinking of moving the three disassembled parts closeror farther from the picture

wnit" atlo*ing that their sizes can increase or decrease depending on whether they

are farther ol. 
"tor., 

from the 2-D image on the front screen' so as to make them have

that image as their projection. This requires that objects expand uniformly the farther

away thJy are, in ro.lt o way as to keep the same size and shape of the image'

The difference between this case and the case where the2-D picture is an image

or u *nrirt"nt 3-D object is thus: .in the former case the parts cannot be assembled

into a consistent 3-D oüject (no bending permitted), whereas in the latter case the parts

I

2

A

A

ðrt d d
t2 3l

Figure 1: The inconsistent triangle and a 3-D disassembly (adapted from Penrose)
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can be so assembled. Note that disassembly and reassembly are required to be done in

such a way that the same 2-D projection is preserved in all motions of the 3-D parts'

This, in a nutshell, is Penrosels suggestion: it is necessary and sufficient for a 2-D

picture to be a picture of a consistent 3-D object, that the collection of 3-D configu-
^rations 

which project onto it has amongst it a consistent connected object which is a

reassembly of any of the 3-D structures. 
'What is interesting, of course' is the possi-

blefailureof thenecessaryandsufficientcondition. Then the2-D imagefailstobea

projection of any consistent connected 3-D object, though it remains a projection of

an infinite number of disassembled.3-D structures'

penrose describes this in the language of cohomology groups. V/e begin with

the multiplicative group of positive real numbers IR*. Penrose calls this the ambiguity

grolryof the structor". it t"pt"sents the fact that a 2-D picture ambiguously represents

a class of 3-D structures because the (single) eye cannôt distinguish points which are

in a direct line with one another from the eye. For any such pair of points, the distance

to one from the eye can be represented as a multiple of the distance to the other' where

the multiplier is from IR+.

If the 3-D structure is in three parts, joining it up will require identifying (at least)

two points on each part with 
^ 

point on each of the two other parts' (we ignorethe

poini that strictly surfaces, not points, will e sln-

gle points as rcpresentative of the surfaces 3 and

let the point on part i which is to be identi d'Aii'

Thus, Å¡.¡ ¡oins wittr A¡i. Letthe distance ed d¡¡

Cr*-å*äå,nji rrre requirement of assembly can.thus be expressed by the con-di-

iion a,; 
-: 

d¡i, all i, i,lwtrere the d¡¡ belong to IR'+)' There 
.are 

an infinite number

of structures which rätirfy this condiiion for any given 2-D picture' It is convenient

to reduce this condition io on" involving equivalence classes' Introduce the ratios

rr; defined by d¡¡ /d¡i. (Note that r¡¡ : 1/ r j¡). Then each. triple (r12' rzl, rß) deter-

mines an infinite equivalence class of structures having the same ratio of distances

between 
"or."rponáing 

points on the three bodies' These triples are called cocyçles'

The condition of asseilùty' that d¡¡ : d¡i' is obviously equivalent to the condition

that the cocyle = (1, 1, 1). If this happens, the cocycle is called a coboundary' A

coboundary can obviousiy function as the unit of a grouP' where group multiplica-

tion is defined as pointwise multiplication of the three components of the cocycles'

that is, (a,b, c) x (d, e, ¡) : (ad,be, cf)' The group operation evidently has phys-

ical significance in that any pair of equivalence classes of configurations under the

operation produces a unique equivalence class of configurations' 'when the set of

cocycles contains a coboundary, the cocycles form a cohomology group' Thus' the

"ocy"l"s 
fail to be a group just when they lack a coboundary, that is, just when they

cannot be assembled into a consistent connected 3-D structure'

3 Inconsistent heaps one question remains.with this approach' why is it that it

seems to the eye that the picture represents an impossibfe object, and not any one of

the possible disassembled objects which look the same? The nearest Penrose comes

to an answer seems to be the observation that the eye cannot distinguish between

points directly behind one another. Still, this applies as much to the consistent case

as the inconsistent case. What is it for the eye fo preferentially interprel what it sees
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as inconsistent, and not any one of the possible slructures? These questtons are an-

swered in the next section, where ir is proposed that the inconsistent interpretation is

nsistent theorY. But first we must d

here are assembled 3-D structures

rst, it is Plain that one can almost

canidentifytwoofthepairsofpoints'sayA12withAzt
the third pair separat". ir tn" thiid pair of points were only " ut

identicàl t""uor" they wete painted on a back screen' that w o

duce the'image on tná front 
'"'""n' 

This suggests a general st 3-

D objects whìch project to the desired image on the front screen' Suppose that space

is finite, with a backdrop or back boundary. Assemble as much as one can' put the

pi".", against the backdiop, and draw inthe remainder of the lines on the backdrop'

All the world's a stage (or a Hollywood set)'

one can imagine an objection that the backdrop universe is not an acceptable 3-

D structure for projection onto the front Screen because it fails to force separate points

in 3-D space to remain separate. Algebraically, this is the stipulation that the ambi-

guitygroupcorrespondsto,ormapsone-oneto,thesetofpossibledtstancesfromthe
front screen. In the language of model theory, it is the condition that the theory de-

scribing the geometrical solution Preserves all statements about the ambiguity group

which deny identity. This is a reaìonable requirement, and it leads us thus to an in-

conqistent theory, as we will see'

the ambiguitY grouP, z

that the maP from the

6 . . . all hold, which is inconsistent' That is' there is an incon-

sistent theory which satisfres this condition. Heap H functions as an indeterminate

upperlimitto counting, akind of infinity in that a* H _ H +a: H holds (except

where the model alsolontains the additive inverse of H, where H * (-H):0)'
However, H can be reached by finite means: 1 + 3 : I/. obviously, there are an

infrnite number of heap models, one for every maximal nonheap element'4

Adapting heap theory to the present case of the muttipticative group of positive

reals requir", ,o*å modifications. The natural view of the "backdrop" universe de-

scribed earlier is to allow only the distances up to a certain distance d'liLx 
.' 

the distance

to the backdrop. This might be represented initially as a mapping of the amblgurry

;;;; R. to [, e m,* 
' 
r"S d,ij*l: where the restriction of the domain to x.:: d'fr"*

is the identiry mapping. How"í"t, if we impose the condition that the mapping from

the ambiguity group tã the set of distances be 1-1, we have an inconsistent theory'

To focus, tet i1'¡o' have a specific real number value' say 4't' Then' for example

2:3:3,1 do not'|ot¿, but 4.1 - 4.2- "'alt hold. Since these identicals are in-

tersubstitutable in all conteKts, we can i rtroduce the name ' H' lo refer ambiguously

to all of them, that is, 4.1 - 42: . . . : H. Since the mapping from the ambiguity

groupisone-one,also4.L+4'2+"'+H'TomultiptytwonumbeÍsa'binthe
heap: first deterrnine whether either : H. If not, then multipLy a x b normally' de-
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rermine whether the result : H andif so identify a * b in addition with all numbers

which:I/.Otherwise,ifoneotbothofa,b:H'thentheresult:Handallits
identicals as well. For example, since 2 x 4 - 8, then by substitution of identicals

2x4:H:4.1also:aswiththeintegermodelsitispossibletoreachthebackdrop
byopêrationonitemsinfrontofthebackdrop.ButalsoaxH:H*b:H,forex-
uipi", 0.5 * H : H x2: FI. Evidently, * is commutative. Also, the structure has a

unit: ¿* 1:1 *a:a' 
; naturalinverses for

But the heap is not a group for two reasons' First' it lacks

some elements, those which are grgater than 4.1. Inverses can be prOduced by a fur-

ther inconsistent extension of the theory of the ambiguity group. Identify all members

;a* il;{;. R., - 
= 

f+.t'l-r1 *iítr one anothei and call them H-I' If two num-

bers strictly between ø-I àn¿ H are multiplied together, take their product in lR+ and

determine whether it is identical with H, ¡tl-l or something in between' identifying

with all identicals in the former two cases. otherwise, I/-l behaves like a zero' with

;';"H:t. : H-t * o: n-r;except for the case where a: H, where H-l behaves

as theinverseof .I/, with H * H-î : H-t * H -- 1. Thus H-lfunctions as alower

limit on distances.

The second reason heaps are not groups is that multiplication fails to be associa-

tive. Forexample, (0.5 *2fx3 : 1 * 3 :3'but0'5 x (2*3) : 0'5 x H - H' ryhile

3 -- H does not hold. There are other multiplications which fail to be associative' for

example, vector cross product. Furthermore, the failure of associativity is well mo-

tivated by the intendei interpretation in a space with a backdrop and a least size: if

you ,"u"ú either of these limits you're stuck there, unless you're multiplied by your

ínu"rr", so the order you associate matters. However, these heaps.ur: olT::r,gr:yli:

commutativ" groupoid, with a unit and inverses. Also, the subalgebra lH,l' H-'l
is plainly the limiting case of the heap where all x > 1 are identified with H and all

x<lwithH-!.
, It is clear that there are both consistent and inconsistent theories here' The dif-

ferencebetweenthetwoistheabsenceorpresenceof4'1+4,2+...Handtheir
inverses. The latter is the one-one condition, that distinct elements of the ambiguity

group correspond to distinct distances in any acceptable reassembly of the structure'

Now corresponding to cocycles as equivalence classes of triples of distances from

IR*, there aie obviãusly classes of triples from heaps' These structures satisfy the

condition for a coboundary among cocycles, namely the existence of a unit' clearly'

given any parts of the assembly which are done consistently

then for them certainly d¡¡ 
= 

di¡, that is r¡i: l' But also

which are identified at the backdrop, again d¡¡ -- d¡r : H 
'

H x H-r: 1. Thus the triple of ratios (rtz,r23, r¡3) : (1'

For the purposes of describing formally an appropriate model in which the the-

ory of the inãonsistent heap holds, closed set logic would seem to be the most nat-

ural, since it has the advantage of representing contradictions as holding on closed

sets and particularly their boundaries. Consider the topological space with a basis of

four closed'sers: IR,+;{x e IR+ , *. (d'i}o')-l}, {t e IR+ : x > dli"'Ì, {}' For con-

venience, we can rename the middle twó of these as H-l and H, respectively' Tlre

closed Sets serve as semantic values for closed set logic and theories thereof' since

they are closed with respect to unions (disjunction) and intersections (conjunction)'
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Quantifrers are interpreted as respectively gener al\zedunion and intersection as usual'

For negation, one takes cloSed complement, that is, the least closed set containing the

Boolean complement. Thus the ctoìed complement of both fl-l and fl is R'+ itself'

This means that if .r - y is stipulated to hold on H but nowhere else, (i'e' ¡ - y takes

f/ as its semantic value) then ere' that is' IR'+' In

porti"utur, since fl is a subset x + y holds on H'

ïh" in"onsisrenr rheory or the ";:iT.ï;:ff;,1
is true in the classical theory of IR'+ rå¿n as 

;ed set to which both
at least ohe nonnull closed sel, then assign x - y to the least clos

.r and y belong, else assign x: ! to (]. To also add H to the theory, if both x and y

betong to f/, assign *=-H and y: H to H,and similarly ¡or H-t. Then we define a

senterice to hold in the theory of the heap, if it is assigned to some nonnull closed set'

Then, for example,4.I:4'2: H + 4'l + 4'Z'allhold; but whereas 2+3 + H and

4 : 2*, 2 hold, they hotd consistently, that is, neither 2 : 3 : ÉI nor 4 + 2* 2 hold'

The interested reader is left to fill in further formal details. For further description of

theories of closed set logics, see Mortensen [2]'

4 Inconsßtent representatíons The question is, in looking at the inconsistent tri-

angle, what isone peeking at behind it? one answer coutd be that one is peeking at

a Jisassembled object, *ñ"r" the eyes fail to. disidentify points directly behind one

anobher. Wherê this seems to falt short, is that it does not tell us the positive con-

sequences of implenienting this failure to disidentify in such a'way as to model the

inconsistency. The 
"y" 

,"r*, to be in a positive default mode: identify those things

which one fails to disidentify' But what are the mathematical consequences of liter-

alty identifying those points? Which connected structure is it that it seems to be? And

what is it for it to nonetheless seem inconsistent?

It would be even more unsatisfactory to say merely that one is not peeking at

anything at all. How does that differ from shutting the eyes for example? And how

does it ãestroy the overwhelming illusion that one is peeking at something? The ob-

vious third possibility is that one is peeking at an object in abackdrop universe' which

is a heap.

As we have already seen, there are consistent and inconsistent versions of these

models. The inconsistent theories satisfy the condition that the ambiguity grouP maPS

1 -1 ro the ser of distances of the heap: ff x t' y holds in IR+, then x I y holds for dis-

tances d¿¡, andfor ratios/cocycle components r¡;. There are two wals 
:o 

inte+re11!e

inconsisient models: epistemologicalLy and ontologically (weak and strong paracon-

sistency, respectively¡. Epistemotogically, what we are seeking to describe is a cogni-

tive phlnomlnon: how is it that tt seems, when it seems inconsistent? This concerns

the åpresentation of inconsistent data. It is well known that this can arise wherever

there are at least two sources of data; or updates from a single source' In the present

case, one might suppose that 4.1 f 5 represents the nor1n,what one knows or believes

about the space o* i, in; whereas 4.1 :5 represents'the default consequenc¿s of be-

ing unable to tell between these distances

Ontologically on the other hand, one is required to regard the theories represent-

ing such 
"ognitiu" 

states as at least possible. On an intuitive level, the standard strong

po-ro.onrirt"ntist argument is that one is required to take seriously the thought that
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one's inconsiitent cognitive state might really be the way things are"lt really miglzt

l, t¡ne that. Thisis a general consequence of good theoretical practice' in any case:

one shouldbelieve in the results of one's careful scientific investigations, which might

contain persistent anomalies. Thus, if the world really were inconsistent in this way'

then iåis is how it would look if you took a peek at it. of course, there are other things

which would look the same, but that is the way of it with eyes. Credo r'tt intelligam'

5 Conclusion There is one less than complete feature of this discussion' we have

discussed heaps, and heaps can provide a unit for the cohomology group' But I doubt

that heaps are the only inconsistent way to understand the triangle, or even the þest

way. The inconsistency we perceive is more cyclical and less brute force than that'

This indicates a more zubtleìnconsistentizing operation is in the offing, which hope-

fully wilt be the topic of a further paPer. But the general method of constructing in-

consistent models remains the same'

Penrose also briefly indicates how to extend his discussion to cohomology

groups associated with oiher 2-D frgures representing ambiguous or inconsistent 3-D

structures. His approach is undoubtedly rich with different applications' It is to be

presumed that thåinconsistent approach will lend itself to a similar range of applica-

tions and it is also proposed to snlay these in more detail in later papers's

NOTES

1. Penrose calls this the tribar. whereas there is an excellent case for some such short name

(fewer keystrokes), the present author cann-ot bring himself todivorce this word from its

cominon use among loficians, to refer to the sign for material equivalence =.

2. Penrose and Penrose in [5] built a (consistent) 3-D structure which photographs as stairs

ascending in a closed loop, but needless to say it is not as it seems' For the photograph'

see Penrose [4]'

3. This represents a slight departure from Penrose's symbolism, which reserves 'd¡iÅ for

what we call 'r,7'.

4. The term .,heap model" seems to have been first used by Meyer. on heap theory' see'

e.g., Priest 161,p.227 or van Bendegem [7]'

5. For further inconsistGnt structures in the general area of projective geometry, wherein an

inconsiçtent theory of ho¡¡og"n"ou, ,ooidinutes is proposed, see Mortensen [1]' Chap-

ter 9. On closed set logic, see Chapter 11 or [2]'
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CHRIS MORTÞNSEN

TOPOLO GICAL S EPARATION PRINCIPLES AND LO GICAL
THEORIES

ABSTRACT. This paper is dedicated to Newton da costa, who, among his many achieve-

ments, was the first to aim at dualising iniuitionism in order to produce paraconsistent

logics, the C-systems' This paper similarly

buì the dual is a different logic, namely clo

the properties of topological spaces, par

on those spaces' The PaPer begins

between tåpology and modal logic, intuitionist logic and paracdnsistent logic in resPect

of the incompleteness and inconsistency of theories. Necessary and suffi'cient conditions

which relate the r1-property to the properties of logical theories, are obtained' The result

is then extended to Hausdorff and Ñormal spaces. In the final section these methods are

used to vary the modelling conditions for identity'

1. PRELIMINARIES ON LOGIC AND TOPOLOGY

It is well known that there are signifrcant connections between logic and to-

p"l"gv. l" the first section of this paper we survey these, in preparationJor

äxteñáing them later to take account of topological separation principles'

Consider f,rst the formal semantics of propositional modal logic' Modal lo-

gic adds to the usual Boolean operators (&, V, -) the unary propositional

ãperator E, where tP is is interpreted as "It is
tiãnd i3oolean operators such as ) and = aÍe

and the modal operator O, interpreted as "it is p

- E -. fne possible worlds semantics for modal logic constructs models

using a set X of possible worlds. Propositions hold at some worlds and do

not ñold at others, so we can write Pa fot the statement "The propositicin

P holds at world a". Fot example, if P is the proposition that snow is

white, Ihen Pais the proposition that snow is white holds in world a' This

is given an algebraic ietting by associating with each proposition P a set

tfj of membórs of X, interpreted as the set of worlds at which P holds'

ito, *" can defrne Pa to mean a e lPl. The simplest set of conditions

governing the behaviour of the operators (&, V, -, tr) is:

(1) [P] is a subset of X, all propositions P

\l Svnthese t25z 169-L78,2000'

Bì ó zoOO Kltwer Acadetníc Publíshers. Printed in the Netherlands'
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(2) [- P] - -lPf, the set complement of [P]

(3) WeQl - [P] nlSl

(4) lP v 8l: [P],u tQl

(5) [trP] - X tr lP): X

else - Ø

It is then simple to prove that:

(6) [oP] - X lf lPlnol=Ø

else - Ø

'We can define a dedttcibility relationl in a model [] by: P I Q in

t I iff tPl c [p]. Then define a proposition to be a semantic theorem just

in case it is true in all worlds of all models' i'e'' [P] : x in all models'
The set of semantic theorems so defined coincides exactly with the set of
provable theorems of the logic 55. The simplicity of the semantics in this
result has convinced the big majority of modal logicians that 55 is the

preferred modal logic as a description of the properties of necessity and

possibility.
The idea that X might have a topological structure (X, O) with open

sets O, allows a generalisation. Thus if we replace the semantic condition
(5) for [trP] with the condition:

(5.1) [nP] = int[P], the interior of [P]

we frnd instead that the semantic theorems coincide exactly with the prov-

able theorems of ,S4. Furthermore, it is apparent that we can readily recover

the 55 case with the additional stipulation that the topology O on X should

be the indiscrete topology. Note also that this change implies that the

semantics of possibility, condition (6), changes to:

(6.1) [OP] = cl[P], the closure of [P]

Modal logic is not the only place where logic connects with topology.
One can tink the behaviour of (&, V, -), especially -, directly with the

topological structure of X. So instead one stipulates that the semantic value

of any proposition shall be an open set. This amounts to the stipulation
that (&, v, -) shall be functional on the open sets. This is no problem for
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(&, v), since open sets are closed w.r.t. (finite) intetsections and unions'

However, for - to be an operator on open sets, it cannot generally be the

set @oolean) complement. Instead, one associates it with the open com-

plement: the largest open sÞt contained in the set theoretic complement,

ïni"n may be identical with the set theoretic complement but need not

be. Algebias of closed sets are Heyting algebras. Summarising, we take

(1)-(4) but replace:

(1.1) tPl e O,the oPen'sets on X

(2.1) [- P] = the open complement of [P]'

There is also a natural implication operator +, which is not definable in

terms of (&, V,-), but as:

(7) [P + Q] :tPl + lQl :u[o : [P] n O c \SJI

If as before a semantic theorem is any formula which holds at all points

of x in all models, we have exactly the theorems of intuitionist logic J.

The above semantic features mean that intuitionist logic supports incom-

plete theories, that is theories in which neither P nor - P holds' for some
'proposition P. To see this, consider a proposition P and let abe any point

à" Atpl, the boundary of [P]. [P] ir open, so a is not in [P], hence Pa

does not hold. But neither does - Pa hold, since that requires a € [- P]

= the open complement of [P], whiçh is disjoint from b[P]. Again, neither

p nor - p hold at d, so the theory consisting of the propositions which

hold at a, is incomplete. So one can describe a, viewed as a possible world,

as anincomPlete world.
The topólogical duality between opei and closed is mirrored in a dual-

ity between intuitionist logic which supports incomplete theories, and (one

uáriunt of paraconsistent logic, which supports nontrivial inconsistent

theories. A theory is inconsistent if. it contains at least one proposition P

and its negation - P, and nontrivialif it.does not contain every proposition

(of its language). If we stipulate that all propositions hold on closed sets

of points, tþen in order to have negation be a natural operation, we must

identify the negation of a proposition with the closed complement of that

proposition, which is the smallest closed set containing the set theoretic

ãomplement. That is, replace (1) and (2) instead by:

(1.2) tPl e C,the closed sets on X

(2.2) [- P] = the closed complement of [P]
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We also have, instead of (7): ¡

(7.r) lP - 8l - [P] -lQl - n{c: [P] clQlucl

Algebras of closed s"ts are Brouwerian algebras

This change requiles rethinking the óemantic condition determining

theoremhood. In moving from open sets to closed sets one is reversing the

order on the lattice. That is, the bijection which turns open sets into their set

complements is contravariant w.r.t. subset inclusion, which is the order on

the set lattice. Now in any lattice-theoretic value space of more than two

values there is in general a choice of more than one filter on the lattice,

where membership of a given filter serves to determine membership of a
theory. That is, a given Brouwerian lattice of closed sets, or for that matter a

Heyting lattice of open sets, can support mofe than one theory for the same

value function [ ], determined by different frlters on the lattice. The most

natural dual for the Heyting condition that a theorem be determined by the

property of holding at every point, is the condition that a theorem be de-

termined by the property of holding at some point. The set of propositions

which hold at some point in all (closed set) models is closed set logic. The

properties of the natural dual to intuitionist implication $, Dâûroly pseudo-

difference -, prevent it from being a reasonable implication; for example

P - P fails to be a theorem. This is not particularly paradoxical, since

dually ,I lacks a natural pseudo-diffetence operator, but which Boolean

logic possesses. Furthermore, + is not the only reasonable implication
around: there is always a reasonable implication on any lattice, namely the

operator which equals X if [P] ç lQl else equals Ø.

Let [P] be a closed set and let a be any point on blPl. Since a e lPl'
Pa holds. But also since a e [- P] = the closed complement of [P],
- Pa also holds. That is, the theory which is the propositions holding

ata,is inconsistent. The world a caîthus be described as an inconsistent

world.It is not in general trivial however, since many propositions may fail
to hold at a.In this sense closed set logic is paraconsistent, i.e., supports

non-trivial inconsistent theories.

This completes our survey of what is known to date about semantics

using open and closed sets. In the following sections, these'ideas aÍe ex-

tended to a morè general setting, in which value spaces include sets which
are open, closed or neither, but (&, V, -) remain operators simultaneously

on both open and closed sublattices, and where the logic addressed goes

beyond propositional logic to a fragment of quantifier logic. Results are

obtained connecting specific topological properties such as Tt, Tz with the

logical properties of the theories supported. Extension to the even mole

general case of ftrll f,rst-order logic presents further complexities, requir-
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ing the use of product topologies, but iÈ not necessary to make the point

here.

2.INCoNSISTENCYANDINCoMPLETENESSToGETHER

We consider monadic predicates F with a single free variable x' Each F

is associated semanticäüy with an extension [F] which is a subset of a '

topological space (X, O, C) (usually shortened to (X, O)) with open sets

Oand closed sets C. Fa holels in a model [], or F holds at ain []' iff
a e lql.Now we stipulate that the operators (&, v, -) shall be operators

on both the open and closed sublogics (and ignore intuitionist implication

and paraconsistent pseudo-difference). Again there are no problems with

(4, v); but there is only one way to deal with negation, and tha.t i1 to as-

sociate it with the topological complernent, which is the open complement

if trl is open, the ciosed complement if trl is closed, and the set comple-

månfotherwise. Note that in the case where [F] is clopen, i.e., both closed

and open, then topological complement coincides with set complement'

That ii, we retain (1)-(4) except that we replace (2) with:

(2.3) [- F] = the topological complement of [F]

An interesting consequence of this definition, pointed out by Greg Restall,

is that we can trave if1 ç tcl without [- G] c [- F], for example

if tFl is open and [G] its closure. This is a kind of limited failure of

contráposition which is significant because it occurs in the context of a

well-motivatedl semantics.

The logic and associated theories can be further extended to sentences

with a single, leading quantifier by adding:

(8) (Vx)Fx holds 1tr Fa holds for all a

. (9) (1x) F x holds ttr F a holds for some a

If negated quantifiers are then defined by the Quantifier Equivalence Laws

- V l¿r f - and - f :df V -, these will have the consequences that:

(10) - (Yx)Fx holds iff - Fa holds for some a

(11) - (lx)Fx holds iff - Fa holds fot alla

Apart from being true in Boolean Logic, these are interesting consequences

because they permit the possibility of inconsistency and incompleteness
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among quantified sentences. A set of sentences is said to be a theory on a

topological space (X, O) if it is the set of sentences which holds in some

model [ ] where (X, O) is tþe codomain of [ ]. \

PROPOSITION 1. If (X, O) has the discrete topology then every thgory

on (X, O) is consistent and complete.
Proof. The discrete topology is that in which every subset is open. Let F

be any predicate of whatever logical complexity with a single free variable

x. Then tl'l is both.closed and open. Hence l- Fl is the set complement

of F. Thus notboth Fa and- Fa hold, for arry a e X. And if Fa does not

hold, then a is not in [F], so it is in ¡- Fl, so that - f'a holds. That is, the

subtheory of quantifier-free sentences is consistent and complete. For the

quantified case, if (Yx)Fx holds then Fa holds for all a. But [F] is clopen,

so a is not in [- F], so - Fa holds for no a, so that - (Vl)Fx does not

hold, which is consistency. If (Yx)Fx doesïot hold, then for some a, Fa
does not hold. Since [F] is clopen, a Q l- Fl; and so - (Vx)Fx holds,

which is completeness. The case of the existential quantifier is similar. tr

To find an appropriate converse, we need the following definition:

DEFINITION 2. A theory on a space is a l-point theory iff for some

nonlogical predicate F, [F] = some singleton [a].

Clearþ some'theories are l-point theories, e.g., any theory containing the

predicate "e {al"i while some theories are not 1-point theories, e.g-, arLy

theory with sole nonlogical axiom "a e {a,bl" where "- a -- b" also

holds in the theory. Note that we exclude = from being such an F on the

grounds,that it is a logical symbol. Of course = can be included in the

theory because ": 6¿", "-- þ", "- : cl" gtc. can bg; but allowing it to be

all of F weakens later conclusions.
Now we have a proposition which further links the topological proper-

ties of (X, O) with the logical properties of theories on it.

PROPOSITION 3.If (X, O) is a T1-space and every l-point theory on

(X, O) is consistent, then (X, O) has the discrete topology.

Proof.'We use the formulation of a Z1-space as: every singleton is
closed. (For definitions of this and other separation axioms see e.g., Sim-
mons (7963,130.) If (X, O) is not discrete then we show how to constmct
an inconsistent l-point theory. Since it is not discrete, some singleton {a}
is not qpen. But being Tt, (al is closed. Consider any theory containing
the sentence"a e ÍaI". This is a l-point theory w.r.t. the interpretation:

I e [a]l - {al.Clearly, a e la]¡ holds. But {a} is closed and not open,
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so [- e d] - X. This means that - a e la\ also holds and the theory is

incónsistent. However, for any þ different from ø, b e {al does not hold,

so the theorY is non-trivial. , 
tr

PROPOSITION 4. (x, o) has the discrete topology iff (X, o) is Ir and

every theorY on (X, O) is consistent'

iroo¡. ¿ to n foUows from Proposition 1 together with the fact that the

discrete topolggy is zr. R to L follows from Proposition 3. E

These propositions between them furnish us with examples of inconsistent

and inãomplete theories on topological spaces' For

one cannot have the discrete topology' But any non

will yield them. If [aI is any closed non-open singl 
- .

scribed in Propositiàn 3 suffrce, i.e., any theory in which a e {a} holds,

or more grrr"rily any theory in which Fø holds where [F] : [a]. These

theories are in general non-1rivial, for example if they contain a name b

for any distinct ãlement b, then Fb does not hold. For incomplete theories,

if wetonsider l-point theories we must have a space which is not 71' A

simple case of aìon-Tr space is the 3-member set X : fd' b' c)' with

O - [X, la, bl, la, cl, lii, Ø] and C : {X, {b, cl, [bl ' {c} ' 
Ø}' Clearly'

b e {al does not hold. But also [- e {a}] - Ø' so that - b € [al

does not hold and the theory is incomplete. The theory is at the same time

inconsistent, since both b e tbl and - b e lbi hold'

3. OTHER SEPARATION PRINCIPLES

To extend these results to other separation principles, we need further

def,nitions. There afe manl theories on a given topological space (X, O)'

Here we want to define the theory of a subset s of x. 'we also want to

model identity. In the present setting of monadic predicates, modelling

the monadic iredicates [ : a], one for each a, as l-point [a] produces

in T1 spac es - a : a lot eVery a, since all disidenties hold because

l-: ol - X. The simplest solution, which simplifies later results by

åonfinin! inconsistency and incompleteness to nonlogical predicates, is to

make identitY classical:

(12) l- al -- íal, all a in X

(13) l-: af : -laf

We briefly consider other models for identity in the next section'
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DEFIMTION 5. If S is any subset of X, we say that tlte theory of S,

Th(,t), is the theory on X with names fot all members of X, a predicate

" e E" with [e x] : .S, and as well a possibly infinite number of identity
'predicates " -- s" aîd "ct : "., one for each name, satisfying (12) and (13)

above.

Clearty, the theory of',S identifies all members of the space (X,O) and

picks out the members of S. This is done consistently except at the

boundary, where it is done incompletely or inconsistently.

DEFINTIION 6. The atomic sentences of a theory are those which lack the

logical connectíves (&, V, -, f , Ð. Any two theories on a space (X, O)
afe atomically disjoint if the atomic nonlogical sentences (whose main

connective is other than =) holding in each are disjoint; and oùe is an

atomic extension of the other if the set of atomic sentences of the first

is a superset of those of the second.

Now we have two propositions which characterise T2 and normal spaces

respectively.

PROPOSITION 7. The space (X, O) is Hausdorff iff every pair of l-point
theories of subsets of X have apa:r. of consistent atomic extensions which

a¡e atomically disjoint.
Proof. Uses the definition of Hausdorff as: every distinct pair of points

can be separated by open sets; and consists in noting that the bijection
between sets and their theories associates (a) singletons with disjoint 1-

point theories which are complete in the T2 case; (b) open sets with
consistent (possibly incomplete) theories; (c) the subset relation with the

atomic extension relation; and (d) disjoint sets with atomically disjoint
theories. !

PROPOSITION 8. The space (X, O) is normal iffevery pair of atomically

disjoint complete theories of subsets of X have a pair of consistent atomic

extensions which are atomically disjoint.
Proof. Uses the definition of Normal as: every disjoint pair of closed

sets can be separated by open sets; and consists in noting that in addition

the bijection associates closed sets with complete (possibly inconsistent)

theories. tr

The results of this section essentially involve a restatement of the topo-

logical separation axioms in the language of theories. But the latter have

a character of their own, since they involve the extendibility of pairs of
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complete and possibly inconsistent theories, to consistent theodes which

separate them.

4. orHE{ IDENTITY coNDITIoNS

There are other ways to model identity. Thus one can replace (12)by:-

(12.1) l- al : la :l - {a} n S'

This has the effect that only members of ,S are self-identical, while a : b

does not hold for any distinct a and b, nor even when a is b if it is outside

S. The pure theory of identity remains consistent and complete if we retain

(13). Hãwever if (13) is changed to the topological counterpart of (12.1):

(13.1) [- : af -l-a:J: Nl--a]

then the theory of ": a" copies that of "€ X" when the latter is l-point'

Thus, when a is not in S, in addition to a..: a not holding, N a : a holds'

Inside .S, in addition tò a' : a. holding, N ct : a holds tf' la\ is closed

butnotopen'Thatis,-[:a]isXifaisoutside'Sor[ø]isclosedand
not openjelse - [: a] is X - lal. As ,S contracts, the region in which no

identities hold expands, so this can be called the "scorched earth model"-

Alternatively, one can replace (12)by:

(12.2) | - al : la :l - {a} n (,SU - S).

This has the effect that a : ø holds for every a except those on the

boundary of .s, if that is not included in ,fu - s, i.e., if s is open and

not closed. No other identities hold. There aïe several options for [- - af'

For example, one can have - [: a] which is (13.1); but there are also

-1.: al, -(al and- lal.
There is also -{a} u ([a] n b(Ð n s). This has the effect that - b :

a holds for every b other than a, but also N ct : a for every a on the

boundary of S as long as it is included in .9, i'e., if S is closed and not

open. That is, if S is closed and not open, it is surrounded by a boundary of

cåntradictory self-identities, which can be called the "ring of fire" model'

If however S is open and not closed, then - a : a' does not hold on the

boundary so the boundary of S is a fence where neither identities nor their

denials hold.
Finally, there is:

(I2.3) l- al: S if ú¿ € 
'S
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else: {a} I

This has the effect that the members of ,S are identified with one another.
.The merhodology of identifying elements is ubiquitous in topology. This

model can be used to study the functional properties of inconsistent theor-

ies determined by quotient topologies arising from an equivalence relation

(see Mortensen (1995, chaP. 9)).

5. CONCLUSION

It is seen that there are significant interactions between the topological

properties of spaces and the logical properties of theories on them. It is

proposed to study these further in later papers'
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Prospects for InconsistencY

Chris Mortensen

1 Terminology: Paraconsistency versus

InconsistencY

The first insight for paraconsistency is the recognition of non-trivial inconsis-

tent theoiies. This ii what leads to the conclusion that natural logic must be

inconsistency-tolerant, ie. paraconsistent. The phenomenon of inconsistency,is the

prior concepi h"r", paraconsístency is a derivatiye concept. Thus, the central 
_use 

of
ih" t"r- "paraconsistent" is as a property of logics rather than theories,-while the

central usá of "inconsistent" is aJ a property of thebries rather than.logics. (Both

mistakes are made.) It might be protested that'a "paraconsistent theory" is uncon-

troversiálly any. theory of a paracons

to the usage'where it replaces "inco
f a parâco
there'are
whiie'ori

protest about another neologism,'the wor
case for some such short name foi the thesii that therè are true contradictionS and

its variants, I think that it is always desirable to speak plainly and frankly when

one is contemplating true contradictions, if only for the shock value.

It is clear that inconsistent mathematics needs the support of paraconsistent,

logic. That was part of the original paraconsistency insight, that any logic such as

clãssical togic wtrich contained the rule ex contradìctione quodlibet,F:CQ (from

a contradiction to deduce everything), made' inconsistency-tdlerance impossibler

Thus paraconsistent logics were'constructed to demonstrate rigorously the possi-

biüty ãf contradiction-control. However, conversely, paraconsistent logic h3s very

restiicted applications unless rich inconsistent.mathematical theorigs are found:

paraconsistànt logic is blind without interesting inconsistent theories. Particularly,

since mathematics is the study of abstract structure, inconsistent theories at their

most general should be mathematical theories. Thus, inconsistent rirathematics

and paraconsistént logic need one another'
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3 The role of functionalitY

We have seen that paraconsistent logic is necessary for inconsiste4t mathemätics.

However, it is noi iufficient. This is because, as'is well known, in various im-

portant theories such as the theory of the real numbers, inconsistencies spread to

iriviality in spite o/banning ECQ. Hence, while inconsiitent mathematics needs

paraconsistent logic, it requires stronger methods of contradiction-containment as

well. Logic by.itself cannot exercise such a strong restraint over mathematics.

THEOREM 2. The addition of the sentence a: b (wlrcre a andb are classically

distinct teal numbers) to classical real nuntber equational tlrcory, with the result'

2 Functionality

In orcier to proceed.further, we need a definition-

DEFINffiON l. A theory is functional iff, for any terms tr,tz, whenever tr : tz

holds, I¡tr holds jtr Et2 holds, where -F is any atomic context (ie. any logic-free

context, eg.: t, 1 t, et etc,, where the term ú may be functionally compleX, eg.

containing function symbols *, *, - etc.). A theory is transparent iff the same

thing holds, except that f is any context (ie. containing logiãilmEols eg. V, &,

-i J, f' V).

It is not difficult to.show that any classical model which is functional is trans-

parent as well. But the possîbility of non-trivial inconsistent theories allows the

concepts of functionality and transparency to be pulled apart. This is a further ex-

ample, beyond ihat of the often-noted distinctness of inconsistency and triviality,

of itre conceptual flexibility which the insight of inconsistency:tolerance brings.
'It emerges that it is the concept of functionality, rather than the additional logical

concepiof transparency, which is important for ma-thematics, as we will see. I will

suggest that the snldy of functionality is the goal of mathematics.

Now it is true that one can contemplate inconsistent dâtabaóes and theorem

provers which need paraconsistent logic for thfr logical properties, but which

have little or no mathematical functionality. Noi every comPutationalapplication

i"eas full mathematical funötionaiity. Stiil; if tnese lack full mathematica.l func-

tionality, then they are functionaliy impoverished. Furthermore, any metaphysical

or.scientific arguments for an inconsistent or dialetheic conclusion depend in the

end on inconsistentmathematics for their validation. This is after all the goal of ex-

act philosophy, to demonstrate rigorouily'the.possibility that a given theory holds.

Meiaphysiås without at least the prospeci of'a rigorous theory in the background

is speculative at best. In sum, all paraconsistency and all dialetheism must rest on

the possibility of inconsistent mathematics for their justification'

ln ttlis paper, the role of functionality in inconsistent theories is'considered. It
is seen that inconsistent mathematics needs less crude devices that barring ECQ to

öontain the spread of contradictions'
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ing theory stipulatedto befunctional, enables one to prov;e that every real niunber

is identicalwith every other real number

Proof. Functionality implies that equals may be substituted for equals' Hence'

fromø: ä onehas by functionalityihtto - o':b - a. Ctassically, thelefthand

sideø -o,- 0. Hence,0 = ä- ø. Fromthisbyfunctionalityonehas, foranyc,

.t'"0.øta _ a) = (b- a).cl(b_ o). Classically, theLHS = 0 andtheRHS: c.

Hence ty fun"iionutity O':'à. nV a similar argument 0 = d, for any other real

number d. Hence c:'d,for any ,""1 " and d' I

This result seems to havebéen first noticed by Dunn. Versions can be.found in

pri"rt, noutf"y and Norman [1989], and'Mortensen [1995]. Having gve-rY atomic

sentence holding is one way for a theory to be uselesÉ for serious mathematics'

We can call this rz¿ thematicaltriviality. It is, however' interesting that one cannot

go on to argue automatically from the fact that ev.ery atomic sentence holds in an

inconsistenl thèory, ie. thatihe theory'is mathematically trivial, to the conclusion

thar every sentence holds, ie. that the theory is trivial in génerai' This follows

from:

THEOREM 3. There are non-tivialfunctional RM3+heories inwhich every atomic

sentence halds.

Proof. Consider an RM3 model where every classically true atomic sentence is

assigned the value.? and every other atomic sentence is assigried the value B' This

il;ì?ì;ly il""iion"l, but not every negated atomic sentence holds,.in nartt¡uJ1 the

denials of every sentence assigned T are assigned F and thus do not hold' eg'

Na = a holds for no a. (Forãetails of RM3 models¡ see eg. Mortensen [1995'

Chapter 21.) !

However, fairly minimal extra resoúrces are required foi triviality to follow'

Interestingly, they:seeni to be logical resources rather than mathematical r'esources'

For example, suppose that'the çñeory contains (',U) (n : y -+ '-t : y 1--+ -
n -- n),which in turn would'follow from (',V) @ : y -+'t : t å t : U)

iog"thái with A + B + . æ B -> - 4. Then, selecting aly n and some.y

which is not classically identical with ø, since both t :'a and -ø - y hold in

the model we may deáuce that -.r = ø holds, for every ø' Then, selecting any

y atall,from the fact that t = A and - fr : Í hold we may deduce -fr : A'

This ensures that the negation of evèry atomic sentenôe also holds' This is not

even yet enough for triviality. To ensure that the obvious inductive argument for

triviality succeeds, on" n""d, in addition for thé &'clause -A -> -(AkB), for

rhe -+ áluur" (Ak, -B) -> -(A -> B), and for the universal quantifier clause

-Fø -> -(c)Þr. ï,esá principles hold in the RM3 models. The important point

is that ECQ and much more do not need to hold in order for this argument for

triviality to work.
Summing up this section, contradiction-tolerancy methods from logic can be

overvühelmed by mathematical operations'
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'4 The role of different functions

On the other hand, not even all arithmelical equational theories are so trivialised.

There is no such argument in Peano arithmetic, or standard arithmetic (ie' sen-

'tences true in the standard model of natural number arithmetic)' That is, we

have:

THEOREM 4. Theorem 2 faits in Robinson aríthntetic, Peano arithmetic and

standard arithmetic (except holding trivially iÍ ECQ holds)'

proof. This is essentially Meyer's well known result [1976], that there exist func-

tional, even transparent, inconsistent RM3 models of natural number arithmetic in

which not every ãtomic sentence holds, ie. which are mathematically non-trivial.
I

Returning to the proof of Theorem 2, it is clear that in (+, -) arithmetic. all one

can getfromø :l^r",e.g.,a,= l[ = b- 1, a-2 - b-2, "',0:'b- a'

The ãiagnosis is that it is the presence of multiplication and division in the theory

of the. rãal field which enables scale changes to be made so that everything can

be made equal to everything else. Thus Theorem 2 will even fail for the additive

group of reals. It is this feature which enables inconsistent operations at anomalies

and discontinuities in physical syStems as described as phase sPaces over the feal

numbers: consider the space "cylindrified" at the inconsistent boundary by 0 :
b - a andhaving only as much multiplicative structure as àvailable on the surf,ace

of a cylind'er of circumference b - a. Thus, even 0 : 1 can hold non-trivially on

the surface of a cylinder of circumference 1. (See Mortensen [1995, Chapter 6J

.for details.) eq the other hand, the addition cif 0 : 1 trivialises Meyer's axiomatic

relevant arithräetic Rf .

From this point of view, the contradiction-spreading feature of ECQ is seen as a

crude toot, sfreading contradiction immediately everywhere. As if it had nothing

to do with the properties of the mathematical objects! Talk about the hegemony of

logic over mathematics! Once you get a logical anomaly, mathematics is over!
-Lurp""t 

that some confusion lurks in mã-thematicians' minds about the effects

of contradiction, because of a poor understanding oi an old congndrum' Consider

the following well-known fallacY:

THEOREM 5. ReaI number arithtietic is inconsistent, in fact nnthennrícally

trivial.
.

proof. Let o be any non-zero number and let b be'any number such that classi-

cally a: ö (for example, b might be (a + 1) - 1). Then sirbstituting equals for

"quãlr, 
a.b -- a,a. Subiacting b.b from both sides, (o.b) - (b'b) - (o'¿) - (b'b)'

Fáctorising both sides, b.(o -b) - (a + b).(o - b). Dividing b.oth sides by a -,b,
one obtains b : a* b. Since a : b,b - b* b : 2b. Dividing both sides by

b; we have 7 = 2 lRouse Ball, 1959]. But 'il - 2 is a theorem of all the above

.arithmetics. Furtþer¡nore, from 1 : 2we have 1 - 1 - 2 - 1, and thus 0 - 1'
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Putting both of these together giVes 0 = 2, and thus all numbers become equal'

Alter¡åtively, having reached i - Zb, sul tract to get 0 : b' Since the argument

works for arbitrarilyihosen b, all numbers are equal as before. I

General triviality follows in the conditions described at the end of Section 3'

This argument is oiten presented for a¡ unspecified arithmetic, with the real num-

bers in mind. The usuaidiagnosis of the lrror is to note (correctly) that there is an

error in division of both sidãs by o, - b,which is zeio, for which division is unde-

- fined. However, if this *"'" on"'' onljr source of arithmetical anomalies' then one

might incautiously go on to think'that

companiment of contradiction. This is

arithmetics are ha¡der to trivialise' So

with this argument in those contexts' Fo

ber arithmetics, one may model the cons

without mathematical triviality. By sub

can be mads to hold non-triviatty in nU¡ mod b' From that point of view' the error

is not division by zero, but diviåing both sides of b : 2bby ä tö get I : 2' Once

that is allowed, of course, mathemátical triviality follows by operations permitted

in Peano arithmetic-

5 Non-functionaltheories

Isuggesfunctionalityfails,butinacontrolledway,repre-
sent the stency p'ogi"t' One goal we can have is a good

theoryoPerforce'ittu"non-funôtionaliftrivialityistobe
avoided. But it mi¡st have some structuÎe. One weaker constraint could be func-

tionality in a sub-range, together with definite laws obeyed outside the sub-range'

One inconsistent theJry of-diuirion by zero exists as'part of a theory of the Dirac

delta function. Here, one obtains an inconsistent extension of non-standard analy-

sis with infinitesimals and infinite numbers. There exists a largest "order of infin-

ity,,, which is the reciprocal of zero. Multiplication of identical numbers by any

real number, indeed multiplication by uny infinit" number which is infinitesimal

with respect to the reciprocal of zero, gives identical results; whereas multiplica-'

tion of identical numb"rs by the reciprocal or zetö "unsmears the zero"' and can

produce non-identical resulis. That is, while a : b ensures that af r : b/r for any

non-zero real numbe r r, yelnonetheless a,l0 - b l0 may not hold' (For details, see

lMortensen , Lggs, ChaPter 7J.)

6 Conclusion

The moral to be drawn, is that there is much to be learned about the effects that

the constraint of functionality.has on inconsistent theories of different operations;

as well as the behaviour of theories in which functionality fails'
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Abstract
in this paper a¡e described recent developments in the mathematics of impossible pictures.

Classici consisteut theories by Cowan, Fra¡cis and Pen¡ose a¡e described. It is argued

that only a¡ inconsistent theory can capture the epistemic content of the experieuce'

Approacles using inconsistent models which ale heaps, greaps or cylinders a¡e described'

1. Introduction

2. History of Impossible Pictures

3. classical Mathematical Accounts: cowan, Fbancis and Penrose.

4. Heap and Anti-HeaP Modele

5. Greap Models

6. \4rhy Inconsistency?

7. Tbe Routley and Cross F\rnctors

1 lxrnooucrloN
The theory of inconsistenc¡ together with its pa,rent discipline paraconsietent logic'

is developing rapidly. One notable omission, however, is.the theory of impossible
pictures. So as to make no confusions, let it be gtressed that this means real pictures

of appa.rently impossible obiects. We will see exa,mples aa we go along.

2 Hrsronv oF IMPoSSTBLE PIctuRPs

[nposslbte pictrues have been drawn for a tong ttme. The ea¡ltest seetns to have
: been on a Pãmpeti tnterior wall. The¡e'a¡e alsomedlev¡rl alterpteces¡ and:some parta

4F,s)
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Duchamp did a strange bed. But impossible pictures
tersvaård. One day in 1934 in his high school Latin
ar old Oscar doodled like this:

Thereby began a brilliant career in which he drew more than 4,000 picturæ.
He was honou¡ed in the 1980s by the Swedish government in a number of sta,mps
featuring his creations.

About 20 years a.fter Reutersvaård began, the idea was re-dincovered by the
Penroses, and M. C. Esdrer. In [5] L. S. Penrose and his son Roger published a two
page paper in the Britísh Jourrl,al ol Pcychology, one page of which inctuded both
drawings and a photograph. Simultaneously and then in communication with the
Penroses, M. C. Escher drew masterpieces like Beluedere, Waterfall, and Asceniling
onil Descending.

Since then, there have been many following in the construction of impossible
pictures. one prominent person has been Bruno Ernst, who took a photograph of
the impossible triangle.

There have also been very recently new pictures at Adelaide.
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Mercier Wallpaper

3 CoweN, FnRNcts AND Pnr.¡RosP

There seem to be three attempts to describe these pictures in terms of classical

mathematics: Thaddeus Cowan [1], George F]ancis [2] and Roger Penrose [6].

Thaddeus Cowan focusses on the case of four-sided figures with a hole in the

middle, though the analysis applies to any n-sided figure, for rz ) 2, and thus the

triangle.

Different Inconsistencies in 4sided figures

Cowan is able to classify 2-dimensional corner elements in terms of the 3-

dimensional information that they represent, using the concepta front, back, inside
and outside. This results in four kinds for each corner. \ryith ea.ch ûgure having
fou¡ cornere, that is 256 difierent assembled figures. Using group theor¡ Cowan de-
ac¡ibed nece$ary and gufrcient conditions for such assembling to result in a picture
of a possible object: one which always leaves these unchanged all the way around.
Pictures of impossible objects are those which switú theee in one or more placea

of assembly. The úheory of the tricorn (imposstble triangle) comes out as a spedàl
case, when two sides are identiûed, but the analysié applies to a much broader clasg
gf Êgures as well.
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Corner elements

This is a very occellent and useful theory. Ilowever, it leaves something out.
In effect it is telling us that if the conditions fail this is not a picture of a possible
object. But that ís a perfectly consistent state of afi.eirs. It fails to capture our
sense of what it is a picture of, its cnntent: a object with impossible properties.

George Flancis [Z] uiade an advance when he a.sked the sensible question: what
sort of consistent &D space could this picture represent? This immediately gives a
positive heuristic to the problem. hancis pointed out that the üriangle could ocist
in certain 3-D non-Euclidean Bpaßes, specifically those whidr a¡e R2 x ,Sr. It is
difficult to represent this on the page, but the case of .Br x 5l as embedded in Rg
is familiar as the cylinder:

Rtx st

Flancis is clearly right here. But there is another way to see Fta.ncis' point, and
its limitations. The importance of Ernst's photograph is that it is a 3-D object. But
it only looks this (impossible) way from a single camera angle. The real 3-D object
simply does not have the conneötivity it seems to have from that single angle. But
what is it that it eeems to be from that angle? Something with a hole, whidr the
real physícal object did not have. The experience has a content, one which leads

us to eay "I see it but it ie impossibleln The mind is clearly projecting something
onto íts perceptions here. But what?

Roger Penrose [6] made a further significa^nt advance when he described the
situation usíng cohomology theory. The idea was eimilar, that a picture of an
apparently impossible object can indeed represent a possible 3-D object, but one

with different connectedness. For example, one can imagine that the triangle is a
picture of three disassembled parts lying at different distances from the víewer, but
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lined up so that they look joined up. That is, they are lined up so that they projecb

down onto the 2-D picture. The point is now, that in the consistent ca^se it is possible

to re-assemble the pieces into a connected whole, whereas in the inconsistent case

it is not so possible. Penrose shows how to describe this in group theory.

This is clearly a useful advance. But again one feels that there is something
left out. The mind doesn't think "Here are three disa.ssembled parts", it doesn't
perceive it as three disassembled parts, but a¡ assembled. Nor does it simply "fail to
dis-identify" separate points which are in a straight line with the eye. It is possible

to see the photograph the way it is, but there remains the strong perception of
something impossible. The mind completes the picture, it actively identifies points
that it cannot distinguish. But to do that, its content must be represented by an
inconsistent theory. We describe these below

It is worth comparing with projective geometry. Perspective presents us with an
obviously consistent perception: the railway lines loolc as if they meet. This is an
objective phenomenon; if you take a photograph the lines will meet on the surface.
Perspective does not look paradoxical. What we know is that the lines do not meet,
but this is cognitive at a higher level. It is not part of the content of the percept,
it is not ('projected onto the percept" as it were. In this respect the content differs
from that of the tricorn and other similar figures, which appear pa.radoxical. In
each case, the content is a collection of propositions which form a rigorous theory.
Why we should be interested in these theories, however, is because of the presence

of the human perceptual apparatus.

4 Hpnps AND ANU-HEAPS

In [4] the author described an inconsístent extension of Penrose's theory. The idep
is to express the content of the apparently impossible perception by an inconsistent
theory. The simplest example of this is to use the theory of heaps, developed by
Meyer, van Bendegem, Priest and others. Heap theory began with heaps of natural
numbers. A heap of natural numbers is represented by the counting sequence "One,
two, three, heap". That is, all numbers beyond a certain ma:cimum number ll (for
heap) are identified, There are consistent and inconsistent versions of sudr theories.
The consistent theories add ¡I - H +L = H *2:. . . to the theory while removing
-H : II +L,=.H: H +2,... etc. The incoruistent theories add H : H + 1...
whíle retaining -ff - H * 1.. . We consider the c¡-qe for the inconsistent theories
below.

There a,re also heaps of real numbers, where the idea is that all real numbers
outside some (open) interval are identified with the respective bounds. Again,
inconsistent versions retain the negated identitiee of classical real number theory.
These can be represented by an interr¡al of the real line with a¡rows outside the
heap bounds to indicate identities outside the bounds. It is important to note,
though, that these theories lose their character as real number theories because
they must sacrifice some of their a¡ithmetic¿l functionalþ to avoid trivialisation
(see Mortensen [3]). But this is no real proble4. We a¡e dealing with geometrical
Btructures here rather than a¡ithmetical theories. It would hardly be aurprising if
one could no longer do the eríthmetic on different geometrical structures that one
can do on the real line, since their algebraíc propertieo may be radicalty difierent.
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Heaps

In [4] it wàs proposed that the impossible tria^ngle could be treated inconsistently

by a "backdrop" universe, which is a heap. Assemble as much of Pen¡ose's parts a.r

one can, stick them out from a backdrop, and then draw in the remaíning lines on

the backd¡op. Thus all points behind the backdrop were (inconsistently) identifled

with its surface. This certainly produces an inconsistent theory of a figure which
will look like the triangle. But there is a more general theory using ontíheaps.

Antiheaps identify all those points which heaps keep distinct, and disidentify
all those points whidr heaps identify. That is, antiheaps identify all points with a

closed interval, and keep the classical disídentities outside.

l-l- 'l-
Antiheap

It is apparent that'antiheaps provide a treatment for any impossible picture

wþich can be obtained by photographing a 3-D model, sudr as Ernst's. Proceed as

follows. Describe the actual 3-D model in polar co-ordinates (r,0rQ) with the origin
at the eye. Where a interval on a ray is identified by the eye, identify all poínts

between the two bounds on the antiheap of the ray. Note that this is not a full
projective geometr¡ because projective geometry aims to identify all points ona
ray, which ihus reduces the 3-D theory to aZ-D theory. Here we remain with a &D
space in which only certain stretches are selectively identified and disidentiûed in

tLe way that the eye-brain combination treats them. Then extend the diagram of

the theory to a full theory using the model theory for any appropriate paraconsistent

logic (for details of inconsistent model theor¡ see [3, Chap. 2])

5 Gnpnp Moonr,s

Greaps are an intermediate structure between groups and heaps. They were sug-

gesteâ by a treatment such a.s Penrose's which proposes that a picture of a possible

object is obtained just in case a certain structure forms a heap. We will not discuss

these here, for details see [4].
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6 Wsv I¡¡coNstsrENCY?

It should be clear that no consistent theory can explain why it is that it seems to
be an impossible object. It is proposed here that our sense that we see something
impossible, the content of our perception, is represented by an inconsistent theory.
The mind has a certain experience, but in addition has expectations which are
incompatible, expectations of local Euclideanism, which are overlaid on our percept.
These expectations are not removed by revealing the truth about the picture, since
they are doubtless.hard-wired in by evolution as outputs of the visual module. The
mind puts both of these together and the result is represented by an inconsistent
theory. Indeed, it is difficult to see what other ocplanation of the content of the
impossible experience there could be.

It is also apparent that George Ftancis' account using -R2 x ,51 space can be
extended in a similar way. In this case, however, the inconsistent identifications
required are given not by heaps or antiheaps, but by the mod function, where
the modulus is the circumference of the 5r circle. Construct the consistent space
in which the problematic figure can comfortably live. Then extend the space by
adding the disequations sufficient to make the space Euclidean. For example, in .5r,
the circle, we have 0: circ,0*1: circ* 1,... where circ is the circumference,
but retain the Euclidean output of the visual module by keeping r0 = circ, . . . etc.

Note that there is an important sense in which the percept of the inconsistent
tricorn is locally consistent, only becoming inconsistent when its properties are glob-
ally perceived as impossible (I owe this obsen¡ation to a referee). It is certainly true
that the inconsistency ov/es its presence to an overall gestolt of the picture as glob-
ally impossible. The present inconsistent extension of Francis reflects this, by not
giving a preferred status to certain points or lines as thglocalised bea¡ers of the
inconsistency: all points on the surface of .R2 x 51 are equally the bea¡ers of the
inconsistent identifications which a¡e the consequences of imposing the global .Rg

condition.
Note that this approach is a thoroughly cognitíae justification of the move to an

inconsistent theory. There is no suggestion that there really exists an inconsistent
object. On the other hand, this is an entirely appropriate application of pa.raconsie-
tent methods, which falls under the epistemologíæI justification of paraconsistency
(see eg. [3, Chap. 1]).

7 Tnn Rclurr,py AND Cnoss Fulcrons
There are two processes involved in forming all such inconsistent theories. (1) First
there is a extension of the theory of Euclidea¡¡ space ?/rl by adding equationr of the
form pr - p2, where pr and p2 arc points. Since we are ineistíng that this extension
preserve the Euclidean cha¡acter of its origin, we also have -pr - p2, and thus
an inconsistent theory, Tlr2. (2) Second, there is the etrictly classical cone¡stent
theory lt¡3 which keeps the identifications pr = p2, but drops ihe Euclidean overlay
-Pt = þ2. ThiB is a general form of the "pa.stingn method of classica,l algebraic
geometry, so it ca,n be usefully thought of as the paste functor on the category of
theories. Its inveree functor ts the Cut funr or. The relatton between these prõcesses
can be gíven a fr¡nctoria,I deacrlptton, as followe.
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We can define two operations on any theory Th:

Th' = df {.4 : -.4, is not in flr} (The Routley star operation)

Th" : df {,4: -A is in llr}

In [3, Chap. 12], it is shown that if we begin with a simple inconsiste.nt theory

of closäd set logic (where in a simple theory truth-values are just the null set, the

whole space and any boundary), then the effect of the Routley operation is to snip

out all those sentences ,4. for which both ,4. and -Á are in the original theory. It
is convenient to re-name the Routley star as the Routley functor, since it is also a

functor on the category of theories (with morphisms as set-inclusions). We further

rename the x operation a.s the Cross functor.
Now notice that the Routley functor reverses the effect of the process described

¿s (1) above. That is, applied to the inconsistent theory Th2, lhe result is thl,
which is to say that (1) is the inverse of the Routley functor. It is also shown that if
we begin with a simple inconsistent theory of closed set logic, then the effect of the

Cross functor is to excise all odd-numbered strings of negations of atomic sentences

A and add all even numbered strings of negations, where the contradictory pair

(A,-A) are in the theory. So in particular .Á is retained and r.Á removed. This is

the inverse of the process descríbed ín (2) above.

c
Thl Th2

t+

ç
X

Thus we have:

TIIEOR^EM The Routley functor forms an adjunction with the Paste functor, with

the Routley functor as the left adjoint and the Paste functor as the right adjoint'

The Cross iunctor forms an adjunction with the Cut functor, with the Cross functor

as the left adjoint and the Cut functor as the right adjoint. In eadr case, the unit

of the naturai transformation is a collection of inclusion morphisms which represent

passÍng from a consistent theory to an inconsistent extension.

In conclusion, there is the obvious "dual" of impossible pictures, namely am-

Necker Cube etc. In this case, it is in-

the ambiguous aspecls are individually
ng form of the above theorem holds for

incomplete theories constructed on open set logic (intuitionism). Each of the-two

above adjunctions continue to hold, with similar natural inclusion relations holding'

save that the inclusions represent passing frcim an incomplete theory to a complete

extension. This wiil be fleveloped further in later work.

A

Cut Pasæ

t
Th3
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Inconsistent Mathematics

Some Philosophical ImPlications

Chris Mortensen

l. Introdltction: the Paradoxes.

we begin with the paradoxes. Many puzzles that have been called paradoxes have been

discovered. Some of these are trivial, such as the paradox of the Barber. Others are tricky but it is

possible to discern a way through them, such as the unexpected Examination. others are genuinely

profound in their implications. Among these, two gfoups were distinguished: semantic paradoxes

such as the Liar and Grelling's; and set-theoretic paradoxes such as Russell's and Curry's' In the last

quarter of the twentieth century, the semantic paradoxes led Routley and Priest to conclude that

some conrradictions are true (priest llg7g,1987l, Priest, Routley and Norman t19891)' This view'

known as dicùetheism, was at once highly radical and yet disarmingly simple' To describe it as

radical is to állude to its reception among the body of contemporary philosophers' the large

majority of whom still regard it as extreme. To describe it as simple is to allude to the appeal to

simplicity in support: alternative solutions to the Liar, such as Tarski's hiefarchy of languages, look

unsimple by comparison. A similar observation can be made about the set-theoretic paradoxes:

naïve set theory with unrestricted comprehension is simple and natural in comparison with

contrived patch-ups such as Zermelo-Frankel set theory or Russell's theory of types'

The present essay is not about the semantic paradoxes, and not so much about the set-

theoretic paradoxes either. Nonetheless, the example of the paradoxes hopefully softens the reader

up for two points. The first point is that the idea that some contfadictions might be true has

considerable antiquity. Routley and Priest were in a long tradition. Some of the Ancient Greeks,

notably Herakleitos and the author of the Disso i Logoí, seem to have taken dialetheism seriously;

and this generated a Western tradition which extends to Hegel, Marx and Engels' In the Eastem

tradition there have been the Tao-te-chittg, chan Buddhism in china, andzen in Japan' The

second point is that if dialetheism is true then any logic which validates the classical law Ex

Contradictione Quodlibet (ECQ), /ra m a contracliction any conclrtsiott ntay be vølidly deduced'
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cannot be entirely correct as a description of universal principles of reasoning' This conclusion is

supporred by the evident artificiality of ECQ. A logic in which ECQ fails is known as

pa rac onsist enf , or inconsistency-tolerant'

The effect of the set-theoretic paradoxes on the nature of mathematics is conditioned by the

question or founclationalism.If mathematics has a foundation, then set theory is a good candidate'

Frege and Russell's logicist program had two pillars: that mathematics has a foundation, which is

set theory, and that set theory in tum reduces to logic. If natural set theory is inconsistent then this

seems to weaken the first pillar. It also seems to weaken foundationalism generally, if no better

foundation can be found. In passing, it cannot be ruled out apriori that some other field of

mathematics, such as category theory, might serve as a better foundation for mathematics than set

theory. However, it seems clear that category theory employs similar strong comprehension-like

principles to those of set theory, and so has similar problems with consistency (see Hatcher t19821)

If consistent set theory is bought only at the cost of unsimple and artificial principles which

do not look much like principles of logic or definition, then, as Russell realised, the second pillar of

logicism falls too. However, what Frege and Russell did not envisage is the possibility of accepting

the contradictions outright. Set-theoretic foundationalism might survive, and both pillars of

logicism with it, if the alleged contradictions caused by an unrestricted comprehension principle

were restricted to regions where little or no damage to mathematics ensues' The banier is of course

ECQ, but we have just been seeing independent reasons for rejecting that' Hence we can register a

preliminary conclusion: foundationalism and logicism might be salvageable if contradictions which

are true-in-mathematics are tolerated, and ECQ abandoned' Nonetheless' we will later see different

reasons for rejecting both foundationalism and logicism'

ThebarrierthatECQerectsagainstliberatedthinkingcanbedescribedinanotherway.Itis

the idea that once a contradiction presents itself as proved in a theory, then reasoning with that

theory must cease. Distinctions between different inconsistencies are impossible because any

attempt to describe their structure dissolves into any other attempt' It is the doctrine that the

inconsistent has no structltre.such a view, if true, would immediately ruin any attempt to develop

a Theory of Inconsistency. This essay aims to refute that view'

2. The Role of Logic

ItmighthelpthereadertobeginbysettingasidethePlatonistquestionofwhatkindofan

object, mathematical or otherwise, could possibly have inconsistent properties' In its place' it is

recommended to put the primacy of the proposition. Mathematical texts and lectures do not present
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abstract objects for transcendental scrutiny. They begin with assertions' certainly, mathematical

texts employ also diagrams. But mathematical texts, where they use diagrams' make assertions

about them from the start. It follows that we should be less inclined to ask how could an

inconsistent proposition be true-in-mathematics. Rather we should be more inclined to wonder

where that might lead. Perhaps later might come an appreciation of mathematical objects with

inconsistent properties, as the truthmakers for preferred mathematical propositions' and a basis for

model theory. But this metaphysical extra is certainly not necessary to make a beginning with'

Hence, our starting point is collections of propositions. More precisely, if we are to study

structure, we must deal with mathematical theories, that is sets of propositions closed under a

deducibility relation. Deducibility relations are characteristic of logics; and it is well-known that

there are many deducibility relations, since there are many logics' Hence the discussion has to be

generalised to L-theories, that is theories of a logic (or deducibility relation) L' An L-theory Th ís

ittconsistentiff for some proposition A both A, e Th and -A e Th' where - represents the symbol for

negation (there are other symbols for special kinds of negations)' Th is incomplete iff for some A

neither A e Thnor -A e Th. Th is trivial iff Z/r is the whole language, ie. Th contains every

proposition; otherwise Th ls nontrivialThe members of any L-theory are also called its theorents'

and are said to holdin the theorY'

In the end it will be desirable to suppress the logical apparatus provided by L as much as

possible. However, for the present, consideration of logic is forced upon us by the logical principle

ECQ itself, which if corTect would ensure that there is just one inconsistent theory' the trivial

theory. This in tum would prevent any distinctions between kinds of inconsistency' between

inconsistent mathematical structures. But at this point we are able to exercise some free choice: we

can decideto countenance mathematical theories of logics for which ECQ fails. If there are none,

tlten inyentthem. There are plenty of paraconsistent logics around to supply adequate logical

apparatus. Thus there is a sense in which classical logic, regarded as the logic of mathematics' is

macle false by the existence of inconsistent mathematical theories' To paraphrase Marx'

philosophers have hitherto attempted to understand the nature of contradiction, the point however is

to change it.

Given a logic, there are two ways to construct theories of that logic: by axioms or by

models. The first intentionally inconsistent arithmetical theory was Robert K' Meyer's RM3(mod

2), which was specified by a model. Its background logic was the paraconsistent 3-valued logic

RM3. The theory RM3(mod 2) was inconsistent because both 0=2 and -(0=2) were theorems'

However, Meyer constructed this theory because he wanted to study the relevant arithmetic R#'
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which is axiomatically constructed. The logic for R# is Anderson and Belnap's quantified relevant

logic R, axiomatically presented. R# is then given by taking the classical axioms for Peano

Arithmetic, replacing their classical implication connectives : by the implication connective --+ of

R, and closing under the deducibility relation for R. There is no suggestion that R# is inconsistent.

However, by virtue of Meyer's result that R# c RM3(mod 2), it follows that R# can have 0=2

added as an axiom, the result being an inconsistent axiomatically-presented arithmetic which is

nontrivial. Indeed, RM3(mod 2) itself has an axiomatic presentation: to R# add0=2 together with

all instances of the propositional axiom Mingle, A-+(A+A). See Meyer ll976l, Meyer and

Mortensen t 19841, Mortensen [1995]'

The question can be asked: given that there are many paraconsistent logics, which is "best"

for inconsistent mathematics? The answer that emerged was that it doesn't much matter which: the

properties of inconsistent theories tend to be invariant over a large class of background logics' To

be more exact, when theories are specified by means of models, their logical properties tend to take

second place behind mathematical calculations which are performed at the sub-atomic level (sub-

atomic relative to the atoms of logic, that is). This suggests an important idea: that mathematics is

after all different from logic since logic deals with the general properties of propositions, predicates

and identity, while mathematics deals with calculations in particular kinds of structures. We will be

developing this theme as we proceed'

Even so, there is one paraconsistent logic which is particularly natural: closed set logic. It is

well known that intuitionist logic is the logic of open sets; closed set logic is its topological dual.

For many familiar logics, such as tense and modal logics, we can think of propositions as indexed

by sets of points in an appropriate space, such as a set of times, or a set of possible worlds' or a

phase-space. This idea can then be extended by supposing that the index set has a topological

structure. If we make the stipulation that propositions only ever hold on open sets of points, we

obtain open set logic. It is not difficult to then think of the disjunction of two propositions as

holding on the union of the sets on which they hold, and conjunction as holding on the intersection'

considering negation however, it is apparent that the negation of a proposition A cannot hold on

the set-theoretic complement of set of points on which A holds, since the set-theoretic complement

of an open set is not in general open. It is thus customary to take for negation the largest open set

contained in the set-theoretic conxplenxent. We can then see the familiar intuitionist property of

negation emerging: ctt the botutclary neither A nor not-A hotds.Theones of open set logic may thus

be incomplete. It is widely acknowledged that this is a natural-sounding semantics'
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Applying the topological open-closed duality, we must have closed set logic. Closed set

logic is the stipulatio 1that whatever holds, holcls ott closed sets of points. The interesting case is

negation. It is thus customary to take the smallest closed set containing the set-theoretic

complement We then have the familiar paraconsistent property of negation emerging:. at the

boundary both A ancl not-A holds.Ítis apparent that this is an equally natural semantics to that of

open set logic. It is one in which ECQ fails and which supports inconsistent theories. This is as

natural as the natural transformation: open e+ closed'

Unfortunately, it was soon found that inconsistency can spread for reasons other than ECQ'

Curry,s paradox generates triviality for naive set theory even in the absence of negation, even in the

absence of ECQ (see eg. Meyer, Routley and Dunn tl979l). All that is necessary is the logical law

of Contraction (A+(A-+B))-+(A--+B) as well as Modus Ponens, Simplification and Universal

Instantiation. Indeed even weaker principles suffice, as shown by Slaney [1989] and Rogerson

t20001. Thus we must not live in a fool's paradise when constructing inconsistent theories

axiomatícally. Maybe some variant of Curry's paradox can jump up and bite us as a consequence of

our axioms, even if we are sure that ECQ cannot hurt our theories.

Nevertheless, we have a guarantee frommodel theory that the spread of contradictions can

be stopped short of triviality, at least for naTve set theory. This was shown by Brady very early on

[1971], using a model-rheoretic fixed-point method derived from Gilmoteflg67l' Similar work

was done independently by Da costa ( see e8. Í1974)1. The importance of this kind of result cannot

be stressed enough. Brady demonstrated nontriviality in the presence of the Russell Set and the

Curry set, so by brute force, whcrtever logical principles have to fail for these sets not to lead to

explosion, must fallin Brady's construction. In a further parallel to Meyer, Brady developed the

method in later papers to show that classically false ordinal equations are not provable in naive set

theory either.(see t19891). Thus,just as in arithmetic, the contradictions in naTve set theory are far

away and contained, and do not interfere with serious mathematical calculations'

Hence, problems for inconsistency arising fromlogic are not insurmountable. But this is far

from being an end to it. Dunn pointed out that if any classically false equation was added to real

nmnber theory,then every equation became provable' The proof of this is elementary algebra: from

a=b, where a and b are distinct real numbers, we can subtract ø from both sides to get?=(b-a)'

Each side may then be multiplied by any number we please to get 0=r for any real number r' Hence

by the principle of the substitutivity of identicals, every real number equals every other'

We can coin the term mathentatically trivisl lor any (mathematical) theory all of whose

(logically) atomicpropositions are theorems. Now mathematical triviality implies full triviality in
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the presence of the rule ECQ. But in general it does not do so. Yet it is mathematical triviality that

is catastrophic for mathematics: no calculation would mean anything' And in Dunn's argument we

have an example where mathematical triviality is spread by principles other than ECQ or anything

else from pure logic. conversely, if calculations are possible at all, then it is nothing short of crude

classical hegemony to insist that a detour through merc logical principles such as ECQ ought to

render the theory useless for this purpose or any other'

correspondingly,wecandefineatheorylobetranspareúffitpermitsfullsubstitutivityof

identicals;thatis,ift¡=¡2holdsthenF¡rholdsiffFlzholds'whereFisanycontext'Atheoryis

fi.mctionalif substitutivity of identicals is restrict ed lo logically atomic contexts; that is, F is any

atomic context. In theories of classical logic, functionality implies transparency, but this is not so in

the general case. Furtheffnore, Dunn's argument requires no more than functionality to work' But

now we can see that it is functionality that matters more for mathematics than transparency, since

functionality is what ensures that calculations can proceed. Failure of substitutivity because of logic

is not such a weighty matter, while both functionality and its failure are of greater moment for

mathematics.

3. Pure Mathematics

It is impossible in this brief account to survey all the results of inconsistent mathematics'

However, some broad outlines can be touched on. The study has tended to concentrate on

techniques from model theory rather than axiomatics, and we will take that approach here'Thus we

begin with a first-order language containing (i) names for mathematical objects, such as the natural

numbers, integers, real numbers, sets, topological spaces; (ii) term-forming operations on these

objects, such as *,x,-,+,' (successor) ; (iii) atomic predicates and relations, such as -,ç'e (iv)

logical operations such as &.,v,-,),-->,ê,v,=. well-formed formulae are defined in the usual way'

A modelis a triple (D,¿,I ), where D is a domain of mathematical objects, L is a many-valued logic'

some of whose values are designated and the others undesignated' and I is an interpretation which

maps names to elements of the domain, term-forming operators to (partial) operators on the

domain, predicates to subsets of the domain, n-ary relations to subsets of Dn ' and wffs to the values

of L in accordance with the interpretations of parts of the wff to the domain or other values

respectively.Thetheoryassociatedwiththemodelisthenformedbytakingtheallthosewffsofthe

model which take a designated value in the interpretatlon'
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One device worth mentioning is the use of extensiotts and, anti-extensions for each predicate

and n-ary relation. The idea, due to Dunn and used by Priest, is that the extension and anti-

extension of a predicate can overlap and in that case the predicate is counted as both true and false

of those objects. However it is not necessary to use this device, and it is less than fully general

when a logic having numerous values is being used. The reader is cautioned at this stage from

taking models with too much ontological seriousness. Models are to be regarded in the first

instance as devices for controlling the membership of theories. Notice also in passing the implied

distinction between mathematics and logic in that, with the exception of = and perhaps e , logic

proper only enters under (iv)'

To take an example, consider the language to contain names for all natural numbers

(perhaps constructed in the usual way from 0 and the successor operation), arithmetical operations

+,x," and a single binary relation =. Let the domain D be the natural numbers modulo 2' and the

logic Lbe the 3-valued paraconsistent logic RM3, with values {T,B,F} where T and B are

designated values (B is understood as "both"). Interpret names for the natural numbers as their

counterparts modZand term-forming operators as their corresponding operators mod 2' Atomic

sentences tr=tz areinterpreted as taking the value B if ¡i mod 2 -- tzmod 2, otherwise tFtzis

interpretec 1S taking the value F. The set of sentences taking either of the designated values {T'B }

is Meyer's theory RM3(mod 2). The theory is inconsistent since the equation 0=2 takes the value

B while -(0=2)takes T. Meyer then proved that relevant arithmetic R# E RM3(mod 2)' which was

the basis for his finitary nontriviality proof for R#, see Meyer lL976l.It is obvious that Meyer's

construction can be modified to produce RM3(mod n) for any number n' since R# is contained in

any of these, we can also see that no classically false equation tt=t2 caî be proved in R#' See

Meyer and Mortensen [1984].

Meyer,s proof that R# E RM3(mod 2) was finitary in Hilbert's sense, in that it relied

solely on ordinary mathematical induction over the length of formulae' since by inspection

RM3(mod 2) is nontrivial, it follows that R# can be shown to be non-trivial by finitary means' By

contrast, it follows from Godel's incompleteness theorems that there is no finitary proof of the non-

triviality (equivalently, consistency) of classica/ Peano arithmetic' This was viewed with great

pessimism by Hilbert, who felt that it spelt the end of his program to demonstrate the consistency of

mathematics by finitary means. However, Meyer concluded that Hilbert's pessimism is unfounded'

as long as we cast aside the shackles of classical logic and ECQ. A further corollary of Meyer's

result was not merely that the explosive spread of contradiction in relevant arithmetic is prevented'

but that no false atomic propositions (ecluations) can be proved in R#' Thus calculation is
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utxtouchecl by contracliction itt relevqnt arithmetic.This is then a further important consequence for

the philosophy of mathematics. we saw earlier that logicism might be rehabilitated from Russell's

paradox by retaining naÏve comprehension, as long as ECQ fails. Now we see that the Hilbert

program similarly has excellent prospects for rehabilitation in logics in which ECQ fails' These

include logics only slightly weaker than classical logic'

It is fairly easy to show that extensional part of R# (with logical operators &,v,-,)'=')'v '='

but lacking intensional operators -+,<+) is a subset of classical Peano arithmetic PA'There was for

a time the hope that they coincided exactly. This would of course imply the non-triviality of PA'

and hence its consistency. That would not of course violate Godel's second incompleteness

theorem, since there is no suggestion that the proof method itself be representable in classical

arithmetic. But it would be a new proof all the same, perhaps using quite different techniques from

the usual. It was eventually discovered by Meyer, adapting Friedman, that R# is strictly weaker

than PA. (Meyer-Friedman [1992]). This dashed the hopes of a consistency proof for PA' Meyer

himself expressed pessimism that R# was thereby shown to be less than adequate for arithmetic'

since there afe true extensional propositions unprovable in R#' But it seems that this makes R# all

the more interesting: a genuine rival to PA in which all calculations can be performed; and in

which, moreover, all primitive recursive functions are representable so that the incompleteness

theorems apply. Moreover, it is hardly something that adherents to classical PA can rejoice in' since

they, too, have had to live with the incompleteness theorems ever since they were proved: what is

the Godel sentence if not a true-but-unprovable statement?

The class of all mod models, for varying modulus n, has various interesting properties' Its

intersection RMa¡ has the property that its counter-theorems are recursively enumerable' but it is

not known whether it is recursive or not. There are also non-standard mod models (see Mortensen

Ig87,Igg5).Recently, Priest [1997, 2000] has completely characterised the class of mod models'

that is, he showed that all mod models take a certain form'

of interest is the case of RM3(mod p) where p is prime, since it is known that the natural

numbers mod p Torm afield;that is, division is well-defined. This raises the question of where

Dunn's proof of triviality for the inconsistent real number field breaks down in mod p' The answer

is that in an inconsistent mod arithmetic the equation a=b holds only if the classical difference

berween a and b differ by an integral multiple of the modulus' Multiplying or dividing both sides

by the same integral number does not disturb that, so the inconsistency does not spread gverywhere'

It is well known that in the history of the calculus debate raged about whether one should

take seriously the use of "very small" real numbers. By the early nineteenth century it seemed that
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disputes over the status of infinitesimals were resolved in favour of real numbers alone by means of

the cauchy-weierstrass (e,fl technique, which quickly became the orthodoxy in mathematics

departments. By 1960 however, Robinson revived infinitesimals by showing rigorously that one

could develop calculus just as well with them, and that calculus based on infinitesimals is in

various ways simpler to manipulate' (See Robinson t19661') Now it is notorious that in working out

derivatives Newton opportunistically divided by very small numbers, yet set them to zefo when it

was convenient to ignore them. Perhaps then one might be able to make them inconsistently both

equal to zero and not equal to zero? However, the prospect that inconsistency in the real numbers

spreads uncontrollably into triviality poses an obvious problem for developing inconsistent

differential and integral calculus, and resorting to infinitesimals does not offer an obvious relief

since the mathematical triviality proof goes over immediately to a mathematical triviality proof in

the hypeneal field'

One way to avoid this is to take as one's domain something with a little less than the full

structure of firelds. This is accomplished by beginning with the noninfinite hyperreal ru¿mbers' that

is the finite real numbers together with the infinitesimals. selecting an infinitesimal number t7'

define a=b tomean that (ø-b)/nis infinitesimal or zero' One may then prove that the equivalence

classes so generated form a ring undet the induced operations' This ring serves as the domain for an

inconsistent model. Taking RM3 as background logic as before, set I(f1=¡2) to be T il tp¡2 as real

numbers, set I(f,=t2) to be B if fu and f2 are distinct real numbers but [4]=[r2], and set l(f¡=tt¡ ¡o 6"

F otherwise. Then it is easy to see that both rf =g and -¡rf =g¡ hold' whereas 4 itself is consistently

non-zero. The prospect that infinitesimals smaller that a certain level in size (ie' infinitesimals

which are even infinitesimal w.r.t. q) canbe equated with zero, allows calculations in which they

can be ignored, even though their "effects" remain in that division by them remains in various

contexts. Differentiation and integration can be developed, and Taylor's theorem and the

fundamental theorem of the calculus can all be proved'

There is more to be said about results from pure mathematics than this' Analysis' topology

and category theory have all been studied. For an extended discussion, see Mortensen [1995' 2000'

2xL2al.However, we move now proceed with our survey by tuming to make some brief remarks

on geometry.
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4. Geometry

Consider the Picture below

There are many others. It is notable that the beginnings of inconsistent mathematics avoided

dealing with such pictorial puzzles, though now the situation is slowly being remedied'

Interestingly, classical mathematics has also largely avoided dealing with them' In the classical

mathematical literature there were to be found three approaches. The first, due to Thaddeus cowan

Ugl4l,studied n-sided figures in terms of the properties of their corners' employing the theory of

braids. Second, George Francis t19871 asked what sort of consistent non-Et'tclidean space could be

inhabited by such objects. The answer, for the above figure, is R2xSl' Third, Roger Penrose t19911

used the theory of cohomoloSy groups to obtain necessafy and sufficient conditions for a picture to

be of a consistent object; a fortiori the failure of those conditions would mean that the picture was

of an inconsistent object. see also Penrose and Penrose t19581.

Thesewereunquestionablyallveryperceptiveapproaches.However,asarguedbythe

present writer in Ílgglb,20o2b,2o02cl, they all shared a common deficit: they did not explain the

setxse we have that we (ffe perceivittg an obiect with impossible properties' This suggests a different

conception of the problem, namely to think of the brain as encoding an inconsistent geometrical

theory.The problem would then become to write out such a theory (or rather theories, for there are

many different impossible pictures with different properties)' The theory in question would stand to

the pictures in somewhat the way that projective geometry stands to the experience of perspective;

and with somewhat the same justification, namely that projective geometry is important to us

because of the experience of having an eye'
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This kind of justification of the study of inconsistency has been described as the epistemic

or cogrtitive justification. Such justifications appeal to a human capacity' typically the capacity to

reason in a logically-anomalous environment, without intellectual collapse into triviality' There is

of course no suggestion that inconsistent objects exist in the physical world' Rather it is that our

perceptions construct a geometrical theory while at the same time retaining geometrical principles

which are incompatible with it. It seems that in inconsistent pictures we have a clear example of the

mind's ability to make constructions which are inconsistent and yet persist even when the

impossibility is manifest to us. The lack of cognitive penetrability of the experiences is

characteristic of the modularity of perceptual capacities which has been noted by various authors'

eg Fodor U9831.

The details of such mathematical theories are still in an early stage of development. The

interested reader is invited to consult the above references for further elucidation'

5. Applied Mathematics

A good antidote to the error that mathematics develops in pristine logical order is to read the

works of Imre Lakatos [1976]. It is particularly in applied mathematics, physics and engineering

where mathematical opportunism is most apparent. Here the lack of classical rigor comes with

applications builçin. Hence we can ask, as with the historical disputes over infinitesimals, whether

the 
.,logically erroneous" theory might be more accurately described as an inconsistent theory rich

enough to permit useful calculations'

A good example is Dirac's Delta "function", flx). This had the twin properties: (i) &x) = 0

for all x / 0 , and (i1) ! qÐdx, = ,1, where the integration was over the whole real line' It is apparent

that there is no such function on the real numbers. Yet Dirac perceived a use for it in his version of

Quantum Mechanics. In this he was followed by many of the physics community' Quantum theory

developed rapidly and decisively. It was not for some forty years that Laurent Schwartz managed to

put things on a consistent footing by using functionals rather than functions' There was a significant

cost, however, in that the new theory was considerably more complicated. There is a fairly obvious

construction for the Delta function which uses infinitesimals: draw a triangle of infinitesimal base þ

and infinite height 2/B.Thissatisfies something close to the condition (i), namely flx) = 0 for all

real x *0; and clearly the second condition is satisfied since the area of the triangle is /' This was

not Robinson,s construction, however, since it requires second-order principles; whereas Robinson

restricted himself to first-order conditions, so that his theory amounted pretty much to a copy of
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Schwartz,. It turns out, however, that there is an inconsistent theory which adapts the construction

above of inconsistent infinitesimals, and which has the property tha¡ 4x) = 0 for all x for which x =

0 fails to hold. since it is the propositions that hold that are relevant to proPerty of functionality' we

can say that the construction recovers the concept of a function, albeit an inconsistent function'

It is hardly surprising that Quantum Mechanics lends itself to inconsistent applications,

since QM has long been regarded as a source of anomaly and paradox. one more application in this

area is quantum measurement. In cases where an operator has a discrete Spectrum' such as the

energy levels of the hydrogen atom, elementary QM postulates discontinuous changes in the wave

function when a measurement is made. Now discontinuity is an enemy of causality: it would be

desirable to have a theory in which quantum measurement was reducible to the other familiar

quantum process of unitary evolution. This is the measurement problem, andit is fair to say that the

measurement problem remains unsolved, and is even intensified given the problem of nonlocality'

Bell,s theorem and Aspect's experiments. An approach using inconsistent continuous functions

seems to allow both for continuity/causality and at the same time discrete spectra. For more details,

see MortensenU99Tal

The cognitive justification of paraconsistency, discussed before, is apparent in the

application to information systems. Nuel Belnap llg77l famously pointed out that any control

system with more than one stream of informational inputs, must allow for the possibility that its

inputs may be in conflict. Furthermore, it may be impossible to shut the system down until the

problem is resolved, as with an aircraft aloft. Thus there has to be a way of operating in an

anomalous informational environment, which is after all what we humans manage to do. One

theory taking this approach considers the problem of solving inconsistent systems of linear

eqr.ntiols.Inconsistent Systems of linear equations have been known about for centuries' and the

standard mathematical reaction has been to throw up the hands in despair. However, it proves

possible to solve some such systems of equations in an inconsistent space. Now the classical theory

of control systems makes heavy use of systems of linear equations. This in turn suggests that if one

were able to model a malfunctioning control system in terms of an inconsistent system of linear

equations, there might be a way of continuing to exercise some limited control' The modelling

proved not to be so difficult. According to classical control theory, when a system is functioning

correctly, its internal organisation is modelled by a transþr matrix, which transforms a (column)

vector of inputs into a vector of outputs. when the system is malfunctioning, there is a difference

between the expectedoutputs and the observecl outputs' By superimposing the observed outputs

onto the expected transfer matrix, one obtains an inconsistent system of equations which can then
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be solved. In software modellings this has met with some limited success. A related approach has

been taken by the Brazilian group around Abe [2000], who have demonstrated a paraconsistent

robot, EmmY.

It should be noted that it is not being claimed here that the control system is behaving

inconsistently in the real world. It is rather that the discrepancy between expected and observed

creates an epistemological gap that has to be resolved. calculations take place in a virtual space in

which all the information available is used to form a composite picture with the aim of continuing

tofunctionuntilproperknowledgeandcontrolcanbefullyrestored.

A final point to be noted is the shift in ontology that takes place between pure mathematics

and applied mathematics. In rejecting Platonism, we were rejecting abstract truthmakers for pure

mathematics. The truthmakers for applied mathematics, one would imagine, are its applications'

These involve systems of physical objects and their physical quantities, the kinds of things which

are causally active, changing and producing change. Physical quantities, such as 5 gram, 2 cm' 3

sec, come as a package of a number ("5") and a quantity kind or dimension ("gram")' In the present

writer,s view, the best account of quantities treats them as causally relevant universals' Laws of

nature come out as relations between universals, see Armstrong [1978]' Real numbers then emerge

fairly unproblematically as ratios (ie. relations of comparison) between dimensioned quantities

having the sarne dimension, see Forrest and Armstrong [1987], Bigelow [1988], Mortensen t19981'

It is not proposed to develop this account here, the reader is directed to these references' The point

being made is that there is not necessarily an equivalence between the problem of the truthmakers

for pure mathematics, and truthmakers for applied mathematics' The harder problem seems to be

for pure mathematics, while applied mathematics looks rather more tractable'

6. Logicism and Foundationalism Revisited

With this all-too-sketchy survey of what is known to date, we return to our flirtatious

quarrel with logicism. The foregoing suggests that we can draw a (rough) line between logics and

mathematics in the kinds of reasonings they employ. Logics deal with universally applicable

principles of reasoning, centrally (1,t,&,u,-,-l'ê)'3'V'=') and other constructions arising in

natural language (eg. tense, modality, adverbs). Logic applies to mathematical reasoning' certainly'

but it applies to that aspect of mathematical reasoning that applies to other subject matter as well' In

contrast, mathematics distinctively deals with concepts like those of algebra' calculus' differential

equations, analysis and geometry. Somewhere in the middle between logic and mathematics lie set
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theory, number theory, recursion theory and parts of algebra' In the case of algebra' logicians'

interests have tended to be confined to structures which can supply a plausible semantics for

various sets of logical axioms, such as lattices' With only a few exceptions' logicians have not been

much interested in groups, for example. This leads to the challenge to logicism: in what sense is

mathematics no more than logic with definitions? 1¡ all depends on which definitíons'

Mathematicians tend to be anti-foundationalist. The previous challenge can also be directed

against foundationalism, and it explains why mathematicians have not taken logic's attempts at

hegemony too seriously. Claims like "set theory is a foundation for mathematics" or "mathematics

reduces to logic" look like they are saying that att there is to mathematics is set theory or logic' But

this is precisely to suppress what is distinctive about mathematics' They give a false sense of what

is the nature of mathematics.

The point can be further illustrated by considering the "reduction" of geometry to algebra' It

is uncontestable that Descartes' discovery of the coordinatisation of the plane enabled an immense

step forward in geometry. The methods of algebra could then be applied to the study of the plane'

Space could be studied by solving equations involving real numbers and their functions'

Nonetheless, it is a mistake to take this as irnplying that geometry is nothing but real number

theory, as P.ussell seems to have thought (see eg. Ayer Í19721p43)' The two-dimensional plane is

not R2; space is not a collection of rumtb¿rs. Its pafts are points, lines, curves, and planes, not sets

or real numbers. We need only pay attention to our own perceptions of space to see this: we

perceive areas, Iines etc, we do not perceive numbers. In short, there is no conceptuøl equivalence

possible between geometry and set theory. This is why a mathematician can pursue the study of

space paying little or no attention to foundations: mathematics has a conceptual autonomy that

foundations cannot suPPlY.

From this point of view, the gap between mathematics and logic is even wider than that

between mathematics and real numbers and set theory. Logicians study "and", "or" "not",

.,implies,, and the like. Their discipline begins where mathematics leaves off in studying the

behaviour of geometry, groups and the like' This makes togic look more like a small area in the

corpus of mathematics, rather than a foundation for it. Furtherrnofe, it exposes ECQ for what it is: a

toolinatakeoverbidtoestablishthehegemonyoflogicovermathematics.

Asapieceofpersonalreportagelrecallyearsagoexplainingtoavisitingeminent

mathematicianwhylwasinclinedtorejectECQ'Afterlisteningpolitely,heasked:..EXcuSeme,

butareyounotdenyingthatthenullsetisasubsetofeveryset?''Thisconfusionembodiesasubtle

reversal, but it is no better motivated. we may be inclined to make a limited "reduction" of set

theory to logic by adopting nat've set theory and claiming that there is nothing to set theory but
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logic. Naïve comprehension would then be an expression of the reduction. In favour it can be said

that it is certainly less ad hoc thanrival comprehension principles' However' our eminent

mathematician was reversing the order of explanation: he felt that the principles of set theory were

stti generis and that the legitimacy of ECQ was ensured by that!

7. Revisionism and DualitY

Earlier, we referred to the topological duality between incomplete theories of open set logic'

and inconsistent theories of closed set logic. There is another kind of duality, Routley-* duality'

This applies between theories of logics in which the laws of Double Negation Ae--A and De

Morgan -(AvB)e(-A&-B) and -(A&B)e(-Av-B) hold' Neither open set logic nor closed set

logic has these laws unrestrictedly, however many of the logics in the Anderson-Belnap class of

relevant logics have them. For any set of sentences S, define S* to be {A: -A É S}' Then a simple

argument shows that if This any theory of a logic containing Double Negation and De Morgan'

then This inconsiste nl iff Th* is incomplete. Since DN ensures tltat Th*+ = Th' we also have that

Zh is incomplete iff Zå* is inconsistent'

That is, incompleteness and inconsiste,rcy as properties of theories are duals of one another

in tvvosenses: they are topological duals of one another, and they are Routley-* duals of one

another. Duality results are of course sources of "theorems for free"' As a quick illustration of free

theorems, we note a dualisation of Kripke's modelling of the truth predicate in an incomplete

theory. Kripke tl975l showed, using a fixed point method deriving from Gilmore 11967l and Brady

ÍlglIl,thar the Liar proposition L and its negation are excluded from a theory satisfying the

condition for a truth predicate: A++T(A) where A is any proposition and T (.) is the truth predicate

for the name (Godel number) of A. Kripke interpreted this as showing that the Liar proposition L

ought to be regarded as neither true nor false. However, applying the Routley-* to the truth theory'

we can immediately conclude that there is a theory satisfying the conditions for a truth theory to

which both L and -L belong. we might also observe that the inconsistent dual theory has certain

advantages over the incomplete theory, namely that in Kripke's theory we have the oddity that none

of L, -L, T(L) and T(-L) receive a truth value even though L<+T(L) and -Le+T(-L) hold in the

theory.NotethatwhileKripkeemployedathirdlogicalvalueinhisconstruction,hewasclearthat

this was a formal device for calculation only, and that he regarded the liar sentence as lacking a

value. This is perfectly reasonable as a proof device, however it seems strange that a valueless

proposition can yet contribute to making a compound hold' In contrast' in the inconsistent dual' all
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of L,-L,T(L) and T(-L) take contradictory values; which is at least some reason to hold that

LeT(L) does too.

Intuitionism and constructivism are example s of revisionisr philosophies of mathematics' in

that they declare that certain principles accepted in classical mathematics are incorrect' They aim to

revise mathematics by truncating it, based on a nafrower conception of what is an acceptable proof'

However, revisionism leaves unanswered an important question: why are the excluded areas yet

mathematics? In their haste to offer a theory of conect proof, revisionists neglect the central

question of the philosophy of mathematícs: what is mathematics? This is hardly to be answered

adequately by declaring those parts of mathematics that the theorists don't like' not to be

mathematics at all.

The classical Hilbertian ideal of a mathematical theory is one which is complete and

demonstrably consistent. Revisionist theories, by excluding aspects of classical theories' render

themselves incomplete, a fact which has been long-noted in connection with intuitionism' By

contrast, inconsistent mathematics is not revisionist at all. Taking a lead from the duality results' it

aims to extend mathematics, not weaken it. The duals of incomplete theories are inconsistent' and

they include classical consistent complete theories as subtheories, and consistent incomplete

theories as sub-sub-theories. Thus inconsistent mathematics supports a principle of tolerance about

what counts aS mathematics, an inclusive approach not an exclusive one' Both classical

mathematics and revisionist mathematics emerge as special cases of a more generalised conception

ofmathematics,whichincludesinconsistentmathematicsaswell.

8. The Role ofText

one further matter needs to be raised, though dealing with it fully would take much more

space than we have here. If we ask what makes all of the above examples mathematics' it is

apparent that the answsr must have something central to do with the characteristic use of notation

or symbols. That is to say, mathematics is textually distittctíve' Importantly' this is something it

shares with symbolic logic. It is apparent that the rise of symbolic logic in the twentieth century is

attributable to its use of mathematical text. The question is: just how is it that this has been so

efficacious? This dovetails with the broader question of just why it is that the distinctive textual

features of anymathematics do their jobs so well? We are all familiar with examples like the

advantage of the change from Roman numerals to Arabic numerals: it is clear that this is a
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microcosm of the general question of the distinctive nature and efficacy of mathematical text'

There is something important to be explained about how mathematical meaning is canied by text'

There is another observation which is a kind of converse to this one. In his University of

Adelaide phD thesis TheRole of Notatíon in Mcûhentcrtics [1988], Edwin Coleman pointed out the

varietiesof mathematical text. He drew attention the differences between apage from Euclid' a

page from Principia Mathematicq, apage from a text on business mathematics' a page from a

standard calculus text, and apagefrom a mechanical engineering text' Consider for example the

varying role ofdiagrams, and the presence or absence ofnatural language' The differences are

richly textual, and yet the very stuff of mathematics. Thus, the question of the usefulness of

distinctive texts inmathematics, is part of the question of how mathematical text generates

meaning. It is the interplay of similarity and difference that needs to be understood'

coleman argued that the right discipline to undertake such a study was the theory of signs'

semiotics.co-discovered by Peirce and Saussure, semiotics aims to study how text and other signs

generate meaning. Saussure in particular had to rely somewhat more heavily on the internal

clffirenceswithin a code or system of signs, because, unlike Peirce, his account lacked a theory of

extra-linguistic reference. While this is an obvious drawback in any general account of language' it

can be seized on by (we) anti-Platonists as just right for any account of mathemqtical meaning'

where (according to us) there are no abstract objects to be the referents. This is nothing but an

application of saussure's concept or dffirence. ockham's Razor does the rest against Platonism' A

certain amount of literature which addresses these issues in the indicated ways has grown up'

including Nelson Goodman t19811, Rene Thom t19801, Brian Rotman t1987' 1990'l' coleman

[1988, lgg},lgg2], and Mortensen and Roberts lÍ9971'

lVe saw earlier that Meyer's nontriviality result serves fit to re-habilitate Hilbert's program

of demonstrating that mathematics does not have false consequences' But there are problems for

Hilbert,s program of a different sort here. Drawing on the above, coleman attacked Hilbert's

formalism. Like Brouwer, Hilbert gave way to the despair of revisionism. In order to demonstrate

mathematics to be consistent and complete, or at least without error, mathematical theories must be

displayed in canonical form, as formal systems, purely symbolic and devoid of all meaning (save

that genefated internally). But here, as with revisionisms anywhere, we can again ask why are the

uncqnonical parts yet mathentcttics? Don't get me wrong' I am certainly not against reconstruction

ofatheoryasafirstorderformaltheory,ifonlybecausethenyoucouldautomateit!Butnoticethat

in producing an "equivalent" formal theory we are suppressing a difference that is part of what has

to be explained: in what sense can notationally distinct codes be equivalent' and how can textual

features contribute to distinctness of code, and thus to differences of meaning?
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Thiskindofstudycutsacrosstheinconsistencyprogramtosomeextent'Nonetheless'it

serves to reinforce the point that an inclusive point of view about mathematics is necessary if one is

to understand what mathematics is. Revisionism inevitably reduces our view of what is possible for

mathematics, and thus distorts our understanding of the phenomena'

9.Conclusions

To summarise, the following propositions have been advanced'

1. Logicism and foundationalism may well be saved if we adopt a logic lacking ECQ

2.Similarly,partofHilbef'sprogram'toprovethatmathematicshasnofalse

consequences, may well be saved if such a logic is adopted' There are many suitable logics' some

of them only stightly weaker than classical logic'

3. Nonetheless, logicism and foundationalism do not explain the conceptual autonomy of

mathematics from logic. In particular, geometry is conceptually separate from logic and set theory'

and does not reduce to them.

4. Revisionist philosophies of mathematics, whether they be revisionist about the truths of

mathematics (intuitionism) or revisionist about notation (formalism), are open to the objection that

they do not account for the varieties of mathematics outside of approved canonical norrns'

5. In contrast to revisionism, we must take an inclusive position, whereby inconsistent

mathematics is seen as extending our conception of what is possible for mathematics rather than

rejecting the corpus of existing mathematics'

6. This is just as well, since inconsistent mathematics has numerous applications beyond

itself

T.Aspartofcomprehendingthenatureofmathematics,thedistinctivelytextualaspectsof

mathematics, both the similarities and the differences between textual styles' have to be

understood; and semiotics seems to be the best theoretical framework for this project'
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Two related issues of traditional philosophy of mathematics have been placed on the

backburner in this essay. one is the matter of truthmakers for pure mathematics' The other is the

distinctive epistemology of mathematics, and in particular the method of apriori proof' Neither can

be neglected in a full account. However, we might make the very limited suggestion that if the

primaryphenomenontobeexplainedformathematicsistextual,thenitisnotsospeculativethat

the account ought to derive from the features of text, rather than abstract acausal objects' certainly'

the legitimacy of inconsistency ought to give pause to the Platonist' It poses the dilemma: either

abandon Platonism, or admit inconsistent objects. one salient virtue in sheeting home the primary

account to the theory of signs, is that it scores well on the second issue: we have a readily-

understandable epistemology for signs. It can hardly be denied that getting in contact with signs'

such as those on your keyboard, is a thoroughly natural activity' The same can't be said for

Platonism.
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1977. ßie naln resultr Ênù aitàj'iic¡af resuLt'Er'- a-re".Ù.r;g
piepa^red íor ¡u'oiJ-caú1o¿ 1¡ tire autSo='s'?elevan'e a¡d
?ertsì n{ lLtud.: .

' Resent wo¡k æ PoBper'ei o-u8.11tat1ve theory of verief-uLIl-

tude by tr1]Ier ([3J,[¿1,[:l), lLchv ( h3l' h+l) a¡t lopp"¡
(t?l) bas l-:rålce.ted tbst tbere te couslder-able dtfflculty f-u

glving a eatisfactcs¡z accou¡t o! the iöea of'one theorT'a beirg

neu.er to tbe trutb than ¿¡¡slþs¡. ù tbe otber bar:ô, l-ntul-tlcn

aeer¡¡s to support tire er,letence o3 eucb a notj-on (tlo,,d¡ tble

çznn6t be re¿,a;ùed as 'a ë,eele.ive ree-e¡). }iâreove=, lut¡án (19])

and S¡art t llz) ) have'bo.b a:'Eu d ihat scle:t1flc reallss

req,;.irea a ¡c?icn ol -¡e1;¡¿e¡,g to. the +.¡utb (see alec ?oppe¡ [81

py,.223. ft.)
?opper'a (o¡lg1nal)' c.ua.Lliative theory of verieinlllt'id''-

1s tzL':¡ '¡ere'trr be tbe f ollcwi:rg

.Dit?IN:lIÐi 1. 'r-É-iu T be ihe set of tru¿ se=tê:lcÈs

(¡elative to a la-og'.ra;e L), 3 = õ (relative to L) anð À

qîô 3 be theo:l-ee vibose Ìa-u3uage 1s å. 1b¿n ¡ ) v Â

( ¡ lçr re=" verls{-l{ f ¡-¡ tha¡ .â. lJf elther ÀnlsBrìT

a¡d SnFcAn?, or ÀnÎcEn2.a.:âd 7^lF.¡,f'ìt.
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Fe rlLI al-so neecl t¡-e fotlðir:ng, ëelLnitlcns'

DEFII'ITfCEI ?." ÍÊt L be'a lo¡lc rltb a e'uj.a,ùIe

fupilcatias operatlo¡ít*' ]'¿ a e¡¡J.ta'Dle con,lunctton .

opératlcn t&';': À eet ¿.ir "p Í-th¿;- l.f (l) fC cÊeÅ

anÈ F¡cÊ -->.P', .tber P.l, az¿: (z) lt .c. ¿-"rrå

p a À, tb.en c¿ & F¿U (Sosêtl-es, Àa j-u claselcq-ì

Loglqr the aeccnd ecndi¡lc- ca- læ d:oppeä).

b-t ]L be a¡ f-1\--ort

c¿ € Â e"ld ^.ac, r/ F €.åþ tben p e. L;

1¡Í111e: a¡d ?icLy's result l-e eet oet t'eion, togetber çltb
re¡a:Le on tbe prcof , 'unicb'a¡e i¡.tes,'¿e'. to è¡aç atteuti-on io

p--Í-nclp1e's used in'tìre proqf . fte 'prcof ls eicse tc that cf

15.chy f [t:]), bd. Earrte ([2.]).' 
.

:; 
,ta

lEoaru 'l (x¿lier-llchy). If Â a=d, 3 a;e tb,ecrj.ee a¡ô

. ts ), A, th.en 8..ñ.3 - ¿L.

PF.OOF, If 3 > v !,, iben eltber (t) å n T c B rl I e¡ô

'3 
^ ? gÀ 

^?, or (z) À ô'Ì Ç-¿ aÎ "4 ¡ n ?c^ rì?- On

e!ther sup¡iceltlcn, tcgetbe: çftb tLe :-ssu¡p',1-oo !þ9*. ts a ? I ¡-

:ce c¿Ln deduce a contra,lictlcn.

ÐÐFIttrlrcffr 3"

for A lff,o 1l

( 1) Su:,goee Â n îc 3 nt a¡à

¡n?=å'r! e¡d, fo:: corrtrg-

.ilction, s':pFoee BnP /n.

. lhen, +.be :uLe "lroide

(ej Sup;cse -{nîEE'nî a:C

supcose B nF ¡l ^
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^^1- 
Siuce fe.¡n?, ?eB-

sùce b€3nÎ' b€3. Sence

f &b€3 (Beaa-rk (a))" Âìgoo

El¡ce f €, B 
^t' 

te?. Eence

f &b €F (ae¡¿¡r. (u))- so

f &b eB n!.. re ghcs tirat

f &b É -Á. n.F, tberebY cortra-

d,l.ct{ng the aeslqPticu that

B¡1?.sÂô P. (3or s.uPPose

:&ueÂnP. tuen t&b€'l'
' so..bet (Rese¡t (e))" &rt

el-uce be,3n1r bel' so

b€.Â41' couiraillct{r.g tbe

aearnptloe thst U/11f.
Eeuce t &,b1ÂnI)

-)6'
bL. ?qB^t. l-êt a€ÀnP - Bn?.

SL:ce íeBnP¡ !e.?.5e af Çf.
(nena¡t ( ¿) ). so -t v a et
(Re=.=k .g)). Sf-:ce aeÀnI, a€Ât

!o -;v aef. (ss¡a:t (f ))" Benco.

-fva6i,nf" Eut ^ånlcB^tr 60

-f v a É3 n 1. So -fv s, e.B¿ Bt¡t

íe.Bn!, Fo f e'8. It'oro -fr¡a€B'
and f € 5. çe n'Y decluce e eB'

(Reaark (s).) ' But a' € 
^ 

n F, so 'a e3,

ao aeSnf r. c.o¡rtradlctf-ng tbe

assumptlon tbat eeLnT - ¡ nÏ:

neoa¡to (a) Fton t e.B aud b € I to. d,eðuoe t &.b e.B. Drls 1g

part of tbe deflnitlon"c{ 8¡ L-fbecry' ¿c> 99 Z.' :

(u) rrou 
' 

=., 

to de,jluce l &,ti e'y. IhÍ-g 1s.a.¡.atural' thotig!

pe=åapagotl¡evttabIe,1e3."!'zcti.ontoplaceontbecoaplemen't,
.of tbe set of trutbe (-, .oernape, tbe.eit of falseboods).

(c) Prou t &a e.I' to deduce b eÀ' Ú Ä l-s a¡ I-theor: a¡d

f-f, (f &Ð' âY, tben ttr:Ls nove. La coI5l¿et' tÁoreov'êÍo" 
.

\(L&y) +f le €' natural theoren to adopi' loof tt 
Ï.

illeputett.ln connexlle LogLc. ,r' -' ' .^.

(ð)EræteEtoclgôuce-!eÎ.thÍs¡ItoveElElolrntetotbe-

as¡,,Eption of conpleteneis f or 1. (gttUer Í. e Í, ot' -L e'Ít tor .-
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any f'). the aaEumptic¡ l.s ro-tur:rle thonth of ccurse debatable

lf I cout:r{nn s5'!fhnstlê. '

(e) .fro -1. € t to detluca -t.v a € f. ihts ig-a uoza 1ikc'' ,'(b) atóve. ilt Ís a aatq¡al con'ILÈloc ou t.'.- '.'A r(t) frora + e Â to deduce -f v o. € Â. thlE ls à rove llke (c)

abovo. It ts perafseible provlàeê, the.t Â ls nn lrtbecry çhe=e
:ta

ts¡, X + (I v.I)r tnd th:!a ls'e. n¡tt6a-L theores to adoPt, tbougb

dta¡atecl f¡ couceptivj.st loglc.
.a

t(g) Proo -tv "Oe"a¡clf €E to rteduås aeB. ÍbiE le tbe

aser:mptlon that rt b,olcte f or the (arbltrarlly cboeeu) theory. E. 
.

' ' 'tbe Lnporta¡t. polnt for our purpoeee here la tbat the

proof aaeunes tbat aI1 th,eoriee aatlefy the rule Y. À11 theorlqe,

of claeslcal loglc eatÍsly $. r a-uå of. couree lt ls clesgical i

ilogfc wt¡:l-ch .ls aeeu.Becl'by lÉIlEr and Î!chy. flius the correct 
:

,. elateuent of theoreq 1 le 'ß |a-hil .E are c-laegical theôrÍee, .
lì

then ...?. AE le ea'ay to aee, tbe aesu.c,ptto¡i +"hat rf holda for a i.Òl

, 5lveu theory. le euffLcf ent to gFst¡-re that tf the'theory lE . . '
" "-'- -: " " :'; - : -':"--'''-- -

(negatlog) ln.conslete:i, lt le trlvlel. ,' - ì
.' Howevut: f fails.for large' claasee of tbeorles based on . ;.

' Io61àq'c,:her thnn clagsfcaf log1c. Va¡leue- reaaone bqve been 
l

i g!-ven for reJect*A f a-g 8, nntversaJ.iy vallct ttf" of lnfereace I

(Éea e.g. Ànd.ergon a¡cl BelnaP [1]o Routley a,,'d Meyer [ttl, ara i

Routley [fO]1"'lbase reasoss, neediea" io ".y, 
go a-tong çith a' ,

reJectlou of claeslcâl loglc ae the correot loglc for Iarge..' t.i'

. clasees of orclf-nL-y !¿ferential eltuå.tlone, guch ao thoas.tn t .,--

' uathenaticg or eclEnce. It le aot, of cotl¡ge¡ enougþ to poLnt.,,' ,! t,

. ,]
out that va¡iouå of tbg érlrcfples usêdl 1¡ the. proof i:f . '.r '

t'.
lr.
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Èee:en 'l c;n :èn- ç4:ào- to f'aLÌ 1¡ aooe lo¡ic or othei' I¡ order

to reekei the sig¡jj L¿ude cl' 'EreOre.¡ 1, 1-. r¿edá -vr¿ î.¡3 an6ueO'

tþai so=å oí'.!ose p:iociple.s =t¡si be Èisi''-:e:j riib j-n a loglc

aetq';atè =or æ,--be---iice q: 9:lerce' Eco-erer' st:cn6 ca-aùiletea

for, sucÞ.a .I'cg.ic a:e '-o irc ior':cd' a:¡c¡6 releva¡t -Loafc3' Ia thii

co=¡.ectloB sÐå fsÇ;l€=?'l==oo€'tbe ua-ny) eceæ6 :Eer.sn?âire' 
'

Sclr-¡tifi= .th.:o.-is1-=g ãypieel!.y p:ocee<is fr t gÎor=¡c9 of th9

congls-seq-¡r of iþe -,h:e=iee -used. %eesioazlJy, i=egt--.ioa)

r u.trâcyereå, anð slntä i¡ccnelstencigs æe faloe

(e e*ca3er pcslticr':rí¿!t hol¿. that i¡re¡-clEleacles are nere.ly'

us:-r.eii¡r íalse) :hey need to be r-oveÉl' s'rg 
='-a¡q 

of r-oç!tå
:. '

'tieæ, 
='ê!_t 

:ot be ir''r;raft¿¡giy obrio's, bcnrezer' Tod eo.r=searËt.

conti-=aes i:r tbe cc:rtE=t ol a !:noe' fs-lee ('oecau'se' *tÏ.
'laco:sis:ert)'theo=¡r. E¡t tbta aetivtty !3 rtni'nf,¿ilfglbie !f

ral. (in,ieeå, intufilg":ti) : s¡Y.

ih:a:e= se ;!:b io åeduce í¡oa o,rr tieory'ca-n be âe!"'æ'e! :

læeåiaËe \y't=oí tbe cl¡+'r"-d'ic tio¡r'

ì$.gbt IÈ¿¡ieu 1 be regiovedl ec as to apply. to reievaat

lo¿zaa as çeIi '--= ¿Lùsi:ai lagics?' -l:ld fclloa!-ug theo're;'

=jgovs aot.

!E3C'-=;.8[ 
'2. 5¡¿re eziet.tio Fíf-+' ectLeø Ä'.!' .euch '-bat

t.

= )o A, '-zê. Ê ^ t l -t\

::
' 

i?'-aOF . 'tP-t tbe !''-:rguz¿e L-Þe detcr:fineC' b7 'a ôç':u¡nerable
¡ r- 'l -:d

srsb:r of ¿c:s "ií¡" [PrtFzr.;'] clcsed ezie= negation-r aaá

Jorz;',:iioha. fue tbeat.,-=¿ w¿ ccnst;uct riit tb'ug be ?e1o :

": -'-- ../'
åe3=ee iheor!¿s , ecnþaLt!'ng no occu::e¿c es of ''. ')i ' C1ea=1¡rt
.._-.
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horever, tb: resalt applles to theorles of blgìrer degree, f.:ndêea

oí btgler olde:.. F¿ :eerl tbe RLí3-c.atrl.cee (c¡t 'Fjl.3' 3?s It]1.

&
-rf
/*t

!

I

I
I

I
I
E

Í

:
rl
rF

?

6

I
Í
?

E

ti

x

!
F

?
:.

I P .l

tr?

Â lE cotetructed, a-s foilcra

(,r) ¡or a:'l s 7 n, ín(.Jnr) - vr(. Jpù = É e 
î^'

' 'o^" -(2) F9r a1r g V o utð'.n 7z Jo v^( -3atr),- , *a vn(!l+ln

9) v6 ts of tbe fo:-r p&gt tueu VO(cÊ) ls det:q¡rlneð frou

tba Rl[f-tab1e f or '&'

(+) :¡ cc 18 of .the foi'o -n(p ¿ f l .f or some 't 2 1¡ 'then vn(cc )

'ls ilete¡nLged froln'tbe 9.ül-table f or

FÍnally,we 'onEtruc! a tb'eorY i

-Í

'![

vhlcb

I
-t

B ís- coustiucted ag fölIowe

(3')--' (l)
(+')'- (4)

.A¡rt let B = {cc: Vg(é) : .1 or Yt(cr) 1)

be talea for f"



a

1')
( e')
( 1")

f,g 3o=

. LJ.,

- (4)

(2) ab..ze, rith tn > J' =ep1.rced 
'oy €n > lt.

l¡d Let a - [e r Y=-(cc) 'S os Y-(cc) = x]''

lbe thecre¡ tbetr iol]ors f¡oa tbe follcxf-:5 flve lerrnqt¿r

'LEl¿{À -1. I-B'ts a¡e Rl5-tbeorles

r.¡rnil 2.. 3-c' B cÅ

!5n¡¡, 3.' L 1É noat;frlal

LEtíLtÀ 4. S- tE s cleeg1ca1 +-heør¡r¡ end la ne5atloe

eonaisteat E¡t cæPlete l¡ L. :

Ee J_rporte_uco o.f tb,e gelectlo¡ oi wl a.8 a bâ.clgrou:aô

|o61c 1e tbat a large ciaag ú plauslble relarant Ioglce are

reaker than f,!¡3, Èlcb {*¿Clate1y órablca us !-o iledace

ÎE(E"rJ 3. 9re=e e two Í-, tr'g-r. EM-, .RM',i'.'., Ut:.c.

. theoqlee guch thet B 7 o L a¡'ð.3 r, E !'t\ o (Ot t, etc'n

1ee [_1-1).1

ie co¿ciude ritb aòr"e nor.e spqculative reuarks. .û€ notod

ee:11:=, i-ctufti'oa áeetr: to aupport the vlabllf ty. of a.notlon

oft"e=isj.¡1lftuåe. io tAaf tion, lntul.tion auggeste tbat Popper e -

èelf¡Íticu prcvtdes at laast a eutflcient conðLtlon for' o:re ''"'
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theory'a bel-qg cloger to tbe tr-tb tba¡ a:ctber. fne l-=port of

tbe l[,t1ter-ltcby result lo th¿t not ve47 '':'ny paþs of c.Ìassical'

tþeoriea eatiefy t:ÈLe slJ-.îlcient cooåttlcu. fuft relevant .'

nathepaticf¡ caÌr "'"-P1 
avafl ttseií of tlet sulficlent coidltlon'

a-nd gerhapg e?en take !t for a necessarJr condltion as wel-Ì. IÄ

corr¡ectigo ritb this'pofnt, 1t ia sooewSat lesa reasocabLe io

deu¡.ncl tbat an.accaunt of 've;1sl-r1l-it'¡de inpobe an luterestlng

orôerJ-16 on all theorlee, tha-u lt ls tO d,eca;.ò thaË tbe'accou¡,t

,of verisi¡{![lr¿QE yieki l-nieresting =eaulte for tbéor1e.s uhicb

a¡e ¿ltber Lrconsleteú' or f-nconpl.e'v?.

lbe.results.gfveubere.éogotbvtÞ'¿sselveesolvethe'

,; 
-problen of verie-iníiltude', eveE, ior'reie"a-ot loglcs..1be .

,p::oblern of fl¡dlB8 . yr" out oí tbe xl-ller-Tlchy result for . .

tHdáe.theorles for wb,lch g. hofae re;alnso Rêsâarcb i¡to th'!s

'prbot.r r" """r;;;t"r,tn."ri.cu1arLy 
tn co¡¡.e.ttcs vttb escaping

the fi;st part oi.lheoie¡q 1, wÌrlch doee rct depend oa tf.' .-.' j":-.

coinelvably, bôwever, lt ¡trigl.t be rea-eoDable. to csnclude tb.a,t.

ioppar'e _d.eflallLon qf y¿¡!s{nllltude .le tbe besf, we cãn coüe

up wiib, ascl. that reieva,nt natheæ'tics cait be equipgeo with a

eatlsfacto"y'"""o',-t of .yeriei;Bj.litude vzhlcb dgea .oot., bowev.er,

Inpose a¡ fniê=esting o¡,Ceriag on th,oge releva¡t t'oeories anlcb

a¡a also-,c]äsê1cei. I¡r euch a situ¿tion, .claesical iogf c ¡vo'i]'d
:'àt.a cieer digadya¡iage wiib :ès-."-ct.to relerant 1og!c...

Il] ¡'.É.rnðe:aon, áñd F.D' Eelaap, znlall +ent " '/olune one '
Priucetoa Princetoa Unlvera!ty Sreas r 1975
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't

¡rp.r66-t77.
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Every Quotient Algebro for

Cr is Triviol

CHRIS MORTENSEN

1 In recent years, a number of diffe¡ent types of logics have been proposed

witlr the intention of avoiding the various paradoxes of material implication,
particularly the property that from a contradiction anything Pay be deduced'

two such types ol logics are the relevance logics of Anderson and Belnap I I ],
and the paraconsistent logics in the vicinity of Cr. The logic C1 has primitives

l, J, &, v, and is given axiomatically below. In the opinion of this author, C1

has various unsatisfactory features, two of which are that it lacks the theorem

A ) 1-lA, and that the rule of replacem ent (lA = B'.implie s lc(¿) = c(B) , f or

any context C; A = B being defined as usual by (A ) B) & (B ) A)) does not
holci for C1.

To date, there has been an outstanding problem (raised, for example, in

ttQl, p. 508) about c1: how to "algebraise" it. The aim of this paper is to

contribute to the'solution of that problem by proving that on certain very

minimal assumptions C1 has no nontrivial quotient algebta. We will say pres-

ently what it means for a quotient algebra to be trivial. It is suggested that the

present result, in addition to "solving" the algebraisation problem, exhibits a
furtlrer unsatisfactory feature of C1, namely that Cl lacks a proper bicondi-
tional. We hope to amplify this point in a later paper'

The present enterprise is to investigate the consequences of partitioning
the formulá algebra of C1 into a.quotient algebra of equivalence classes by some

relation - holding between formulas. The relation - neêd nof necessarily be

syntactic, i.e., definable by a formula in the operators l, ), &, v. We impose

the following four requirements on any such relation - and quotient algebra:

(a) - is an equivalence relation, i.e., A- A, A- B implies B - A, and A- B and

B - C imply A - C. (b) The formula algebra is homomorphic to the quotient

algebra (with corréspondíng operations) obtained from the equivalence relation;

i.e., ¿. - ,B implie s C(A) - C(B),' for any context C. (c) If A - B and lA then

l-B (where 'l-' means provability in C1). This is necessary to prevent including

Received March 7, 1979; revised December 5' 1979
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nontheorems and theorems in the same eQuivaience class, which would have the

consequencd that we would be unable both to designiite the equivalence clâss

(without making some nontheorems tlr.eorems), and not to designate it (without

iefuting some theorem). Again, if lA and not l-B then it is easy to show that

A and B are distinguistrable by the valuation semantics described below, ând we

would not want an algebraisation in which l,4l and l.Bl were to be identified by

tlre fact that A -,8 when A and B are distinguishable semantically. We prove in

Theorem 2 thatoonditions (b) and (c) in the context of C¡ imply the condition:

ír A -.8 then F.A.:,8. This fact.is crucially.used in the proof of our main

theorem, Theorem 3. (d) The quotient algebfa so'obtained is nontrivial. we

promised earlier a definition of thís term. In one sense there are always at least

iwo 
"q.riv"lence 

relations: ône is '.¿4 is the same formula as .B', and another is
,,4. is a formula and.B is a formula'. In order to avoid such trivial caSes, we make

a definition. :

Definition 1 Let lUe a sentential lairguage and let - and l.l-be, fespec-

tively, equivalence relation and quotient algebia satisfying (a)-(c) above' Then

¿l- is ti¡viat iff either (VA e ¿)(lAl = t,4l) (where l¿l is the equivalence class

of A),or (V,4., n e /)(lAl = 
lnl). Otherwise, /l- is nontrivial^

The fourth requirement, then, is tliat the quotient algebra determinecl by - be

nontrivial.

2 We now present C1 forinally. We begin with a iangr.tag" .l1 consiSting of a

denumerable numbei of sentential variableb P¡, I ( i 1<,s, òlosed as usual under

1, &, v, f. The operator = is defined as usual (see above); and we have two new

defined symbols: z4'is an abbreviation for-1 (A &'-1A),.and-ll'4 is an abbrevia-

tion for -1A &. A". Capital letters from the beginning of the alphabet are meta-

linguistic schem atic variables.

Definition 2 The logic C1 is the smallest'subset of Z closed under uniform

substitution and modus ponens (for )) and containing all instances of the

following schemata: \
(r) A)(B)A)
(2) (Af B))((A)(rf c)))(A)C))
(3) (A e, B)) A
(4) (A e. B)) B
(s) A f (B ) (A &.8))
(6) A)(AvB)
(7) B)(A'vB) , ,

(8) (/ ) c) ) ((B ) C)) ((Avt) ) c))
(9) Av1A

. (10) -1.1A)A
(11) ,B') ((A).8) ) ((A)18))1A))
itzl (A" &. B) ) ((A & B)" &' (A v B)" &'(A ) B)")'

.:
Definition 3 A Cr-valua.tion is a functionu /-l [1, 0l such that

(l) u('a) = 0 =+ u(1A).= |
(2\ u(1lrA) = 1 * u(A)= |
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(3) u(4) = u(A ) B) = u(A ) 1B) = l.+ u(.4) = 0

Ø) u(A')=0oru(B)=1#u(A)B)= | '
(5) u(A) = u(B) = | <+ u(A & B) = 7

(6)u(A)=. lora(B)=I+u(AvB)=1 : :

(7) u(A")=u(8")= I + u((Av B)e)= u((A &.3)")= u(A) B)")= l.

A formula A is trtte in a vahtation u iff u(A) = 1..

Theorem 1 C1 is sound on¿ complete with respect to. the class of al! C¡
vahmtiotts;í.e., aII and..only theorems of 'Ci are true in all Cr-valuations (da Costa

and Alves t l l l). C¡is decidable (Fidel. See'[ 11],p. 627)

We use the ciecidability. of C, extensively .below, $o we órrtlir," Fidel's

decision procedure. A. qtmsi matrix fgr. a for.mula { is constructed as follows:

1. List all the propositional constants of á (in a horizontal line) ancl, as in
truth tables for classical propositional calculus, list all possible assignments of 1

and 0 to, them.

2. List all clenials of propositional i:onstants (to the right of the formér
list) of ,4 and assign vâlues as follows: if theiproposi.tional ionstànt was assigned

0 its denial is assigned 1..If the.constant was assigned 1, bifurcate the line on

which the l.occuri, and on oneiralf the denialis assignecl 0 and on the othel i.
3. List all remaining subformulas of A. and negations' g[ proper sub-

formuläs of .4 an( þroceecl âs follows:

, (3.1) If the rnajor connective of any such formula is &, v, or ); its
value is determined from the values of its two components as in classical logic. -

(3.2) lf the formula is of the form -l,B and B ryT assigned 0,'assign-B

the value l.

(3.i) If the formulais of the form -l^B and.B was assigned 1, then there

are several subcases

(3.3.1),8 is of the form -1C and C was assigned 0. Assign l-B (i.e.,

l-lc) the value 0. :

(3.3.2) I is of the foim -lC and C assigned 1. Bifurcate the line and

assign --1.B the value 0 on one bifurcation and I on the other.

(3.3.3) ,B is of the form C &'-1C orlC & C' Assign -l,B the value 0.

(3.3.4) B is of the form Co.D (where o is &, v, or f) butnot of the

form 3.3.3. If the value of C is different fr'om the value of 1C and the

value of D is different from the value of -1D, assign -l.B the value 0.

' Otherwise, bifurcate the line and. as.sign -18 the valûe 0 on one half and

I on the other half.

We can no.w state the outcomes of this clecision proceclure: if some line of the
quasi matrix of A àssigns O to A, thén for some C1-valiration u, u(A) = 0, and so

z4 is not valid and not a theorem. Otherwise, for all C1-valuations u, u(/) = I

and A is valid and a theorem.
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3 In Section I the claim was made that the conditions (b) and (c) we

inrposecl on equivalence relations imply that if A - B then l-7 =.8' In tlris

sectioh, $re'prove that result. i ' : i

Theorem 2 If ân eqtdvalence relàiion - satisiiàs the condit¡onsj çb) if A - B
then C(A) - C(B) lo, àny context C, and (c) if A,-.B ayd lA' then ln, ilien it
neces5arily sat*¡tr¡ the conditign: if '! - B then lA =.!'
Proof: Suppose the antecedent of th We

need to. prove that lA = B. \f. either the

theorem-FB and l-,4., r,espectively' H (l)
and (5)),'[-24'=8' So suppose neither ctic-

tion, y¡¡'= n.lt lfl = -B thên, as is uch

thatu(A)=tu(,B). suppose that u(A)= 1, u(.8).= 0: It follows from'the properties

of C¡ìaíuatiàns ttrat,u(-l tA) =. O, u(Av1+A) '= 0. Fr'om

u(Bv-1*A) .= 0, we have lfîv]l*á. Now ,by c theorem,-if

A - B then (.,4v=l *A) - (.Bvf *,4)' But it'is also ' Hence' by

condition 1c),',1-Bvl*,4. Contradiction. Hence È¿' ,= B. This proves the

thebrem. , ..

4 , W" no* proceed to bur main theorem. Ei.1¡f, we need some;lemmas.

Lemña | , Let tsA : B. The following are stfficient condiiions for the.trt¿tlt

ofl1A=-18:'. r ì 
'

(1) / -- B ø is the same formtúa as B) .. ,,.

ifi for aII Csv.ahtatii:o.ns u, q(A).= O (eq.ui.valentlv, 
.u(Bl =--Ol- 

',

, (3) f.or;ome Cr-valuation u,'.u(A)7 q(B) = | andÍor all Ct-valuatiotts uv

uo' u {A) = i intplies u {-14) = O and uz(B) = | impl,iqs u2(l,B) = 0.

The following are ntfficient c9.t-tditions. for the truth ,of (3); {or to,Y, u,

u(A) = u@¡ ; l', together wi.th any condition front List One together with any

':::':::from 
Lis'î rwo : 

,

(i) 4 is oÍ the form -1C and, ( I1e¡ u(C) 1 0¡ r
iäl Aßof thefarntC'oD(w ar1.dC 

's-]D 9'!ßJj
iäíl ¿, ¡s òf thà form c o D ( )) and (vuXu(C o D) = 1

' imPlies u(C) *u(1C) and u(I 
i

List Two: as for List One with 'B','E', :Ft, replacing 'A" 'C"'D''' respèctively'
':

proof: Clearly (1) is sufficient. If (VuXu(,4) = 0) and lA =-B then (Vu)(u(B) =
0). But v(A) = 0 implies.u (1A) = I.,,and similarlv fol,B, ss (Vu)(u(r/) =, g(-1B))

and So, by tlre 
"onãition, 

fo¡ & and ), (VuXu(f,4 =JB) ¡ 1),'i'e';'Þ1/=,-18,
i..e., l-lA =-18. Hence (2) is sufficignt. .As to (3), either.u(A) = 0 o¡ u(/) = I .

Itv(A)= 0 then u(-1A) = 1, and by hypolhesis if v(A)= 1'then. u()A) = 0' But

lA = B so A and B' have the same.valires. But again by our hypothesis, if
u(B)= I fhen u(]r)= 0, and clearly if u(B)= 0 then ¿/(.lB)I l"HenceJA and

l.B have the same 
-valuls 

in all valua ions and so, as above, F-l¿, = 'lB,. i.e.,

l]lA = 
-1.8. Hence (3) is sufficient'
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Now wè show that List One combined with l,ist Two are sùfficient condí-

.tions for (3). It is s'ufficient to show that List One gives sufficient conditiotls

ror A to satisfy (3), as the proof for .B is identical. ctearly (i) is sufficient:

Suppose u(A) = u(1'C) = t Then from (i) u(C) = Q, but then by condition (Ð of

Definition 3, u(llC)= 0 =u(14). 
I isAd (iil construct a quasi matrix for -1A, 

!.e., r(c & -lc). whenever'.¿

assigned l,by 3.3.3 of the definition of a quasi matrix abÓve, -l'4 is assigned 0'

Hence there is no cr-valuation in which,4 is assignecl 1 and also -1.4 assigned l.
Ad. (iit). As for (ii).

Lemma 2 Let lA = B. If none of ,¡, aþove sufficient conditions (1)-(3)

obtain, then lf-lA =:|8. If none of O-(íii) obtai.n, ( 3) does not obt\in' "

Proof: Construct a quasi matrix f.or A =8, which also involves giving values to

1A and.l,B. Since lA : B, A and -B receive the same value on all lines' If none

of (1)-(3) obtain, then we must bifurcate at lèast one of the lines for -1A'-18'

But this will ensurè that there is a valuation where u(1,4) * u(-18). We now

simpty extend the quasi matrix to a quasi matrix for -1A = -18 by calculating

tlre values of 1A)l,8, -lB ) -rA, -1(-1A)-1^B), -l(-18 ) 1A), and (1A)18) &'

(rB f -1á). The values or-1A ) -1.8 and -].B )-1A are calculated directly, the

values of their respective denials being irrelevant' At least one of 1A )-18'
--lB ) 1.,4 is 

"".o 
ãn any of the above [ines where -]24 and -¡-B have different

values, and so their conjunôtion calculates to 0, i.e., #-l¿. = 18, i.e.,

lf-t¿ =-n.
By inspection of the conditions lor constructión of a quasi-matrix, pro-

vided that for some u, u(A) = 1, if none of ç¡:(iiÐ apply we must bifurcate the

table for -l.4. But then we can concludê that there is a C1-valuation u such that

u(A) = 1 and u(-1A) = l, i.e', (3) is false as required'

'we can now prove the. promised result, which wê state as follows

Theorem 3 No equívalence relation for C¡ satisfying the above conditions

(d-(c) of Section I for equivalence relations determines a'nontrivial qtntient
'algebra.

Proof: We prove this.by proving that for. any such relation -,.if A - .B then

A = B (,4 is the same formula as ,B). Suppose ,4 - B. By condition (b) for -,
C(A) - C(B),andso in particular -1.4 -18,(Av pt) - (Bvpt) ancl -1(Av P) -
-l(^B v p1), where p' is the first propositional variable. Hence, by Tþ'eorem 2,

FÀ:-B', l-1A =¡.8., l(A v p)=(B v p)', and Ff (.4 v pr)=f (Bv Pr).We
show that these four formulas are theorems iff .4 = ,& Clearly the fotrr theorems

hold if ,4 =.8, because l-,4 1,4. So suppose A+B.lf lA =B and L.-lA=18,

then we have both l(A v pt) = (B v p,,), and also from Lemma 2 t:ftat condi-

tions (2) and (3) of Lemma t hold with Îespect to A and -8. Construct a qu.asi

matrix.ior -1(A v p ) =-1(,8 v pr), And consiáer the (bifurcatecl) line on which

p, receives value i. ihit litt" bifUrcates giving lp1 the value l on onehalf and

.tp, the válue 0 on the other half. Consider the half on which lpl.has tlie
value 1. compute the quasi matrix, irictuding the values or A,'-1A, 8,18',,
Av pr, Bv pr,-1(Av Pr), -l (Bv p1). Now, since p, has 1, Av ptanó B v pt both
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have 1. But'now the value of p, is the same as the value of 1p1 on the lines in

question, and the values of A v p, and. B v p t are 1. So, taking t|1e 'A' and ''B' of

i"*-" I to be A v pt attd B V p1, respectiVely, the snfficient condi'tions (i)-(iii)

of Lemma 1 for thã truth of (3) of Lemma 1 (i.e., for ãll u1, u1(A v Pr) = I
implies u{1(Av Pr)) = 0;and for all u2, u2(Bv Pt)= I implies u2Ç1(B v pr)) = 0)

faii. So,.by L"*-a 2, (3) fails. But (1) also fails'.because if A *8. then

,A v p t* B v. pt, and, (2) fails since neither A v p t, nor.B v p, have the value 0.

H"nt" a[ of ihe sufficient conditions (1)-(3) of Lemma I for the truth of

llçq v p) =-t(.8 v pr) fail,and so by Leimma 2, ltl(Av pr) = 1(B v p).
Contradiction. Thus, rf lA -,8, then ! = B'

In a sequel, we hope to study the algebraic properties of systems in the

neighbourhoo¿ of C, which have nontrivial algebras. These systems cannot be

any weaker. than c1, of course: if we can show that 4 - B implies A = B for

C1, then the same must hold for any system with weaker deductive resources

than C1. Thus for instance we have the corollary

CorollàryAIIofthesystemsCr,Cri""'oÍ[]]Jhaveonlytrivialquotient
algebras.

5 That is not quite an end to the question of the algebraisation of. Ct,

however. There are equivalence relations wJrich partition the formula algebra of
C1 into such trivial quotient algêbras. ihe relation of Theorem 3 will do:

A - B rff lØ = B) &. (1A = -1^B) & ((Av pr) =(Bv Pr)) &'(-1(Av p)=
: -1(B v pr)). Now nothing So far established shows that there might not be

inieresting (though perhaps bizarre) partial orders which can be imposed on this

quotient algebra. such partial orders e, antisymmetric,

i "ï¿ 
transitrive; the antisymmetry pr e lAl ( lBl and

l¿l < 1.4 I irnpiies l¿,1 = lÈ1. In the lieh ecomes 1,4 I < lB I

. and l¿l < lr4l impiies A = B.
There do exist such partial orders. One is: l,4l < lBl iff le > B and either

VA > A or A = .8. The proof that it is a partial order is not difficult. The

algebra obtained by imposing this partial order on the (trivial) quotiênt algebra

with singleton equivalencê classes is, as might be expected after Theorem 3,

rather strange. Some of its properties are: (i) If lAl < lBl, then if l-B then

either lfA or A = B. In fact, every theorem is a maximal element' No non-

theorem is maximal, for f lfA, then l.4l( l,4v-1,4l. (iÐ If l,4l< l,Bl thenif
lA : _l *(Cv-lC), then either V-n = 

-l *(Cv-lC) or A = ^8. Errerything which is

equivalent to a negation* of a theorem is a minimal element. (iii) The algebra is

not a lattice with respect to v and &: lAl,lcl ( l,4vCl fails forthe case where

A = C, and dually for &.
Another partial order, of little interest, is deterntined by "A is a sub-

formula of 8".. There may be other such partial orders, though it is a fair

conjecture that any.such will turn out to be equâlly uninteresting or strange' It
would be desirable to find some set of cónditions for a "reasonable" partial

order, according to which it could be shown that there âre no reasonable partial

orders on quotient algebras fot Cr.
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THE TRUTH TELLER PARADOX

Chris MonreNIseNI
Graham PRtesr

Consider the statements

(a) This very sentence is. true

(13) This very sentence is false

The second of these, (f3), is of course the liar paradox, about which

much has been written. Much less has been written about (o), though

many have noted that it is curious. One aspect of that curioúsness is

that there seems to be nothing to choose between the hypotheses that

it is true, and that is is false. Indeed, it is hard to see how there could

even be anything to choose between the hypotheses. More particu-

larly, both hypotheses seem to be consistent: from neither hypothesis

does there appear to be deducible a contradiction. And if that is true,

it would seem further to follow that there is no a priori proof of the

truth of (c(), and no a priori proof of its falsity. (Contrast this situation

with that of (13), where there ate, primafacie at least, a priori proofs of

both the truth and the falsity of (13).) We will return to the question of

the absence of a priori proofs of the truth and of the falsity of (çt)

below, in section 6.

2. However, it has gone unnoticed that (c¿) has a specific problem of

its own. The purpose of this note is to explain the problem and to

consider in a little more detail some aspects of it, particularly some

possible solutions. The problem, which we might call "the truth teller

paradox,, is as follows. In view of the fact that truth and falsity are

both consistently assignable to (c), and so.there are no a priori proofs

of its truth and its falsity, it is tempting to suppose that it is neither

true .nor false. However, this runs into the following problem'

Suppose that (a) is neither true nor false. Then certainly it is not true'

But since it says of itself that it is true, it is false. This contradicts the
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supposition that it is neither true nor false. Hence it is either true or

false.
To put the problem in a nutshell, the absence of any possible proof

of tho truth of (a) would be a reason for declaring it not to be true'

Similarly, there is a reason to declare it not to be false. In any case'

there are apparently no proofs of its truth or of its falsity. But there is

a proof that it is either true or false.

3. There are several options for formalising, in the interests of

clarity, the argument that (c¿) is either true or false. Not all of these

options are equivalent. We choose one which Seems to us to be closest

tó tne intuitions expressed in the above informal argument. (The

notation is the obvious one). (1)

Let .c,t : l-ttat-l
Now (-Tto- & -F.ct) -, -Ttct-
But -cr- : l-Ttc¿t_] - (-Ttaf '- F øt)

So (-T.c¿t & -Ftc¿-) -, F.c,t-.,

-+(r cr vF.c¿t)

But T.cr- v F c¿t v (-Ttøt & -F c¿t)

HenceTtc¿.vFa'

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4) Bv (1), (2), (3)

(5) From (4)

(6)

(7) By (5) and (6)

4. We do not know how to solve the truth teller paradox, though

Some solutions are more attractive than others (see section 7 below)'

Howe.ver, it will serve to sharpen the paradox, we think, if we chart

briefly where the possibilities for solution lie. The first possibility is to

fault one of the lines of the argument, and in this section we consider

this. Line (1) just formalises the English sentence (a)' Lines (2), (4),

(5) and (7) depend on standard truth functional properties of conjunc-

tion and disjunction, (specifically (A & B) - A, A -+ (A v B) and

(A - B) - ((A v B) - B)), the transitivity of entailment, and modus

ponens for -+. Most of these have been questioned. (2) In our view

ihey all hold, and it seems fair to say that most philosophers would be

in agreement:
That leaves lines (3) and (6). Line (3) is an expression of the idea

that if (c¿) fails to be true, then, in the light of the fact that it says of

itself that it is true, it is false. That seems correct to us, and pretty

much on all fours with the more usual argument, in the liar paradox,
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that if (13) is true, it is false. Evidently, however' someone might refuse

to make that move, and simply hold to the proposition that (ct) fails to

be true. Of course, that is not quite so simple a matter, because there

are various arguments one can imagine to back up (3). For instance,

from -T.at, usirtg 
tc,. : Ttot, we have, by substitution of identicals,

-c¿; then, by the T-scheme (i.e. a*T.c¿t), T.-ct-;so that ftc,t (by

defrrnition of nfalser,,say).Holding that (c¿) merely fails to be true

requires that one find fault with some move in this latter argument.

That is not so easy, and doubtless.various philosophers could be

found with opposing intuitions on just where to halt the argument. For

example, one position holds that the T-scheme holds only for

ngroundedD Sentences, and that neither (ø) nor its denial are

grounded. (3) Because this kind of position is frequently taken with

respect to logical paradoxes like (B), its strengths and weaknesses are

well known. (a) We will therefore not pursue the matter except to say

that we think that the weaknesses outweigh the strengths, as one of us

has, in effect, argued elsewhere. (s)

That leaves (6): either (c¿) iE true, or it is false, or it is neither. This

is an expression of one of the fundamental ideas behind the paradox,

that if one wants to avoid holding that (a) is true and one wants to

avoid holding that it is false, then one should say that it is neither' We

think it would be a mistake to assume the Law of Excluded Middle in

the form: (ü) is true or (c¿) is false; but of course (6) does not depend

on that, and seems to be on much more solid ground. It is possible to

deduce (6) from an instance of Excluded Middle in the form A v -A:
(T.o. v F.cr.) v- (Ttat v F-crt), sO TtC¿t V F.ctt V (-T-Ctt & -F-øt)

by De Morgan's Law. But it is preferzble to avoid that if possible, if
only because it is a tricky business working out precisely what

Excluded Middle comes to in a situation where we are taking seriously

the possibility that some sentence might be neither true nor false'

5. If alt the steps of the argument are accepted there appear to be

only three further possibilities. The first is a paraconsistent or

inconsistent one, namely'to accept both the argument to the effect that

(G) is either true or faße ancl also the argum-ents to the effect that (G)

has no truth value. Thus -(-Ttot & -F at) & (-Ttc¿. & -Fta')
would be a true contradiction. While it is arguable that this position
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can be sustained without collapse into triviality,(6) it would tempt

few.

6. The second possibility is to accept that either (a) is true or (a) is
false, but deny that there is any paradox by holding that one of those

two alternatives really is true, but (at least at present) we do not know
which. After all, in section 1 all we said was that the hypotheses that
(a) is true and that it is false seem to be consistent; and from that it
does not follow that there rs no proof of the truth of (c¿), nor that there
is no proof of its falsity. Now clearly the truth of one of the disjuncts is

nót going to be determined empirically, so if a truth value for (cr) is to

be found it will be by the production of an a priot'i proof.
Indeed, that is not so unthinkable. Although there appears to be

nothing to choose between (c¿) being true and its being false, appear-

ances can be deceptive. As an analogy, consider the sentence

normally expressed as "This sentence is provable in Peano arithme-
tic>. It might well be thought that this would have exactly the same

ontological status as (a). Yet it is provable in Peano arithmetic.(t) It
might also be thought that some standard proof of this fact could be

modified by substituting <is true" for ois provable" to produce an

argument for the truth of (a). Indeed, that modihcation can be made.

Let ..ô" be the claim <If this sentence is true, cr',.

'i.e. .ôt : l-T-òt -+ c{-l
So certainly ô -t 1T.õt + c¿)

Hence Ttõ. -t (T|-T.ò--T -- Ttcrt) by the T
scheme and the distribution of T
OVef -à,

But by the T scheme T.ôt * Tl-T.ô.-l;
so T.ô. -r 1T.õt -t T.at)
Ttôt -t T-G'
T.ôt -- ct (*)
T[-T.ô. -t c¿_l

Ttô'

CT

Unfortunately this is unsatisfactory as an a priori proof of (c¿). It is
just a dressed-up version of Curry's Paradox and could easily be

Hence by contraction
and by the T scheme
and again
which by definition

of ct gives
whence by line (*)
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modified to produce a proof of -c¿. It cannot be carried out in Peano

arithmetic, because the truth predicate for Peano arithmetic fails to be

arithmetically representable (at least, it fails iff Peano arithmetic is

consistent !). In natural language, anyone who wants to maintain that

the truth predicate is representable(8) will presumabty make similar

moves against this proof of (ø) that he or she would make against

Curry's Paradox. (e)

But still, even though this proof fails, therg may be satisfactory

proofs of either T.c¿t or F.c¿t. However, perhaps there are no proofs

àf .itt ". Ttcl. or F.c¿.. In this case we would be forced into the

position thât something true is in principle unprovable. This is

lertainty ruled out from an Intuitionist viewpoint, though not, in

principle, from a classical one. However' it does raise the question of

in what exctctly the truth of one of these alternatives consists'

7. The final possibility for so.lving the truth teller paradox is the one

which seems to us to be the most attractive, if only because the

difficulties sketched in the foregoing solutions appear considerable.

This solution is to hold that while (s) fails to be true and fails to be

false, nevertheless it is either true or false' The possibility of this line

goes back to Aristotle. (10) Adopting the position requires that the

standard truth conditions for disjunction be rejected (even though we

set out to use standard disjunction), since we have all of : (l) (c¿) is true

v (cr) is false, (2) (c¿) is not true, and (3) (cr) is not false. Intensional

disjunction has been studied, for example by Anderson and Bel-

na;.(tt) There, however, the intensional disjunction is not the kind for

*t i"tr A v B might hold while both A and B fail, but the kind for

which the truth of one of the disjuncts is not sufficient for the truth of

the disjunction.
A theory is said to be prime iff whenever A V B is in the theory

either A is in the theory or B is' Identifying the world with its true

theory, we can then describe the present position by saying that it

holds that the tvorld is non-prime. The failure of primeness is not

mysterious. For example, let PA be Peano arithmetic formulated with

a base of classical logic, and let G be its Gödel sentence. Now

certainly hA GV-G. But, by Gödet's first Incompleteness Theorem, if
PA is consistent then neither h¡, G nor F¡n -G. That is, (the set of

theorems of) Peano arithmetic is non-prime if it is consistent.
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A typically Platonist attitude might interpret Gödel's theorems as

applying to consistent recursively enumerable arithmetics only, while

holding that arithmetical reality is complete. If arithmetical reality

were consistent and complete, then it would be prime (as a simple

argument establishes). But one man'S modus ponens is anoiher man's

modus tollens: a consisient and non-prime reality fails to be complete'

The failure oi the completeness of the world is also a doctrine which

has been taken seriouslY.
We cannot pretend that the thesis that the world is non-prime is not

paradoxical; but it is, we believe, no more paradoxical in principle

than the paraconsistent solution to the liar, namely that (13) is both true

and false(12) (and paradoxes not infrequently beget paradoxical sol-

utions). In favour of both solutions, it can be said that our concepts of

negation, falsity and disjunction escape our control. This is especially

so in logico-mathematical contexts such as the present ones where, as

with Intuitionism, truth and falsity seem to coincide with provable

truth and falsity. Consider, for example, the liar (B). We might feel

that we can resolv¿ to make ,,false> exclude <true>>, but this is an

illusion. There is no guarantee that we can keep control of the

resolution onge we allow nfalseo and <trueo to have additional logical

properties. If we allow them to have enough properties, particularly

the natural property of the representability of the truth predicate in the

object language, then we will discov¿r something about the concepts,

namely that we cannot keep to the resolution of the exclusiveness of
<true> and ofalse>. Furthermore, such sentiments ought not to be so

strange to someone with Intuitionist leanings. It only needs the view

that in limited contexts, say logico-mathematical contexts, something

is true (false) iff provably true (false), for it to seem not so impossible

that the truth vaiue of a sentence might b.e overdetermined. (Of

course, it is at the very least arguable that the assignment of both truth

and falsity to a sentence does not lead to logical cotlapse.)(13)

Similarly, then, with the truth teller, (ç¿). We cannot guarantee control

of the desirable primeness feature of disjunction if we want disjunc-

tion to have additional, natural properties.
Supposing that primeness fails does not mean that the truth

conditions for <Vo go completely haywire. Nothing has been said to

deny that the truth of disjuncts is stfficient for the truth of a

disjunction. As to necessífy here, we can usefully invoke the idea of
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the local consistency and completeness of a theory. Let L be a

language, and Th a theory in that language. Then Th is locally

coisistent (complete) relative to a sublanguage L' of L iff the

restriction of Th to L' is consistent (complete). It follows from the

previously cited fact (that consistency and completeness implies

prir"ners), that local consistency and completeness implies local

prir"n.rr. Normal, Well-behaved situations witl be consistent and

complete, we can suppose. Hence, a locally well-behaved theory of

the world will be one in which disjunction is locally entirely classical'

It follows that we may be confident that it is only when things get

strange that the truth conditions for .,Vo behave unexpectedly' One

mighi, in addition, have a theory about just when strangeness like

inconsistency, incompleteness and non-primeness can occur (say, in

logico-mathematical contexts, though we do not wish to commit

ourselves to such a restrictive view)'

8. In sum, the truth teller paradox is interesting in its own right' In

addition, at least some solutions raise intriguing possibilities'
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FOOTNOTES

(t) We let ocro be an abbreviation for the sentence (a), not its name' Quasi quotes will

be used as name forming functors'
(r) On (A & B)+4, see Storrs McCnlu oConnexive Implicationo , Journal of Sym'

bolic Logic,3l (1966), 415-433. On A--+ (AVB) and transitivity see v/illiam P¡nnv

nEin Axiomsystem für eine neue Art von tmplikation (Analysische Implikation)"'

Ergebnísse eines mathetnatischen Kolloqttiums, 4 (1933)' 5-6. On transitivity see Peter

CelCt{ Logic Mafters, Blackwell, 1972, Chs. 4,7. On modus ponens' see Errol Mnnrl¡t

and Robert K. Meyen, s for syllogisnr, forthcoming; or Robert K' Meyer, Richard

Routley and J. Michael Dunn, *Cuny's Paradox>, Analysìs,39 (1979)' 124'8'

(3) See Saul KRrpre,, oOutline of a Theory of Tri.rth", Journal of Philosophy,12

(r975),690-716.' 
1r¡ See e.g. Susan HnAcK, Philosophy of Logic, Cambridge U'P', 1978' 145 ff'

(s) See Graham Pntgs.r, oThe Logic of Paradox" . The Journal of Philosophical

Logic,43, (1978).

(?) pnr¡sr, ibid; or Nicholas Rescher and Robert Brandom, The Logic of lnconsís-

lency, Blackwell, 1980-
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(7) See e.g. George BOot-os and Richard JEpFRey, Computability and Logic,

Cambridge LJ.P.,1974, Ch. 16, 188-9.

(8) See Pn¡esr, iåid,
(e) For example, by giving up contraction (A + (A + B)) -+ (A + B), or modus

ponens in the form ((A * B) & A) --+ B. See MeYEn, Rouruev and DuNw, íåid.

(to) D¿ Interpretatione, Ch. 9. Formally it might be handled by supervaluation

techniques. See e.g. B¡s C. vnN FRlnssEw nPresupposition, Implication and Self-Re-

ferenceo, Journal of Philosophy, 65 (1968), 136-52- '

(rt) For example, Alan Ross A¡¡oensòN and Nuel BELNAp, Entailment, h'inceton,

1975, 176-7 .

(12) See Pnlesr, iáid,
(Ú) See PRtesr, il¡id.
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Model Structures ond Set Algebros

for Sug¡horo Motrices

CHRIS MORTENSEN

i Iniroduction Since the work of Lemmon on módat algebras [.2], [3]' it

has been known that there is a close relationship between relational mode!
,'i-tùctures, set algebras, and matrices. The type of result which Lemmon estab'

Iirlr.d *r, to show how to construct a modal set algebra given a modal model

structure, or a model structure given an algebra, in such a way that validity

Tn the. algebra coincides with validity in the model structu¡e.

ihe extension of Lemmon's type of result to various cases of relevant

-algebras and relevant model strnctures associated with relevant logics has b'een

!i'ioi.a by Brady i' t6l, by Routley a.d Meyer in [5] a^d [6], and bv the

älrihor in i+] r"á tol. The purpose_of this paper is to report results connecting

rnodet stntctures and set aþebras for the Surgihara matrices, and in particular

tbr two i¡finite Sugihara matrices, both of which are characteristic for the

, important logic RM. The Sugiharâ matrices, or chains, and the logic RM are

ihv.stigat.d i' Anderson ancl Belnap's Ill. To date, no semantics for RM has

.been given which uses only a si¡gle relational model structure' This paper

provides such a semantics. Earlier results, for example irr [6], of such theorems

ðonnecting particular rálatio¡al model struct-urqs and.particular set algebras

,f,âu" Cern-exclusively for fi¡ite cases of such algebras. The present restilt is new

"|n 
that it is the first such example of an infinite algebra aud model structttre.

.2:.. Stryihara maffices, algebras, dnd model structures Let I be the set of
;'integãrc 1...,-2,-1,0, l;2,.. .1, and let f+ = /U [+o,-c'rl' The ordering

K, ãn f*, calied tlte extensional.ordering, is defi¡ìed to be the natural ordering

;þn / togethelwith the proviso that for x eI,':¿¿ <x (+c,r. The intensional
'brdering,(¡, or f* is defined by x 1¡ y ifeither lxl Ç lyl (where l-c^rl = +c¡)

,brx= :y 
""å 

x (, 0. Letsfl =lxtx e/& lxl 1, n t ll, and letsn =s9- l0l. The
i$ugthara m(ttrices are.qurinturples (Ð,v,-,4,,1) where: (a) > is /+, /+-[0]' /'
lj tOl, sfl, or snl(b) xv y= max [x,yl relative to (r; (c) -x = the numerical

Received May 2, J,980: revised lv[arch 30, ]981
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.negative of x, and -0=0; (d) x-+y is defined by: if x4"! then x-+y=
-i,y, otherwise x+!=-(xv-y)i and (e) t (the set of designated ele-

ments) = [x: -l (, xl. If z = sfl or sr, we desc¡ibe the matrix as a finite or

finite normal Sugihara matrix respectively, and denote it by ,Sf or,Sr. If > =fl
'or I- [0], we call the matrix the inÍinite or infinite norntal Sugihara matrix

respectiveiy, and denote it by,S0 or S. If ) = I+ or I* - l0l, we call itthe com'

plete infinite or contplete infinite normal Sugihara matrix respectively, and '

denote it by S$ or Sr.
lVe now define our language L to consist of a denumerable number of

proposition letters, closed in the usual way under V, -, and +. Capital letters

irorn tt,. front of the alphabet ftrnctiôn as metalinguistic variables. A & B,

A @ B, and A O B ateabbreviations of -(-,4 v -B), -A +8, and -(A + -B),
respeciively. A function V,. L->Ð is an ,Sf vøhtation (or ,Sr, So, S, S1,,, E'
valuation, depending on choice of Ð) iff tr/satisfiesV(A vB) = V(A)v V(B)'

V(-A) = -V(A), and V(A - B) = V(A)+ I¡(.8). (Note that the left hand side

connective in these equations is the propositional operator.'The right hand

side cbnnective is the algebraic operator.) A formula/ is Sflvalid (or'S,,, etc',

valid) (written, as usual þ.a, etc.) iff for all S! valuations (or,Sn, etc., valua-

tions) V, V(A) e .t.
lei ¡<o = [T,T*,at,al .. .l and let Kfl = lT,T*,a1,a!, . . ., ah-¡øfr-11' Then

a pair (K, R ), where-K-= ko 1ot K$ for some n) is the Sugíhara model structute
(or a finite Sugihara model structnre), de¡oted-by { {ot [Ð, iff: (a) th_e ele-

inents of K are distinct, and * is a function *: Ko+ K0 satisfyinS4** = ¿ for all

ae Ko; (b) R is a ternary relation on Ko; and (c) if we let ' " <
a.ï <T* <T <ai<. . .1a¡-t<. . .

,åtirfi., (Yabc e Ko)(Rabc ifl(ld) (a4d ánd b (d* andd (c) or (¿ ( l and

¿ {.1 ot(o < T andå =<c) or(a ( b = c) or(b = c (ø*). To obtain thertorntal

and i¡n¡te normal Sugihara model structures, ,S and [¡, set T=T* in,So and

üfl råspectively. A function I: LxKo + ll,0l is an intet'pretlt-!_o:.:" .1.S,usi-
ñar" model structure (K,R) iff -I satisfies: (a) I(-A,a) = | iff I(A,a*) * l;
(b) I(Av B,a\ = l iff either I(A,a) = .1 or I(B,a) = 1; (c) I(A+ B,a) = 1 i¡¡'

iúA.j (not ait of Rabc and I(A,b) = I and f(8, c) * 1); a¡rd (d) if ø ( b and
,i(,e,-o) = I then I(A,b) = l. A formula A is valícl on S0 (or f,f, S, [,') iff for all

interpretationi .I on [o (ot ü$, etc.), I(A',7¡ = 1.'lî 
<K,.R) is a Sueiharã model strhcture, we define theassociated Sugihara

(set) algebra to be the quintuple (u,V,-,â,D) where: (a) uc P(K) (the

power set of K) is such that if aex e u and ¿(b then b ex:' (b) v is set

iheoretic nnion; (c) ¿ e -x iff a* 4 x; (d) a e x+ ! iff (vDc) (not all oî Rabc

andDe x and cëy);and (e)xeD iff Tex. For(K,R)='So,'S9, [,'S', wecall

tlre associated algåbia t]ne Stryihatp algebra,linite Sugihara algebra, norntal and

linite norhnl Sugihara algebras, respectively, and denote them by {o,€9, !, and

{i,, respectively. A function ût: L+ [o (ot_$9' 1tc'¡ iscalled anassignment oî

íó,.t.., iff òØvB) = a'Ø)v ø(b), Ø?A)= -Ø(A) a¡d Ø(A*B)=
äfn - ûr(B).A fonnula A ts So-valid or Ql valid, etc.) iff for all assignmerrts

At.ott[o (etc'), AtU) e D-

3 Results The main result reported in this note is that validity in a Sugi'

hara model structt¡re, in its associated set algebra, and in an appropriately
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oof of these facts is quite long, and is \

steps are sketched. We begin by noting
nection between the.model structures
ore-or-less immediate consequence of

ih" g"n"r^l connection between model structures and set algebras established

þy Routley and MeYer in [5]. Thus:

Tlreorem I çA rlf Eo,for 
X =,S0,,Sf,,S, or,sn.

, We proceed to connect the set algebras with the matrices. We note an

important preliminary fact: that the set algebras in question will all be cotn-

.Blet" ", lattices, . sinåe arbitrary set theoreiic unions and intersections exist'

å.it ttr. infinite and infinite normal Sugihara matrices originally investigated

,in ttl are not Complete ãs lattices, since they lack.maximal a¡d minimal

,ülements. Naturally, all the finite.matrices will be complete. Since we propose
',tô establish isomorphism between the set algebras and suitable matrices, we

ineed to complete the Sugihara matrices, hence the complete Sugihara matrices

rdefined above. It is not difficult to sliow that validity in the complete matrices
.'ðöinci¿es with.validity in their incomplete çounterparts. Hence we have

$heorem 2 çA iff Ç;-A,for X =.So' 'S'

we now link the complete matrices with the set algebras, Let (E, v,-,
,*,,t) be a complete (finite or infinite) Sugihara matrix.and ((J, v',-,+,D) î
rSúgihara algebra arising from a model strt¡cture (K,R)' K is either lT,T*,ar,

,'dt,...1 or [7, T*,dt,a|-,..,,dn-t¡af-J. T and l* mayormaynotbedistinct,
t K+ be the set of unstarred elements

espondence /between E and Uis
fying: (a) if 0 e E then .f(0) = K*;

iÌ (wlrere ao= T)i and (c) îor n 10,
,,iØ) = K+ - lao,d 1, . . ., d¡1-11.

Theorem 3 f ßa 1-1 cqrrespondence,andxe tiff f@)eD'
'i'heorern 4 f?Ð= -f(A),f(Av B)=f(A)v Í(B).

The prools of these two theorems are straightfòrward adaptations of the

'_general results of Routley and Meyer [5].

Theorem 5 lØ -+ B) = f(A) + f(B).

':In order to establish Theórem 5, we need some lemmas.

Iærnnra I If(K, R) is a Sugihara model structl¿re, Rabc iÍf Rac*b*.

'þnrma 2 Inayl Sugiharaalgebra,x+ ! =ny'+ -x,and x 8L y = x (\ l'
: þ-rnma 3 In a'ny Sugihara model structttre, Raa*a.

þmma 4 In any Sugihara model structLre, Rabc entaits (¿ ( c or b 4 c)

'!nd(ø4cora(b*).
,Lemma 5 In any Sugihara algebra ((J, v,-,-+,D) if b ê x e U. and a 4b
.I:þen a ( x.
þ.*n 6 If Í: Ð - U is the natùral correspondence between a Sugihara

.matr¿x and algebra, then x ( y (nunterically) ¡ff l@) c f(y)'
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In view of Lemmas 2 and 6 and the definition of v a¡rd -+ in Sugihara

matrices, viz.,if x<y then x+y=-xvy and otherwise x+!=nx&y,it
suffices to prove Theorem 5 if we can prove the following for any Sugihara

algebra: if xCy then x+!=-xl)y, and if y Cx then x+! =-x ñ.y.We,
split the proof into two parts and, in turn, divide each of these in two.

I' Ifx CY then x+!= -x UJ'.

1,1 If x C y andal x+y then a d -x Uy. Assume the antecetlent. Now
a d -xu y iff a I -x and a dy. So we need to prove thata ( -x anda 4 y.We
prove first thata d/. Since a(x+y, (fb,c) (Rabc&b ex&c Cy). By Lem-

ma 3, Rabc ìmplies ø( c or b (c. If ¿(c and c ly then byLemma 5,aëy.
Now cëy, so by Lemma 5 bëy. ButxÇ../, to bdx, contradictingbex'
Hence not å ( c,so a( c, so a I y asrequired.

We note now that x C y implies -! C -x. Also by Lemlrra 2, x -> y -
-! + -x. Thus from the assumption of the antecedent we have -y C -x and

a i -y -+ -x. So by a similar argument to the one just given, a ë -x.
1.2 If xC/ and aë-xUy then alx'+y. Supposetheantecedent.

As in 1.1, we need to prove that af -x and ai,y implies a(¡+y. Now
a ë -x implies a* e x. By Lemma 3, Raa*a. So Raa*a 

'and a* e x and.a I y.

Henceaêx-y.

2. If Y Cx the¡r x+!=-x(\!.
2.1 lf ycx and alx+y then ¿ ë-xf¡y. Suppose the alrtecedent.

We need to prove aë-x fìy, i.e., aë-x or aly. Since a(x+y, forsome
b, c wehaveRabc andb e x and ¿ dy. Now by Lemma 4,Rabc inrplies¿ (c or
¿(b*. lf ¿(c then, since c ëy,by Lem¡na 5 aë-y; so that aë-xoraly.
Hence, suppose instead ¿ ('ä*. Now b € x, so b* i -x. So by Lemma .5, a | -x;
sothatai-xoraÉy.

2.2 lf yCx and ad-x ñy then af x-+y. Now aé'-xf\yiff al-xor
ady. So we need to prove both¿d-x impliesalx+! and a dy implies
a ( x -+ y. Suppose first ¿ d y. Now ! C x, so not every world is in y. Select the
largest world relative to ( not iny, Denote it by b;i.e., b dy. Now a ë y andb
is thè largest world not in y, so a ( b. By the thi¡d disjunct of the dèfi¡rition of
R, viz,, a 4 b = c, we can thus have Rabb. But we must also have å e x, because

whe¡r we construct membe¡s of .the set algebra we make such sets of worlds
progressively larger by adding the largest of the remaining nonmembers. If
we add any smaller member than the largest nonmember of y to y ¿¡tn 6,
Lem¡na 5 we must also add the largest: members of the algebra a¡e closed

upwards under (. So since å is the.largest nonmember of y, b is irr every

proper superset of y. But yCx, so b ex. Thus Rabb and b ex and b iy'
So¿dx+!.

Now let a t -x. Since y C x, -x C -y, Hence, by an identical algument

to tlre one justgiven, ad -y -+ -x. But -y + -.x =x +y. Thus, a I x+ y.
Fro¡n the preceding theorems it follows that the natural correspond ence f

is a¡r isonrorphisrn which also preserves designated elements. Hence validity
in the various Sugihara nratrices coincides with validity in the various complete
Sugilrara set algebras. Combining this with Theorems I and 2, we have:
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Theorern 6 The foilowing statements are equivalent:

0 fie. Q) ãA. (3) 
frA

The following are equivalënt:

,,('4) ÇA. (s) llro. (6) FA
"ihe foltowing are equivølent:

q ÈroA. (8) ts/. (e)

The lollotving are equivalent:

(r r) ll t. (r2) F A ( l3) F /. (r4) F /.
4 Concludíng remarks We conclude with some óbservations on the con-

nection between model structures and matrices. The connection between

Syntax and semantics for a logic is in a sense prima facie mysterious. Some

of the mystery. can be removed by showing that syntax and semantics are

different sides of the same coin. Several ways of doing this are cuireñt in the

.literature. The Lindenbaum algebra, a linguistic construction, links algebraic

semantics with syntax. Similarly, the canonical model links worlds semantics

with syntax; and tableau constructions can be semantically or alternatively
.proof theoretically oriented, the difference in some cases'being difficult
to discern. In addition to the syntax-semantics link, connections between
'different semantics for the one logic are worth making, else we might wonder
why different kinds of semantics characterise the one logic. Theoretically this

inieht be done via th'e syntax, but it is always worth making the connection
directly, esppcially if we wish to remain open on the doctrine that semantics

'can be genuinely explanatory rather than covert syntax. A matrix is a pttzzle:

how does it arise to characterise a logic? One important aspect of Lemmon's
.work, developing as it did from Stone's representation theorem for Boolean

,.Algebras was to show that matrices characterising modal logics are'algebras and

ban be viewed as deriving from model structures. [f we regard, as many have,

.the worlds semantics as explanatory of modal logics, Lemmon's results thus

'provide an explanation of algebraic semantics and matrices of those'logics.
The present results can be viewed along these lines. The connection

bêtween the worlds semantics and the complete Surgihara matrices via the
Sugihara set algebras 'explains' the matrices, by allowing thdm to be seen as
'transformations of worlds structures. This raises several questions, however.
,One is, from whence the incomplete Sugihara matrices,so ancl ,S, which are not -

isomorphic with any of the set algebras? The answer is that RIvf has a certain
compactness feature, in that for purposes of validity of a particular formula
we only need consider a finite Sugihara algebra, and the ttnion of all sttch is
incomplete as a lattice. It follows that the hôpe of showing all matrices to be

-explicabte in the direct way indicated above is unwarranted. Nevertheless,
largb classes of matrices have proved themselves-to be amenable to this treat-

nent. tf we adopt this view of 'explanation', we can conclude that there is a-
sense in which the 'real' Sugihara matrices are those explained directly in

F/. ( l0) 6A
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terms of worlds structures, namely those with maximal and minfunal elements

[+a¡, -<¡1. We can also conclude that, in looking for explanations of matrices,

none of those which lack maximal and mi¡rima[ elements, indeed which are

incornplete asJattices, are directly so explicable.

Another question is how we manage to deal with algebraic structures such

as chains, usilrg as we do an essentially Boolean power-set construction on the

set of worlds. The answer is that the so-called Hereditary Condition in the

Routley-Meyer worlds ser¡antics for relevant logics forces a collapse of certain

elemenìs ilr the power set algebra on the set of worlds, ancl thus generates

no¡r-Boolean set algebras. On tþese matters seeMortensen [4] and Routley arrd

Meyer [5].
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RELEVANCE AND VERISIMILITUDE

1. l¡¡TnODUCT¡ON: vERISIM¡LITUDE AND CHOICE OF LOGIC

As many authors from Poppèr onwards have noted, it would be highly

desirablâ to have a theory of nearness to the truth. Therefore, the results

of Miller and'Tichy ([6], [11]), apparently demonstrating the unsatis-

factoriness of Popperls qualitative theory of' verisimilitude, led' to
considerable reseaich attempting to find a better account of nearness to

the truth. Almost without exception, this 'research côncentrated on

modifying the.definition of verisimilitude with an eye to escap.ing

Milter-Tichy-style limitative results, while retaining the base of classical

logic on which the results also depend. In Mortensen [7], however, it was

shãwn that the Miller-Tichy resuit could be escaped while retaining

Popper's original theory, by. modifying the logical base on which

Sc¡Lnt¡ñc theories are constructed. Needless to say' the interest of such a

result varies with the plausibility of the logical base.t It is therefore
gratifying that the new logical base could be any one of the usual relevant

õt r"tóu.-nce logics develóped originally by Anderson and Belnap,2 since

it is independently arguable that these logics represent an improvement
over claisical logic'as candidates for the logic of ordihary inferential
situations, and especially those of science. It should also be emphasised

that while in [?] it was shown that the letter of. the Miller-Tichy theorem
could be escaped in relevant logic, ii was pointed out there that it was still
an open question whether some analogue of the theorem which did not

rely on classical assumptions was provable. As we see later, this turns out
to be the case.
' Arguably, choice of logic is governed partly by pragmatic con-

siderationi.3 Hence the'relevance program' is devoted to investigating
what kinds of changes the move to a relevant logical base might make to.

mathematics and science, especially their foundations.In this connection
it is worth mentioning Meyer's result that Peano arithmetic on a rele-
vant logic base can escape at least some versions of Gödel's Second

lncompleteness Theorem.a Accordingly, if the relevant logics have the

pragmatic advantage ov.er classical logic - that the mathematics and

Synthese5s (1983) 353-364. OO3g-7857 t83/0553:0353 $01.20
Copyríg,ht@1983 äyD. R¿idelPublishingCo.,Dordrecht,Holland,andBostòn,U.S.A.
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science èiected on their base have nicer or more useful properties - they

are to that extent more desirable. If a theory of verisimilitude is available

tö relevant logic and not to classical logic, that is some'argument for

relevant logic. Or if the theory of verisimilitude is simpler or more

intuitive in tne one than in the other, the same point holds.

This is not to detract from the research which has gone on within the

classical program. If a classical verisimilitude can be found with

appealing prõperties, all.to the good. It wab presumably for a 
l9.aso-n'

thåugh, în.t topper hit on his qualitative definition of verisimilitude.

tnspJcíion of thåt definition suggests that if provides at least a desirable

süfficienf condition for one theory's being neater to the truth lhan

anäther. The Miller-Tichy theorem did nothing to threaten that in-

tuition. It showed that'toô few .pairs of theories were related by the

verisimilitude relation.
Specificall], on the definition, one theory A could be closer.to the truth

than anothei B only if A containeci no false sentences. Furthermore, in

such a case B *ouid contain no more true sentences than A, and if B
cántained exactly as many false sentences (viz. none), then B would

contain, strictly, i"*"t true sentences. It is not unreasonable to say that

such pairs of túeories ar¿ related in such a way that the former is ry3t"t
the truth than the latter. The problem is that, following the Miller-Tichy
theorem, thêse are the only pairs of theories so related. That was the

difficulty for the Popperian-pôsition, because for science to have-Tu.dt

progr.r, by iricreaiing the verisimilitude of theories, pairs of false

inrõti"r wiil need to have been so related. Consequently, we sho-uld no.t

conclude that Popper's original definition has notþing to do with

verisimilitude. Raiher; the best we can conclude is ihat Popperls

definition plus classical logic do not give a necessary condition for.one

theory's Uåing closer to the truth thán another. But then, the intuition

that Éopper's-theory has enough to do with verisìmilitude to provide a

sufficieni condition ihould lead us to take seriously the question whether

it is the classical logic constraint which shoUld go in the quest for jointly

necessary and sufficient conditions.
These, then, are several reasons for examining Popper's definition

against a background of nonclassi :al logic.5 The gu-rpose of this paper is

to shorv that the prospects for u ring Popper's deñnition and relevant

logics in harness are considerably dimmer than they loo-ked to be from

thã standpoint of the earlier paper' t7l. A limitative result, somewhat

resembling the Miller-Tichy theorem, is provable for the verisimilitude
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ordering in even very weak logics. By itself , that would not mean that the

prospects are altogether extinguished. As we will see belorv, there are
' available trvo intensional versions of Popper's definition which preserve

most of the intuitions suþporting the original. The simpler, more natural
of these is, however, subject to the same limitative results. The less

simple definition is apparently not, but it has a serious defect of its own.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In section 2 the Miller-Tichy

theorem is reviewed, preðise logicalconditions are placed on its range of
application, and some consequences are discussed. In section 3, the

côuntertheorem of [7] is discussed. In section 4, the main result of this
paper will be proved, namely that undesirably few pairs o[ theories of
relevant logics are related by the relation has greater uerísimilitude than.
In section 5, ¡t will be shown thât two classically equivalent versions of
the verisimilitude ordering are not equivalent relevantly (or even

modally), and. that only one of these is subject to the aforementioned
limitative theorems. The other is shown to have a serious defect of its
own, however.

2. rue MTLLER-TIcHy THEoRE,M REvIEwED

We begin with a formal language L, which is a set of sentences closed

under conjunctions'&', disjunctions' v', negations' -', and implications
'+'. A logic L is a subset of I closed under the rille of uniform
substitution: If L is a logic and a e L, we write F¡-ø. An implication logic is
a logic with the property that if .l-sa and l¿o-> b then l-¡-b.

DEFINITION 1. A subset' A ol L, AÇ L, is an L-theory (relative to
logicL) itr (1) iî. a eA and l¿a+b then b e A,and(2) if. a eA and b e A
then a & b e A. Íî. L: classical logic, A is said to be a classical theory.

DEFINITION 2. Let A be an L-theory. Ais inconsistent ift for some a,

both ø e A and -a e A. Ais incomplete ifr. for some a, both a É. A and

-aÉ,A. Ais triuial ift A: L. TheruleTholds for A ifr it aeA and

-a v b e Athen b e A. Ais prime.ift whenever a v b e A,at leastone of
a,beAalso.

Vy'e remark that 7 holds for every classical theory, but that it does not
hold tor every L-theory if, say, L is some relevant logic. In particular,
because it is not à theorem of any relevant logic that (a& - a) - b, there
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are inconsistent relevant theories which àre not trivial. This is one of the
reasons why relevant logics have been thought to be preferable to
classical logic; namely, that since inconsistent nontrivial scientific
theories Seem to occur,6 some relevant logic is a better model of scientific
reasoning than classical logic. Provided that the logic L has very weak
proþerties, then for àny such inconsistent but nontrivial L-theory, the
rule 7 must fail for it, since it is immediate that if A is inconsistent and 7
holds for A, then A is trivial.

We are now in a position to consider Popper's definition of verisimili-
tude, Let A and B be L-theories (for Popper, L = classical logic), and let
T be the set of true sentences of the language L and F the set of
falsehoods. Then A has greater verisimilitude than B just in case (l)
A1TSBn r Q) AnFSBfìF, and (3) BnT cAn T and Bf^ì
F C, A ñ F, or A n .T c. B î T and A n F c B n F. As noted by several
authors, this is equivalent to Definition 4 below, and it is that definition
which we will work with for the time being. Before coming to it, however,
it will be convenient to build it up from two other definitions.

DEFINITION 3. A)tB ift BnTc.AnT and AnFEBnF.
AlzB ift Bn,TE AîT and Al-ìFcBnF.

DEFINITION 4. (Popper) A> B(A has more verisimilitude than B) itr
AltB or AlzB.

Now we can proceed to review Miller and Tichy's result. It will also be

convenient to break it up into two parts, corresponding to the two parts

of Definition 3. We state the results more generally than Miller or Tichy
did, since we consider arbitrary L-theories (and so detail the precise
logical properties of L required), whereas Miller and Tichy assÚme that L
is classical.

THEOREM 1. Let A, B be L-theories, and suppose that (1) ly(a &-

b)- a(2)iÎ ae Fthen a &.b e F, for arbitrary a,b,and (3) TU F: L'

Then if A >r B, then AçT.
Proof.If, A>¡ B, then B nTc A n T and An Fg B n F..Suppose,

forcontradiction, AgT.Letf eAand f ÉT,sothat f eF,by(3)above.
Also, let aeAnT -Bn T, so that a eA, a e l and aÉ,8. First, we

show that a&ÍeAñF. (Reason: aeA and,feA, so a&.f eA,
because A is an L-theory. AIso, f eF, so a& f eF, by (2) above.
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Hence a&f e Af-ìF.) Second, we show that a ef é Bfì F, contradic-
ting AnFCBnF. (Reason; aé.8, so a&f É.8, by (1); so a&.

fÉBnF.)

THEOREM 2. Let A, B be L-theories, and suppose that (4) Fua?
(b v a),(5) it a e Tthen a v b eT, forarbitrary a, b,(6) T U F : L,(7) F
is consistent, (8) 7 holds for A. Then if. A>28, then AçT.

Proof.If. A>zB, then Bn TE An T and A n .FC B n F. Suppose,
for contradiction, AgT. As before, let /eA and f eF. Also let
b e Bn F- An F,so that b e B, b e F and bÉ.4. First, we show that

-f u beBO T. (Reasonz be B, so -f v beB,by (4). Also, /eF, so

-f eT, by (7); so -/v beT, by (5).Hence -f v b e Bl-ì'7.) Second,
we show that-f v bC Afì T, contradicting BnT EAn T. (Reason:
b e A, but /e A, so -f u b ê, A,by (8). Hence -f , b é Aî T.)

We will make two related observations. First, the condition (7) above,
that the set of falsehoods F be consistent, is not the supposition that
propositions of the form a &. -a do not belong to F, but the supposition
that for no 4 are both a, ..a in F. (That is not necessarily something
which would be cogenial to an intuitionist.) Second , il A is a classical
theory, then y holds for A. For suppose that d, -a v b, are both in A.
Then,so is a & (-av ä). Butl-pr(a &(-a v b))-+b: Hence be A.We
can now combine Theorems 1 and 2 to give the tollowing:

THEOREM 3. (Miller-Tichy).I-et A, B be classical theories (forwhich
all the above properties hold), and let T, F be as above. Then if A > B
then AÇT. 

.?

In passing, an interesting consequence can be.drawn from Theorem 3
which does not seem to have been widely noticed. .A,s noted by'Hilpinen
[12] and Niiniluoto [13], there.is a close conneçtion between the theory
of verisimilitude and David Lewis's theory of coúnterfactuals. The latter
depends for its intelligibility on an overall measure of relative similarity
(or nearness) of worlds to a given world. Lewis intuits that there must be
such a measure. But if worlds are describable by sets of propositions, then
evidently by Theorem .3 Popper's definition is not available for such a

measure. We can also deduce (see Miller [6] that selecting some
distinguished set.of .propositions and measuring'similarity of worlds
relative to these has the consequence that relative similarity is not
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invariant with respect to logically equivalent sets of propositions chosen

to would-have to say thai logically equiualent.

fe determine the samó-simìlarity relations. Lewis'

T ept this conclusion holding that similarity is a

m nierest, though this move is presumably un-

acceptable to anyone who holds that the truth of cou-nterfactuals is not

,o f.,ilf,l' prrg.áii. a mauer. Of course it is open jo L9{s to reject the

Popp-eri-an -ã.rur" of similarity, but then he needs to ôffer another' In

p;ii*f rt, the theo-ries pl verisimilitude of Niiniluoto [13] and Tichy (see

e.g. Í11]), would aPPear not to be

tréat verisimilitude as sentential rat
thg case here, it does seem wort
theory of verisimilitude throw inlo
factuals.

3. e coUNTERTHEoREM

s the extent to which Theorem 3 is

r A; that is, the assumPtion of those

ries, such as classical logic, modal
¡e noted that an intuitionist might
suggestive answer was given in [7]:

THEOREM 4. There exist RM3-theories A, B such that A ) B and

AgT.

Several observations need to be made about that result. The logic RM3 is

a three-valued logic discussed by. Anderson and Belnap.s RM3 is of

interest because it is weaker than cl

RM3-theories, and because it is stro

B, T, E, EM, R, RM, etc. Since it is
and L is stronger than L'then A is a

4 that.the Miier-Tichy theorem breaks down tor all the usual relevant

logics. Furthermore, Theorem 4 was prove¿ þl ionstructil-g iyo
RÑt¡-ttreorieS which \r,ere inconsistent but nontrivial, so that 7 failed for

them, while A)zB was made'to hold. That is strong evidence that

Theoiem 3 depenãs heavily on the assumption of 7 for-all'theories' It also

rugg"t,t ttrat ä viable theóry of verisimititu¿" is available to the usual

reËiant logics. It must be noted, though, that one:half of the Miller-
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Tichy result, namely Theorem 1, continues to hold given the 9th9r
assumptions of the theorem, since it is a theorem of all these logics that (a

& b\+ a.
But whileTheorem 3 breaks down tor relevant logics, that is consistent

with there being other proofs around of analogous results [or those logics

too (perhaps weaker results which are nonetheless strong enough to be

damàgirrg to the verisimilitude program), as ñoted in [7]. That proves to

be the case, and it is what we will see in the next section.

4. t-ttutrerlvE THEoREMS FoR R.ELEvANT LoGIcs

As a way in, let us observe that it is easy to show that if an L-theory (for
any L) ii consistent and prime (see Definition 2), then 7 holds for it. (For

ruiporr ae Aand -av be A. Since A is consistent, -aÉ..-4; but A is

prim., so at least one of -a, b e A. So b e A.) Also, as we noted beforè,

ih"ot"rnr like ø &. b+ a and a+(b v a) hold for all the usual relevant
logics. In what follows, we will (unless we give warning) assume that the

L-theories we talk about have L : any one of the usual relevant logics, or

classiCal logic. So, on the assÛmption (which,we will henceforth make)

that T and F behave themselves, as in Theorems 1-3, we can deduce

from Theorem2:

THEOREM 5. Let A, B be L-theories and let A be consistent and

prime. Then if. A>28 then AçT. Hence if A> B then AçT.

Thus the Miller-Tichy result holds for all consistent prime theories.

This means that at bes.t Popper's verisimilitude.ordering is only useful as

an ordering on theories which a¡e either inconsistent or non-prime. That
is perhaps a tolerable state of aftairs it one is really wedded to ')'' as one's

thèory of verisimilitude, though evidently it would be nice to have a

verisimilitude ordering on pairs of false consistent prime theories as well.

H.owever, worse is to come

THEOREM 6. Let A, B be L-theories, and let A be prime. Then if
AlzB then Tç4.

Proof .If. A>2^B, then BllT çAnT and A ñ Fc B n F. Suppose,

for contradiction, that TEA, Let teT and té'A. Also, let be
BnF-AnF, so that b eB, beF and bÉA. First, we show that

tv beBÃT. (Reason: be B, so tv be B by (4) of Theorem 2. Also,

359
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teT, so rv beT, by (5). Hence tv beBn T') Second, we show

that ív bÉAO T, coítradicting B^T EAnT. (Reasonz tÉ'Aand
b É A;but A is prime, so rv b É A.Hence tv'b É'An T')

Combining Theorems 1 and 6, we can deduce'

THEOREM 7. Let A, B be L-theories and A be prime. Then'if
A>BthenAÇTorTçA.

Various changes can be rung on the previous theorems, though they are

less important for our PurPoses.

THEOREM 8. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, if A>'t B artd A is

complete,thenA-f,
pioof. Theorem l establishês that AçT. To.show that TCA,

,upporLnot and let ie T and tdA. Also, let ae AîT -Bn T' We

sto* thar 4& uteAIìF and ê.Bl|F, contradicting AnFÇBlF,
First, a e A;and, since A is complete, -f e A' Hence a&-t e 4'AtÎ'
tri; so -teF, so a&-réf. Hence a&-teAOF' Second'

aÉBîT but oeT, so aÉ'8. Hence a&'-tÉ'B; hence a&'

-tÉBnF.
THEOREM 9. Under the conditions of Theorems 5 and 6, if. Alz B
and A is consistent and prime, then A = T.

Proof .Immediate from Theorems 5 and 6'

THEOREM 10. Under the conditions of Theorem 3,if A, B areclassical

theories and A is consistent and complete, then if A> B. then A = T'
Proof .We show that A has to be prime. Le¡ av.b e A and suppose for

contraåiction that a É. A, b É A. of A, -a e A and

-b e A.Heñce - a &' -'b e A, h law -(a v.b) e A'
contradicting the consistency of ime' The theorem

now follows immediately from Theorems 8 and 9;

These resúlts, particulai.ly Theorems 5-7, are unfortunate for the theory

of relevant Popperian u"iiri.ilitude. It is hardly desirable that the only

way for A to bäcloser to the truth than B other than A's containing-no

falíehoods, is that it contaih.all truths; but that is what is forced on us if A
'is prime.

Adritt"¿ly, it is still open to use AlzB as a verisimilitude ordering on
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the class of non-prime theories; and that is not totally restrictive. Many

interesting theories are non-Prime: it only needs the theory to commit

itself to a v b without committing itself to 4 or to b. An L-theory is said to

be L-regular itr it cbntains every theorem of L, (relative to the language

L). But il.V"o y - a,then every regular incomplete L.theory is non-prime
(since it the theory is incomplete, then for some ø, neither 4 nor - a is the

theory; but, being regular, av -a is in the theory). Thus Pea.no

arithmetic formulated on a base of classical logic is both incomplete (by

Gödel's Incompleteness Theorem), and regular (since, classically, âoY

sentence implies every theoiem). This theory is therefore non-prime, but

it is hardly uninteresting.'Of. course, since it is a classical theory, 7 holds

for it, so Th.ot"m 5 does also, as does the original Miller-TichyTheorem
3.. (Non-primeness does not. imply the failure of 7.)'Nevertheless,
primeness is not an inescapable desideratum for scientific theories.

To sum .up these results, Popper's definition gives an acceptable

ordering of Verisimilitude [or pairs of theories A, B,for which the theory

o[ greaier verisimilitude, A, satisfies one or more of the following
.onãítionr: (1) A çT,(2) T Ç A,(3) A is non-prime and y fails for A. So

the definition is not entirely useless. But it is restrictive enough. It would

be desirable if the restrictions could be escaped and a verisimilitude
ordering defined on false, prime or 7-satisfying theories.

5. INrB,N¡sIoNALISING THE METALANcUAcE, AND Two
VERSIONS OF POPPER'S DEFINITION

In this section, we will consider briefly the prospects for taking advantage

of intensional logic by intensionalising the metalanguage' in which

Popper's definition is given. We witl see that, while definitions which
r.rãin close to the spirit of Popper's are available, all of them have

serious defects.
Given that we have available an intensional implicatio¡ operator' -+

(which nèed not be'a relevant implication; the modal -e is a candidate),
we can c.onsider the development o[ an inte.nsional set theory which uses

intensional operations and relations on sets as well as extensional ones.

Letusdefine AQB tomean(xXx ê,A+xeB),AH B tomean AÉB
and B(.4, and AçB to mean AeB and (fx)(xeB &. xdA).
intensional set theory, particularly relevant set theory, has been studied,

especially by Brady and by Routley, though the study is still in an early

361
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stage.e Now let us see what happens when we substitute these intensional

relations for the extensional relations in Popper's definition
First, consider the intensional analogue of A > B (suggested by

Richard Routley): either BîT CAn T and AnF gBnF, or Bfì
f gAf-ì T and AnFCBn F. This remains within the spirit of the

intuitions which prompted Popper's deñnition save for the intensionalis-

ing move, which is why it is worth notice. Unfortunately., it is open to all

thã limiting results of its extensional cousin. As might be expected, it is a

theorem of the standard relevant logics, and of all the usual modal logics,
that (¡XA¡ --¡ B¡) + (r)(Ar ) Br). It lollows immediately that tf' A ç B
then AçB and if ACB then.ACB. Hence if the intensional
versimilitude relation holds betWeen sets, so does Popper's extensional
relation, and so ati the results of the previous sections can be proved of it.
The trouble with Popper's'definition was that too few pairs of theories

satisfied it. If we intensionalise it this way we merely ensure that even less

pairs dq.
Second, let us recall' that Popper's definition was actually two

equivalent deñnitions. Does that equival'ence hold intensionally? It does

if the alternative intensional definition is as follows: A has more

verisimilitude than Bitr An TgB Fì T; andA n TSB f-ì F; and either
Bn T dAnT and BnF 4al\F, or AnT qBîT and AnFd
B n F. This is equivalent to the definition just considered and so open to

all its objections. But the equivalence breaks down if. the comparability
condition is required only to be extensional, or even permitted not to
holdatall: Bn TC AÃT and B nFøAnF,or Afì TØ,8 f-ì Tand
AnFCBnF; with or without AnT=BnT and.AnF=BnF.
There is no way to prove that this implies or is implied by the definition of
the previous paragraph. Unfortunately, it fails to be transitive, as the

reader can easily verify. Now that is not a totally damaging fact; we can

make any relation transitive by taking its transitive closure. Nonetheless,

if the aim is to capture the intuitive idea of nêarness to the truth and if that

idea is transitive, then the failure of a definition to be transitive argues the

failure of the definition to caPture the idea. Furthermore, taking the

transitive closure of the definition must result in pairs of theories related
by the proposed verisimilitude relation for which neither of the dis-
junctive conditions of the definition hold, a consequence which in-
tuitions about sufficient conditions for nearness to the truth cannot
justify, And, moreover, we cease to have a relation which we can

reasonably determine holds in particular cases. If artiñcial measures are
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needed to make the definition transitive, the resulting concept is to that
extent artificial.

5. coNcuusroN

Popper's definition looked initially promising provided that the restric-
tion of classicallogic was removed. As we have seen, this promise is not
fulñlled. The search for a satisfactory verisimilitude ordering must
there[ore be þursued along more mainstream lines. The present exercise
ought, however, to make us aware of the possibility that breakdowns of
proposed definitions might only occur because of strictly classical
assumptions.

Australían National Uniuersity

NOTES

¡ In this connection, it is easily shown that the Miller-Tichy result holds for intuitionism
and for all the usual modal logics.
2 See Anderson and Belnap [1], or Routley, Meyer et al,,f9f.
I See, e.g., Routley [9].
' Thereby, as Meyer argues, rehabilitating the Hilbert program. It should be stressed that
all prir,nitive recursive functions are representable in relevant Peano arithmetic; so that
Gödel's First Incompleteness Theorem, and certaín versions o[ the Second, still hold. See

Mcyer [5].t fí goes.w¡tt¡out saying that another reason is the purêly tormal interest in determining
precisely which jobs Popper's deñnition can do within the relevance program.
6 Seé, e.g., Lakatos [3].
7 Smart [10].I Anderson and Belnap, iåid.
e See, e,g., Brady [2]. We mention one impor,tañt reiult due to Brady. Naive set theory,
formulated on the base of certain relevant logics, is able to escäpe the trivialising
consequences.of the Russell and Curry paradoxes. This is of considerable interest for
combining a relevance approach to lo!ic with an anti-Platonist position on the ontological
status of sets.
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Aristotle's Thesis in Consistent
and Inconsistent Logics

Äbsrracr. Ä typical úheolem of oonnexive logios ie -a.ristotlo's Thosis (a), - (a+-a) '
/ crftnuot bs adde¿I to classical logio without proclucing a trivial (Post-inconsistont)

logic, so oonnexivo logics typically
conjunction, e.g. (/ &BJ+A, an'ð'

but also (uogation) consistonoy' Ío
.tuitive. One tash of this paper i5 to

ubstitution
logrâ,mmo'
Thie PaPor

gives sufficiont coutlitions for a logic oontaining 'd' then ¡hows

flrat urere is a olass of inconsistent nontrivial logios all containing A. A. seoontl senanti'

onl rnorlelling for -C, in suoh logics is givon. Finally, some informal romarks about the

kinct of modlUirrg -d. seems to roquire aro matle'

I
connexive logics haye been subjectecL to a semantical invostigation

in recent yearsl, partly with an eye to und.erstand.ing, if such bo possiblet

the und.eriyipg attitud.e üo logio expresseal by thoso who seem to commit

thernselves to cnaracteristically connexivist theses. T¡rically, connexive

logics cliffer from classical logic in two ways. X'irst, certain'theses which

.arõ not classically theorems are affirn ecL as being truths of logic. Among

these, we d.istinguish three of importanco, together with the na,mes which

6rey L"o" como to be given in the stanclard. literaúure.

1. (A+B)-+ ¡! (A- .- B) (Boethius)

2. ,- (A-+ ,-, A) (Aristotle)

3. - ((¿-+B) & (A+ '- B)l (Strawson)

The adclition of any of these theses to classical logic, gives a trivial (post-

inconsistent) logic, So in orctel to retain them certain theses of classical

logic noecl to no gíven up. It is common to give up the principles of Sim-

ptification, viz.7¿ AB)-->A and, (,4. &B)-->8.2 As we bhall see lato¡'

iro.r"rr"r, this is not the only way of avoicting triviality; another way being

thc rnovä to relevant logic in orcler to block the trivialising effect of incon-

sistency.

lSeo o.g. [10], Ir1], [3]' [6]' [7]' [4]'
2Sec e.g. tzl.
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Tìris paper concentrâ,tes on the abovc A¡istotle thcsis. It a'inrs t'o clo

several ttrlngs. Ifirst, certain sufficient contlitions for the negation incon-

sistency of a,logic containing this thesis are clisplayecl. Scconcl, the existing
semantical moclellings for this thesis are mentioned, ancl an improvecl moclel-

ling is givcn in the context of certain consistent logics. Thhd, it is shown

that inconsistent logics containing this thesis ancl tho principles of Sirnpli-
fication are not inevitably trivial, ancl an improved motlclling in thc con'

text of these inconsistent (antL so paraconsistcnt) logics is given. tr'oulth,
an attempt is macLe to draw these technical results together in orcLer to
unclerstand. what might und.erly the inclinati.on to assert clistinctively
connexivist theses.

II
TVe work against a bachground. of relevant logics. In particular, we

need the following three well-known logics z B, E, I3. (Sec e.g. R,outloy
a-nd Meyer [9], Ch. 3.)

B= (A.1),4.+á, (Az)(A & B)+A, (A3)(A & B)->8, (ALl(Ø e B(

& (¿ & c)l-(a-->(B & c)), (a.6\a-->(av B), (a6)B -+(av Bl, (,/-7)

(1ì-*c¡ æ 1r-*c¡¡'-*((/.v'B)*c), (á8) (á & (ilvc)l-'1(4 g B)yl4 .} q)L

i./.e¡ -- A+A,' 1dr¡a, A+Bl.: B, (R'2)A, Bl.z A & B, (RB),4-+B
C--D1.. (B-+C)+(A-D), (84)/. -> ^' Bl.= B+ - A. X'or ß, ad'cl

(A10 ) (A + Bl ->( 1a * o¡* (À-,c )1, (411) (a -> B'¡-* (1 c -*/ ) +( c +B)), (^L2)
(1,--11,*.8))*iZ. -*f¡, (Æ3)(A- - A) , - ' A, (Á+¿l (A- -' B)
*1lt-' - Ai,(Rõ) /./.; (A->B)+.8. x'orI3,l?+(AL5) l'-->(é-+B)-->B\.

In this section we exhibit some srüficient conclitions for the Íncon-

sistency of Aristotle in a logic. Theorem 1is essentially obtainecl in Routley
anct Montgom€ry [10]. theorenr 2 and in part Theorem S are due to Me'yer'

Iphere a known theorem is cited., the result can be founcl in Anclerson

and Belnap [1], or R,outley ancL Meyer [9]. Proofs are abbreviatecl.

Tmonnrvr L. Tl¡e add,ition of Arí,stotl,ea,8 ûtheore'm,lo B ('í'.a- B*AristoI''l'e
i,.e. BA) i,s negatì,om i,nconsí'stent.

Pnoor.

1.
2.
3.
4.

(.4 & ,- A)+ ,- A
- A-+(n, Av ,-- A)
(r4 & -A)+(- lY ,-,-A)
l- Av ñ,N A)* - (.{ & - á)

(¿ & ,- A)-> N (r{ & ,- A)

-, (¿ -+ ^' Al

Simplification
Add.ition

(1), (2) Iìule TransitivitY
IdentitY, using Double
Negation ancl De

llvforgan
(3), (a), Eule Tr¿lnsi-

tivity
Aristotle

b.

6.
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,îf
a ,- ((A & - a\--> N (,4- & '- a)l

(.+--n¡ &/.) o (@-,Ð æAl
itr s B\ o (a & B)) -->(ao B)
(A-+B) o A
(t'+--Ð o al -+B
B

({r -*r) -'r) -* (( 'u a+ '- B\ -+al

(1r*r¡*a)-+({,{ + - B)* '- Al

((,- n-->,v B)- ^' B) -+((/+B)+'- al
[ æ B-->((A-+B\+ ,- Al

-((Á+B)->,-A\-+QB
(t.+n¡o al+ Ç B
(A+B) o A
oB

(A-->B)+> t(A+B)
-(A+B)<+ ,- E(A->B)
,- (A+B) ++ Ç '- (A-->B)

o -, (a-->B)

-' (A--+B)

109

(6), A&-'AlA; (5)

and. (7) contrad-ict.

Aristotlo
l-s, so l-"
(1), (2) Mod.us Ponens
t-.R

(3), (4) Mod.us Ponens

FE
LtE
(2) EuIs Prefixing
(1), (3) Rule Transifi-
vity
4, Eeplacement.of Pro-
vablo equivalences
(5), ,- AIA¡ ,-'n A
<+A
(6), - BlB, -'- B<+B
(7) AB :ur(B'->B)
+B
(8), Contraposition,
QB:¿¡ - E .*B
(9) Defn. of o.
X'rom (3) of Theorem 2.
(10), (11) Mottus Po-
nens

Tr-roonpwr 2. RA i,s I'riai,al'

Pnoor' Let' AoB _ ur'-'(A-+'B)' The proof then proceecls by esta'

blishing five theses of ,B * Aristotle.

1"
,2

3
4
.Ð

Tl onEM 3. l ø¿ Ç 8, l ørt''(A + Bl, wh'ere Q B : ¿¡ -(( -B+'-'B) + "' B)

Pnoo¡'.

.b.

6.

7.
.8.

9.

10.
1L.
t2.

AIsor

13.
L4.
15.
16.
L7.

FE

(13)'
(14),
(L2\,
(15),
nens

Contraposition
Df of E

- (A->B)iB
i16), Modus Po-

IIt.

In this section, we establish a result concerning semantical mod,elling

tor Aristoile in cónsistent systems. The style of mod.elline is the usual
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ternary relational Tcorlds semâ,ntics, a,s investigatecl, for example, in

uple (2, K, R, S, A, *), whele
*. V ->K. A releuant aal'uation f or

a relevant moclel structule ancl u

0), where PV(g) is the set-of p-r.9po-

sitional constânts of. g. rn ac¡Litioo, ï iu requirocl to satisfy the hereclita'ry

conclition Ho: fi' RTab and' a(qt' a) 
': 

L t'inr¿i a(1t' b) : L' a' rel'eaant rnod'eï

Jor a la,ngwaga g is a pair (jtr, i¡ *horo ltr is a relovant moclel structure,'

an¿ -I is a f*ncti on Ir'K xg+0, 0) such that for some relevant valuation

(M, o) for 9, u c It ancl in atLcl'ition f satisfies

--L 1ft.

('SaUc and I(A, b) : 1= I(8, c)l

àba arrd' I(A,b): L or I(8, c) : L¡'

R øba ancl -t(-C- , b) :1 then I(8, a'¡

- 
1\

- 
Ll.

A formula A oL alanguage I ist'ru'e í'm n rnod'etr <M, I> for I if' I(A' T) : L

where T e M.AforñutJ Aisaal,iit i,m acla'ss Ø oJ m,oilets for I (Þs /') iff
/ is true in all members of 6'

The characterisation theoroms provetl in this pâper are of úhe usual sort'

The solnclness part of the theorems shows that if a class Ø of mocle'ls'

satisfies a certain (sernantical) concLition, then the theorem schema in

;ñi;; (here, Arisìotle) is valicl in G. This correspond's to that part of

the incluctive step in thå usual soundness theorem which shows that all

axioms of the togìc lnd.er consicleration are valicl' in 6' The complete¡ress

part of ure theo-rems pl,oceecl by constructing a canonical motlel by t he

usualmethocls(e.g.Boutleyancl'Meyer[8]),sothatif/isnotatheorem
of the logic in quãstion, then f(-4, I) +L where ? is the (real worlclt of

the canonical mocLel. It then remains to show that the canonical morlel

is a moclel of the requiretL sort, in particular that it satisfios tho semantical

conclition doterrniniig Ø, so urat it will follow that if '4 is not a theorem

of the logic in questioä, tien Ais not valicl inG, the core the usual comple-

teness greorem. lYe witt ignore this stantLarcl' constructio' in tho comple-

teness theorerns here, supposing tha¡t the canonical moclel, which is a set

of linguistic structruår r*tirtying the conclition I(A, a) : 1 iff a e a, lor

all worlds ø in the model, ancl a,ll formulae /., is given' }\re exhibit only tho

distinctivo part of the theorems'

B,oltley has obtainecl sema;ntical mott'ellings for Aristotle ancl Strawson

by introclucing a furthor iont rolationt

AGU.Ä moclel structrue U.1 f'^l)' ând

then a modol (M, I) m if /G0' then

I(A, b): 1r for 
"oy 

to"*ola '4 ancl' for Aristotle

and. Stralvson âro
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Qfi@T+y¡+ and AGY) (Aristotle)

ff ÑäcIo, 1,hen

(1y, ø)(17byø and. Rayz* and' AGg) (Strawson)

Those moclellings havo at loast one undesirablo feature, namely that they

ar.e not particularly intuitively cnlightening. It might also be arguecl that

they have u ,urooá d-efect, namely that in employing the generation rola-

tiori they abanclon strictly semantical consitlerations in favour of a not-

very-disluisect way of w.iting an arbitrary restriction on tho inúorpreta-'

tion function -I into the scmantics. \Ye will return to this second criticism

later, ancL attempt to take sorne of the force âwa'y from it' As to the filst
criticisrn, tho aim of this section is to show that und'er certain naturat

conditions, aristotlo, at loast, has a simplel semantical motl'elling'

Trreonpu 4. Let L bO a aonsistent logí,a u:a'ttt a' terma,rg rel,a,tional' worl'd's'

setnantics a,s ilesari,beil øboao, a,nd, wi,th, the Jol'l,oui,ng propertòøsz F A-+Ar'

F Av - At associ,øti,aø, önilømltotemt amd, aornrnutati,ae l,aws for & ønil' v '

ßwte rranitotty (i'Í F t-B ønd, , "l:;**:i; t;r2,ry%i'.' i#"r::
) and,I(A, æ) :L ømil,I('- A, $) +L)''
al,, the ,.û rnag be d,ropped' uhen aomsi"

moil,el's i,n a gì,aem aT,ass.) Ihan Ari,-
aond,ití,on CÁ + A.

Pnoo¡,. 1 (Sou¡clness for Aristotlo). I\re neec[ to slppose the following'

facts, wlrich ale not difficulú to demonstrate (a) if l- A-'>A,llnen R'To'a, for

aIL a; (b) if ß,Iab then if I(A, a) : 1 theu I(A, b) -:1; 
(o) if' I Av - A''

t1.øn'RT2*?. (See [9]). Supposc now C¿ # tl, i.e. (1a)(a e C¿), i.e. I(4, ø)'

:1an¿ I(_A, àl-+r. qre nee¿ to show that aristoge is true at zin
our moctel. From i,fr* togethcr with f (r4-, ø) : t + I( - At ø), we have'

t1'at I(A--> N t,-i,l+ l."Hence, by tLefinition of *r^IJ;(áÌ - !),,,I*l:1. But now by RTT*T, together'with (b) above, ff. I(A, T*l :1r then

I(A, T) : 1r so I('-(A-+' t< A), I) : 1, âB required'

2. (completeness for aristotle)' x'or this rcsulb, we ncecl a version

of the Entensdom Lernma, which has boen plovccl in a uumbcr of plilces,

e.g. [9] or Mort
conjunction of
mernbers of ?.
mutative laws, antl' l? is a rule in L, t'
S', T' with B Ç Ñ', T c T' such that S' is a nrimeihgory (tha't ist rSl s¡¡tis'

fies the two contlitions (1) if ,4 eS',a,ntl F-.4+B then Bers" antl (2) if

Av B e B', then -C- e S' or B e S'')
For the completenoss theorem wo show that if þ - (A--> '- A\ then

(la)(a e C,ù.If l- .- (a-,-:{) and. -t is consistent,then for a,ll -Á notl- /-
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-+,n A. Let Bo : {A}, To - {- A}. Now we claim that no conjunction ot

members of Bo entails any d.isjunction of members of fo. tr'or suppose

otherwise' then we woulcl have l-(á & "'&á)-+(- av " ' v ^'-Á);
but tlren by the iclempotenco of & ancL v ' I a+ - a' a contracliction'

Bút now fronr the conclitions of the theoretn we have the contl,itions for

the application of the Extension Lemma, so that .4 is containecL in a prime

theor]- ø d.isjoint from {^,/.}. In the stancLarcl style of completeness

theorãm the worlcls of the canonical motlel aro prime theories, so \Me ma,y

oonclud'e bbat I(A, ú):L *I(-A, û), that is ae0a' í'e' O¿ * A'

w.

It was noted. earlier that connexivism has often opted. for d.iscarcling

Simplification in orcter to avoid. triviality in the presence of Äristotle- It
is eÃsy to show, though, that triviality d.oes noü inevitably result from

these two theses. The matrices below verify all of E, înwhich Simplification
is a thesis, as well as Äristotle, strawson and. Boethius.s

0L2 &012 v 0Lz
2

1
0

Since E * Aristotle is (negation) inconsistent, the logic oharacterised' by
these matrices is inconsistent, but we note that it is not trivial' (We also

note that it is not tLitticult to prove that this logic is post-complete)'

Now the presence of ,E provittes a very pleasing mocLelling for Aristot'let

using the noiion of a .non-normal world.t d-evelopecl in Boutley ancl Meyer

tgl õh. 6. A world ø of a moctel is non-normal,.- -l[ø, just in case no impli'
ãaie¿ formula is true a,t az --l[ø iff (V/., B) (l1L--n, a,) +Ll. ft can be

shown that this is a generalisation of the well-known ictea of a non-normal

wortd. in the semantics of motl.al logic. Now we note from section II above

that in the context of -8, Aristotle enables us to prove the schema - (A-'>B\'

Oonversely, from the schema - (A*B), Aristotle follows by substitution'
Ifowever, it is virtually immetl.iate thaü the schema -'(A+B) is mod'ellecl

by the semantic cond.ition - NI*. (Soundness: let - NT*, then for all

i, B, I (A-->8, T"l +I, so I|-(A+B), fl 
=t 

Completeness: let

4'-'(À*àt Tl':1 for eãc;,- a, B, then i1a'-n, f) +1, i'e' ^'NT+
aù req*ired..) Hence we have, what is evicLently a simplification of earlier

moclellings.

cond,i,ti,om ^, NI*.
tl"d""d" they also verify othor important thoses, for instanoe R'ostriotetl Ming

(4-+B)+((/. -->B)+(A+B)), ïnù strong Distribution ((a+(1vB)) & ((B A $+01)
+(A+B\. See fl], p. 34L.

0
{. 1
r.z

111
011
001

000
011
ot2

oL2
tL2
222
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One interosting featuro of the threc rnoclellirrgs of A-ristotle given

here is that they all involve in some way the id.ea of situational occupation.

It was notecl earlier that tho generation relation is closely connectec[ with
the assignment function; ancl incleed Routley's moclelling for Aristolle; ví2.

Qy¡@T-gy* ancl AGy) arnounts to a claim t1¡at' a certain world, one having

a certain relational pioperty, has a certain proposition true at it. Similarlyt

tlre rnocLelling of r..tiott I.II, viz. Cn # ^r1, is the clairn that a certain world-

has a proposition -4 true at it, and cloes not have thc clenial of .4 true at it'-

The ¡roclelling of Section IV is again sirnilar, in that the conclitie¡1 ^' l[?t
amounts, given tho assignment contlition for negation, to the claim that
the ctcnial of eve¡y proposition is true (at the real world, ?). Each moclelling

employs the idea tha
tor oxample, such woll
R I a,a, Raaø, if. R'a'b c lh
p. 205). Each, that is, is like a restric
triction on tho øssigmmemt lunation f, rather than a restriction on the class

of mod.els via restriction on the class of rnod'el strwatwres.

Given this point, we ca,n see moÌe clearly the force of a criticism of

Bou¡ey's mocl.elling suggested earlier in Soction III. To reca,ll, the criticism
was that the use of the generation relation ís ail ltoa in that it restricts

the appropriate class of mod.els by restricting the acceptable assignment

tunctions, whereag classes of mod.els corresponclinZ to formulae ought
to be speciliect by concLitions on the mod.el structure. This criticism implies

the primacy of mocLel stlucturcs over models in the und.erstand.ing of

theses via their semantical moclellings. This is reasonable to somo d'egree-

The case for it woulcL seem to be that the aim of heoping tho kind. of as-

signment function r as fixocL as possible is to bo ablo to l_ay 
_d.o*o 

in the
sp.-ecificaúion of I basic 'meaning postulates for the lci'nil' of connective

in question. Yariations in cond.itions specifying the cla,ss of associatecl

model structures is then to be untlerstood- as variation in claims about the

meaning of a certaín leí,nd, of connoctive. Put crucLoly, without stability
in f, we will not know which connectivelve are talÉing about sincc we will
not know what its truth oond.itions are'

Ilowever, we can take this attitud.e too far. Ilirst, some conditions on

tr1re assignment funcüion I are standardly ad.mittod. into the somantics,

suclr as the hereclitary contLition Eu of. Section III, which is d'esignecl to

valirLate a particular forrnula,.viz A+A. Seconcl, it is not cloar that the

distinction between the type of meaning a connective has ancl the parti-

cular meaning it has can be maintainetL through thick and. thin. For exam-

ple, semanticãl postulates on a mod,el structure aro linked. inctirectly with
the restrictions on the assignment function; ind.eed-, this is what soundness

¿r,ncl cornpleteness theorems show.

v
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I want to suggest anothcr rea,son for boing tolerant of clirect semantic

restrictions on situational occllpâncy. such a" practice seems to be justi-

fiabte by ta)ring a conventionalist vicw of meaning. Consicler an alterna-

tive anti-conventionalist view of meaning, such as Davicl I-¡ewis's mod'al

realism. Now it mocl.al realism helct that worlcls-type mod,el structures'with

strange non-mod.al accessibiliúy relations between them were also real

(ilrat is, roal in aclclition to the fixecL set of possible worlds) then there

would. appeâx to be no alternative to pleserve the logical truth of moclal

logic bui to impose restricting contlitions on the function which assigns

truth in various world.s. A-fter all, all the mod.el structures neeclec[, ancl

ma,ny moro bosicles, woulcl exist. But there are many Such poSsible as-

signment functions, a,s many as sct theory allows. So slch a choioe of

cond.itious on the assignment functio would, seem to have an element of

convention in it. Thus it is no acciclont that I-¡ewis is not a realist abouü

moclel structures other than those which cor'respond. to his preferrecl" logic'

But if 'we abantton I-¡ewists v.:rsion of mcd''¿l realism in favour of a pioture

which sees worlcls as linguistic items, fot example as set of propositions

or theories, then a conventionalist element returns rather easily. It is

not clifficult to hold.a that many tclegoneratet (at any rate, unsuitable)'

kind.s of linguistic nrod.el structures are ayailable for semantical purposes in

acttLition to the preferrecl ones. But then what is available to one buü

to say that the .ltoi.. of certain moclel structures ønil' al'so certain as-

signment functions on them is conventional ? There is no further facü

of the matter available to d.etermine logioal truth, and- necessity is at'

bottom ana,lyticity. and convention surely neecl not bal]r at a clecision to
prefer certain 

^*rigo*uot 
Ìunctions rather than others. There is no less

facü to the matteiunderlyi¡g such a choice than thore is unaterlying the

choice of one class of moclel struoture rather than another. These, thenn

are thrco reâ,sons for being less than concerned- at the objcction to the

sernantical nrotLellings of this paper that situational occupation ancl- the

generâtion relation âre ød' hoc d'evices.

The variation in tho moclellings illustrates the well-lcnown point that'

d.ifferent contexts giYe â thesis d.iffercnt forces. Is there a' core meaning

for Äristotle? In one sense Boutleyts is, since it is a modLelling which

holcls gooct with minimal bachgrouncl re'sourcos (those of- CB, see R'outley

t6l p. é¡. nut as notet[ earlier, that motLelling cloes not have a lot of intui-

ii"" *pp.al. I thinh that the conctition 0.E # zt is closest to the wa'y we

think 
-of AÌi*totlo. Aristotle says ,- (A--> ^' /): no proposition entails

its negation. Now as noted' by Boutle)', [6] p'2l

aThough it might be tlenietl, in favour Jf * oiew which heltl parallel to T,ewis

that thereäro o¡ly certain model structures of linguistic items antl only oíe natural

typo of aåsignrnoni function assooiated. with them, givin$ a proferrecl logio' TVhilo noü

*i.ni"g to ñe ombroiled with Meinongiau positions, it woultt eeem that most of these

points oan be mad.o about those views also'
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ft is a centrâl serna,ntica,l feattue of relevant logics that for eycry
staternent ./- there is somo situation ø where it hold.s and some

situation ä where it fails. It is from this cenúral feature that'such
prizecL properties of entailment as relovance and. sufficiency flow.

Combine these two ideas with the requirernent that situations be closed.
under ontailment anct we have that for eyery proposition there'is a situ¿-
tion which,4- belongs to and which ^,/. does not belong to: C¿ *A.
This inforrnal argumcnt is not intencled to supplant consistency and
cornpleteness theorcms. Iìtr,ther, it is intended, to su.ggest t}rat tho ease
with which wc make tho informal decLuctiye moves is a mark of tho ea.se

with rvhich we accopt the preciso conditions of those theorems, especially
in thinking about Alistotle. TVe might also note that if it is true that
Alistotlo is typically thought of in the present way, rather than, say, in
tlrc way in which it occuls ín EA, then this is some ovid.ence for a hurnan
tcndenóy to 'consistentise' when trying to glasp an assertion.

Tho present result gives an a,rgument against Aristotle in such consis-
úent (aucl, plausibly, na,tural) contexts. ff we think that there is a proprl-
siúion ./" which is selt inoonsistent in tho sense that iü cannot occur in
a deductively closed. theory of the 'correctt logic, whatever that might be,
without its negation also occurring in that theory, then the 'consistency
class' of theories associated. with A, 0o, must be empty. Syntactically,
this anrount: to denying - (A+ ñ,,4.). Needless to say, it is a wid.espreacl
view, shared by the author, that there are such propositions.

The acldition of Alistotle to .E plainly gives a parâconsistent logic, that
is, one rvith at least one nontrivial inconsistent theory. ft is not uncommon
to d.istinguish between two grades of paraconsistency: weak (at least ono
nontrivial inconsistent theory), and strong (at least one inconsistent pro-
position true). EAsuggests úhe need. for a thirtt even stronger gracle: a,t
least one inconsistent proposition is logically true, or evon at least one
inconsisúont proposition of the logic of &, y ¡ -t -+ is logically true. Asicle
from this, the condition - NT* in the context of l4 d.oes not seern to hold
much practical interest, amounting as it does to an assertion of the nega-
tion of every cond.itional. As if this were not bail enough, the presence of
lØ means that every conclitional which is a theorem of ]4 is also asserted.
While there máy be grounds for belioving in some inconsistency in the
universe, this much inconsistency is. surely too much.
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Paraconsistency' and C,

C. Mortensenr

'l;,:Introduction

Attempts to avoid some or all of the paradoxeô of material implication
have, as is well knoln, a long history. One recent'approach to'avoiding
sbme (but'not all).of the paradoxes has been taken by da Costa and others
using the logic C¡ or logics close to C1; It must be emphasized at the outset
that.while C¡ does avoid some of the.paradoxês, it is best viewed'not as a

paradox-avoiding logic but as a paraconsistent logic. We will say more on
this matter latei¿.fhis paper:is concerned to exàmine C1'and to criticize it.
A difterent approach tó the problem of avoiding the paradoxes has been

taken in the development of relevant logics by Anderion, Belnap and others.
This second approach is not considered în the present paper, but one of
our aims is to provide some indirect süpport for it by criticisni of 'Cl and
rêlatedlogics. : " \
ii, Those who haVe felt uneasy about the paradóxes of material implication
have usually done so because, inter alia, the paradoxes give 'a-reason for
being dissatisfied'with ':)' as a gocid formal logical 'modell for such
(relatively) ordinary notions. as 'implies', 'entails', or 'if . . . then'.' A¡other
way to say this, is-to say that the classical propositional:calculus is not a
good ímplication logic. To explain this; we:need some definitions.
'Definition 1.1. 

^ 
Iogic is a set of well formed'formulae (wffs) ôlosed under

. uniform substitution: ' :'

The reason for this definitiori is that for laws to count as logical it seems

ieâsonable that they hold uriiversally; independent of subjecf matter.
Definition 1.2. Ãn implicatìon logic L is a logic^L containing'a binary

operator, say +,'called an implicatidn operatof, intended to bë interpreted
i as 'implies', 'entails' or,'if ... thenl; a single necessary.,cóhdition is

imposed or +r namely that it'sâtisfy: if l-LA and l--"4+ B then l-¿8.2 :

To say, then, that the ölassical propositional calculus is ncit a good implica-
tion logic is just to say that, it does not contain an operator which interpretS
'implies' etc., well. \ü/e will also occasionally speak of an implication
operator as a conditional operator. Motivation ior this needs no discussion.

An important and recently developed insight,into thêse problems has

6een to look at the notion of à theory. The notion of.a scientifrc theory, for
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all its vagueness, is that of a thing with a deductive structure. Deductive
structure abstracted from particular subject matter'is the ptoiitt"" of the

logician. Difterent logics, .however, may be intended to ofter different

accounts of correct deducibility (and, conversely, on the well knoqn dictum

that entailment is the converse of deducibility, of correct entailments). So

any attempt at formal picturing of the notion of a theory must, if it is to
avoid begging the question in favour of one account of deducibility, be

relativized to a logic L. Combining this with the above dictum, we get the

following definition.
Definition 1.3. Let L be an implication logic with implication operator +

and let X be a set of wffs. X is ai L-theory ifr- Ae X and F-"4+ B then

BeX.3
We will also:need the following. :

Definition 1.4. An L-theory is triuial ift it contains every wft.'
Definition f.5. An L-theory.is inconsistent ifr. it contains both A and rA,

,for some A (where -¡ is the intended negation operator). :

Definition 1.6. AnL-theory Xis L-regular ifr. every theorem of L is a member
.'.of X.

The idea.of an L-theory gives us ausefr¡l formal approXimation to that of
the informal idea of a.theory. It also sh.eds some light on the question of
the para{oxes of;material implieation: if and only if a contradiction 'reallyl

implies everything should it be the case that'any inconsistent scientific or

mathematical:theory contains every wft of its language. If' therefore, we

are unwilling to agree that inconsistent scientific theories are. inevitab.ly

trivial,'we should conclude. that no logic containing the paradoxes,i'in

particular the theorem (A & rA) + B, .is a good implicatio4 _logl"'o There

ào r""rn to be strong reasons forbeing unwilling so to agree.l.COnversely,

also, someone wishing to reject classical propositional.logic.as an impJica-

'tion logic on. the grounds of..the paradoxes of material implication will
presumably be prepared to,admit that there are.non-trivial inconsistent
theories of 'natural' fogic. Formally, suðh a person will wish their.preferred
implication logic L to be such that there exist non-trivial inconsistent

L-theories. This suggests'the need for a definition. ': ':

Definition 1.7;. A.logic L is a paraconsistent logic ift there exist non-trivial
incönsistent L-theories.

Among people who.wisþ for a.paraconsistent implication logic, it is impor-
tant to distinguish two attitudes. It seems to be a widespread misunderstand-

ing that someone who favours a paraconsistent logic, a 'paraconsistentist',

must also think that'the correct. (true and comprehensive) theory of the

world is inconsistent. This is mistaken, as should be clear from our definitions

above. To tolerate inconsistent theories which are non-trivial is not tQ accept

that some inconsistent theory.is true. We will apply the term 'weok paracon-

sistentist' to a paraconsistentist who thinks that the world is consistent (i'e.

that the true and comprehensive theory of the world is consistent). Weak
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parâconsistentism nèeds to be,distinguished from a stronger position.'Some
philosophers.hold the thesis that some contradictions are true, or variants

tíF.the,thesis such as that some sentences aie both true and false,'-or that

somê.:sentences and their negations are true.6.;-Ih-e present author has

ionsiderable sympathy for this thesis. Often it is-held that the'sentences

which are both true and false arise in a very limited a;rëã; rrztrLëly from the

semantic or the set theoretic paradoxes.t Now it is manifestly not the case

that the world is trivial. Hence anyone who thinks that the world is incon-

sistent needs to be a paraconsistentist. We will describe the paraconsistentist

position which holds the world to be inconsistent as I strong paracon-

Sis.tentism'. .'

ir We must now turn to look at the class of paraconsistent logics described

earlier,:the C,-related logics. The class considered will be C1 and a group

of.weaker logics Cr,..., C.. Any member of the class may be adopted by

weak paraconsistentists in that C1, etc.'are all consistent. On the other hand,

strong paraconsistentism may well hold the plausible thesis that the senten-

tial logic of 'and', 'or', 'not' and. 'impliesl is"by itself consistent. In which
case, such a strong paraconsistentism may'well also wish to avail itself of
a logic from t-liese classes of candidates' '..i

?.- Ct and some Tplated sYstems 
.

We assume a language L consisting of a denumerable number of proposition
létters p¡, 1€ i<r; and'c.losed under the primitive unary operator r I'nd
the primitive binary operators &, v, =. A = B is defined as (A > B) & (B r A),
A9 is defined as r(A & rA), and -r * A is defined.as -rA & 40. Capital letters

4,.8, C, etc. are metalinguistic variables ranging over formulae.
Definition 2.1'. :lhe logic,C¡ is the smallest subset of.L closed under uniform
.,,substitution and modus. ponens (for =)3nd containing all instances of

' the'schemata (1) (A= (B = A)i (2) (A= B) = ((n= (B = C)) = (A- C));
',i (3) (A& B):A; (a) (A& B)= B; (5) A'= (B= (A& B)); (6) a= (Av B);
. (7) B=(AvB); (8) (4.=C)=((B=C)o((AvB)=C)); (e) AulA;

irb) --nrA; (11) Bo:r (Ao & Bo) =
, ((A &,8)9 & (A= B).0 & ( where there

:: âro m circles, and let A(-) en to obtain

' ,the logics C^, 1 ( n ( ar, replace Ao by A(") and

B(") respectively. To obtain the logic c-, delete áxioms (tt) and (12)

, fiom the definition of C,. Co is the. classioal propositional,calculus. It
. may be obtained, for example, by adding the schema N, i-e- r(A & -14),

toCr. : I

C1 has a sernantics and a decision procedure, which we outline here and

uselater. "-:'i
Definition2;2. ACr-oaluation is afunctionv: L+ {1, 0} suchthat (1) v(A) : O
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,,implies v(rA):1" (2) v(rrA): I implies v(A):1. :(3) . 'y(.30¡:v(A.. B) : v(A='rB) : 1 implies v(A) : 0; (4) v(A¡ :0, or v(B) =-,1i ift
v(A=B) : 1; (5),v(A) :v(B): 1 ift v(A& B) : 1; (6)v(A) :1 orv(B)i: 1

ift v(Ao Þ): 1; (7) v(Ao):v(80):1 impties v((A A B)p):v((AD B)o=):
v((AvB)o):.1. A formula A is true in a oaluation u iff v(A)-1. .' . ,r,,::r

Definition 2,j: (see da costa and Alves, 1977) A. quasi matrixfor aforniùIa
A is constructed as follows: : :

(1) Make:a list of all the proposition letters of A (in a horizontal
line) and as in truth tables for classical propositional calculus
list all possible assignments of 0 and 1 to them.

(2) Make a list of all denials of propoiition letters of A (to the right
of the former list) and assign values as follows: if the propositi'on
{etterwas assigned 0 its denial'is assigned 1. If the letter was-
.assigned. l,.bifurcate the line on which the 1 occurs, and on one' half the denial is assigned 0 and the other half 1. :

(3) , Make'a list of all remaining subformulae of À and negations of
proper subformulae.of A and proceed as follows.

(3.1) If the'major connective of any such formula is &, v, s¡ =, its
value is determined from the values of its two components as in
classical logic.

(3.2) If the formula is of the form rB and B is assigned 0, assign rB
the value 1.

(3.3) If the formula is of the form -rB and B is'assigned l, then therè
r:âfê s€V€râl subcases.

(3.3.1) , B is of the form rG and C is assigned 0. Assign rB (i.e. rrC)
' thê value 0. :: . - :

(¡.9.2) B is of the form -rc and c is assigned 1. Bifurcate the line.and' assign rB the value 0 on one bifurcation and l.on the other.
(3.3.3) B is of the form C & -rC or '¡C & C. Assigri rB the value 0.
(3.3.4) B is of the form.Co D, where " is &, v; =, but not of the form (3.3.3).

' Then: if the value of C is different from the value of rC and
the value of D is difierent from the value of rD, assign rB the
value 0; otherwise, bifurcate the line and assign rB the value 0' on one half and l.on.the other.

'We òan now state the outcomes of this decision procedure: if some line
of the quasi matrix for A assigns 0 to A, then A is not valid and so not a
theorem. Otherwise. A is a theorem. The relevant.results can be summarized
in a thêorem. /
Theorem 2-1. (da costa, AJves, Fidel and others) c1 is sound and complete

with respect to the class of Cr-valúations. C1 is decidable by the method
of quasi matrices.
A theory ol deduction and of the deductive structure of theories may

well have major implications for the foundations of mathematics. .The

leading motivation for C,, namely the desire for a paraconsistent logic,
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suggests, as we nofed earlier,'that there might be interest in certain incon-
sistenf'mathematical' theories. One well known inconsistént mathematical
th'eory is',Naive Set.Theory. We might therefore ask whether there are'any
interesting set theories containing an unrestricted (or not very restricted)
comprehension axiom and based on C1. The qiiestion has considerable
iniportance for the foundations of mathematics because it raises the possibil-
itii thatta'mathematics strong enough for.all desired results might need an

unrestricted comprehension axiom (set forming operation).' Mathematics
might heed an inconsistent foundation. Conversely, given an inconsistent
b.ut not trivial foundation we might perhaps discover new and desirable
m'athematical results. 

'Even lf we proceeded merely on paraconsistent
foundations without necessarily being inconsistent, it would be 'at least
.cbnceivable that certain desirable distinctions might be made and desirable
r-esults proved on their basis; Meyer's work in relevant arithmetic, par-
ticularly his proof of the strong consistency (non-triviality) of relevant Peantr
àiithmetic, is an outstanding example of this. (See e.g. Routley, 1977)-
ír\ty'6¡lç on the foundations of set theory with a logical basis in C¡ has had
Some suoccss., In particular, we mention da Costa's inconsistent but
åpparently noii"trivial set theory NF¡ (da Costa, Lgl4).'The existence of
Such a.set'theory is gratifying for several reasons. One is that it gives some
support for C1. Presumably not every paraconsistent logic will permit such
set theories, so those logics which do'deserve a special place. Furtherntore,
the,broader'programme' of developing mathematics around a logic like C1

gets considerable milèage if (particularly) a set theory can,be displayed' A
sdðond reason is that it demonstrates the possibility of a stable set theory
based on some paraconsistent logic. Even if C1 has undesirable features
(as will be argued in this paper) it means'that some hope cail be held for
ôther types Òf paraconbistent logic to do the same sort of job for sêt theory'
A'third reason is that it demonstra[es the richness of C1 as a source of
iinteresting mathematical probleins,
rj Thus- C, undoubtedly has some good features, In some of the remainder '

of this'paper, several arguments.will be suggested against C¡. The aim will
be to show that C1 and logics like it are flawed, and that a difterent kind
of pâraconsistent logic needs to be adopted. It is'suggested here that the
various relevant logics provide better candidates in this regard.

3. Does C1 have a reasonable conditional and biconditional?

It was remarked earlier that C1 was best viewed as a paraconsistent logic
and secondarily as a paradox avoiding:logic, and only a partial one at that.
There is no doubt that one important motivation for C, and related logics
has been paraconsistent, possibly even strong paraconsistentist (see da
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Costa, 1974)., Moreover, while Ct lacks''(A&=rA)pB;. it still' contains
A t (B v..rB) and',-{ ¡. (B = A) which are paradoxical .if rp, is intended'as:an
implication operation. To the extent that C¡ is paradoxical; we should regard
it as defective, I suggest,'but it will not be our aim inthisrpaper to:pursue
this criticism. . :¡

A.question which remained open for some time concerned how to
"algebraize" C¡.8. In part the difficulty was to make the question precise,
In this section we will'discuss a result of the author's:ryhich proposes a
solution to this problem on the basis.of a'certain'proposal as to how.to
make the question precise. As we will see, the result has considerable bearing
on the question of the reasonableness of Ci.. : ' .: i'

The.quest.for an'algebraization of.a logic'seems to'come down to this:
the attempt to find some equivalence relation on wfts with which to partition
into a quotieht,algebra (set of equivalence classes) the set of wfts constituting
the logii. The equivalence relation is frequently, but I suggest not necessarily,
expressible as a formula in the ,primitive symbols of the logic. Again, it
might be required th'at the quotient algebra have.associateil with it a'partial
ordery but for our,pr.esent purposes this would seem to be an unnecessary'
encumbrance; llowever, .there do'seem to be certain'minimal conditions it 

'

is reasonâble to impose on any such equivalence relation and quotient ,

algebra. Two are suggested here. (i)"The logic; considered as an algebra of
formulae, be homomorphic to.its quotient algebra. Formally put: let ^: be
the equivalence relation in question; then we must have that A- B implies
C(A) - C(B) for any context Ci (ii) if A.* B and FA then F-8. The reason
for this requirement is that the point of algebraization.of a logic is usually
to designate precisely the equivalence classes,containing theorems, designa.
tion being the'algebraic equivalent of theoremhood. But if condition (ii)
fails, so that for.some formulae.A., B in the:same equivalence class l--A and
Þ¿8, we would be unablç,both to designate that class (without designating
a non-theorem) and to undesignate it (withoutrefuting'sorne theorem);.In
f,act; as we will see ,sooú, if the.:quest is not for algebraization but for a

good biconditional, the argument for (ii) can be made even stronger.
Now we can state a result of the author's, proved in [1980]. :

Theorem 3.1. For Ct and.ariy logic weaker than C,, any equivalence relation

- sätisfying the previous conditions (i) and (ii) is such that if A-B;
then A: B (A is the same formula as B). ,;

It is argued in that paper tl9F0] that this result is sufficient to settle in the
negative the question of the existence of a reasonable algebraization of C¡.
Of interest here is .the. different issue of its bearing on the question of whêiher
C¡ has a reasonable biconditional.

In effect, the quest for an equivalence relation satisfyirig conditions (i)
and (ii) can be seen as a quest for a biconditional (co-implication) express-
ible in the logic, with the important extra proviso that a biconditional
expressible in the logic.ought to be expressible as a formula schema in the
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primitive symbôls. Now given a biconditisn¿l +);with reasonable properties,
the-provability of the.biconditional; F-A++B, ought to serye as a suffrcient

candidate,for the equivalence relation A-B,.Certainly it seems reasonable

that the provability,of,the biconditional constitute an equivalence relation
on formulae:.FA++A, l-A+rB implies l--B+ÌA, and l-A++B and l-BeC
implies lAtrQ are minimal conditions on a biconditional. Conditions (i)
and (ii) above are reasonable too. One would hardly.want for one's bicondi-
tional that t--A++B and t-A but not l--8, so cbndition (ii) is reasonable. (This
point supplies the previously promised strengthening of the argument for
(ii).) As for condition (i) the matter is not quite so obvious,,because.it might
be that one wishes to have certain contexts opaque to the'substitution of
provable co-equivalents, An example would be (non-normal) modal logics
where pairs of formulae can be provably mãterially equivalent without being
intersubstitutable in all contexts. Still, even non-normal logics have a relation
sufficient for substitutability in all contexts: provable;strict equivalence.
Furthermore, even logics for well known non-extensional contexts, such as

those.of the propositional attitudes, can reasonably contain an equivalence
relation sufficiently strong for substitutability in all co_ntexts, an example

being an equivaténce relation for propositional identity,?,And in the special
case of a sentential'logiciforlconjunction, disjunction.and negation (such

as. C1) it does not seem so unreasonable to demand that such contexts'be
transparent with respect to the substitution of some not-too"strong bicondi-
tional, if we want a biconditional at all. We must'Conclude then, that it
ought to be the'case that if a reasonable biconditional w.ere expressible in
C,, that.,biconditional should satisfy conditions. (i) and{ii) above, as well
as the condition that.the provability of the.biconditional;.cgnstitute an

equivalence relation'on the set of .wfts , Í:;. : :

. But now we mu-Ft, further conclude that the above Theorem 3.1 shows

that any biconditional,expressible in C¡ can,only prqvabty hold between
formulae if they 4re one and the same. This, I claim, .is.a defect, Certainly
there can be biconditionals,only holding between one and the same formula:
any biconditional expressing 'is the same formula as' adequately will'do.
Nevertheless, notions like 'co-entails', 'co-implies' and 'if and only if ' would
seem to stretch much further. Moreover, it ought to be part of the resources

of a logic itself that one be able to prove that its biconditional holds between
various of its formulae. This additional point does not riatter'for our
purposes, hdwever, because Theorem 3.1 does not turn on the hiconditional
being expressible as a provable formula. Any equivalence relation satisfying
conditions (i) and (ii) for Cr (or any weaker logic) can only hold between
one and the same wff; it can only partition the formula algebra into singleton
equivalence classes. :

We conclude, then, that C1 (and all weaker logics). cannot express a
reasonable biconditional. Now let us ask whether Ct can express a reason'
able conditional. ' :.,
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.; The answer,would seem to be'the saÍle, arid.for.'similar''reasonsr A
conditional together with'reasonable resources'; for coñjunction;'will'give
rise to a natural biconditional: ,A++B -or(A- B) & (B+ A).''Therefoie if"a
logic cannot express a proper biconditional, then it cannot express'a reason..

able conditional'either. We have here a complicating factor, though, namely

conjunction. Conceivably someone might argue that even though a logic

has no reasonablê biconditional, it does have a reasonable conditional, and

the inability of the conditional to give rise to a biconditional'is due to the

fact that cónjunction is inadequately represented in the logi.ç. At least, it
might be argued, it does not.follow ímmediateþ from the non-existence of
a good biconditional that a good conditional also does rtot exist.

This point must be'conceded. There are several replies, however. The

first reply is .to note-again the above theorem: it shows thàt any suitable

equivalence relation expressible in the language of C1 or not,will only hold

between one and the same wft. Now if we had a satisfactory conditional;

there would seem to 'be a: straightforward way of defining a'suitable

.equivalence relation, metizlinguistically: A- B :6¡FA+ B and.FB + A. The

'and' here is metalinguistic, and so may''be assumed to have satisfactory

properties. It follows that no formulae could provably imply each other

unless they were one and the same formula. That would ieem to be a defect

in the implication'relation alone. A second reply is this. Even if we do not
grant the first.reply, the determined defender of the C1 account of implication
has the onus to show that the account of conjunction of C¡ is unsatisfactory.

The present state of the art is well short of that. Furthermore, if the valuation

semántics (Definition 2.2) is taken as a truth definition for the operators in

C,, then conjunction is classical, since its valuatiolr is (Clause (5) of
Defrnition 2.2). In any case, what we could conclude .for the present is

something still qui.te damaging to C1; namely that'the''implication-conjunc-
tion'mix' is inadequate. Either conjunction is inadequate, or implication ist

or they both are. Any way it is taken, something is wrong. Whichevèr reply

is granted, then, one can conclude that the problems'for-Cr 8o below the

level of its biconditional to those operators which give rise to biconditionals.
It is sometirhes said that.implication and deducibility are importantly

linked to negation. There'is no doubt, for example, that such a 'close

conneðtion is manifest in the relational semantics for relevant logics.r0 The

C, account of implicatïon has been attacked here, but another way of
looking at the matler is to look at the C1 account of negation. Cr lacks thö

theorems A=-l-.lA and (Æ>B)>(rB=rA) which would seem toi.be

desirable if : were to be an implication operator. Furthermole, semantically
(the valuation semantics) it is the method of evaluating negation which

difters from the classical. The positive (negation-free) princiþles of C, are

classical. That, of course,'is not necessarily a recommendation,rr but it does

suggest that it is the weakness of principles involving negation which prevent

a non-trivial equivalence operation that gives substitutability in all contexts.
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It has been argued.that C1,and all weakèr.logics are unsatisfactory.,The
question then naturally arises whether it would be possible to strengthen

the pfinciple of negation of C1 (while remaining with a paraconsistent logic)
in such a way that a better conditional and biconditional could be formed.
In the next section, we will eonsider this question.

4. Some extensions of C¡

SOme criticism has been directed at C1 so far. The rest of this paper is not
critical. The aim of this section is !o investiþatä certain strengthenings of
the negation principles of Ç¡ in order to see whether such logics have

equivalence reiations whích can d.o better than mere]y giving rise tci singleton
equivalence classes. In short, if C¡ is unsatisfactory, does it have extensions

which are.more satisfactory in this respect?
We recall that da Costa and others have investigated an infinite class of

iogics Cr, Cz, ..., C- with Ci as an uþper iimit. The object of this section
is to deñne and report i'êsults concerning an inûnite class of .logics with C¡

15 lower limit. These logics have the interest that, unlike C¡, they.do hav_e

non-trivial equivalence relatiôns, and so represent an imprqvement 9.n Ct
in that respeòt.
Defnttion 4-1. For nÞ 1, let Cn71n+r¡ be the logic determined by the twelve

axioms and two rules of C¡ together with the two schemata

(13) r'-rA=--n*iA (wheie r" denotes n iterations of r)
(14) &tr (ri-t4= ri-tB) = &tr (ri(6.C) ---ri(B.C))

& &i:r1r¡1c"4¡ = -'(C.B)) (where " is &, v, and :r).

Clearly, the logics Cn/(n+r) are all contained in Çq, since Ci is, and (13)

and (1a) are both Cs-valid (classically valid).
Definition 4.2. 

^ 
C./(.+r) valuation is a function v:.L: {'1, 0} satisfying the

seven conditions for a C1 valuation, together with the additional two

(8) v(-r"-tA): t imPlies v(r"*rA): 1,

(9) v(A) =v(B) and . . . and v(i"-lA): v(r"-
vlri(n.C)) and v(ri(c. A)) = v(ri(C" B
fbr any C and all i such that 1<i<n).

tB) implies v(ri(Aoc¡:
)) (where ".is &, v and >,

, It,is now straightforward to adapt the methods of da Costa and Alves,

1977 to prove
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Theorem 4.1.'For 1<i< a; the logic'C"71"*r¡ is sound and complete with
respect to the class of Cnl(n+r) valuations. ''' : .'

'We obviously also have ' : "

Theorem 4.2. Cn¡6+¡¡ is included in C1;-r¡7,.
It is somewhat lengthier to prove the next theorem, and we sketch the proof.
Theorem 4.3. Cn¡6a¡¡ is strictly included in C1n-r¡7n.

Proof. V/e find â Cn/(n+r) valuation, which in particular validates v(r'A) : 1

implies v(r"*2A.):1, and which refutes v(r"-tA): I implies v(rn*rA):
l. For the last condition we need v(r"-tA): I and v(r'*tA):0, for
some A. By v(r"*rA) :0, by the conditions of a C, valuation we need
v(-r"A) : 1,.and so v(r"-2kA) : 1, for k< n/2.To avoid refuting v(-r"A):
1 implies v(r"*24) : 1, we need also v(-r"*24): i. Thus, we need b fave
v(r"A) : 1 :v(rn-tA) :v(in-kA), and v(rn*tA) :0. Define a core foi-
mula to be a formula of the form rkp¡, where pr'is the first proposition
letter, and 0s.k( r, Set v(-rkpr):1 for 0<k<n. Set u(-n*'n*tp,):0,
for 0< k1'ø.. Set v(-r"*2*p,):1 for 0<k< ar. This defines a valuation on
all core formulae. This is extendéd to a valuation on all formulae as

follows. For all other propositi'on letters'pi,2(i(r, set v(þ,):0. All
other formulae are then evaluated classically, viz:'v(rA): I iff v(A) 

= 
0;

v(A&g):l ift v(A):v(B):1, etc. Wê now claim that v is a C,,71.+r¡

valuation. It is a straightforwárd though somewhat lengthy induction to
prove that v satisfies the nine conditions of Definition 4.2.'Finally, we
note that v(-r"-tp, =-rn*tp,):0 in this valuation, which establishes the
theordm.
The above theorems Separate the C,71na¡¡ from one .another and give

soundness and completeness results for them. We move on to our real aim:
to demonstrate non-trivial quotient algebras for them.
Defnition 4.3. For any formulae A, B, write A-"8 for the statement

F.nr,,*,, &i-Lo (-riA= --l'B).

Theorem 4-4. A-nB implies' C(A) -"C(B), for any context C.
Proof. This is in several þarts

(1) A-,8 implies -6"r;rB. Clearly; ts.,r.n*,, &i:o (ríA= riB) guaran-
teeð'all conjunctd of ts.,r."*,, &i:o (--riA = -tBi eicept for l--rntrA= -r'*tB.
For the latter, we havgF-¡rA)4, so that l--rn+rA:-rn-rA; and also
from (13) of Definitión 4.1, l--r'-rA=-rn*rA. Thus t--r"-tA=rn*rA.
Similarly, l-J"-tB=r"1tB. But from the antecedent of Theorem 4.4,

F-r"-rA 
= 

--r"-rB. Hence by the transitivity of = in C,, l---rn*tA= -r'*tB.
(2) A-"8 implies A"C-nB.C and CoA-,,CoB, for any formula C

where o is &, V, r. These cases here are all similar to one another, so

only one is displayed. We need to prove that F &i=o (rrA= riB) implies
ts &to (-'(e & C) = -r'18 & C)). BV (la) of Definition 4.1 certainly the
antecedent implies &ils (r'(A & C) = rilB & C)). For the case i:0, we
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,i: note that È6; (A= B) = ((A:& G) = (B & C)),"and that the antecedent of
,. .thid'foltbws from &i;¡ (r¡A= riB). This'coräpletes the theorein.
Li .We note'thåt the ¡íoint of axiom (la) of Definition 4.1. is now clearer,
:;i¡:1¡¿¡ it'enäbies us:to provê Theorem 4.4., which is a crucial step in the.

:li'cohstruction of :Lindenbaum'ãlgebras for these logics.
Thizorem'4.5: -n is an equivalence relation on the language L.

,Proof. 'Thè'reflexivity of -n followS immediately from l--c,A= A. The sym-
; -metry and transitivity of ^:,., follow immediately from the symmetry and
'::transitivity of = in C1; : :

Theorem 4.6. The language L coniidered as a formula algebra with
i'oþerations r, &; v; = is hornomoiphic to the quotient algebras L/-,

with operations -r, &, v, =.
hoof. This is a standard type of result. Theorem 4.4. shows that L/ - "

preserves the operations r, &, v, =. Theorem 4'5. shows that L/-" is

well defined. Hence h:L+ L/-" such that h(a¡:lAl (lAl is the equiv-
. alence class of A) is a homomorphism.
Definition 4.4. Where lel, Inl are elements of L/-", let lel<"lnl
' ¡ : .l-r"A=rnBifniseven

. ,ift!--c"¡r"*,, (4= B).& (-rB > rA) &. . . 
t_"g,= r"A if n i, od¿. :,

-:, ,. .

Theorem 4.7. 4n !s a,partial order onLf -n. ; .

Theorem 4.8. In L/-i,l-'***tAl : lr"*k .tdl for k> 0. lr'Al<" lr"-tAl. If
,, lAl =.lnl, then lrBl <" lrAl. :

. in p"rti"ular, in C17r, lÄ : l-'rrAl, and in Cr7r, l¡Al =" lel and lr-r-rÀl :
lrAl,.l¡1Al: lr?Al; , . . etG. In general¡ Cnl(n+r),affords us with n{ 1 'nega-
tionsl in that for any formula A there are n#2 distinct equivalence classes

lnf , lrnl; . . . l-n*tAl of the Lindenbaum-algebra (þ/'7.^, <")..This is enough
to show what was promised.earlier,;namely,.that for,the Cnl(n+r) we havp

4o.n-trivial quolient algebras,'and also that the -n can fun-ction as bicondi'
tionals (strictly, the provability of the biconditional) holding between dis-
tinct formulae. . ;

In order to see just a few¡ more of the algebraic properties of
these Lindenbaum algebras (L/-,,<n) of the C,,71nar), let us look at the
well-known matrices below, which we will call Cs.1 here (see da Costa,
7.974,p:499; also called P, by'Sette,1973, and F by da Costa and Alves,
1981). !

&

x1

x2

3

21t 2 3 3 Ð t2 3 -1

113
113
333

111 3

I
1

113
113
111

111
113

(.9.1¡
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It,is known that these matrices,validate: the.theorems.gl Cr';.'ra¡rd:'itr is

straightforward to check that they validate all of the',C';71,1r1 ,exc9P!.Çr¡z
as well. This being so, it can easily be.'shown,that,the'foltowi¡g is.not in
general a theorem of Cn71.a1¡:.rA=r(A&'B),:Hençe, ryhile-w.e flo þ.ave

ior all these logics F (A a n¡-= A, we,do .nqt have la.a,nl s'lAl, Thqs-,tþe

algebras are not lattices under &, v.as n, U.respectively' It is more lengthy
to prove, employing as it does the use of C,7q,a1¡ models, that -(A v B) =.;4
in general fails. In particular, --r(p v p) = -rp fails for. any proposition letter
p. Thus we do not häve l[l=,lAvnl, so that the algebras are not even

semi-lattices. , 1 i

This completes our sketch of the strengthenings of C1 considered i¡ this

section.

5. More about extending C1 
, ..i

We consider some more properties of extensions of Cr, with an eye to

determining some of the consequences of strengthening C¡, especially'if
one wants to do so because one is persuaded that it is defective.

The first result develops out of the observätion that the systenis Cn/(n+r)

of the previous section are all'weaker than Ce. The result to be proVdd

shows that this is no accident.'Conceivably;'one might be'interested in
strengthening C1 away from the direction'of Cs (obviously without adding

theorems like r(A&rA) which cbllapse into C6). That is, one might'bè'
looking for extensions of C1 (sáy, without some of the defectS of Ct) which

"r, noi sublogics of Cs. 'We show'nôw that'there àre none such. : 
:'

Theorem 5.1. Cois the only Post-complete'logic stronger than C¡. 'i:¡

'Proof.'The thëorern asserts that any logiccontaining C¡, closed under modui
ponens for and uniform sUbstitution; is éither C6; weaker than C6;'öi'
trivial. 'We prove it by proving that any non-theorem of Cii, A, has"d

substitution instance A" such that F.,4"t p.
ì ' i:

Suppose that Þ¿604. Then there is A classiçal valuation v such that v(A) 
= 

0;

Let A' be the resull of substituting p & --p for every variable of A which is

assigned 0, and r(p&rp) for everyvariable assigned 1. As is well known
F6o-14', in fact F.oA'= p. 'We now invoke the Prime Component Theorem

for C¡ (da Costa, 1974,Theorem 4, p' 500): if 4r,...4,, a¡e all the prime

components of the formulae of f, A, then f.FçoA ift F, 41,...,, Alr.,A
The prime components of a formula are, in this case, the propositional
variables (see, e.g., Kleene's Introduction of Metamathematics p. 111). He¡e,

f : Á, so by the Prime Component Theorem pol--c, A'= p; that is, l-c, po ?
(A'= p). Let A" be the result of substituting (p & -p) for p throughout A'.

- ,a..-'
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A" is'thi¡s'a substitution-instance of A' and A. Since C, is closed.'under
uniform substitution, we'plainly'have'l-6, (p &trp)o r (4" = (p & --rp)). But
F-", (p & rp)o.(da-Costa arid Alves, 1977, p.628). Hence Fç, A" = (p & rp),
so l-iç¡A"'= p: This completes the theorem.
'' We turn now to consideration of two logics with frnite characteristic

niatrices'Í¡ihich aie,'next to' C6. The'first is the set of valid formulae of the
matricës Co:i of 'the previous section. The second we qall Co.ì.'

&, 123 t23 l l'2 3 --1

It is not difficult to check that all the logics Cnl(n+r) are included in Co.r.

Neither oF Cs.1 nor Cs2 is included in the other, however: Cs.2 validates
A=.-rrA-ánd C6.1 does not¡ while C6.1 validates (rA)o and Cs.2 does

not.
We note that there are natural relationships between assignments in the

matrices Co.r and Cs.2, ând certain kinds of Cr-valuations. An assignment
in the Ce., matrix behaves.identically as a Cr-valuation in which only the
propositional variables are permitted to have their negations take the value
1 when they themselves do. Complex wffs can take only the values 1 and
3 in the Cs.1 matrices, and behave classically with respect to these. Assigning
a propositional variable p the value 2 and its negation 1 thus corresponds
to a C1-valuation where both p and rp are valued at 1. Conversely, given
any such C1-Valuation to a formula and its subformulae assign a proposi-
tional variable in the Ce.¡ 'matrix 2 just in case both it and its negation
receive 1 in the C¡-valuation.:Tlie vâlue 2'must thus be a designated value,
since it correspirnds to a valuatiòn ofil¡'anil so it is. If we define a formula
to be Ce.r-validt iff it'is valued at 1 in all.:such C1-valuations, we thus have
ts"..,4 ift A is Co.r-valid*. Similarly, an assignment in the Cs.2 matrices
corresponds to a C¡-valuation in which ,

(a) all wfts with main connectives &, v, = are valued as,normal wffs (and

so, in light of l-c,N = (rA)0, all negations of such wfts, and any wff built
up entirely of these two kinds, also).
(b) Any wffof the form'-¡"Þ; tt>0 which is assigned I or 3 is valued at 1

or 0 respectively; and the C1-valuation requires that rl+tp be valued at 0
or 1 respectively, corresponding to a Ce.2-assignment of 3 or 1, so that (Vn)
(r"p is valued difteientty'from -n*tp). :

(C) 'If rnp iS assigned 2, so is p, and so is -r*p, fcir all'm.. Correspönding
to this, we C1-value -1-p as 1, foi all m. In positiúe contexts, 2 behaves like
1. It is not difficult to prove that Cjr-validity coincides exactly with validity

i1
2

3

113
113
333

111
111
113

3

2
1

113
113
111
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in such a class of c,-valuations. (Pro,blern: Srlch a-class of c1-va-luations
looks ¡ather Iike the class of:G¡r-valuations. Does Co.ztgvz?).,,, .r.:l;?r,,ii

Now we are in a position to give axioms.for Co., and go".z: , .,.,¡ì ..
Theorem !.2. Co, is axiomatized by adding .to. C¡ the axioms (A & B)9i

(AvB)0, (A=_.8)o and (rA)0.t2 j .¡ ,..ii: ,i ;.,;i
Proof. 'we want to prove that ts.o., A iff t-co., A. Right to left is a straightforir

ward matter of verifying the axioms and showing that'the rules preservê
validity, and we omit'the details. we want therefore to prove that-if ts.0., A
then Fço., A.

We prove frrst that ts.'., A ift tsc, (Aî & . . . U aii -¡ A, where the A¡ are
all the complex subformulae of A. Right to left is a'niatter of oþserving
that if A¡ is complg*, ts"o., Af and that if ts., (41 &.. . . &.nÐ = A, then
ts.,., (AP &'. . . &al) = A; then detaching the antecedent. Left to right:
suppose Þ.0., A, and let v be an arbitrary C,-valuation of (Af &, . . . &,Al) =A. If v(A?&...&Al)=0, then v((41 &,...&,AÐ=A):1, so let
v(A! A:: . & A:): 1; so that v(A¡) * (¡A¡), for all corùplex subformulae
A¡ of A. But such a valuation is precisely the kind of C1-valuation described'
above which eorresponds exactly to a,Ç6, assignment,.and we have that.
ts.pu A Thus A must be assigned 1 by v. But v was arbitrary, so ts6¡,,(AÎ&...&A1)>A. 

:

But now the theorem follows .easily. Suppose ts.o., A. Then , tsç,
(A? &. . . & A:) f, A, where the A; a¡e all the complr* ,rrËiorrnrrlae of ,4.

.Theref^ore F6, (4? &. ., & Al) = A, so t--ç0.', (Aî.&. . , & Al) r.A- Buq
F.o.,A1 &......&.41. thus F.o.,A.

Theorem 5.3.' Co.z is axiomatized by adding .to ¡C¡ the axioms (A ft- B)o,
(AvB)-.q, (ArB).0, and A=rrA. :

Proof. As .before, ts.o.,A=+ tsco.rA.is straigþtforward..Þ For tsço., AÐ
ts.n.iA, we prove first that þ.";4. ift h., ((AÎ & . . .& A: & (B, =.

r -r-rB1) &.. . . &, (B- = 
-rrB-)) 

" 
A); where. the A¡ are all the complex,

subformulae of A of the formLC & p, 
'Cv D.or C.= D, and the B¡ are all

the subformulae of A. Right toileft.óf:.this is done by noting that all of
41,...,41, (B=rrB,),...,(B;errg.) are valid in C6.2, and then,
applying modus ponen:s. Left to righ1, assume H.o.rA, and let,v be an
arbitrary C¡-valuation for (41& . : .) j e. lf the antecedent is false, then
the'whole formula is true, so let the antecedent be true. This amounts to
requiring that
(a) v(A¡) # v(-rA¡), so that, in view of ¡40 - (-A)0, v(r'A¡) # v(r"*rA,),
and similarly for any subformula built exclusively out of these; , ,

(b) for any propositional va¡iable,.p, since v(p=--p):1 and also
F.,rrp r p, we have either.v(-r"p) # v(rTr-¡O¡ for all n, or v(r"p): 1,
for all n Þ 0. But such a C,-valuation is precisely the.kind of C,-valuation
described above corresponding exactly to a Co.r-assignment. But we have
that ts60.,4, so we must have víA) : 1. Hence ts.;(Al & . . .) = R.

. Now the theorem follows immediately. From Þ.n.rA we have
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,.Þ¿i(A?&,.,. .) = A, :'so 16,'(41&.. ..;) = [, so t-ç0.,. (41&. . .) = A. But
r.rr(A1&,,.),isoF.".jA' ' - :'

Thehext two thepremsshow that Ce.1 and Ce.2 are each'next to'Ce,'in
the'iénse thatthere are no togi"s lying strictly between either and Co.
Theorem 5.4. If A is Cs-valid but not Co.r-valid then A has a substitution

instance A'such that ts.o.,4'=-r(p&-p), for some variable p. Hence
the addition of A to Ce., collapses it to Co or triviali'ty.

hoof. Slnqe Fco.,A, there is a Co.r-assignment assigning 3 ùo A. Since ts.04,
at least one variable must be assigned 2, because if all variables are
aséigned I or 3, the resulting assignment is a Cs-assignment.. To form A',
substitute p for all variables assigned 2,-p for all variables'assigned I
and r-rp for all asbigned 3. Let v be an arbitrary C¡1.¡-assignment to
A'=-r(p&-p). If v(p)=1 or 3, v(:(p&--lp)):1', so that v(A'=
-r(p & -rp)) : 1. If v(p) :l lhen v(rp) : 1 and v(rìp) :3, so that v(A')
is identical with the first asSignment to A, i.e..v(A'):3. Hence.'v(A'=
-(p & -rp)) : 1. Therefore Þcn., A'= -r(p & -p).

Theorem 5.5. If A is not Co.i-valid but is Ce-valid, then A'has a substitution
' instanceiA' such that tsço., Ai = -r(p & rp),

Prgo{. If Fço'A., then there.is a C6.2-assignment rvhich aqsigns A either 2
or 3. If A is assigned 2, then A is of.:the-form.-rlp, for some n. By
substitution, if -r"p is added as a theorem, -r2np is also a theorem, and
so, by Fco.zA= r:4, p is, hence triviality.'So suppoqe that A is assignêd
3. Since ts.04, at least one variable is assigned2.' Form A'as follows:
substitute p for all variables assigned 2, p= p for all variables assigned
l, and --r(prp) for all variables assigned 3. As in Theorem 5.4, this
ensures that if p is assigned 2 in any Ce.2-assignment v, v(A'):3. But
this is the only way to make v(r(p & rp)) # l, and v(p):2 implies
v(-r(p&-p)):2. But 3=2:1. So v(A'=r(p &-p)):1 for arbitrary v.
Hence ts¿;.,4'= r(p & -p).
We conclude by posing the problem as to whether there are any other

logics distinct from C6.¡ and Cs.2 which are next tg Co in the same kind of
vray. More particularly, is it the case that any extension of C¡, a fortiori
contained in Ce, must bp a sublogic'of either Cs.¡ or Co.r?'o

Notes

I I wish to thank Elias Alves, Newton da costa, Michael McRobbie and Graham
Priest for their help.

2 We note.two things about Definition 1.2. First, it is quite inforrnal in that it.speaks
of the 'intended interpretation' of +, and specifies very loqsely that the:intended
interpretation be among. the loose class of notions 'implies' etc. Second, it does
not pretend to ofter necessary and.sufficientsyntactic conditions for an,implication
operator; the weak rtecessary conditiorl is not intended to be sufficient.
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3 The more usuál definition of an L-theory, ¿.g. Routley and Meyer [RlR],"imposes
der co author favours
o term a lquâsi-theorYf .

r, the ion 1.3 is r.norg

o This way of putting the point assumes reasonable properties for conjunction and
negation, of course.

s See e.g. Routley, 1977.
6 See-e.g. Priest, 1977.
7 Though mention must be made of (older) positions which hold that inconsistency

ariseJ from change e.g. Novack, 1971, (possibly) Hegel, 1969, and (possibly)
Engels, 1934.

8 See e.g. da Costa, 1974, p. 508.
e See e.g. Routley and Routley, 1975.

to See e.g. Routley and Meyer, 1973, or Routley and Routley,1972.
tt Indeeã, a positive disrecômmendation in that C1 contains tr = (B = A).
12 Axioms are given by Sette in [1973] for Pr, completeness with respect to the

matrices proved, and 'maximality' (Theorem 5.4 below) proved. The axioms here
are difterent from Sette's, and, in the context of C¡, to some extent more natural.
It is therefore instructive to'prove completenesq directly. The proof of maximality
below also used a different proof from Sette. The completgngçF.and maximality
results for C6.¡ were obtained independently of Sette.

t3 Alves and da Costa have pointed out that this is not so straightforrryard since MP
does not presewe.designation. MP fails only when A: L B: 2. But if B : 2 then
B is of the form r"p (n>0), and so may take the value B:3 as well. This is
impossible if A and A= B always take the value 1.

toThir question has subsequently been answered'in the negative by Alves and
Loparió.
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One of Arthur Prior's constructions of the relational calculus for times within tense logic plus
colm Rennie's multimodal semantics and found
ndent necessity operator was both incolrect and

metaphysics namely temporal relationism.
¡elationism is not entailed by the modified

ribing an inconsistent temporal structure in

framework. 
s of time can be unified within an inconsistent

1. Introduction

This paper is dedicated to the Australian logician Malcolm Rennie (1940-1980),

whosã brilliant logical career was cut short at an early age. Rennie was

responsible for educating a generation of Australian logicians, and the present

u.rthor considers it a privilege to have been his student' Rennie was a great

admirer of Arthur Prior. Rennie, following Prior, took the view that logic is a
vehicle in which conflicting metaphysical views can be expressed, so that
disputes can be conducted precisely and rigorously and thus with some chance of
resolution. I have subsequently come to think that Prior's tense-logical work is
significant in a way Prior did not suspect: as the doom of the view of logic as the

purveyor of necessary truth. It takes only a little study of Prior's work on tense

iogic to expand greatty one's conceptions of what is possible for time, and thus

to erode confidence in the necessity of any thesis about time; the example

generalizes rapidly. Neither Prior nor Rennie, necessitarians both, drew that

"ons"quen"e 
of course. In this paper, completeness results due to Rennie are

applied in criticism of one of Prior's constructions of times from tenses. Further

métaphysical implications of the construction, specifically temporal relationism,
are then uncovered and repairs are suggested. Finally, it is shown that the

inconsistency between the competing conceptions of time, temporal relationism
and temporal absolutism, is not the worst kind of inconsistency since they can

both be made to hold in an appropriate inðonsistent but nontrivial framework.

2. Prior's system

prior began with the classical propositional calculus expressed in Polish notation,
and added to its language the usual tense logical unary propositional operators

F, P, G, H, for'It will be that','It has been that','It will always be that', and

'It has always been that' respectively. The relational calculus for times, or

U-calculus, is an applied first order functional calculus with identity; and with

the primitives (Jtt' and Ttp to be read respectively't is earlier than ¡" and'p is

true at f', where the t-variables range over times or tempolal instants. An

0144-5340/þ5 $10.00 O 1995 Taylor & Francis Ltd
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obvious translation of tense logic into the U-calculus is to add a constant r¡ for
'now', and then define Fp : ¿t ZIKU vtTtp, Pp : 6¡ ZtKUt vTtp, Gp : ¿¡ ITTCU vtTtp,
and Hp:or[ItCUtvTtp. It is now well known, though only suspected when
Prior was writing (Prior 1968,p.75), that there is no general reverse translation
of theses in the U-calculus into tense logical theses. In 'The Logic of Ending
Time'(in Prior 1967), Prior provided a tense logic augmented with propositional
quantifiers which he claimed was adequate for this job.

Prior's augmented tense logic begins with Lemmon's minimal tense logic K,,
and adds a necessity operator L of which all the theorems of 55 hold, together
with mixing axioms relating necessity to tenses. Temporal instants are to be
identified with the totality of what is true at those instants, a manoeuvre familiar
from another context, namely relationism about time (see below). To do this,
Prior also postulated a set of 'world propositions', a, b, c, ..., thought of as

giving the totality of what is true at a time, together with axioms for them; and
then defined the U-calculus propositions Uab, Tap and lab, the last to be read
'¿ is the same time as å'.

Summary of the system:

(1) Atl substitution instances of theorems of the classical propositional
calculus PC with the rule of modus ponens

(2) All substitution instances of the axioms and rules of K,, that is:
K,(7): CGCpqCGpGq
K,(2): CHCpqCHpHq
K,(3): CPGpp
K,(4): CFHpp
K,(5): If F.A then F GA andlHA

(3) All substitution instances of the theorems of the modal logic 55 plus the
rule of necessitation: if. FA ¡hen I LA

(4) All substitution instances of:
M(I): CLpGp
M(2): CLpHp

(5) There is a set of propositions ('world propositions') o, b, c, ..., all
satisfying in addition to the above:
W(7): Ma where as usual M :¿¡ NLN
W(2): ALCapLCaNp
W(3): Eaa

(6) The following definitions:
Df(l): Tap:6¡ LCap
Df(2): Uab:tTa(Fb)
Df(3): ¡a6 =ot LEab

where in (5) and (6) p is any proposition and a, b are any world propositions

3. Against Prior's system

Prior remarks ('The Logic of Ending Time', Prior 1967, p. 100)

Formally, we begin from some tense logic, say K, and introduce
operator L, which means in effect that "It is true at all times ...",

an
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And again:

Ma (= NLNa) asserts in effect that the proposition a is true at some time.

67

In this section it is argued first that, on a certain interpretation of "It is true at

some time that . . .", the second assertion is false, and the first misleading' Then

a second interpretation, drawing on another paper of Prior's, is considered' It is

argued that the same defect holds of this

of laying down independent modal post

tion'is made true by definition. It is

interpretation has the drawback of usi

propositional quantifi ers.' it is known that if a necessity operator L2 is introduced into K, by

:ì'g 
"i'"'"':, 

Ï, i ;iT"å'iJ:'ï:i:
operators L1 and L2. Multiply modal
the Presence of 55 The M axioms are

logic in the (N, C, Lt, L2) language

' (1) axioms and ¡ules for PC (2) axioms

and rules for s5 governing ¿r (3) axioms and rules for B governing L2, and (4)

CL1pL2P.-- 
Ãá;""¡e 2-multiple model for this sublogic is a tuple (K, Rt, Rz, v) where

(Ð (K,Rr,v) is an s5 model, i.e. R1 is reflexive, symmetric and transitive on K
àá¿'u it the usual function assigning trulh or falsity to wffs at members of K (ii)
(K, Rz, v) is a B model, i.e. R2 is reflexive and symmetric on K(iiD R2 c R1. It
is noi difficult to verify that the mod al axioms and rules of the preceding

ennie showed completeness. Assuming
no new theorems beyond those of B are

by the presence of. CL1PL2P. Fqr

zLzp,let K: {1,2,3),let R, : ç2,
7>, (2,3), (3,2)), and let v(p, 1) :

': åì ;l;i',ï:ä,IJ:'#; ?ì". ï"":lî:
stem with sole mixing axioms CL1pL2p,

...,CLo-tPLnp,whetethemodallogicofL¡isatleastasstrongas/-¡.'1:pick
uny 

"oont"r-oå"t 
to any nontheorem solely in L¡a1, it will have a corresponding

reiation R¡ç1' Then R, C' . . Ç R¡+r Ç l ¡ G' " Ç-Rr can be satisfied by taking

Rn :Rr_r':,.. :Rl*r and Ri :R¡_r : . . . : K2. Hence no extra theorems in

the (N, C, Lz) language are Produced'
ù" 

""n 
show now ih"t irrP.ior's system, not lCKKpGpHpLlp, equivalently

notICMpAAPFPPP.

Proposition.l In Prior's system' not lCL2pLlp'
e'rio¡ 11 lCLzpLlp then lEL2pLlp; and so since the ff .axiom 

for L1 is a

,tr"oi"*, itt" Sï u*iott fot L2, nãmely CM2pL2M2p, would be provable' But it

has just been shown that L2 has a weaker logic than S5'r

Thus, we come to the Ëoflowing point. How are Prior's "It is true at all times

that . .,, and "It is true at somJ tìme that . ." to be understood? A natural
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interpretation of the former is KKpGpHp, that is L2p; and a natural interpreta-
tion of the latter is AApFpPp, that is M2p. Given these interpretations, then
applying Proposition 1, Prior's second quoted claim above is false; Mp does not
'assert in effect' that AAaFaPa. Moreover his first claim above is misleading:
since not lCKKaGaHaLla, then L1a does not 'mean in effect' that it is true
at all times that a. However, because lCLpKKaGaHa, Lp suffices for
KKaGaHa.

But this is not the only way to read "It is true at all times that..", nor even
necessarily the best. The problem is that there might be times neither earlier nor
later than the present, which KKpGpHp thus cannot reach. An example is the
universes of special relativity, where the objective earliery'ater relation is
confined to the light cone, and events in the elsewhere are only earliery'ater
than the present relative to some frames, but not relative to others. In another
paper, 'Tense Logic and the Logic of Earlier and Later' (Prior 1967, pp.
716-134), Prior gave a stronger reading, using an inductive definition:

Lop:¿tp
Ln*'p :0, KHLnpGLnp

Then Lp :¿¡[InLnp

The point is that while Lp implies KKpGpHp, it also implies such things as

GHp, HGp, GHGp, HGHp and the like. This Lp can thus be read more
plausibly as "It is true at all times that ..". The cost, of course, is even stronger
quantification: over the superscripts of the inductively defined modalities.
Setting this aside, a corresponding possibility modality can be defined induct-
ively in the same fashion, by:

Mop:¿¡p
Mn*'p :o¡ APM,pFMnp

Then Mp -¿¡ZnMnp

Prior showed that these modalities have an 55 structure (p. 130). Nonethe-
less, it is interesting that even here it can be shown that CLpLlp and CMpMp
are not ensured. To see this, let the system be strengthened by adding
CGpGGp, CHpHHp, CKKpGpHpGHp and CKKpGpHpHGp as axioms. This
has the effect of ensuring that CLl pLzp, CLzpL3p, ... etc., and hence
ELpL2p, are all theorems. But still CL2pLlp and hence CLpLlp would not be
theorems: let K: {7,2\, Rr:K2, Rz= {(1,1), (2,2>),v(p,1):!, v(p,2):
0; then v(Lzp,1):1 while v(Lú,1):0, so that v(CL2pL1p,1):0. That is to
say, while one continues with the strategy of defining L1 and Mt by independ-
ent modal axioms, there appears to be no way to make Prior's opening
assertions any better than misleading.

There is, of course, a fairly straightforward way out of this: dispense with the
independent 55 modal axioms and M(1) and M(2), and define Lp :¿¡
KKpGpHp, equivalently Mp:¿tAApFpPp. At least these modalities are defin-
able within the original resources, and one can continue to use these defined
modalities in the axiom system as long as one gives up the claim that Lp means
that p is true at all times. This strategy is adopted below, but before doing so a

deeper difficulty is considered.
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4. Relationism

Temporal relationism is a group of doctrines, typically motivated by the
verificationist criterion of meaning, asserting that there is nothing more to time
than the events occurring within it. Relationist theories of time typically have

strong consequences for the topology of time. Thus it has seemed to some that
there could not be a stretch of time in which everything was static, or two
distinct instants at which qualitatively the same events occurred (for example in
the latter case according to this kind of relationism the universe would really be
temporally closed). The world propositions provide a way of formulating this
thesis: if two times have the same world propositions true at them, they are the
same time; or CKTacTbcIab, for any world propositions a, b, c. Now it is a
defect for a system of tense logic to contain strong topological assumptions
above time, if these can be avoided. However:

Proposition2 In Prior's system, lCKTacTbcIab, f.ot any world propositions
a, b, c,
Proof (sketch)

(l) EKTøcTcbKLCacLCcå DF(1)
(Z) CKLCacLCcbLCab B
(3) CKTacTbcTab l,z,PC
@) EKTbcNTcbKLCbcNLCcb D(1)
(s) CNLCcbLCcNb w(2)
(6) CKTbcNTcbKLCbcLCcNb 4, 5, PC
(7) CKLCbcLCcNbLNb B
(8) N¿Nå v/(1)
(9) NKTbcNTcb 6,7,8,PC

(I0) CTbcTcb 9, PC
(Il) CKTacTbcKTacTcb 10, PC
(12) CKTacTbcTab 3, 11, PC
(13) CKTacTbcTba 10, 1,2, PC
(I4) CKTacTbcKTabTba 12,13, PC
(L5) CKTabTbaKLCabLCba Df(1)
(16) CKLCabLCbaLEab B

(17) ELEabIab Df(3)
(78) CKTacTbcIab L4, 'J.5, 76, 77 , PC t

5. Avoiding relationism

How is this to be avoided? Notice that the problem only arises if the
propositions a, b, c ... are thought of as descriptions of the instantaneous
qualitative state of the universe and lab is interpreted as identity of times. If
not, it is not so clear that CKTacTbcIab is an objectionable thesis. But some

definition of identity is desirable. Nor will Q: b =dr KNUabNUba do, since this
amounts to requiring that U be connected where the U-calculus permits
neutrality. [f however the a, b, c . .. are thought of as propositions specific as

to what the time is ('clock propositions'), then CKTacTbcIab looks right. So the
system is changed by taking propositions of the form 'The time is . . .'; and then
times are identified with these. The a, b, c ... are changed to t1, t2,... to
reflect this change. The axioms W(1) and W(2) remain unchanged, but they are

renamed T(1) and T(2).
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Concerning T(3): 2n, this also look unnecessarily limiting; since it amounts
to the claim that at least one time exists, which would rule out atemporal states

of affairs. Such a universe might be one in which uninstantiated Platonic
universals were the only existients. Note that W(3) was not used in the proof of
the previous proposition, so it is not implicated in relationism.

It would be unreasonable to dispense with world propositions altogether
however, if only because they enable formulation and consideration of relation-
ist theses like the above. They are therefore retained, with a modification. The
thesis W(2): ALCapLCaNp is reasonable for clock propositions in place of a
(given the assumption of the completeness of the theory of true propositions
describing the universe, which might be questioned). But W(2) is not reasonable
for time-slices of events. The reason is that substitution of clock propositions for
p enables all instances of ETtaTat to be proved with the help of W(2), and we

would be back with CKTtlcTt2cIt¡2. So the full W(2) must be dropped. There
needs to be something to distinguish world propositions, however. A reasonable
solution seems to be to distinguish a third class of propositionS, p1, pz, . . .

describing ordinary events. The intuitive relationship between ordinary and
world propositions is that the latter are infinite maximal consistent conjunctions
of the former. The nearest one can get to this in a propositional tense system
would seem to be to retain W(2) but restrict p in it to ordinary and world
propositions, excluding clock propositions.

On W(3): Zaa, this is rather harder to dispense with than T(3), i.e. Ett, at
least if W(2) is retained; since denying W(3) would seem to allow for a universe
in which no world propositions are true and perhaps even a 'null universe' in
which no propositions are true. (But even here it is not obviously a necessary
truth that at least one proposition is true; see Mortensen (1989) or Mortensen &
Burgess (1989).

The modified system is as follows.

(1) Ordinary propositions: there is a set of propositions p1, pz, . . .satisfying
the axioms and rules of PC and Kr.

(2) Clock propositions: there is a set of propositions /1, tz, . . . satisfying PC,
K,, and for any clock proposition Í,
T(I): Mt where M is as in Df(1) below.
T(2): ALCtpLCtNp where p is any proposition,

and L is as DF(l) below.
(3) World propositions: there is a set of propositions 41, az, ... satisfying

PC, K, and for any world proposition a¡,

W(7): Ma¡
W(2): LCa¡pLCa¡Np where p is any ordinary or world proposition.
W(3):Za¡a¡

(4) Definitions
Df(1): Lp :¿t KKpGpHp, Mp :¿r AApFpPp
Df(2): Tt¡p =¿t LCt¡p
Df(3): Ut¡¡:¿¡Tt¡Ft¡
Df(a): It¡¡:6 LEt¡¡

where p is any proposition and /¡, t¡ are an! clock propositions.
The objectionable relationist schema can be formulated in this system: for
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any clock propositions t¡, t¡, aîd any world proposition a¡' CKT|¡aPTt¡a¡'It¡t¡

But:

7l

t¡ there is a clock proposition t¡ ar'd a

numbered atomic propositions true at e

atomic proPositions true at odd

v(t¡,t¡): 1 iff i = i' InterPret wo

the p'¡. A world ProPosition is set

time. There are thus in the model

¡a¡Tt¡¡2a¡ holds at all times' But lt¡t¡¡2

holds at no times; because v(f¡, z¡) : 1 while v(t¡+z,u¡) = 0' Hence not

I C KT t ia ¡T t ¡ a2a ¡I t ¡t ¡ a 2t
TheideaofinterpretingworldpropositionsasmaximalconsistentSetSwas

suggested to me bY Rennie'

6. ParaconsistencY

As is often the case, the possibility of inconsistency-tolerance throws a distinc-

ii* ligttt on these logicai theories. in the proof of the

f.*ioî* proposition eiidently relies logic does not forbid

[tr" ¿iuiriån óf clock propositiãns into classes' Hence' in the

.firi, of Prior's unå R"ttni"'s concepti providing a rigorous

framework for metaphysics, it is woith considering the situation where the

theory is augmented by the addition of
for eàch i * i; that is to say, following
we should also acknowledge the str

reflecting on the fact that such clock

clocks, or at any rate the common ana

same empirical reading after a regular

This can also be interpreted ut un 
"*p."*sion 

of the relationist point of view in a

two-state oscillating orriu"rr". Now ciicular time or indeed any cylindrification of

;h;; r;"." is a prime area for the application of inconsistent tools, as shown in

ir4ortenien 1994. Hence, to unify the points of view both abstract and empirical,

as atl good philosophy'seeks tó unify, we can ask what distinctions we could

continö to make when we accept the empirical point of view while clinging to

the abstract conception of times. An alternative approach leading to the same

foint ir to considei a conception of time as informed by two cognitive sources'
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one where clocks are perceived to repeat themselves and one where things are

nonetheless perceived at those times to be different. The conception might be

that of an AI system or our own invention; but whatever, it would be an

epistemic or cognitive storY.
The question thus arises: how serious is this inconsistency? According to the

classical conception of logic, as exemplified in Prior's tense logics and Rennie's

models, all inconsistency is immediately fatal to any theory, by spreading

everywhere throughout it in virtue of the tule ex contradictione quodliber, ECQ,
p, Npþ4. But it is also known that the same fatality can be generated in
theories of logics lacking this rule, for example by adding þ 0 : 1 to Meyer's
arithmetic R#, based on the relevant logic R, though not by adding l0=2.
The spread of contradiction into triviality independently of ECQ tends to

require a high degree of functionality associated with the identificands, as we

now see.
The broad parts of the technical construction are already well known. First,

one needs a paraconsistent (inconsistency-tolerant) background logic and a

paraconsistent version of minimal tense logic Kr. Many of the former are

known; we choose here three-valued closed set logic P3. P3 is paraconsistent

though not a relevant logic and indeed possessing an S5-ish implication S. It is

described by the matrices:

K TBF A

*T
*B
F

The first paraconsistent tense logic seems to have been due to Priest, and

based on his paraconsistent logic LP (see Priest 1982). The alternative here

takes all the axioms of K,, and replaces the connective C everywhere through-

out with the P3 implication connective S. The C is retained in the language,

however, since Cpq is definable as ANpq. Propositional quantifiers are taken

semantically as generalised conjunctions (II) and disjunctions () of their
instances. Necessity L and possibility M ate along for the ride since they are

defined symbols, and so do not disturb the overall properties of the logic.
The resulting logic is consistent but paraconsistent. It is consistent because

the implication connective S has no more theorems than its counterpart C, so

that interpreting S as C gives consistency relative to classical tense logic. It is

paraconsistent because not p, Nplq (let p:8, Q:F). We can use a

valuation function for clock propositions and world propositions like that of the
previous proof except that we permit values in any world to come from

{T,B,F}; and we modify the assignment by taking v(t¡,t¡)-T if. i: i,
v(t¡,r¡) =B if i* j but i+ ¡:0mod2, else_v(/¡,-z;):F. For any fixed i, the

theory Th determined by Th = {A: v(A,r j)e{T, B}} is inconsistent; for example

lKltotzNTtet2. The first conjunct here, ,If¡f2, is the expression of the relation-
ist's intuitions while the second conjunct Nltst2 is the expression of the

absolutist's intuitions. But the theory is nontrivial in the sense that not every

identity of clock propositions holds: for example, not þft6f1 while still þN/rsr1.
This unification of possible positions cannot be achieved classically without
triviality, but the paraconsistent point of view permits it.

TBF s TBF N

F
T
T

F
F
T

TTT
TBB
TBF

TBF
BBF
FFF

F
T
T

T
T
T
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Chapter 9

The Algebraic Analysis of
Relevant Affixing Systems

Richard Sylvan, Robert Meyer, Ross Brady, Chris Mortensen
and Val Plumwood

The unification of logical methods accomplished in the previous chapter is, in
one respect, incomplete. Though the semantical analysis of a logic will, as we
have seen, generate matrices for the logic, it does not yield all matrices for the
logic (though there is a sense in which every matrix is repeated). To determine
all matrices for a logic we investigate its matrix or algebraic representation or
anaiysis.

In this chapter we first present algebraic analyses for an important and

extensive class of affixing systems: the class comprises not only a great many

relevant logics including all the more standard systems but also all the usual

irrelevant logics and some unusual ones as well. Thus the analyses a¡e much
more general as regards the class of logics catered for than those encompassed
in recently established theory, set out in most detail in Rasiowa [1974]. The
álgebraic analyses are connected with semantical analyses already provided
for the class of logics in question (in Chapter 4 of RLRI) by means of a

general representation theorem. The algebraic analyses are then applied to
yield embedding and conservative extension results.l

Later parts of the chapter take off from the algebraic analyses given in the

first sections, e.g. the matter of finite algebras, or from the study of important
algebras, e.g. the axiomatization of certain fundamental matrices, or also arise

from more general questions that algebraic-approaches to relevant logics lead

to, e.g. the study oF relevant consequence operations, their properties and

applications, of relevant theories, and, more peripherally, of many valued

relevant logics.
AII these topics are also unified as generalizations, applying as well to

relevant logics as favoured irrelevant logics, of logical developments most

intensively cultivated in Poland, where it is held that algebraic methods -
many of them discovered or worked out in Poland - really do hold the keys to
the universe (of logic):

Vy'e do believe that matrix semantics [i.e. in effect algebraic analyses, for
sentential logics (considered as consequence operators on finitary free
algebras)] is of first rank among other semantics. ... Other semantics are

regarded as secondary, if at all (stated in Zygmunt [1977], p.88).
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But while we grant the importance of matrix semantics, and of the bridge they
provide between logical systems and mathematics, especially algebraic
methods, we consider that they are of much less philosophical significance
than worlds semantics. In any case however, there are easy routes, traversible
in both directions, from one set of semantics to the other, as is well known,
and we now show somewhat more generally.2

$9.1. Ackermann and De Morgan Groupoids

Relevant affixing systems are modelled by algebraic structures called (in
honour of Ackermann, 'the father of relevance logic') Ackermann groupoids.
Groupoids are group-like structures, many of whose properties algebraic
studies have disclosed, and Ackermann's groupoids simply add further duly
contained elements to groupoids. In what follows some very small
acquaintance with modern algebra is presupposed.

Astructure Ç =.C, s, o, -+, 1', where G is a set, 1 e G, < is a two-place
relation on G, and o and -' are two-place operations on G, is an
( implicational) Acke nnantt g roupoid iff.

Pl. G is a partially ordered groupoid under s and o, i.e.
P1.1. s is a reflective transitive and antisymmetric relation on G, and
P1.2. = is summative under o, i.e. whenever a s b then both aoc < boc and

coa < cob for every a,b,c e G;

P2. 1 is a left identity, i.e. loa = a for a { G;

P3. G is left-residuated w.r.t, +, i.e. aob < c iff a s b-+c for a,b,c e G.
. A positive Ackennann grottpoid Çis a structure <G, o, +, fl, U, l>

satisfying P2 and P3, where s is defined: a s b iff aUb = b, and with Pl
strengthened to:

P4. G is a distributive lattice with respect to U, fì, which is ordered w.r.t. to
o, i.e.

P4.1. <G, fl, U> is a distributive lattice, and
P4.2.G islatticeordered,i.e. ao[bUcl =laob] Ulaocl and (bUcl oa =

(boa| U lcoal, for a,b,c e G.

P4 implies Pl.2 as follows:
{coal U lcobl = ç o laUbl = c o b when a s b;

i.e. coa < cob when a s b. U and ll are of course two-place operations on
C, and - is a one-place operation on C.

A de Morgatt groupoid G- is a structure <G, o, --+ , n, U, -, 1> satisfying

P2,P3,P4.2 and with P4.l strengthened to:
P5.1. .G, [], U, -' is a de Morgan lattice, i.e. a distributive lattice such that,

fora,b e G, --a = a and whenever a = b, -b s -a. Thus a de Morgan groupoid
is a positive Ackermann groupoid but with postulate P4 strengthened to:
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P5. G is a de Morgan lattice which is ordered w.r.t. o.

A classícal (de Morgan) grottpoid is a de Morgan groupoid such that:

P6. 1 s aU-a, for every a e G.

A neigative Ackennatttt groupoíd Çis a structure <G, f , o, +, -, 1t where
<G, <, o, +, l> is an Ackermann groupoid and - is a unÍuy operation on G

such thatfor a,b E G, --a = a and if a s b then -b s -a.

S9.2. De Morgan Groupoids Algebraize Bot

The basic logic Bot, with sentential tanguage SL. which includes as well as the

primitive connective set l-+, &, v, -, o) the sentential constant t, has the

following axiom schemes and rules:
Al. A + A (This scheme is redundant in the presence of t')
42. A&B --+ A 43. A&B + B

44. IA-+BlalA-+C] --+ .A + B&C 45. A + AvB

46. B + AvB 47. [A+ClalB-+C] + .AvB -+ C

48. A&tBvCl -+ lA&Blv(A&Cl 49. --A--+ A

Al0. t A1l. t +. A--+A

Rl. A, A+B =+ B (modus ponens)
R2. A, B =+ A&B (adjunction)
R3. A-+B + B--+C +. A--+C (suffixing)
R4. A-+B =+ C+A -+. C+B (prefixing)
R5. A+-B + $+-[ (contraposition)
R6.lAoBÌ -' C e A -+. B+C (residuation)

The basic logic B, of Chapter 4 of RLRI, results on deleting connective o

and constant t and postulates concerning them.

Theorem 9.2.1. Bot is a conservative extension of B.

Proof is as in Chapter 5, RLRI.
Thus an algebraii treatment of Bot provides at the same time an algebraic

treatment of B, and indeed O and t are added to facilitate algebraic treatment

of relevant logics (as explained in Meyer and Routley Í19721).
We are also interesìed in va¡ious parts of Bot, especially the positive part

Bft which drops negation and its associated postulates A9 and R5, the

implicational part Bofwhich omits negation, conjunction and disjunction and

their associated postulates, and the implicational negation part Br which

eliminates conjunction and disjunction. Parts are similarly cha¡acterized for
the extensions of Bot we go on to consider; for example, as before, where L is
an extension of Bot, L* is the positive part of L and extends Bo*t.

We connect logics with algebras in the familiar way, by means of
interpretation functions. In the specific way we define truth on an

,
:

t

:'
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interpretation we follow Dunn's algebraic analysis of system R (in Dunn

tre66l).
An interpretation of a sentential logic L in a structure Ç with

corresponding operations is a function I defined on all wff of L, with values in

Ç, and such that, whenever the connectives and constants belong to the

language of L, the tbllowing hold for all wff A and B:

(i) ItA+B¡ = I[Al * I[Bl
(iÐ If AoBt = ItAl o I(Bl
(iii) Ittl = 1

(iv) ItAaBl = ItAÌ n ItBÌ
(v) I(AvBl = ItAl U I(BÌ
(vi) If -Al = - If Al

A wff A of L is true on interpretation I in $Îf 1 s I[Al; and otherwise is

false on I in G A is valíd in Giff A is true on all interpretations in G and

otherwise is invalid in G A is L-groupoid valid iff A is valid in all L-groupoids;
and otherwise is L-groupoid ínvalid: in particular A' is de Morgan (groupoid)
valid íff A is valid in all de Morgan groupoids.

Tlrcorem 9.2.2. A is a theorem of Bot iff A is valid in all de Morgan
groupoids.
Proof. (l) We show, by induction on the length of proof of A, that A is true on

any interpretation I in any de Morgan groupoid C-. Al0 is trivial; otherwise
where A is an axiomscheme of the form C -+ D, itsufltces to show I[Cl s I
lDl, since 1 s IIC+DI iff 1 s I[Cl -+ I[Dl, i.e. iff 1 o ItCl s I[Dl. Since then Ç is
a de Morgan lattice, all axioms except A4, A7 and Al l are trivially verified.

ad 44. Since (a+b) fl (a+cl s a'-+b, ([a--+bl [ìla+c¡¡ o a s b. Since
similarly t[a+bl f-l[a+c¡¡ o a < c, ([a--rb] fì [a+c¡¡ o a s bfìc, so

Ia--+bl fl [a-+cl 5 ¿ --+ (b[ìcl, Hence 1 = I(441.

adA7. Since Ia+c¡ fl [b+c¡ s a-+c, [[a+c] n Ib+cìl o a I c, and similarly
f f a--+cl n Ib-]cll o b r c. Hence, by lattice ordering, [[a-+c] fl
(b+c)| oIaubl sffla---]cl nlb+cll oal Ullfa+cl fl[b+cll obl sc.
Thus Ia-+c¡ fì (b*c¡ 5 (aubl + c; whence 1 = I[A71.

adAll. Since 1oa I a,1s a---)a: so 1s I[Al+11[l = I(A+Al.
The rules are verified by supposing their premises ¿ue true on an arbitrary

interpretation I and showing their conclusions are likewise true. R2 and R5 are

immediate from de Morgan lattice properties, and R6 by left residuation. Rl
follows by transitivit right summation.

(2) Suppose A , in the usual way, the
Lindenbaum algebra C .+C'is a theorem of
Bot¡. Let lcl= t lc[ c i elements of lGlthus:

lAlo lBl = lAoBl, þl--+ pl = lA+Bl,
H n H = lA&Bl, lAlu lBl= lAvBl. -lAl= l-Al
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Then (i) lçl = .lcl, o, +, n, u, -, ltl' is a de Morgan monoid. For first, the

operations are well-defined. Next
(ii) lAl s lBl if f A*B is a theorem of Bot'

If FA'--'B; ÉnuS * B, so FC e AvB iff FC-B for every wff C, i.e. lAvBl =

lBl. so lAlU lBl = lBl, i.e. lAl s lBl. Conversely if lAls lBl, then Fc â AvB iff
FCHB; so FAvB c+ B, whence l-A+8.

It is immediate that s is a partial order on lGl' and P5.l follows readily.

adP2.If FtoA -r C. l-t -+.A'-+C; so as Ft, FA-+C. Since t -r.A--+4,
toA + A; so if FC + toA, FC-+4. Hence if FtoA e C then FAeC.

Conversely, since FtoA --+ A, if FA--*C, FtoA --+ C; and if FC-+A
then l-toC --+ toA, so Ft + .C + toA, whence F-C -'+ toA, since Ft.
Thus if FAeC then f-toA * C. Combining results ltoAl = lAl, whence

Irlo lAl = lAl.
acl P3. Immediate by the residuation rule, and (ii).
adP4.2. By (ii) it suffices to show FA o IBvCl e AoB v AoC and its mate'

Since FCog -+ QoB, FC ---) .B -> CoB. If l-A'--+B then f-B -+ CoB

t .A + CoB, hence FC -+ .A -'+ CoB and FCoA + CoB. Similarly if
FA-+B then FAoC --+ BoC. Hence using A5 and 46, FAoB + fiolBvCl
and FAoC + AolBvCl whence F-AoB v AoC + AoÍBvCl by R2 and A7' As

to the converse, since FA ---+ .B --+ AoB and FA --+ .C -* AoC, FA ---)

[B -r AoBl & [C -] AoCl, since FIB --+ AoBl & lC --+ AoCì + -BvC -->

IAoBl v tAoCl, FA -] .BvC -+ [AoBl v IAoCl; whence FA o {BvC} ->
IAoBl v f AoCl. The other case is similar.

Thus (i) is established. Now define an interpretation I in lcl thus:

I(Al = lAl. Then

(iii) I is an interpretation in lCl. Also

(iv) C is a theorem ot not if ¡t¡ s lcl, for every wff C.

For by (ii) ltl s C iff t-+C is a theorem of Bot' But then, since t is a theorem

so is C.

Since by hypothesis, A is a non-theorem, A is not true on I in lQl' that is

there is a De Morgan groupoid in which A is invalid.

Corollaries. A is a theorem of L iff A is valid in all L groupoids, where logic

L is one of the following parts of Bot : Bo,t, B"r1,sT' Thus Ackermann

groupoids, algebraize Bo,t, positive Ackermann groupoids Bo*t and negative

Ackermann groupoids Bo,l.

Proofs are by the relevant parts of the proof of the theorem.
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$9.3. Extensions of Bot and its Parts have Algebraic Counterparts
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Every extension of Bot and its pafts by the addition of new axiom schemes has
an algebraic counterpart; some of these extensions are more natural than
others. A remarkable connection between logical postulates of a class of
extensions of Bot and algebraic postulates, written in terms of o, was
established in Meyer and Routley Í19721. when negation is added the list of
interconnexions can be enlarged; but some modifications are also required,
just as when the semantics for positive systems is enlarged to take account of
negation. But unlike the algebraic postulates corresponding to
relevantly-interesting positive logical postulates those corresponding to
negation postulates are so far not much better than transforms of the axiom
schemes. Hopefully a neater algebraic analysis of negation will emerge (e.g.
from recent reaxiomatizations of relevant logics, which conservatively add a
Boolean negation3).

only a selection of more important (or in some cases older established)
logical postulates from earlier chapters are considered. The methods also apply
to a great^many further postulates. Note that such prestigeous systems as E
(strictly Eot), R and T are included. We list the logical p*totut". on the lefr,
the corresponding algebraic postulate on the right, and the conesponding
combinator on the far right:

Bl. Aa¡A'+B¡ -' 3 rl. a i aoa W*
82. (A+Bl&l$+Ql -+ .[-+Q 12. aob < ao[aobl rù/B

83. A+B -' .B-'C + .A--+C 13. laobloç = bo[aocl B'
84. B--+C ->.4--+B --' .A-'C r4, [aobloc < aolbocl B
85. [A-+.[--+BJ -+ ,[--+l 15. aob < (aob]ob W
86. t+A -+ A 16. a s ao1
87.A+.4-B*B 17.aob=boa C*
88. A -+ .B-+B r8. aob < b K'
B9.A+.8---+A r9.aob.a K
Bl0.[A-+.S--+Cl + .[---rf, + .A--+C rl0. laobloc < 

f aoclo(bocl S

Bll. (A+.B--+C| -* .B --+ .A--+C rl l. [aob¡oc s faoc)ob C .

Bl2. A ---) .A+A r12. aoa < a
Bl3. Av-A rl3. 1 s aU-a
Bl4. A--+-A + -A rl4. if aob < -b rhen a I -b
Bl5. A--+-B -+.8--+-A rl5. if aob < c then ao-c s -b
816. B --+ Av-A 116. b . aU-a.

A cited combinator applied to rhe left hand side of the conesponding argebraic
inequality will produce the right-hand side of the inequality (for details see
Cury and Feys [1958]). It is ar this point that we begin to fit methods of
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combinatory logics into our synthesis of methods of logical analysis. (See also

Bunder's $ 11.4.)
We call a groupoidJltting for logic L, or an L-groupoid, jttst in case the

algebraic postulates which correspond to the further axiom schemes of L hold
for the groupoid.

Theorem 9.3.1. Where L is any one of the extensions of Bot or its parts,

introduced, A is a theorem of L iff A is valid in all L-groupoids.

Proof extends the proof of Theorem 9.2.2, and is straightforward once we

establish certain basic equivalences.
For each implicational axiom Bi in our list there is a conesponding

algebraic postulate bi obtained from the interpretation of Bi; as a

transformation bi is obtained from Bi as follows: capital letters are replaced by
alphabetically matching lower case letters, the main implication symbol '-+ is
replaced by the order notation s, and otherwise symbols, ->, o, &, v, -, t are

replaced throughout by +, o, n' U, -' 1 respectively' Call the result bi = t(Bi)
the algebraic transþnn, under t, of Bi. Similarly each algebraic postulate

(excep-t those of thaform 1 s d, for some d) has a logícal transþrm O - t-l1ri)
obtained by the inverse process. For example, in the case of B3 and 13 we

obtain respectively under t and t-1,

b3. a * b s b+c + .a->c R3. Ao(BoC¡ +. $o(Aocl
The basic equivalences are as follows:
(I). Where Ri = rl(ri), Bi is a theorem of Bot iff Ri is a theorem of Bot.
(II).Where bi = t(Bi), bi holds in a de Morgan (Ackermann, if it is

non-negative) groupoid Ç iff ri holds in Ç.
The proofs of (I) and (II) are likewise transforms of one another. Residuation

and its mate P3 are respectedly applied, and also these corollaries:
Ba. [A---rBloA -+ B Ra. [a+bloa s b
Bb. A -r .3 --+ [oB Rb. a s b'--+ aob

Vy'e write some illustrative proofs in algebraese and some in logicish.

¿g! rl, given bl. a < a f-l a
< a ll [a + aoal using Rb
I aoa by bl.

¿¡[bl, given rl. Since aflb s a and aflb = b, Iaflb]o[al'lbl s ao(a[lb] < aob,
byPl.Z. Thus, applyingrl,a l-lb = ¡a f-ìblola [lbl s aob. Then allta+bl I
la+bl[]a < (a-+bloa s b.

¿ç! 12, given b2. Applying Rb twice and lattice properties, a 3 [b -+ .aobl fì
(aob -r ,aolaobll = b + .¿olaobl, by b2. Then 12 follows by P3,

gd b2, given 12. Since la+bloa I b, by Pl.2 and Ra,

[b--+cl o fla'--+bloal s[b+clob < c (l)
ByPI.2,P4.2,llb-+c¡fl [a--rb¡¡ o a = f a---]bìoa (2)

Hence, llb->cl fl la+b)l o illb---rcl fl [a-+bll o al
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= [b+cl o ll([b-+cl fl [a--+bll o al, using PL.2,p4.2
s (b+cl o lIa+bl o al, by (Z),pt.z

Thenllb+c¡ nIa+bll oasllb-+cl flta-+bl) ot((b-+cl [ì[a-+b¡¡ o¿,
by 15

< [b--+cl o lIa-+b]oal
sc, by (l)

b2 follows by P3.

adR3, given 83. Since A ---) .C + AoC, A -+.c*Þ, where c is AoC + Bo
lAoOl and F is C --+ BotAoCl. Bur B --r a, by Bb, hence by prefixing and
suffixing A + .B--+Þ, whence, by residuation, IAoBloC + .Bo[AoC].
ad 83, given R3. IB-rClo[[A-rB¡oA¡ --+ [B+CloB, by Ra

-+Q ,byRa.
Thus, by R3, [[A+B¡of B--rCl)oA --+ C, whence 83, by residuation.
ad R4, b4. Similar.
ad R5, given 85. Since AoB ---' .B + 

f AoBloB,
B _' AoB + .B _> .g + (AoBloB

-' .B + lAoBloB , by 85
Thus IA --+ .B --] AoBl -r .A ---* .B + lAoBloB, whence by B6 and
residuation, R5.
ad 85, given R5. Since IA -'-] [A-+B]loA -] .A-]B by Ra, ([A -+ A+BlloAl o
A + B.Thus, asIA +.A+Bl o A ___]. [[A +.A+Bl o Al o AbyR5,
(A + (A--+Bll o A + B; whenceB5.
êd 86, R6. We establish the basic inrerconnexion

A+B+Be+B+BoA
from which the B6 and R6 cases follow as special cases. Suppose B --+ .BoA is
provable. Then, as lA--+BloA + B, and by assumption A+B -r .[[+B)oA,
A*B --r B. Conversely suppose A*B --+ B is provable. Since A + .B --+ AoB
and by assumption S ---r {oB + .AoB, A ---} AoB.
¿ç!R7 given B7.By 87, B --+ .B -r AoB -+ .AoB. Hence as A --) .B -+ AoB, B
+. A .--' AoB and BoA + AoB,
ad 87 given R7. By R7, [ --+ .[A--+B]+ f A--+BloA. Bur [A-+BloA + B,
whence 87.
ad 88, B9,Bl2 immediate; and Bl0, Bll are like cases already rreated.
d b14, rl4. Suppose rl4 holds. Then since [a--+-aloa s -a, a-r-a < -a,
Conversely, given aob s -b, b-+aob < þ-+-b. But a s b+aob and
b+-bs-b,whenceas-b.

Note that rl6 cannot be replaced by the postulate I = aU-a. If it were one
would have from aU-a < 1 that b I a--ra; but it is known that B --+ .A+A does
not follow, given B16.

The proof of the theorem is completed as follows:
(l'). Extending (l) Theorem 9.2.2.
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rwhere algebraic postulate ri holds in Ç, by (II) bi holds in Ç; hence Bi is valid

in Ç.
(2,i. ¡xtendin| Q) Theorem g.2.2.'Nhere Bi is an implicational axiom

i"É"t", by (I) Ri is a theorem; whence ri holds in lÇl'

$9.4. Representation of the Algebras in Model Structures

A Got) model struclure (m.s.) is a structure M = 't, K, R, O, *' where' as

"*ituinla 
in Chapter 4 of RLRI, K is a set, T e K, R is a three-place and O a

onl-place relation on K, and * isqa unary, operation on K, such that the

folloiing definitions apply and postulates hold for all a,b,c,d e K:

dl. a s b =¿¡ for some x E K, Ox and Rxab.

d2. Rzabcd =¿¡ for some x e K, Rabx and Rxcd.

d3. R?a[bc¡d =¿¡ for some x E K, Rbcx and Raxd'

pl. a=a
p2. If a s d & Rdbc then Rabc.

p3. Ifb = d & Radc then Rabc.

p4. Ifd s c & Rabd thenRabc.

P5. ar* = a.

p6. Ifa=bthenbrsa*.
p7. oT. (i.e. p0 of $4'3, P.298.)

poitulates p2-p4 ensure full monotonicity. The postulates yield structures

equivalent to those of $4.3 (in the sense of equivalence explained there, that

the structures are adequate for the same logics)'
A strengthened model structure (s.m.s) for Bot is a structure M where O

satisfies the further Postulate:
p8.If a < b & Oa then Ob.

ThL advantage of such a structure is that a slightly simpler evaluation rule can

be used for cãnstant t, a rule which facilitates algebraic connexions.

The following semantical postulates are added to- B"-m's', singly or in

combination, to prãvide modellings for extensions of Bot, just as in Chapter 4.

But only a selectìon of more important postulates are now considered'

ql. Raaa.

q2. If Rabc then R?a[ab]c.

q3. If Rzabcd then Rzb[ac¡d.

q4. If Rabc then Rzabbc.
q6. For some x e K, Ox and Raxa

q1 , If Rabc then Rbac.
q8. If Rabc then b s c'
q9, If Rabc then a 3 c.
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ql0. If R?abcd then for some x e K, R?acxd and Rbcx.

ql1. If Rzabcd then Rzacbd.
qlz. If Rabc then a < c orb s c.

ql3. IfxeOthenx*lx.
ql4. Raaia.
ql5. If Rabc then Rac*b*.
q16. ar s a.

Semantical postulate qi corresponds to axiom scheme Bi and to algebraic
postulate ri. rWhere L is a logic obtained by adding axiom schemata from
àrnong those listed to Bot, an Lm.s. is the m.s. obtaineã by adãing to a Botm.s.

semantical postulates corresponding to the further axioms of L'
Where $ is an Lm.s., a range (ot L.A' propositiot) ín M is any subset J of

K which is closed upwards, i.e. whenever a E J and a < b then b e J. These

ranges, or strikes as they are called in Meyer and Routley Í19721' are the

relevant analogues of the propositional ranges, used extensively by Carnap in
the context of strict logics, and later taken, especially by logicians at Los
Angeles, as expliciting the notion of proposition.

The algebra of ranges lltly!1, also written $*, determined by l$' for short

the algebra h/+on M, is a shucture M* = 'II, o, -+, fì, U, -' 1> where:

(i) II is the set of all ranges in M;
(ii) f-l and U are, respectively, set-theoretical intersection and union

on subsets of fl;
(iii) For F,G e 11,

F o c= {c e K: [3a E F, b E Gl Rabc]
(iv) For F,G E fl,

F --+ G = lc e K: {Va,b E Kl(ifa e F andRcab then b e G)).
Equivalently, F + G = UIH e tl: HoF c G]. As to the equivalence, suPpose

first c e U(H e I1: HoF c G|.Then, forsome H' c e H, and d e H' andif a e F

and Rdab then b e G, for every d,a,b e K. If then a e F and Rcab, b e G for
every a,b e K; whence c e F--+G. Conversely, suppose c e F*G and set H =
GoG. Then c e H and also HoF c G. For suPPose a e lF+Glo[. Then there

are b,d with b e F-+G and d e F such that Rbda; but since b e F-*G, if d e F

and Rbda then a e G; whence a E G as required.
(v)ForF E II, -F = {c e K: c' e F}.
(vi) 1= [a e K:f ]b e Kl(Ob & b s al]

Alternatively where the Lm.s. is strengthened by p8, we may define:

(vi') 1. = [a e K: Oal

Theorent 9.4.I. lî. M is an Lm.s. then ly!* is an L groupoid'

Proof. (l) Where M is a Botm.s. then ly!* is a De Morgan groupoid.

First the operations on II are well defined. Since each oPeration determines a

subset of K it remains to establish that the resulting subsets are closed
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upwards; but this is immediate in the case of union and intersection, follows
from monotonocity conditions on R in the case of o and +, and follows from
a S b > b* = a* in the case of -. It remains to show that groupoid postulates
hold.
ael Pl. Immediate from properties of set-inclusion and the definition of o.
adP2.ce loF =[3b e F, a,d E KlfOd & d s a & Rabc]

= [3b e F, d e Klf Od & Rdbcl, by monotonicity.

= [3b e Fl[b s cl, by monotonicity.

= c e F, by upward closure.
Conversely, c E F > c e F & OT & T s T &. RTcc

=(3beFltOT&TsT&RTbcl>celoF.
\Vhere ly! is strengthened the proof of P2 simplifies.
ad P3. Suppose first HoF c G. Then H is one of the sets whose union is F+G;
hence H c F'-+G. Conversely suppose H c F--+C and that c E HoF. For some
a e H and b E F, Rabc. Hence since a e F-+C, c e G as required by definition

of F-+G.
'ad P4.1. ll is a ring of sets. and all such are distributive Iattices ordered by set
inclusion.
ad P4.1. The special De Morgan lattice postulates are immediate.
adP4.2. By quantification logic from the definitions.

(2) Where qi holds in the Lm.s., ri holds in M 
*.

¿el rl. Since Raaa, whenever c E F, [3a e F,b e FlRabc. Hence F c FoF, as

required.
ad 12. Since Rabc = {fx e Kl(Raxc & Rabxl, [3a e F,b e ClRabc = [3c'
e F,b' e G,x E Klf Ra'xc & Ra'b'x|. Hence, since x e FoG iff [3a' e F,

b' e GlRa'b'x, c E FoG =l3ar e F,x e Kl[Ra'xc & x E FoGl

= c e Fo[FoGl
ad ß. Since [3xllRabx & Rxcdl = f]ylfRbyd & Raayl[3a E F,b e C,c e

H,xeKl[Rabx & Rxcdl = [3aeF,beG,ceH,xeKl[Rabx & Rxcd¡ >
f3aeF,beG,ceH,yeKl[Rbyd & Racy]. So (3ceH,xeFoGlRxcd =
(3b e G,y e FoHlRbyd; whence d e IFoCloH = d e GoIFoH]. Most remaining
cases are similar.
ad 116. Since d eF or d (F and dr =d, d eF or d* EF, whence d e FU-F.
Hence G c FU-F.

We turn to preliminaries to representation theorems. Let Ç be a structure
satisfying P4.1, i.e. a distributive lattice. Then, as usual, F is aþlter in Gilf F

is a subsãt of G such that afìb e F iff a e F and b E F. If F is afilter inõ and

1 e F then F is a l-filter. A filter t is prime iff whenever aUb e F then either
a E F or b e F. The P-filter, The principal fiIter deterntined by f, is the class of
groupoid elements a such the 1 s a; it is of course a l-filter, and is the smallest
l-filter. A groupoid G is itself printe iff its P-filter is prime. Similarly other
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properties defined for filters will be transferred to their groupoids; e.g. a De
Morgan groupoid G is consistenr iff its p-filter is, wheró a iilt". F of a De
Morgan groupoid is cottsistent iff -1 E F.

Theorent 9.4.2. Ler G = =G, o, -, fì, U, -, l> be a prime de Morgan
groupoid. Then there is an rn.s. M = .0, K, R, p, *' such túat Ç is isomorpiic
to a subalgebra of ly!*; and also a strengthened m.s. M, = .0, ( R, p, *> such
that G is isomorphic to a subalgebra of Mr+.
Proof:LetKbe the class of filters on c,k the class of prime filters on G, and
T the P-filterof Ç i.e. T = {m e G: 1 s mf, where m s n iff mUn = n. Define,
for a,b,c,EK, Rabc iff [Vm,neGl[m+nea & meb = nec¡, O-a iff
lVmeGl(1sm = meal; and, as auxiliaries, a*b = [3meG: [3neGl
[n-+m Ea & n Ebl and a cb iff {Vm e Gl[m E a = m Ebl. Then R-abc ifi
a+b c c. Define R and 0 as the restrictions of R and 0-- to K; and for a e K,
set â* = lm e G: -m É al.For strengthened m.s. M, define Ora iff I e a, i.e. iff
a is a l-filter.
(I) lV = .t, K. R, 0, *> is an m.s.
(i) If m*n e T andm e a thenn e a,fora eR.
For if m-'nET then lSm--r¡, so m = 1om < n. Thus m0n=m, and
m[ìn e a; so, as a is afilter, n e a. Likewiseif m < n andm e a then n E a.(ii) b c ciff [3x e Klt0x & Rxbcl,i,e. iff b.c.

m e T v n e T; hence T is a prime filter.
(iv) [chiefly for later use]. + is an operarion on K. To show mf-lk E a+b iff
m e a*b & k e a+b, supposefirst mllk e a*b. Then forsome n, n + míìk e a
and neb; so n+mea and n--+kEa, by (i). Hence m Ea*b and nea+b.
Suppose conversely, m e a*b and k e a+b. Then since In--+ml fl In'--+ft¡ +
.nfln' + mflk e T, rnn E a*b, by (i) and definition of *.
(v) 1 is an operation on K. For firstly,

mfln e a^ iff -(mflnl f a
iff -mU-n É a, by De Morgan laws.
iff -m { a & -n É a, since a is prime.
iffmea*& nEa*.

Secondly, mUn e a* iff -[m f-l nl É a
iff-mU-n {a
iff-m É a v -n { a
iffmearvnEar.
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(vi) Postulates pl-p7 hold. pl-p4 are irnrnediate by (i) and the definition of
R. p5 follows using the definition of *. As to p6 suppose m E b*; then
m É b; but a C b, so -m f a, whence m E ai. p7 is immediate by
definitions.
(II) M. = <T, K, R, 0r, *' is an s.m.s.
p7-p8 are immediate.
(III) Define h as the function, from Ç to !!*, which takes each element m E G

into the set of prime filters on G to which m belongs, i.e. hf ml = [a e K:

m e a|. h[ml is closed upwards, foreach m e D, i.e. a e h(ml & a I b = b e h

[ml, since mea & acb = mEb. Hence the set fi = {hlml: meD} is a

subset of II, the set of all ranges in M. Where operations are defined on lI* as

for II, for all m,n e D,
(a) h[mfìnl = h[ml f-ìhlal
(b) h[mUnl = h(ml U h(nl
(c) hf-nl =-hfnl
(d) hlmonl = h{ml o h(nl
(e) h[n-+m¡ = hf nl + hf ml

Proofs of (a)-(c) are almost standard.
ad(a). a e h[m[ìnl iff mfin e a iff m e a & n e a

iff a E hlml & a e h[n) iff a e h[ml f-l h[nl.
ad (b): similar.
ad(c). a eh[-nl iff-n e aiffn f ar

iff ar f h(ml iff a e -h[ml.
ad(d). a e hlmonliff m o n e a

iff there are prime filters b, c on Ç such that m e b, n e c and Rbca -

(?)

iff a e h[ml o hlnl, by definition of o in M+.

It remains to establish step (?). One half is direct. Suppose, for some b,c,
m e b, n E c and Rbca. Then as m E b, m --+ mon e b. Since n e c and Rbca,
by definition of R, mon e a. For the converse, suppose mon e a, and define b'
= [k e G: m s k] and cr= {k e G: n: kl. Then b', c'are filters on Ç, m e b'and
n e c', and Rb'c'a. As to the last, suppose for arbitrary m',n', m+n' e b' and

m'E c'. Then as m J m'--+n' and n * m', mOn S lm'-+n'lOm' . n'. Hence, by
upward closure, as mon E a, n' E a. To trade in b' and c' for prime filters we
apply Zorn's lemma. Maximalizing on b' we get a filter b such that m e b,
n E c' and Rbc'a; then maximalizing on cr we get a filter c' such that m E b,

n e c and R bca. Since b,c turn out prime, R can be replaced by R. (For full
details, see Chapter 4 of RLRI, as these applications of Zorn's lemma can be

eliminated in favour of Lindenbaum methods.)
ad (e). a e h{n---rm¡ iff n-+m e a

ifF for every prime filter b,c, iff Rabc and n E b then m e c -(?)

l:,
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iff for every b,c, iff Rabc and b e hf nl then c e hlm|
iff a e h(nl+h[ml, by definition of '--+' in M+

Theorem 9.4.3. Whereg = .C, o, *, l'ì, U, -, l. is a prime L groupoid, there
is a [strengthened] Lm.s. M = .T, K, R, O[O¡], *> such thar G is isomorphic to
a subalgebra gf !f , for each L for which borh groupoid and modelling
condition have been provided.
Proof. we need to add to the proof of the previous theorem only the details
showing rhar when posrulare ri holds in G postulate qi holds in lyt. Several of
the required connexions follow at one given the fóllowing inlerconnexion:
Rabciff (m,neGl[mea & neb = ¡¡9¡ ecl.SupposeRabc, mea and
n E b. Since m f n --+ mOn, n -+ mOn E a, so mOn e c. Conversely, suppose
m-+nEa and meb. Then [m-+n]or¡ec; but [m--+nlom s n, so nEcas
required. One example illustrates the procedure.

3ç[ ql given rl. Since a s aoa, R-aaa, and by restriction Raaa.
In the light of chapter 4 however, new work can be reduced if we first

replace ri by its equivalent bi, and then show qi by algebraization of the
argument in chapter 4. For example to establish q3, we apply b3 to show
Rzabcd = R?blacld, and then we resrrict the antecedent and appry Zorn,s
lemma to restrict the consequent to K.

Theorem 9.4.4. where L is any one of the extensions of Bot or its part
introduced, A is a theorem of L iff A is valid in every prime L groupoid.
Proof: In view of Theorem 9.3.1, it suffices to prove (IV):
If A is not valid on L-groupoid ç then there is a prime L-groupoid Ç'.
Let I be an interpretation on G which falsifies A. Geneializing lrieyer, Dunn
and Leblanc [1974] (Theorem2, stage l), we define an interpretation I on a
prime L-groupoid Ç' which falsifies A. Ler T be rhe p-filter of G. since 1 s I
tAl, ItAl ( T. Then by the stone prime filrer theorem there is a prime 1-filter T'
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containing T such that I{ Al f T'. We shall define Ç'as the quotient L-groupoid

Ç/T', given the following lemma:
Where F is a l-filter in Ç, a' = lb: a<+b e Fl for every a e G,

6' = la': a e G|, and operations are defined representation-wise on G'(i.e. for
b,,c'E C', brO' c' = ¡b6c|,, b, *'c' = [b---]c]', btfl'c =[bflc]r, b'U'ç' =

IbUcl'. -'b' = [-bl') then (i) the operations are well-defined, (ii) Ç/F
.G', o,, --+', n', U', -', 1'r is an L-groupoid, and (iii) is a T-homomorphism

from Ç onto Ç/F, i.e. ' preserves groupoid operations, and f is left identity of

çlF.
Proof of (ii) is like that of its special case (2) Theorem 9'2.1' As there it is

shown,
(a) . a' s b' in G itïa+b e F.

For a'5 b'iff a'Ub'= b', i.e. f aUb¡'= b', i.e' c'+ aUb e F iff
c€b E F. Suppose d'sb'. Then as leF, b-'-+b e F, so b-aUb E F, so

a---'b E F. Conversely suppose a->b e F. Then aUb e b e F. For as b s aub,
lob s aUb, so b + aUb e F; and as b+b E F, aUb + b e F' Hence laUb¡r =

b'; so a's br.

The remainder of the proof of (ii) is as in (2) Theorem9.2.2 since the algebraic

transform of each theorem of L is in F. Proof of (iii) comes at once from the

representational definition of operations.
To complete (IV), define I'tC¡ = ¡1ç,t'' Since 1 e T', and I[Al e T" 1+ltAl e T"
so by (a) 1' I I'f Al, that is I'falsifies A in Gr.

Theoretn 9.4.5. A is a theorem of L iff A is valid in ly!* for every Lm.s. ly!, for

each extension L of Bot (of B*) treated.

Proof: Since, by Theorem 9.4.1, M* is an L-groupoid, soundness follows by

Theorem 9.3.1. Conversely, suppose A is not a theorem of L. Then, by

Theorem 9.3.1, there is an interpretation on an L groupoid, and by Theorem

9.4.4 m interpretation I in an prime L-groupoid Ç such that 1 I IlAl. By

Theorem 9.4.3 then there is a strengthened Lm.s. ly!, and an isomorphism h

such that Ç is isomorphic under R to a subalgebra frlMrl of !!r+. Define an

interpretation I' of L in Mr* as follows: I'ttÌ = htll, for every sentential

parameter p, I'tpl = hltpl, and otherwise I'is specified recursively by clauses

(i)-(vi).
Then (*) I'Ja¡ = ¡¡16,, for every wff B of L.
Proof is by induction from the given basis'

I'{rt = h(1t = h(lftlì = hlttl
I'{AoBl = I'[Al o I'tBl = hllAl o hlf B) = htltAl o IlBl]= hI(AoBl' etc.

Since'l I ItAl, hlll g hI(Al, i.e. by (*),
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1, = la e K: Pral = [a e K: 1e a] = hf 1l gI'[Al. Hence I,falsifies A in !!.+ for
strengthened Lm.s. ly!, and so falsifies A in ly!r* for Lm.s. þ.

$9.5. Semantical Analyses Connected with Algebraic Analyses

Avaluation v of SL1 in Lm,s. M = .t, K, R, 0, .> is a function which assigns
one of (holding-) value set n = {1,0,F1 to each sentential parameter p in SL1 at
each element a e K, subject to the constraint:

a s b & v[p,a] =1 = v[p,bl = l,forevery a,b e K.
I is the interpretation associated with v in !! provided that I is a function in fl
SL1 x K satisfying the following conditions, for every p in SL1, all wff A and
B, and every a e K (when listed connectives and constants are in SL1):

(i) I{p,al = v[p,al
(ii) I[AaB,al =1 iff IlA,al =1 =llB,al
(iii) IÍAvB,al = 0 iff IlA,a¡ = 0 = I[B,al
(iv) IIA-+B,al = 1iff, forevery b,ceK, if Rabc and ItA,bl = l then I(B,cl = 1

(v) I[AoB,al = 1 ifl forsomeb,c e K, Rbca and ItA,bl = 1 = IfB,cl
(vi) Il-A,al = l iff I(A,a'l = 0

(vii) If t,aì = 1 iff, for some b e K,0b and b s a.
(For s. Lm.s. I[t,al = T iff 0a).

A wff A is holds on a valuation v (or on associated I) at an element a e K

iff I[A,al = 1. Wff A is true on v (or on associated I) iff If A,T] = 1; otherwise A
is false on v (or I). A is valid in Lm.s. I iff A is verified on every valuarion in
lyf; otherwise A is invalid in L m.s. ly!. Finally A is L-valid iff A is valid in
every Lm.s.; otherwise A is L-invalid.

The algebraic and semantic accounts of validity are connected as follows:

Theorent 9.5./. Where lylis an Lm.s., A is L-valid in giff A is valid in
L-groupoid M+.

Proof breaks down into two lemmata, showing that for every valuation on $
there is a coresponding assignment on l!+, and conversely:

Given a valuation v in lyldefine an assignment Iu to parameters by setting
Iu[e) = la e K: vlp,al = 1[. Since v satisfies the requirement v[p,al = 1 & a s b

= v[p,bl = 1, Iv[pl is closed upwards; thus Iy[pl is a range (or a matrix value)
in !t. Iu is extended inductively to all wff of L by using the conditions an

interpretation has to meet, Let v itself be the extension of v to all wff
(similarly v¡), i.e. the interpretation associated with v.
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Conversely given an assignment I of elements A, of [f* to parameters p¡
define a valuation v¡ by setting v¡lp¡, al = 1 iff a e 4,, i.e. ae I[p,1. Since
A e Vl. is closed upwards, v¡ is indeed a valuation.

Lenuna 9.5. l.
(a) Forall a E K, vlA,al = 1 iff a e I"[Al;
(b) For all a e K, a e I{Al iff v¡lA,al = 1.

Proof in each case is by induction on the length of A:

s¡! (a). The basis is immediate by definition of Iu.
ad &. v[B&C, al = 1 iff vlB,al = 'l = vlC,al

iff a e lulBl n Iv[Cl

iff a e Iu[B&Cl.
ad v. similar.

ad -. v[-B,al = 1 iff vlB,a*l + |
iff a* { Iu[B].
iff a e _tuf Bl
iffaeluf-Bl

aÞ vf B---'C, a¡= liff fb,cl[Rabc & Iu[B,bl = 1= v(C,cl ='ll
iff Ib,cllRabc a b e IufBl = c e I"(Cll
iff a e Iuf BÌ * Iu lCl
iff a e Iu(E-rCl.

ad o. s¡mi¡...

adt. v[t,al =1 ifff3bìlOb&bsal
iffa e 1

iff a e Iu{tl.
ad lb). The basis defines v¡, and the inductive steps simply rewrite those for
case (a) with 'v¡' replacing 'v' and'I' replacing'lu'.

To complete the theorem, suppose first A is true on v, i.e. v1A,T¡ = 1.

Then by the lemma (a) T e IuÍAl. Hence by upward closure,

lVal(T s a = a e Iu[Al], i.e. 1 c IulAl.
Thus A is true on Iu. Conversely, suppose A is true on Iu; then T e Iu[Al,
whence by lemma (b) v¡lA,T| = 1.

Theorem 9.5.2. l-LA iff A is L-valid, for each logic L treated.
Proof by Theorems 9.4.5 and 9.5.1.
An alternative, less algebraic, proof of this result is of course provided in
Chapters 4 and 5 of RLRI. And by exploiting that alternarive completeness
proof and reversing the argument there, a short proof can be provided of the
following earlier result (cf. Meyer and Routley U972D.
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Theorem 9.5.3. lf A is valid in all L groupoids then A is a theorem of L, for
each extension L of Bot treated.
Proof: Suppose A is not a theorem of L. Then there is, from Chapter 5, an

Lm.s. ly! =.T, K, R, O, *'and a valuation v in Msuch that IlA,Tl = 0, where I
is the interpretation associated with v. Define Iu as before, i.e.

Iv(pl = [a e K: v[p,al = T]'
Then Iu provides an interpretation in L groupoid M*, as in the previous

theorem; and Iu falsifies A. For T É Iv[Al by lemma (a);hence 1 çÉlv lAì.

$9.6. Embeddings and Conservative Extensions

Where Ç is a groupoid on set G, a G-ideal is any subset S of C which is closed
downwards w.r.t. s, i.e. whenever b e S and a e G, if a s b then a e S. Thus

G-ideals are the duals of G-filters which stand to groupoids as ranges stand to
m.s. Where c e G, its principal G-ideal is the set h[cl = la e G: a s c[. The
relation h so defined is a l-l function. We use G-ideals rather than G-filters in
order to preserve order relations under mapping h. (The embedding theorems
which follow are patterned on Lemma 2 of Lemmon [966a].)

Lenuna 9.6.1. Every implicational Ackermann groupoid may be embedded
(i) in a positive Ackermann groupoid
(ii) in a De Morgan groupoid.
Specifically, where Ç= <G, s, o, ---',1> is an implicational Ackermann
groupoid, define the following structure Ð = .O, o', *', fì, U, 'l'' and

D' = .D, o', *', n, U, -, 1'>: D is the set of all G-ideals; n, U, -, c, have

their set-theoretic sense; and operation5 o' and --+' on D are defined as follows,
for every S,T e D:

So'T = la e G: [3s e S,t E Tla s sotl
S-r'T=U{ReD:RorScT}.

Finally, where h: G--+D is the function which takes each element c E G into
principal G-ideal hlcl, l' = hl1l. Then:
(a) Q is a positive Ackermann groupoid and Q' is a de Morgan groupoid.

(b) h is an embedding of Ç into Q [into Q'] inasmuch as h is an injection
which preserves the operations and relations of Ç i.e. for every a,b e G,

hlaobl = h(a) o h[bl, h(a'-+b¡ = h[al + hlb], and a s b iff hla] c hlbl.
Proof. (a) The operations on D are well-defined for reasons dual to those

already given in the case of Theorem 9,4.1.

ad p l. Immediate from features o[ set inclusion and the definition of o.

ad p2. If c e S, c = 1oc e htllos, so S c h(1los. Conversely, if c e h(1|oS

then there are e s 1 and s e S such that c s eos. But eos < 1os = s, so since
c s s, c e S. Thus h[1los c S.
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ad p3. Suppose Ro'S c T; then R is among the sets whose union is S->'T;

hence R à S-*'T. Conversely, suppose R C S-+'T and c E Ro'S. Then for
r e R, s e.S, c s ros. Sincer e S-+'T,forsomeR' E D, r e R' and[Rorsl c T.

Since ros e R'oS, ros e T, whence since T is a G-ideal, c e T, as required.

ad p4.1. A corollary of the fact that D is a ring of sets.

ad p5.1. From the properties of set-theoretical complement.
adp4.2.c e Ro[SUTI iff, for some r e R and u e SUT, c s rou, i.e. iff c e RoS

or c e RoT, i.e. iff c E tRoSl U tRoTl. The other case is similar.
(b) if htal c htbl then if a = a, a 5 b, so a s b.

Conversely, if a s b then, for c E G, if c < a then c 
= 

b by transitivity, so h[al
c hf bt.

If cehlaobl then c s aob, so c E h{al ohtbl; hence h(aobl c h

tal o htbl. Conversely, suPPose c e h{a) o hlbl; then for some e s a and f s b,

c I eof, bydefinitions of o and h. Since e I a, eob s aob; sincef = b, eof
. eob; hence c < eof < aob. But aob e h(aob|, so c e h[aobl. Thus h

(al oh[bl chlaobl.
Suppose c e hlal -' h[bl; then there is an R e D such that c e R and Roh

taì Ç hlbl.Sinceaeh[a], coa e h[bl, whencecoa I b.Thusc s a-]b'
so c e hla-+bl. Conversely, since {a-+bl o a s b, h¡a-+b¡ o h[a] c hÍbl' as h

preserves o and c. Hence by residuation hIa-+bl c h[al * hIbl.

Theorent 9.6.1 .

(1) L* is a conservative extension of L¡;
(2) L is a conservative extension of T J.

Proof: Since L includes L* which includes L¡, extension results ate

immediate. For the conservative paft, suppose A is not a theorem of L¡. Then

there is an interpretation I of L¡. in an L¡-$roupoid Ç such that 1 < I[Al. Now

embed Ç in L-groupoid p' [or L*-groupoid p] under mapping h, as in the

preceding Lemm on I' of L in p' as follows: I'1t¡ = ¡
f 11, for every sen = hltpl, and otherwise I' is defined

component-wise (*) I'(Bl = hllBl' for every wff B of

Lr.
Proof is by induction from the given basis, e.g'

I'1t¡=¡11¡=¡11¡,
I'[A+Bl = I'[Al + I'ta¡ = ¡'¡¡¡, -' hllBl = hllA+B¡.

Since 1l1lAl, h{11 +hllAl, i.e. by f 
*l 'l'+l'lAl.Hence I'falsifies A in p';so

A is not a theorem of L.
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$9.7. Some Finite Algebras of Importance in the Relevant Enterprise4

9l

We now illustrate developments in preceding sections - especially those

connecting algebraic structures with model structures - by considering certain
finite structures, thereby providing analyses of cases that have figured
prominently in the investigation of relevant logics. These cases arise because

there are matrices which verify the theorerns of various relevant logics, but
which may separate the logics, falsify significant non-theorems (such as

paradoxical or irrelevant classical theses), and so on. However the availability
of such matrices, which do so much useful work, is (as Lewis realized when

Pany acquainted him with a batch of such matrices for modal logics) a

puzzling fact, which requires explanation. Now it has been known, at least

since Lemmon's work in [966a] and [966b], that various finite matrices can

be 'explained' by showing that they are isomorphic to various finite
set-theoretic structures, which in turn are instances of the kind of algebra

which the logic in question determines. Lemmon also showed how to connect
characteristic classes of algebras with characteristic classes of model

structures, thereby providing a satisfying completeness to the explanation of
the various matrices by showing them also to be derived from various finite
model structures. Lemmon's work was in modal logic, but the generalization

to the kinds of structures we consider here is not particularly difficult. We

intend the generalization we make to explain certain key matrices for relevant

logics.
The results of previous sections provide the needed connections between

algebras and model structures. The kind of problem we consider now is: given

a matrix, to find a relevant set-theoretic algebra and a relevant model structure

such that a formula A is valid in the matrix iff A is valid in the algebra, and ifl
A is valid in the model structure. Solutions for certain cases of this problem

are given here. For convenience we restrict ourselves to primitives

l*, a, v, -|, though the extension to more general cases is not different in
principle.

First case: RM3. The RM3 matrices, which star in the proof that relevant

implication is not definable in terms of modal logic (ENTI, p.470ff) for
instance, are as follows:
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Figure 9.1 RM3 matr¡ces

The matrices are characteristic for the system RM3 obtained from R or
RM by the addition of the Minglish schemes:

-A&B '--+ .A--+B and -[ '-+ .[v[{--+Bl, or alternatively the schemes:

[ ---r .-[-+$ and AvIA--+B¡.5
For semantics of RM3 conditions corresponding to schemes as follows are

added to (reduced) R semantics:
-A&B -+ .A+B Rabc > .asc v bsa*
(or A -r. -A + Al
Av{A--+Bl RTab = asT (for unreduced modellings

replace T by x, with x in O).

Completeness requires in the latter case non-degenerate models.

Consider the model structure RM3 = <T, K, R, *', where ¡1 = [T, T-],
Tr* = T and R = l.tttr, <TT*T*>, <TT*T>, <T*TT>, <T*T*T*>,
<T.T*T>,.T*TT,.}.An interpretation I on RM3 assigns l or 0 to all

sentences at both T and T*. Thus (before consideration of the effect of the

hereditary condition) an arbitrary sentence can receive the value 1 in all and

only the members of the following subsets of K: IT,T*f , {Tl, IT-], Ø' Thus, as

customary, these sets can be thought of as being assigned to sentences by a

function of f : Wf f --+ PlKl i.e. from wff to the power set of K, given by x E f(Al
iff IlA,xì = 1. Not every such function is a possible function, however, as in the

semantics of RM3, I must satisfy the hereditary condition:
(H) I(A,xl = 1 & xsy = .I[A,Y] = 1.

For instance, an assignment of 1 to A at T¡ but not T is forbidden by the given

condition T^sT (i.e..TT*T> e R). Thus (H) togetherwith T*rT requires that
I take formulae to members of l{T,T^}, tTl, ø}, the set of ranges on R!!3 (or
propositions, or strikes, in the terminology used above). The algebra of ranges

Rly! 3 determined by RM3 will be a quintuple 'S, -+, &, v, -', where S =

IT,T'1, f Tl, ø1, and the operations +, &, v, - are determined, in accordance

with the key cowtectiotl,xE fÍAl iff I[A,x¡ ='1, by the various values given to
formulae A+8, A&8, AvB, and 'A by I in va¡ious worlds, given the
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assignments of I to A and to B in those worlds. V/e display the computation for
the cases of '--> and -:
Implication:

(i) If ftAl = lT,T*| and f(Bl = [T,T*1, when r[A+B] = f T,T^].
(a) T e f(A+Bl. Vy'e need to show that I[A+B,Tl = 1, i.e. lVx,ylIRTxy & IlA,xl
= 1 =.IlB,y| = 1l i.e. TRTTT a I(A,Tl = 1 =.I[B,TI = 1l e IRTT.T* & I[A,Ti)
= 1=.l[B,T*l = 1l a IRTT*T & If A,Trl = 1=.lf B,Tl = 11. Buteach conjunct
is satisfied because ff Bl = lT,T-l guarantees ItB,Tl = 1 and I[8, T*l = 1,

(b) T* e f[A--+Bl. We need to show that I[A'-+B,T*l = 1, i.e, (Vx,yl[RT*xy &
I[A,xì = 1=.I(8, y]= 11, i.e. [RT*TT & I[A,Tl = l=.l(B,Tl = 1l & IRT*T*T^
&IfA,T*l =1=.lfB,T*l =11 &[RT*T*T&I(A,.Trl =I=.I(B,T¡ =11 &

fRT*TTt & IfA,Tl = 1=.l[B,Trl = 11. But as before each conjunct is
guaranteed by ftBl = {T,T^1. Hence f IA--+Bl = [T,T*).

(ii) If I'tAl = anything and l[Bl = lT,T-] then by a similar argument f
IA--+B) = [T,T-1.

(iii) If ff Al = Ø a¡d f[Bl = anything, then flA-+B¡ = {T,T'}.
(a) T e l[A+Bl since each conjunction is of the form: RTxy & IlA,xl = 13
.ltB,yl = 1, but ff Al = Ø Euarantees that IlA,x) - 1, for any x.
(b) The argument is similar for T* E fl A--+Bl. Hence f[A--+Bl = {T,T-1.

(iv) If ftAl = (T,T-l and f [Bl = [Tl, then flA+Bl = ø.
(a) T* É l(A+Bl, since RTTTT* and I(A,T'¡ = l but I[B,T*¡ - 1.

(b) T É f{A--+B¡, since RT*TrT* and I(A,T*¡ = l but I[B,T*¡ * ¡.

(v) If rtAl = lT,T-l and f lBl = Ø, then f lA-rB¡ = g.
(a) and (b) are both as for (iv).

(vi) If f[Al = [T] and f(Bl = lTl, then f{A+B} = lT}.
(a) T e i(A---+B¡. We need to show that [Vx,y)(RTxy & IIA,xJ = 1 = .I{B,yl = 1},

i.e. [RTTT & I[A,Tl = 1 =.ltB,Tl = 1) & [RTTiTt & ItA,Tr] = 1 =.1[B,T*l =
'll & fRTTtT & I[A,Trl = 1 = .lfB,Tl = 11. The first conjunct is guaranteed by
llB) = lTl, the second and third by Ti { l(A).
(b) T- É I flA+Bl, since RT*TTr and I[A,Tl = l and I[B,T*¡ - 1.

(vii) If l'tAl = f Tl and l[Bl = Ø, then l(A--+B¡ = g.
(a) T É f{A+B¡ since RTTT and T e flAl and T É rÍBl.
(b) T- É llA+B¡since RT^TT and T e f[A) and T É ff Bl.
This completes the cases for -*.
Negation:

(i) If rtAl = {T.T*1, then l'[-Al = ø.
(a) T É f[-AJ, since if I[A,T.l = 1 then If -A,Tl * 't.

(b) T- { l[-Aì, since if ItA,T,l = 1, then I[-A,T*¡ - 1.

(ii) If flAl = [T], then rt"Aì = [Tl.
(a) T e f[-A], since I[A,T*l = L

(b) T- É f(-Al since I(A,T¡ = 1.

(iii) If flAl = Ø, then ft-Al = lT,T-1. The proof is straightforward.
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C o nj unc t iott and disj unc t io n:
It follows from previous results that these are set-theoretic intersection and

union respectively. However, to illustrate the case of conjunction: I[A,xl = 'l

and I[B,xl = 1 iff I(A&B,x) = 1, so x Ef[Al and x EftBl iff x ellA&Bl, so f

tAeBl =ftA) nrtBl.
This gives us the tables displayed below. In order to finalise the tables as

matrices, we need to consider the question of designated values. A wff is valid
in RM3 iff for all interpretations I on RLI3, ItA,Tl = 1. 'We want to designate

values in R!!3 in such a way that A always takes a designated value in RM3 iff
A is valid in RM3. Now the condition (Ð (If A,Tl = 1) is equivalent to f Vfl
lT e ftAll. Hence we must designate all elements x of Rly! 3 with T e x. Note
that if we designated, say, lTl but not [T,T'1, then this would amount to
declaring refuted any formula which is ever assigned to lT,T*| i'e. to
declaring refuted any formula A for whicli there is an interpretation I such that
I(A,TI = 1 and ItA,T'l t 1, which would be wrong unless we had some
guarantee that no such case could arise. More generally, we need to designate

every element of the principal filter determined by lTf, and we will use this

condition for later matrices too. If A is always given a designated value in Rly!3

by any such function f, we say that A is valid in Rly!3.

We now display the constructed set algebra Rly!3.

& T,T-l {T} ø T,T* Ir ø
* lr,T*l* [Tl

ø

r {T,T*l- {T}
ø

IT,T-l lTl{rl tr}
øø

lr,r-l lTÌ
IT,T-
T,T Ä

T,T *

ø

trl
lr,T- l

IT,T- I

{T,TT I

lr.T - 
I

ø
ø
ø

{T,T-l{T.T-ltrl {rlfrl ø

(rl
trl
T,T

ø

ø
ø

IT,T 
- 

I

Figure 9.2 Set algebra for RIV[3

The condition x e f[Al ifi IlA,xl = 1, together with the designation of the

principal filter determined by lT|, now ensures that a formula A is valid in
RM 3 iff A is valid in RM3. But an inspection of Rly! 3 shows that it is

isomorphic to the RM3 matrices previously tabulated (with 0 corresponding to

lT,T-1, 1 to lTl, and 2 to Ø). Hence we arrive at the main result for RM3:

Theoren 9.7.1. The following conditions are equivalent:
(l) A is valid in nM3; (2) A is valid in R$ 3; (3) A is valid in RM3;
(4) A is true in all RM3 model structures; (5) A is a theorem of RM3.
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A similar analysis can be made of other finite Sugihara matrices, for instance
RM4, and also of hnite Lukasiewicz logics.6

Second case: the crystal lattice CL Having dealt with a fairly simple case and
explained the elements, we can now proceed with rnore speed. A more
complex example is the crystal lattice CL, much used in $3.6 of RLRI. The
matrix CL - or CLM as we write when we want to emphasize the nntrix
representation - is interesting for several reasons, not the least of which is that
it often provides a more rapid proof of the relevance of systems than those
using Mo, as well as for a different range of systems. CL has two fixed points,
a, b with the further property that a-+b is undesignated: hence for any wff
A'-+B where A and B do not share a variable, assign a to all the variables of A
and b to all the variables of B.

The matrices for CL are, to repeat $3.6, these:

& 01 23 45 0 12 34 5

01 ?3
11 23
?2 24
33 43
4 444
5 555

01 23 45

03 53
01 23 4s
00 00 00

Figure 9.3 CL matrices

Consider the following model structure CL = .T, K, R, *> where K =

lT,T^,a,a*[, T = Trr, a*t = a, and the members of R are the following 45
triples (we omit the ordered triple brackets):
TT*T, TT*a, TT^a*, TaT, Ta*T, TT*T*, Ta'ar, Taa, TTT, TÁTrT,
T*T*a, T*T^a{, TÄaT, T*arT, T*TrT*, Tra*a*, Traa, T*TT, aT*T,
aT*a, aTrar, aaT, aa*T, aTlTr, aa*a*, aaa, aTT, a*TiT, a*T*a,
arTÄa*, a*aT, ara*T, a*TrTr, a*ara', araa, atIT, TtTT, atTa*, aTa,
aa*Tr, ataTr, T*Ta, T*a*Tr, TrTar, T^aTr.
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0 11 33 3
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The conditions T* r a, a* s T, together with (H) [as for RM3], force,
under the map x E ff Al iff I( A,x¡ = 1, a collapse of the 16 element set lattice to
a 6 elernent lattice C-L. Tr s a, together with I(A,Trl = 1 and Ti s a implies I
lA,al ='1, require that T* e f[Al implies a e f[Al, forany set F[Al of the lattice.
Similarly, Tr e f[Al implies both ar e lf Al and T e f[Al, and a e f[Al implies
T e f(Al and ar e i(Al implies T e l[Al. Thus CJis as below, with the top 5
elements designated (corresponding matrix values are indicated to the side):

IT,T*,a,a*] 0

T,a,a * l1

2 lT.al lT.a*l 3

4

Figure 9,4 CL lattice

Conjunctions and disjunctions, as usual, go over to the intersections and

unions. The table for negation is:

5

rl

I

ø

IT,T',a,a*[ [T,a,arf lT,af
ø lTl {r,al

lT,a* I lT I

{T,.*l lT,a,a*f

ø

lT,T*,a,a'I

Figure 9.5 CL negation table

We do the computation for a couple of typical cases

(i) If ftAl = [T,a,a*], then f t-Al = tT].
(a) T e f[-Al since I[A,T*¡ - 1.

(b) a É ff -Al since I[A,a'¡ = 1.

(c) a* d fl-Al since I[A,a¡ = 1.

(d) Tt É fl-Al since IlA,Tl = 1.

(ii) If rtAl = lT,ol, then f [-Al = {T,ul.
(a) T e fl-Al since I[A,T*¡ - 1.

(b) a e l[-Al since I[A,a*l æ 1.
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(c) a* É ll-Al since I[A,al = 1.

(d) T- É lt-Al since IlA,Tl = 1,

Accordingly the structure thus far is a De Morgan lattice; and with implication
it falls out to a De Morgan monoid.

Finally, we present the computed table for implication. In justification of
the table, we give a list of those triples of the relation R which ensure the

absence of those worlds which are absent from the entry in question. The rest

of the computation is mechanical.

[We put lT,T*,a,at] as K, in order to fit the table onto the page. R.B.l

-Ì K lT,al f T,.* I {Tl øT,a,a * 
|

rK
* {T,a,ar}* ÍT,.1* lr,a*l- lrl

ø

Kø
K ITI
K {T,a}
K [T,a*[
K lT,a,a*|
KK

øøø
øøø

lT,"l ø ø
ø lT,a*l ø

lT,ol lT,o'l {T}
KKK

ø
ø
ø
ø
ø
K

Figure 9.6 CL implication table

(i) ø -+ anything or anything + [T,Tr,a,a*] : proof is immediate'
(ii) f T,T*,a,a*| --+ lT,a,a1l, (T) or Ø'. ITT'T., aTrTi, arT*T*, T*T*T*1.
(iii) lT,a,a^l '-+ {T,a}, lT}or Ø: ITarar, aara*, ara*a*, T*a*a*].
(iv) {T,a,a-} + lT,atf : ITaa, aaa, a'aa, T*aa].
(v) lT,a| + {T,a*}: as for (iv).
(vi) f T,a*f --+ [T,a], lTl or Øt as for (iii).
(vii) lT,a) + {T} or Ø: as for (iv).
(viii) f T| + ø: ITIT, aTT, a*TT, T^TTl.
(ix) [Tl --+ {T}: la*Ta*, aTa, T*TT*}.
(x) lT,al -+ [T,al: Ia*Tar, T*TT*1.
(xi) lT,a| + lT,a*l: laTa, T*TT*)'
(xii) {T} --+ {T,a*}: (T*TT*, aTa}.
(xiii) 

f Tl '-+ [T,al: lTrTT*, a*Tar].
(xiv) [Tl + lT,a,a*l: (T*TT-].
(xv) {T,a*l-+ [T,a,ar]: {T*TT', aa*T'}.
(xvi) lT,a! -+ [T,a,arl: ITtTT*, a*aT*1.
(xvii) {T,a,a*}+ {T,a,at}: lT*TT*, aa*T*, a*aT*}'

By inspection, the C-Lalgebra is isomorphic to the matrices CL when

(T,T^,a,a*|, ..., Ø are identified with 0, ... ,5, respectively' The method of
construction of C!from CL then ensures:
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The conditions Tr s a, ar s T, together with (H) [as for RM3], force,
under the map x E ff Al iff I[A,x¡ = 1, a collapse of the 16 element set lattice to
a 6 element lattice C-L. T* s a, together with If A,T.l = 1 and Tl 3 a implies I
IA,a¡ = 1, require that T* e f[Al implies a e f[Al, for any set Ff Al of the lattice.
Similarly, T* e f[Al implies both a* E ff Al and T e l[Al, and a e ff Al implies
T e ftAl and a* e f(A| implies T e f(A|. Thus C-Lis as below, with the top 5
elements designated (corresponding matrix values are indicated to the side):

lï,T*,a,arf 0

T,a,a* l1

2 lT,af {T.a*l 3

4

Figure 9.4 CL lattice

Conjunctions and disjunctions, as usual, go over to the intersections and
unions. The table for negation is:

5

rl

I

ø

lT,Tr,a,ail {T,a,a*f IT,al
ø lrl [r,al

Ir..*l tTl

tT,o*l lT,a,a^|

ø

{T,T*,a,a*f

Figure 9.5 CL negation table

We do the computation for a couple of typical cases.
(i) If r(Al = [T,a,a*[, then r[-Al = tTl.

(a) T e f[-A] since I[A,T*¡ - 1.

(b) a É f(-Al since I{A,at¡ = 1.

(c) a* É f[-Al since I[A.a¡ = 1.

(d) T. É f(-Al since ItA,Tl = 1.

(ii) If rlAl = lT,al, then f{-Aì = {T,a}.
(a) T E f[-Al since I[A,T*¡ t 1.

(b) a e fl-Al since IlA,a*¡ * 1.
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Theorent 9.7.2. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) A wff A is valid in CL; (ii) A valid in Ct; (iii) A is valid in C-1.

A subsequent objective (in $9.8) is to supply a relevant system for which
the CL matrix is characteristic. Since the proof that the system concerned does

indeed axiomatize CLM proceeds through a 4 world model, it helps to
simplify the 4-world semantics on CL. It is also worth detouring at the same

time to give an alternative proof that CL and CL have the same class of valid
wff, and to present a 4-valued semantics for the class.T

For the simplification we vary the relation R of CL inessentially as, for
example, direct reworking of the argument above (for Theorem 9.7.5) will
show. For this reason we often do not distinguish notationally (the former
m.s.) CL and the new m.s. etl where s and R are defined as follows: b s c =¿¡
b= C v b:T* v c = T; b < c =dfb= c & b- c; Rbcd =dflb =T= cs dl &
lb + T =. b scr v bs dl.'Whereas in CLR holds for 45 triples, in Ct' it
holds for 49. The following properties hold generally in CL': Tr < a, a* < a*,
T* < T, a. T, a^< T: 8RTUU, i.e. b=a; bsc & Rcde = Rbde; crd:>
d* .< c*.

Valuations and interpretations on CL', or CL, truth and validity, etc., are

defined in the usual way; and the following connections are proved in the

familiar way (cf. Chapter 4 of RLRI);
(a) For every wff A, for all b,c e K, when b < c and If A,bl = 1, If A,cl = 1.

(Þ) For every wff A and B, IIA---+B,Tl = 1 iff (Vb e Klf ItA.bl = 1 = IlB,bl = 11.

Using (c) and (Þ), the interpretation of A+B can be simplified as follows (for

ÇL'.):
I(A-+B,TI = l iff fltA,Tl = 1= ItB,Tl = 1l & (l[A,Trl = | = I(B,T*| = 1l e (I

lA,al =I=I{B,al =11 &flfA,atl =1=l[B,atl =1¡.
IIA--'8,Trl = I ill fVb,c e KlllfA,bl = 1 = I[B,cl = 11, since RT^bc, for all

b,c e K; i.e. iff IIA,Tì = 1= IlB,Trl = 1, by (ø) and properties of s and
. above.

I[A-]B,al = 1 iff tVb,c eKlfla Sbr v a = cl & IfA,bl = 1 =. I[B,cl = 11, since

Rabc iff a s b* or a s c, forall b,c e K, i.e. iff (Vb E Kl[b s a* & I(A,bl
='l = lVceKll[B, cl = 1l & lVceKl[asc & l]b eKllltA,bl = 1] = I

{B.c¡ = l, by quantificational logic; i.e. iff [[A,a.] = 1 = IlB,Til = 1l & (l

f A,Tl = 1 = If B,al = 11, by (a) and ordering properties above.
IIA-+B,ar| =liff [I(A,al =1= IÍB,Ttl =1) &(IlA,Tl = 1>I[B,ar] = 11,as

in the preceding case, after replacing a by a*.
To establish the adequacy of this modelling, for the CL matrices, we

circuit through the following 4-valued semantics, since this represents an

intermediate stage between the matrices and the model structure.g A (4)

valuation V (for CL) is a function assigning to each semantical parameter P a

subset V(pl of the set IT,T*,a,a*] of values, subject to the following
conditions (corresponding to the hereditariness condition):
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(i) aEVlpl=TeVfpì;
(ii) aiEV[p]=TeV[pl;
(iiD T^ e V[p) =.a E Vf pl & ai E Vlp](andhence T E Vf pl).

An interpretafion I, extending a valuation V to all wff, is defined inductively
as follows: Itpl = V(pl, forevery p; d e I[-Al iff dt e I{Al, forevery value d
in IIII = [T,TÄ,a,a*]; d e I[A&BI iff d e I[Al & d e I[B], for every d in IIII;
TeI(A--+BI iff lvdeIIIIlldeI(Al > del[Bll; T*eI1A-*B¡ iff TeIlAl =TreI(Bl; aeIIA+BI iff la*eI[Al = T*eIfBl] & [Tel(Al = aeI[Bll;
a* e IIA-IB¡ iffla e I[Al = T* e I[B]ì & fT e IIA] = a* e I{Bll.
A wff A is valid in this 4-semantics for CL iff T e I[Al for every valuation V.

Theorem9.7,3. The following statements are equivalent: (i) wff A is valid in
CL; (ii) A is valid in the 4-semantics for CL; (iii) A is valid in CL'.
Proof:'1o show that (i) and (ii) are equivalent, set up the correspondences
displayed in the lattice diagram for C!, observing that designated values
correspond under the assignments, and that matrix operations are isomorphic
to semantical operations.

It is worth outlining, in this one typical case, the more detailed argument
ultimately establishing this equivalence. Let p be the matrix valuation
conesponding to 4-valuation V such that, for every sentential parameter p, ¡1,

tpÌ = 0 iff Vlpl = {T,T*,a,a*l; pf pl = l iff Vlpl = [T,a,a*]; plpl = 2 iff VJp¡ =

lT,al;plpl =3iffV[pl =(T,a*l;ptpl =4iffV(pt =lTl;r¡(pt =siffVtpl =
ø.
Note that the two sets of valuations are appropriately exhaustive under the
conespondence. Let J be the extension of p to all wfi determined inductively,
(by precisely the assumed matrix procedure, as follows: Jtpl = ptpl; Jt-Al =
-(JlAll; JIA&Bl = &tJlAl,JlBll; Jf A--+Bl = +tJtA|,J(Bll. A wff Aisvalid itt
the matríx system C¿ iff J{Al * 5, for all mat¡ix valuations p. All this simply
sets down in more exact fashion what has hitherto (in this section) been taken
largely for granted.

The correspondence between initial valuations on sentential parameters
extends (of course) inductively to the correspondence, between matrix and
4-semantics valuations as regards all wff, summed up thus:

(ll). T e l[Al iffJlA¡ - 5' T* e I[Al iffJtAl = 0; a e I{Al iff J(Al = 0, 1 or2;
and a* e IlAl iff J(Al = 0, I or 3, for every wff A.
rWhile this is obvious enough by inspection of the C! diagram given, it can
also be proved by induction, the induction basis being already supplied. There
remain inductive steps for each connective, all of which are straightforward, so
only a few representative examples are displayed.
sd-. T e I(-Bl iff T* É I[Bl, i.e. iff J(Bl - 0, i.e. J[-B¡ - 5. T* e Il-Bl iff T É

I[Bl, i.e, iff J(B]= 5, i.e. Jl-B¡ = g. ¡,..
ad-*. T* ellB+Cl iff Te I{Bl = Tr e I[Cl, i.e. iff JtBl = 5 or JtCl = 0,
i.e. iff J[B-+C¡ = 0. Etc.
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By (Tl), T e I(Al iff JtAl * 5, always. Hence A is valid in the 4-semantics iff A

is valid in CLM.
To show in similar derail thar (ii) and (iii) are equivalent, the following

correspondence is appealed to:
Let V be the 4-valuation conesponding to the valuation y of the Q m.s., such

that, for every sentential parameter P, T E Vfpl iff vtP,Tl= 1; T* e V(pl if v
lp,T*l = 1; a e vlpliff v1p,a¡ = 1, a* e V[pliff vlP,arl = 1.

observe rhar rhe condirions (i), (ii) and (iii) on the valuation V hold iff v(p,al
= 1 = v(p,Tl = 1 and vlp,a*l = 1 = v[P,Tl = 1 and vlP'T'l = t = v[p,al = 1

& y[p,arl = 1, this conjunction being equivalent to the hereditariness

condition on Y, viz. b=c and v(p,bl = | = v[p'cl = 1. Once again the

exhaustive correspondence between (initial) valuations extends inductively to

all wff, thus:

î2). d E ItAl iff ItA.d¡ = 1, for d = T'T r 
'a'a 

*, and for every wff A'

The induction basis is immediate, and the induction steps are straightforward,

representative cases going, in brief, as follows:
ad -. d e It-Bliff di É ItBl, i.e' iff If B,d*l - 1, i.e. iff IJ-A'a¡ = 1'

ada. d e IIB&CI iff del[Bl and deIlC], i.e. IIB'dl = 1= Ifc,dl' i'e' iff I

tB&C,dl = 1.

ad---+. Tr e I(B---+C¡ iff T e ItBl = T* e I(Cl,i.e. iff IIB,TI = 1= l(C,T*l ='1,

i.e. if If B---+C,T^l = 1.

a e I[B+C¡ iff (a* e I[B] = T* e ItCl] & (T e ItBl = a e I[Cl]' i.e. iff (l[B,a*l

= 1= I(C,T*l = 1l & ttltB,Tl = 1= If C,al = 11, i.e. iff I(B-+C,a¡ ='l'
Sinceby (t2), T e ItAl iff ItA'Tl = 1, A is valid in the 4-semantics iff A is

valid in CL', and so in CL.

Third case: the Belnap matrix system MoThe Belnap matrices, already derived

in $3.1 of RLRI and heavily exploited in deriving features of FD, fit neatly

into the algebraic framework established. Though based on a mote comPact

model structure than the CL matrices, Mo comprises nonetheless the following

more ample matrices:
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& +3 +2 +1 +0 -0 -1 -2 -3 +3 +? +1 +0 -0 -1 -Z -3

l0l

**3
*+Z
*+1
*+0

+3 +? +1

+? +2 +0

+1 +0 +1

+0 +0 +0

+3 -3 -3
+3 +2 -3
+3 -3 +1

+3 +2 +1

+3 -3 -3
+3 -3 +1

+3 +2 -3
+3 +3 +3

+3 +3 +3

+3 +? +3

+3 +3 +1

+3 +? +1

+3 +3 +3

+3 +3 +1

+3 +2 +3

+3 +? +1

+3 +3 +3

+2 +3 +3

+1 +3 +1

+0 +3 +1

+3 -0 -0
+'l -0 -1

+2 -0 -0
+0 -0 -1

+3 +3
+2 +2

+3 +1

+? +0

-0 -0
-0 -1

-? -2
-2 -3

-0 -? -1

-1 -3 -1

-2 -2 -3
-3 -3 -3

+3 +? +1

-0
-1

-2
-3

+0 -1 -1 -3 -3
+0 -3 -3 -3 -3
-3 -0 -1 -2 -3
-3 -1 -1 -3 -3
-3 -2 -3 -2 -3

+0 -0 -1 -2 -3
+0 -? -3 -? -3

-3 -3 -3 -3 -3

*0 -0 -1 -2 -3

-3
-2
-1

-0
+0

+'l

+2

+3

.+3
,+2
r +1

*+0
-0
-1

-2
-3

-3 -3
-3 -2
-3 -1

+0 -0
-3 +0

-3 +1

-3 *2
+ 3+3

-3 -3
-z -3
-3 -3
-2 -3
-3 -3
-3 -3
+2 -3
+3 +3

a

-3
-1

-1

-3
+1

-3
+3

Figure 9.7 Mo matrices

Consider the model structure Mo = <T,K,R,*> where K = {T,a,at}, T* = T,
aii = a, and R = [.ltt>,<Taa>,<Taraì>,<aaa>,<aa*ar>,<aTa>,
<aa*a>,<aa*T>,<a*aa>,<a*ara*ì,<alTa*>,<araaÄ>,<a*aT.!. Hence
Rbcd iff (b=T > c=dl and [b É T =. b=c* v b=dl, and so RTcd if c=d.
Interpretations, ftuth and validity of Mo are defined as usual. The
interpretation rule for + simplifies as follows:

I[A-+B,Tl = 1 iff IVb,c e Kl[b=c & I[A,bl = 1 = I[B,cl = 11, i.e. iff
tVb e Klf If A,bl = 1= I(B,bl = 11.

I(A-+B,al = l iff IVb,c e K)([a=b* v a=cl & I(A,bl= 1= I(B,cl= 1), i.e.
ifftllA,a*l =l=[ceKll[B,cl =11 &.t3beKlltA,b¡ = 1=l[B,a¡ =1¡.

I[A--+B,arl = 1 iff [l[A,al = 1 = (Vc e Kll[B,cl = 1] & ltlb e KlltA,bl = 1

> I[B,arl = 11.

As in the case of CL a bridge semantics, with values just elements of set
K, can be inserted connecting world semantics with matrices, but as before it
can also be bypassed. On the bridge semantics a 3-valuation V assigns to each
valuational parameter p a subset Vlpl of the set {T,a,a'} of values.
Interpretation I extends V inclusively to all wff, as follows:

T e I[-Bl iff T e I[Bl, a E I[-Bl iff a* É IlBl, a* E I[-Bl iff a { I[B];
d e I[B&Cl iff d e I(Bl and d e If Cl, for each value d;

T e IIB-'-IC¡ iff [Vd E Klfd e I(Bl = d e llCll, a s I[B--+C¡ ilf [ar e I[Bl =
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IfCl =Kl andllfBl =ø=aelfCll,a*EIIB-+CI iff[aeIlBl =I(C¡ =¡1¡ und

lllBl =Ø=areIfC).
A wff A is valid in the 3-semantics, or 3-valid in Mo iff T e If Al, for all
interpretations.

Since x s y only if x = y, the hereditary condition (H) imposes no
restrictions on admissible interpretations. Thus we ptoceed to construct the 8

element algebra !! o with no collapse of elements required by (H). The 8

elements of ly!o are IT,a,a*], lT,o.l, IT,al, IT], f a,a*1, Ia], {a-1, Ø, and we
will eventually again identify these with the elements of matrix Mo in
descending order. Designated values, as before, are the principal filter
determined by lTl.As before, conjunctions and disjunctions go over to the

intersections and unions of the Hasse diagram of Mo (on which corresponding
matrix values are displayed to the side):

T,a,al +3

+1 lT,o*l a,a r -0 +?a'lT

a ?1l T l*o

3

Figure 9.8 Mo lattice

With the principal filter determined by [T] designated, it is now a matter of
straightforward computation to show that the tables for l'l and U in this lattice
m.irror those for & and v in Mo.

For negation, the ly! o table below is isomorphic to the Mo negation
matrix:

T,a,a' T,a ^ T,A T a,a * a a* ø

ø la^l lol [o,o'l tT] {T,ol lT,ail lT,a,a'}

Figure 9.9 Mo negation table

We display the computation in a couple of interesting cases:
(i) If r{Al = lT,o^l then f [-Al = la^].
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(a) at e l(-Al since I[A,al * 1.
(b) T É l[-Al since IlA.Tr] = ItA,Tl = 1.
(c) a É l[-Al since I[A,ar¡ = 1.

(i¡) If rlAt= l"lrhen f[-A] = lT,a].
(a) T e fl-Al since T* = T É fÍAl.
(b) a e l[-A] since ar É tf Al.
(c) a* Í l'[-Al since a e flAl.

The implication table has 64 enrries. we give the table here and display
the computation for several entries:
[We replace lT,a,arf by K in order ro fit the table in. R.B.]

K [T,ar] {T,af [T] {a,a-f lul la*l ø--+

rK
* lr,a*l* fr,al- lrl

la,a * 
|

fal
fo*l
ø

øøø
ø fa*l ø
øfol {a
lT! la,a-| laø{rl øø lr.al {r.ø lT,a.l ø
KKK

Køø
K [T,a*f ø
K ø {T,alK {T,atf lT,a}Køø
K ø lT,ulK {T,atf ø
KKK

ø
{a*}
ø

fa*l
ø

lø
K

ø
ø
ø
ø
ø
ø
ø
K

{T,.* I

a

Figure 9.10 Mo implication table

(i) If rtAl = anyrhing a1d ftB.l =lT,a,ar|, rhen f[A_+B¡ = {T,a,ar[. For
example, T e f[A-+B¡. Ir needs ro be shown that tVx,y¡jRf ri und lin,xt = I =If B,yl ='rl. Bur the consequenr is guaranreed, for uny'ònoi"å 

"i,,'u, rhe fact
that f[Bl = [T,a,a*f .

(ii) If ff Al = Ø and f[BJ = anything, rhen f(A+Bl = lT,a,a*f . The proof issimila¡ to (i), except that l( A ) = Ø guarãntees the falsehood of the antecedenr.(iii) If ff Al = l'f Bl = f a,a*1, rhen f f A.--'Bl = {Tl.(a) a e l(A+B¡since Raa*T and a* e l[Aland T Êftbl.
(b) a- É ftA-+Blsince Ra*aT and a e ltAland T É flBl.
(c) T e ftA--+Bl since RTxy.only if x = y and x e t[A] implies x e l[Bl.

(iv) If flAt = rlBl = lTI rhen rtA.-+Bl = {f f .
(a) a É ftA+Bl since RaTa.
(b) a' É flA+Bl since RarTai.
(c) T e f[A-+B¡, as for (iii)(c),

The method of construction of the argebra ryto from the model structure
Mo together with the designated elements of Nio'being the piirrciir ritter
determined by lrl, ensures rhar a wff is varid in [" im iii, uuiJìn'i¡o. nu,
inspection verifies that lUo is isomorphic to M". Hánie the nexr resurt:
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Theorem 9.7.4. The following statements are equivalent: (i) A wff A is valid
in Mo; (ii) A is valid in M"; (iii) A is valid in ly!o; (iv) A is 3-valid in Mo.

Fourth case: Smiley matrices, redesignated Just as the analysis of the Belnap
Mo matrices largely repeats that already given in $3.1 of RLRI, but in more
algebraic terms, bringing in full model st¡uctures and algebras, so the analysis
of the Smiley-Wajsberg matrices given in $2.6 (p.115) may also be
substantially repeated. In this case we set down only basic features, many of
them simply carried over from the previous fìrst degree entailment analysis.
There is one significant difference: whereas in $2.6 only one value in the
Smiley matrices was designated, in this investigation two values are
designated. This shift in designated values in fact makes no difference to the
class of first degree entailments validated by the matrices. In fact even larger
variations on the matrices make no difference, as will appear. The
redesignated Smiley matrices, 54, are, to repeat $2.6, these:

&
r1
ù?

3

4

44 2+43? 3

1

1

3

3

z

1

3

1

2

1

1

1

1

4
2

3

I

3

4
4
'|

1

1

2

3

+

z
2

4
4

3

4
3

4

4
4
4
4

*1

,2
3

4

*1

tz
3

4

1

?

3

4

4
4
4
1

4
1

4
'l

1

1

1

1

Figure 9.11 Smiley matrices, re-designated

The corresponding model structure is $4 = <T,K,R,*' where K = lT,T-1,
1r* = f and R = f 

.TTT', <TTiT*>, <T*TT>, <T*TrTr>1. Hereditariness
imposes no restrictions since x s y if x = y. The 4 elements of SJ are [T,T-1,
[T], {T-}, Ø. Designated values are again the principal filter determined by

lT|; this is what accounts for the designation of two elements. The Hasse
diagram showing lattice-theoretic properties is as follorvs (altemative
labellings are shown to the side):
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{T, Ttl 1 bf othJ

105

/\t?lTl

ø {Tl [T-l {T,T-}

[T-l 3 f

ø 4 n[eitherl

Figure 9.12 Smiley lattice

The table for ñ and U minor those for & and v in SJ. For negations, the 54
matrix is isomorphic to the following Si table:

*t

lT,r.l tTl lT-l ø

Figure 9.13 Smiley negation table

Similarly for implication, the 54 matrix is isomorphic to the following 54
implication table:

T,T* T+ T
* (T,Trl
* [Tl

{T'}
ø

lr,T^l
{T,T.}
IT,T.I
IT,T-l

ø

lr,T.l
ø

IT,TII

ø
ø

T

ø

ø
ø
ø

lr,
IT,T^I
IT,T*I

Figure 9.14 Smiley implication table

In the computations for this table the cases (i) where f ( A) = anything and f 1A¡ =

lT,T-l and (ii) fl{,¡ = g and flBl = anything, are like those for Mo, and are

similarly independent of conditions on R. Remaining cases utilize exactly the
conditions imposed on R.

Theorem 9.7.5. The following are equivalent: (i) A wff A is valid in 54;
(ii) A is valid in 54; (iii) A is valid in SJ.

Fifth case: the Brady variatiott on 54 Brady changes the implication matrix to

the following matrix M4 in order, so he says, that the matrices are'made more
suitable lthan 54] for a system with formulae of any degree':

Otherwise the matrices for M4 are the same as those for 54.
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1?34
143 4
't234
1313
11',t1

t1
*z

3

4

Figure 9.15 Brady variation

Similarly M4 is the same as $[ except for R which is as follows:

l.TTT>, <TT*Tr>, .T*TT*tl
i.e.Rabciff[a=T =b=cl &la=Tt =.b=T vc=Trl.

Again x s y iff x = y. Designated values of M4 and the Hasse diagram are as

for S_4. So is the table for negation, while that for implication of lr{4 differs
from that for S-4 exactly as the correspondences between mat¡ix values and

algebraic elements requires. Hence the expected result:

Theorem 9.7.6. The following statements as regards wff A are equivalent:
(i) A is valid in Ma; (ii) A is valid in M4; (iii) A is valid in tr{4.

Sixth case: a chain of connexive matrices We turn to our final set of examples,
which concern a chain of matrices int¡oduced earlier in the book ($3.6 of
RLRI). For all n s 1, let Mn be the following matrix: elements 10,1,2, ..,,2n1,
designated elements 10,1,...,2n-1|, avb = minla,bf. a&b = max[a,b], -a =
2n-a, a+b = 2n-1 iff a ¿ b, otherwise a->b = 2n. Such chains are of interest
because they verify'connexive' E, i.e. E together with such connexivist theses

as Aristotle, -(A-+-Al, and Boethius, IA+B] --+ -lA--]-Bl.
LetU[* = <T,K,N,R,*t where K = [T,T*,alar*, ...,an-r,on-r*1, xrÀ = x

for all xeK, N = {Tl and R is the relation with (i) T*f ar*=...
s ôn-r* f an-rs...3 â, s T (ii) RTxx, forall x e K.

The hereditary condition (H) together with (i) forces the power set

algebra into a chain form, since we must have Tr E every set to which ar*
belongs, ... ar E every set to which T belongs. Thus Mn looks like this:
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IT,T*,a'ar*, ...,an-t,an-rrl

to7

lr,a'a.*, n- ên

lT,.r, ..., an-.,an-r¡ I

ÍT,a,, , an-, I

Figure 9.16 Counexive chain

As always, conjunctions and disjunctions go over to intersections and
unions, and since we have a chain (and propose to identify the elements of Mn
in descending order in the diagram with 0, 1, ..., 2n respectively) this will
ensure that afìb = (numerical) max (a,b|, aUb = (numerical) min(a,bI as

desired.
For negation, note that {T,a*ar, ...,an_,1 is a fixed point: if f

lAl= lT,a,, ...,an-rl, then (a) T e lf -Al since Tr É flAl; (b) Tr { [-Al since
T e ff Al; (c) r e fl-Al since a,* É flAl; (d) a¡* É ff -Al since a, e ftAl. Hence f
f-Al = f[Al. For all other entries in the negation table, note that both
a,,a,r E ff Al if and only if neither ai nor a,* e f[-Al, and if a, e l[Al but
a,* É f(Al, then a, e f(-Al and a,* É ft-AÌ.This gives the rable:

*
-ta

I

lr,u^l

I

lrl

I

ø
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{T,T*,a'art, ...,an-r,an-1*l
IT,a'ar*, .-.,ên-r,an-rt]

{T'ar, ...,anl

trl
ø
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ø

trl

IT,ar,...,an]

{T,a'art, ...,an-r,an-1* I

{T,Tr,a'ar*, ...,an-r,an-r* }

Figure 9.17 Connexive negation table

For the implication operation, note that we are aiming at having
implicated formulae true only at either {T} or Ø. If we impose the condition
-Na, (no implicated formula is true at a, in ![nl, which se¿rns to be necessary,
then in virtue of every world save T being s a' the hereditary condition (H)
forces -Nx for all x * T. This certainly ensures that no implicated formula can
be true at any world except T, and so that the only values that A-'+B can take
in l/n willbe lTIor Ø.

Therefore, in calculating the values of A+B in Mn, we need take into
account only whether or not T e (A--+B¡. Now if f[Al c f{B}, then by
inspection, we certainly have that lVx,yl[RTxy & IlA,xl = I{B,yll, so that I
{A+B,T} = 1, i.e. T e l(A--+B¡, so that f(A+B¡ = lT}, On the other hand, if f
{Al c flBl, then forsome x e K, x e l'[Al and x { flBl. But now since RTxx and
I[A,x¡ = 'l and IlB,xl - 1, T ( flA--+Bl. Hence flA--+Bl = Ø. Thus the
implication table is:

IT,T*,a'ar', ...,an-r,an-r* I ø

I T,T*,a'arr, ...,ân-r,ân-r* I {rl
Ø above diagonal

ø
lTI on and

below diagonal lrl
Figure 9.18 Connexive implication table
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But, under the map lT,Tr,a..art, ... ,an-r,an-r*l * 0, .... ø + 2n' this

and the other operations on !!n are isomorphic to the matrix Mn. Hence the

final result of this type.

Theorem 9.7.7. The following statements are equivalent: (i) A wff A is valid in

Mn; (ii) A is valid in Mn; (iii) A is valid in ly!n.

Three final commènts. First, this last result was achieved using somewhat

(and, of course, complicating the other conditions on R), so as to 'separate off
the semantical effect of E from that of Aristotle.

and 54 reveal.

59.8. Finite Relevant Logics and Axiomatizations of
Relevance-establishing Matrices

That relevant logics are weakly relevant has been shown primarily through the

use of frnite matrices. It is evident from the arguments used in these

demonstrations that, where the matrices used in establishing relevance

axiomatized - \ryere, that is, systems for which the matrices are characteristic

devised - the resulting systems would be both weakly relevant and

finite-valued. The combination of weak relevance with finite-valuedness

connectives, for which such irrelevances as F--+A and B+T would be

plete) relevant logics
theories of entailment
for instance, that the
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distinctness and sometimes indeed for even making sense (the requirement is

assessed in DRL and in EMJB). Such frnite-valued relevant logics of course

provide us with (further) many-valued relevant logics: these are already had,

in u ,"nr", with 4-valued semantics for FD (in $3.2), while infinite-valued

relevant logics we have had for some time in the shape of the main relevant

systems (e.g. of ChaPter 4)'
Axiomatizations of matrices can be worked out from comPleteness

cL, with a method which can be applied in a routine, if tedious, way in many

other cases - though not invariably without some adjustments. One important

variation, resulting from the colilnon situation that T = Tr, we elaborate

subsequently in axiomatizing matrix Mo.
But first a couple of simpler preliminary cases are sketched'

have to be introduced and duly delimited, much complicating the argument'

Before The standard more complex situation is gone into, the elementary

procedure is illustrated first through the axiomatization of the matrix M4 (of

$e.7).
The system BN4, which proves to axiomatize M4, is obtained from DWd,

by the these bizarre axiom schemes: 12

-A&B --+ .A-+B
-A * .AvlA--+Bl
Av-BvIA--+Bl
[ -r,[+-[ + -[
A v {-A -* .A*B}
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BN4 has, in addition to familiar theorems of DWd, the following bizarre
theorems, needed in completeness arguments: B + .-B v (A--+B), A&-B +.
A&-B + -f A-'Bl, A v [-lA--+Bl + Al, -f A-+Bl -+ -l-B-+-Al.
[The fourth axiom and last theorem are not bizarre. - R.B.]

BN4 can be fairly straightforwadly provided with a semantical analysis in
the style of Chapter 4, by working out semantical postulates for (some of) the
bizarre axioms. And once the system is connected with the M4 matrix system,
other semantics already indicated (in the style of $9.7) as associated with that
matrix system will follow, e.g. that based on the two world structure lT,T'|.
In fact completeness will be established using the four-valued American plan
translation of the two world semantics.

The American semantics for BN4 are exactly the same worldless (or one
world) semantics given in $3.2, and in effect elaborated in $4.7, except for the
æ rule which simplifies to the following
1 e V[A--rBl iffboth I f VfAl or1 e V[Bl and 0 f V(Bl or0 e V[Al;
0 e V{A---+Bl iff 1 e V{Al and 0 e V[Bl.
That is, valuation V is a function from (initial) wff to IIII, i.e., subsets of {1,01
satisfying the & and - rules of $3.2 and the given --+ rule, and a wff A is

Anterícanvalidiff 'l E VtAì for every such valuation V. It is evident that this
semantics just mirrors the matrix semantics for M4, and accordingly, by the
methods of $9.7, a wff is valid in M4 iff it is American valid.

Soundness with respect to both the matrix and worldless American
semantics is routinely shown by direct or couputer verification. The
completeness argument can make use of results of the type already obtained in

$4.8; namely a more elaborate account of a BN4-theory is required, and

associated notions such as BN4-derivability are conespondingly ref,rned. A
BN4-theory a is closed not only under adjunction and provable
BN4-implication but also under disjunctive modus ponens, that is wherever
Cv[A-+Bl e a and CvA E a then CvB e a, and (to include the null case)

wherever A-+B E a and A e a then B e a.l3 Much as in $4.8, extension and
primeness theorems are reworked to accommodate the more elaborate closure
conditions (for full details see Brady U9821). Then completeness is

established in the by now standa¡d way. That is, where A is not a theorem of
BN4 there is a prime regular BN4 theory T such that A É T. And T induces a

canonical valuation V on all wff B (by induction from initial wfQ such that

1 e VtBl iff B e T and 0 e VtBl iff -B e T. Hence A is notAmerican valid, and

so not matrix valid. Therefore M4 is characteristic for BN4.

A further prelinúnary case: the logic, nwtríces, and semantics for the

truth-preservatiott connective in combinatiott with extensional connectives.
The 4-valued matrix set TPo that emerges from investigations of the

truth-preservation connect¡us ' (of $5.5) is as follows:
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Figure 9.19 Truth-preservation matrices

Valuations, V¡4, and interpretations, IM, associated with these matrices are

defined in the usual way. Observe that matrix values b and n are

interchangeable. As a result, the set of designated values can be either ltl or

It,b] or lt,n] without altering the class of valid wff of TPo.la
The matrix analysis connects in the expected way with a 4-valued

(one-world) American semantics. The evaluation rules for extensional
connectives & and - are as before, e.g. for BN4, while the rule for > is as

follows:
1 e VIA>BI iff 1 e V[A] = 1 e V(Bl.
0 e VIA>Bì iff 0 Í VfAl & 0 e V[Bl.

Then, for every wff A, A is valid in TP4 iff A is valid in the American
semantics. The correspondence in values is (as before) this: t with {11, b with

ll,0l, n with Ø, and f with lOf . The connection is established by showing, by
induction on wff that for every wff A, Iy(Al = t or b iff 'l e V[A] and Iy[Al = f
orbiff0eVfAl.

The American semantics connects in turn with a two-worlds semantics on
world set ¡1 = [T,T-1. Models are defined precisely as in $5.5. Then, for every
wff A, A is valid in the two worlds semantics iff A is valid in the American
semantics. Proof is a matter of showing by induction on wff that, for every wff
A, 1e V[Aliff ItA,Tl = ] and 0 e V[AliffI¡n,t*¡ = g.

The interconnections can be applied to show that TP4 really captures (i.e.

is cha¡acteristic for) l-, &, >l-logic. The key result is the:

Consentative extensio,t resuh A wff A with connectives from set [-, &, tl is

valid in the two-world semantics iff A is L-valid for any system L treated in

$5.5 where Lm.s. is such that T - T* and T * u.15

Proof Let A be such a wff. Suppose firstly A is valid in the two-world
semantics. There are two cases according as, in the L e.m.s. M, T = T* or not.

adT - T^. Note that T - e and T = u: otherwise there would be no valid - or
invalid - wff, as the case may be. Now let v be a valuation of ly! and I its

corresponding interpretation. Let v, and It be the restrictions of v and I,
respectively, to theset-ups T and Tt. Hence, vtf p,T) = vf P,Tl and vtlP,T*] =

vlp,T*1, for every sentential variable p. By induction on wff it follows that Ir
lB,Tl = IIB,TI and Ir(B,T^l = I{B,T*1, for every such wff B' Since T'Tr,

it
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T * e and T* * e, vr and I, can serve as a valuation and its corresponding
interpretation for the two worlds semantics. Hence since A is valid there, It
tA,Tl = 1, and so If A,Tl = 1. Thus A is valid in the L e.m's. M.

edT = Tr. As before T . e. Let v be a valuation of !! and I its corresponding
interpretation. As betbre let v, and I, be the restrictions of "v and I to T. Then
IrtB,Tl = ItB,Tl, for every wff B with only the connectives from l-, a, >1. Let
v" be a classical valuation on IT,T*l such that v"(p,Tl = vclp,Tr_l = v1f P,T],
for every sentential variable p. By induction on wff I" tB,Tl = 16(B,T*1, for
every such wff B, where I" is the extension of v". Since T - e, the

interpretation conditions for I. and T (and T^) are the same as those for It and

T. Hence IcfB,Tl = IrfB,Tì, for every such wff B. Since A is valid in the

two-world semantics, IctA,Tl = 1, and hence Ir[A,Tl = 1' Then A is valid in the

Le.m.s. !!.
y'-:cordingly, A is valid in every Le.m.s. and so L-valid. For the converse'

Iet A be valid in the semantics for L. Then A is valid in an Le.m.s. ly! such that
T - Tr and T - u. As before, T * e. Let v, be a valuation on lT,T'l and I, its
corresponding interpretation. Let V, be an extension of v, so that v, assigns a
value, 1or 0, to all sentential variables at all members of K, so that v¡lp,e) = 0

and v¡f p,ul = 1, for every sentential variable p, Thus v* is a valuation of the

Le.m.s. !tsuch that v,,[p,T] = v![p,Tl and v*[p,T'l = I.[B,Tl and I*f B,Trl = I,
(B,T*1, forevery wff B with connectives from l-, &, >), where I* conesponds
to vK. Since A is valid in $, I¡lA,Tl = 1 and hence lrlA,Tl = 1. Hence A is valid
in the two-worlds semantics.

' It remains to axiomatize the l-, &, >l-logic TPo captures' The logic TP4
is as follows:

TPI.A ' A. TP6. A &[BvCl >fA&Bl vfA&C)'
TPz. A&B > A. TP7. --A > A.

TP3. A&B ' B. TP8. A & [A>Bl > B.

TP4. tA'Bl & [A>C]>.4 ' B&C. TP9. B >.4 > B.

TP5. (A'Cl & lB>Cl > .AvB > C. TPl0. C' .A v IA>Bl.
RTPI. A, A>B =+ B. RTP3. A'8, C'D + B>C' .A>D.
RTP2. A,B+ A&8. RTP4. A > -B + B> -4.

Thus TP.l = B + Fl + F2 + F3 (see p.382 of RLRI), with occurrences of ''-+' in

B replaced by'>', and TP4 = B'- D v [A-+Bl =+ D v ttB'C] + {A>Cll, with
occurrences of '--+'replaced by '''. Further, since D v IA>Bl + D v [[B'C] t
IA'Cll preserves validity in TPo, one can setTP4 = B', with'--]'replaced by

Among the theorems of TP4 are these:

A'A v B,B>A vB, A'--4, -A> -{A&Bl, -B>-{A&Bl,
-(A&Bl > -Av-8, A v IA>B], -B ' -A v -lA>Bl, -[A>Bl > -8,
-A&-(A>Bl > C.
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Derived rules include these:

A'8, B>C + A>C. A>8, AZC + A > B&C;

A>C, B>C + AvB > C; A&B > C' A > CvB + A>G'

Soundness of TP4 with respect to any of the semantics supplied is

established in the familiar way, in particular it is straightforwardly shown that

all the axioms of TP4 taken tire value t, for all inteçr_etations Iy of TPo, and_

that all the rules of TP4 preserve the value t in TPo.l6 Hence all theorems of

Tp4 take the value t, foi all interpretations of TPn, and are thereby valid in

TP,." Giu"n the interconnections it is enough to establish completeness with

respect to the American semantics; that TPo is characteristic then follows' The

argument in the standard mould of completeness proofs, i'e. based on that of

$4:6, except that TP4-derivabiliry is defined in terms of '''' The

ðor¡"rpond"nce between postulates of TP4 and of B means that extension and

priming lemmas, and so on, go through in the standard way' Accordingly

*n"r" A is a non-theorem of TÞ4 there is a prime regular TP4-theory T such

that A É T. But for any such theory T we can define a valuation v for which it
follows by induction that:

tVl I e VlBl iffB e T and0 e V[B] ifl -B E T'
Hencel É VtAl and A is valid under ihe American semantics for TP4. The

inducrion basis for {V} is given by the defrnition v. The induction steps for -
and & are standard.

ad'. 1 E VIA>BI iff 1 e VtAl = 1 e V[Bl, i.e. iff A ÉT or B e T applying the

-induction irypothesis, i.e. iff, provisionally, A>B e T. The provisional

connection ii'ntte¿ out exactly as in the main completeness result in $5.5'

using however TP8-TP 10.-0eVtA'B¡if0ÉV(Ala0eVtBÌ,i.e.iff,byinductionhypothesis'

-AÉTand-BeT,i.e.iff,provisionally,-(A>B|eT.Theprovisionalstepis
¡ustified thus: since Frp+-B' -A v fA'Bl' -B eT = -A E T v -lA>Bl e T'

andhence -A É T & -B e | = -[A>Bl e T.Sincealso Frrn-A & -[A>Bl > C,

-A eT & -fA>Bl eT = CET. Since T-u., let CÉT' Then -A ÉT or -
lA'Bl É T, and hence -[A'Bl e T = -A É T'Since finally Frp4-[A'Bl > -B'
-14'Bj eT = -BET. Combining these results, -AÉT & -BET iff -
f A>Bl E T.

A standard case: tlrc axiontatization of the crystal lattice, C¿17 The system

cL, with primitive set [-, ¡, -+l and v and Fl dehned in the usual way, adds

to system R the following Minglish axiom schemes:

CLt. -naB -'.[-A-'+Aì v lA+Bl cl1. Rabc = asc v bla* or
Rade=¿*3¿rvcsâr

CL2. 
^ 

v (A--+Bl'18 cl2' RTab = a'T'
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The modelling conditions for a relational semantics for CL extending that for
R are displayed on the right. CL is sound and complete with respect to this
semantics. But the main objective here is a different one. It is to show that CL
axiomatizes the crystal lattice system, CLM, that is, that CL is sound and
complete with respect to these matrices, or equivalently, that the matrices are
characteristic for the system CL.

There are.two main reasons for providing this axiomatization. Firstly, it
enables one to see how much in the way of rubbish can be added to system R
whilst maintaining weak relevance, and the extent to which matrix values can
be reduced to a small finite number. Secondly, the method of proving the
completeness result is sufficiently general to provide a framework for proving
completeness theorems for many other matrix systems and model structures.
However the general framework does leave open the problem of searching for
appropriate formulae to put into the axiomatizations, a problem that
elaboration of the completeness arguments frequently closes.

Soundness of CL with respect to the CL matrices is proved in the usual
way, by induction on proofs.

Tlieorem 9.8.1. (Soundtress) For every wff A of CL, if A is a theorem of CL A

is valid in the CL matrices, CLM.
Proof: By inspection the rules of R preserve validity in CLM. And as can be
shown by hand computation, or by using a computer program such as

TESTER (ENTI, pp,86-7), axioms of R together with CLl and CL2 are valid
in CLM.

Establishing completeness is a much more complex business. The main
result established will be that wff valid in the 4-world CL model structure, Ç!,
are theorems of CL, from which completeness with respect to CLM will
follow as a corollary of Theorem 9.7.5. The method adopted.to prove the main
result involves taking equivalence classes of wff and showing, as in proving
algebraic completeness, the classes furnish an algebra with the correct
properties. Then it is shown that the resulting algebra is finite and must be one
of a given small class of lattice-based algebras, and alternatives to the requisite
system CL are then eliminated. Finally the algebras are used to define the
4-world model st¡uctures et already linked with Cl-matrices in the previous
section (Theorem 9.7.2).The reasons for attempting such an equivalence-class
approach are quite straightforward, A finite-valued logic says, so to speak, that
there are only finitely-many propositions, 6 in the case of CL, and every wff is
equivalent to one of these. Thus by forming equivalence-classes in canonical
models in terms of theories of wff analogues of these values can be
semantically recovered and a finite model structure designed in terms of them.

Although the intended system in what follows is CL the initial methods
are fairly general and hold for a wide class of logics, as before ambiguously
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labelled L. More exactly, the general results hold for extensions L of system C

(see p.289 of RLR1).
rüy'here D is a non-theorem of L there is, by a lemma of $4'6' a prime

regular L-theory T such that A É T. Now form the set z of equivalence classes

ofïff of L unâer the equivalence relation of T-co-implication. Specif,rcally'

[A] =dr IB: AeB e T]and Z =¿r [[Al: A is a wff ]. The following mini-lemma

shows that [Al and Z are well-defined.

Lemtna 9.8.I. The relation of T-co-implication is an equivalence relation of

the class of wff.

on Z, the following substitutivity result is required'

Lemnn 9.8.2. Where A*B e T then c[Al e C(Bl e T, for all wff A and B,

where C[Bl zero A bY B'

Proofisby ClAl ce of A

in CiRl for tuted case is

automatica tbYi ements'

There are these 6 cases in the inductive proof:

l. Let CtAlbe A. T
2. Let CtAl be -D( hYPothesis' for D

lAl. Then A*B e -' f -Ae+-Bl' D'
iAi *D(Bì er= =-D(Al e-þ

from the previous one only in using the pref,rxing form ofESyll'

Corollary. If, fora eT, Ae a and B E a' then for sor¡e b e E, CtAl e b and

CtBl e b. Hence also, where B e [A]' C(Bl e [C{Al]'
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It follows that the following notation can be unambiguously

introduced: For wff A and B, -[Al =¿r t-A]; [A]a[B¡ =¿¡ [A&B]; [A]-+ [B]

=¿¡ [A+B]; IA] v IB]=df IAvB]. In order to show appropriate De Morgan lattice

properties of &, v and - so characterized, define an ordering relation, s ' on

members of Z thus:
asb=¿¡ a+bET,fora,bEZ

Lemtna 9.8.3.
(i) For all wff A and B, [A] = [B] iff A+B e T'

theorems A + AvB, B -+ AvB and (A+G¡ & [B+Cl -+' AvB -+ C'

Corollary. Fora,b ¿T,if.a = -a andb = -b and a - b then a I b and b I a'

Proof: {uppose the hypotheses hold, and asb' Then -bs-a' bsa' whence

. = ¡, whrc-h is impossible. Similarly, by reductio, b I a'
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The finite model structure which accounts (as in $9.7) for the CL matrix
will be based on the complement T of T and on the opposite T r of T' where as

usual T* =dr lA: -A É Tl. It follows, as in $4.6 of RLRI.

Lemtna 9.8.4. I * is a prime L-theory contained in T'
Proof: As before Tr c T by virtue of LEM. To be sure, however, that T* e Z,
special features of the underlying logic have to be invoked, in this case the

axiom AvlA--+Bl of CL (and of various other finite-valued logics). Thus

henceforth the argument begins to fely on particular features of finite-valued
logics.

Lenuna 9.8.5, T' and T both belong to Z, where the auxiliary set Tis the

complement of T w.r.t. the set of wff'
Proof uses the CL thesis AvlA-+B¡: Both T* and T are non-null, since D e Ï
and -D e Tr, where D is the the given non-theorem of L. What has to be

shown is that T* (and similarly T) is an equivalence class under

T-co-implication. For this it suffices to show that a) where A e Tr and B E T*
then A*+B e T andb) where A e Tr andB É T'then AeB É T.

asl a) On the hypothesis, -A { T and -B É T. Since F-A v [-A-+-Bl' -A e T

s¡ -[-+-$ e T, whence -A-+-B e T since T is normal and B--+A e T by
contraposition. Similarly, using l--B v [-B+-Al, A+B e T' whence

A*+B e T.
agl b) Given the hypothesis, -A f T but -B e T. By Ass, -B E T and A+B e T,

-A e T, so A--+B f T, whence A*B É T'
Proof that Te Z similarly involves two cases which are proved like a) and b).

The task of revealing the finite character of the model structure now

begins in earnest.

Lemtna 9.8.6.
(i) ForallaeZ,TsasT*.
(ii) -T* = Ï and -T = T*.
Proof. As to (i) there are two parts. Suppose, first, B e T. whence T = 1S¡. As

FB v [B-+Al. B e T or B+A e T, and hence B--+A e T and [B] 3 tAl. Hence

for a e 7,1 =a. Suppose, secondly, B e Tr' Then T* = [B] and -B ( T. Since

F-B v {A-+Bl, -B e T or A+B e T, and hence A+B E T and [A]s [B]. Thus

for a e T, a=T*. As to (ii) let A ET. Then T= tl] and -A e Ti. HenceT =
-fAl = -T and -T* = --T = T.

Letruna 9.5.7. A set of wff a is a union of equivalence classes of Z, i.e' a =
UÍf Al/A e a|, iff a is closed under T-equivalence, i'e. for every wff A and B,

when A-B E T and A e a then B e a.

Proof: a= UltAl/A e a| iff UttAl/A e a| c a, i'e' iff tVBltB e U[[A]/A e a]
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= B e al, i.e. iff lvBlt(3AltB e [A] & A e al = B e al i.e. iff IVA,B][[A] = tBl e
A e a= B e al,i.e.ifffVA,BlfAe'B E T & A E a = B e al.

Corollary. If a set a of wff is closed under T-implication then a is a union of
equivalence classes of E.

As before, a T-Cl-theory is a set of wff closed under T-implication and

Adjunction. Again a T-Cl-theory is a Cl-theory'

Lemma 9.8.8. Where a is closed under T-equivalence,
(i) a is a T-Cl-theory iff f tAl/A e aI is a filter of 'T, =, -', and

(ii) a is a prime T-Cl-theory iff ltAl/A e aI is a prime filter of '8, =, ->.re
Proof: Sincea = U[[A]/A e a], for all wff A, A e a iff A e UI[A]/A e al i.e. iff
lSBl(A e [B] a B e a], i.e. iff flBlt[A] = tBl & B e a], i.e. iff [A] e l[A]/A e a].
(i) a is a T-Cl-theory iff (VA,BI(A--+B e T & A e a = B z al andfVA,BlfA e a

& Bea = A&Beal, i.e. iff lVA,Bl(fAlr[B] & tAle{tAl/Asa} = [B]eI
tAl/A e allandtVA,Blt[A]e {[A]/A e af & tBle [[A]/A e al - [A]a[B]e I

tAl/A e afl, i.e. ifflVb,c E Zlfb s c & b E ttAI/A E al > c e [[A]/A e all and

lVb,ceãl(beltAl/Aea| & cel[A]/Aeaf = bace[[A]/AEal], i-e. iff
(Vb,c e Zltb&c e {tAl/A e a} iff b E l[A]/A e a] & c e l[A]/A e all. The final
step is justified as follows:- LHS to RHS: Since b&c s b and b&c e I

[A]/A e af, b e [[A]/A e al. Similarly when b&c e {[A]/A e a], c E I

[A]/Aea]. Hence, when b&ce[[A]/Aea], bel[A]/Aea] and cEl
[A]iA e a[. The converse is given. RHS to LHS: Suppose b s c and b e I

[A]/A e al. Then b&c = b and b&c e [[A]/A e a], whence c e l[A]/A e a]'
Hence, a is a T-Cl-theory iff f tAl/A e a) is a filter of 'T,', -'.
(ii) ais a prime T-Cl-theory iff (VA,B||A--+BET & A E a = BE aland
fVA,BffA E a & B Ea > A&B ealandfVA,BlfAvB e a = A E a or B eal, i'e'
iff, effectively applying (i), tVb,c e Zl[b e {tA]/A e a} & c e [[A]/A e af iff
bace[[Al/A eallandlVb,ceZl(bvce l[A]/Aeal Ír be Í[A]/A eal v

c E [[A]/A e a]¡. Hence, a is a prime T-Cl-theory iff ltA]/A e al is a prime
filter of <T, 3, ->.

Corollary. T and T* are prime T-Cl-theories and hence [T^l and [[A]/A e T]
are prime filters.
Proof: Given preceding lemmas it is enough to show that T and T* are closed

under T-implication. But T is, by Ass. For T*, suppose A+B E T and A E T*.
Then -A É T. Since F.r-B&(A+Bl * -4, when -B e T and A-+B e T'

-A e T. Hence -B f T and B e T*' Hence by the lemma ttAl/A e T*| and I

[A]/A e Tl are prime filters. But by Lemma 9.8'5, l[A]/A e Trl = {Tt}.
For any union a of equivalence classes of Z, define a* wff thus: A e ar

iff -A É a, for every wff A. Then [Tl* = T^, as previously defined. a' has the
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expected theoretical properties; it behaves like a prime T-Cl-theory, as the
next lemma shows.

Lemma 9.8.9.
Where a is a union of equivalence classes of Z.
(i) a* is a union of equivalence classes of E;
(ii) a** = a;
(iii) if a is closed under T-implication then a* is closed under T-implication;
and
(iv) if a is a prime T-Cl-theory then a* is a prime T-Cl-theory.
Proof. By an earlier lemma, a is closed under T-equivalence.
acl (i). It is enough to show that a* is closed under T-equivalence. Suppose
A*B e T and A e a*. Then -A É a.By Contraposition, -ge-A e T. Then as
a is closed under T-equivalence, if -B e a, -A E a. Hence -B É a, and B e ar,
as required.
ad (ii). For any wff A, A e a*r iff -A É a*, i.e. iff --A e a, i.e. iff A e a.
ad (iii). Let a be closed under T-implication. Suppose A+B e T and A e a*.
Then -A É a. By Contraposition, -B+-A e T, whence -B É a, and B E ar.
ad (iv). Let a be a prime T-Cl-theory. By (iii), a* is closed under
T-implication. As to Adjunction, suppose A e ar and B e a*. Then -A f a and
-B É a. By primeness of a, -Av-B f a. Since F-f AABI -+ .-A v-8, -
tA&Bl É a, whence A&B e a,. As to primeness, suppose AvB e a*. Then -
IAvBl f a. Since F-A&-B + -f AvBl, -A&-B ( a. Thus by Adjunction
-A É a or -B { a, whence A e a* or B e a*.

The distinctive axiorns schemes of CL can now be applied to severely
restrict the structure of the De Morgan lattice on Z.

Lemma 9.8.10.
(i) For all a ¿ T, a s -aor -a s a.
(ii) If, for! and a inT,T < t < a < -t < T*, then a = -a.
Proof (i) Since ts"1-A + .[-A--'A) v IA-+-Al, when -A e T either -A-+A
e T or A+-A e T, and hence when fAl * t* either -[A]s [A] or [A]s -f Al.
Then, for all equivalence classes for which a * T*, -a s a or a s -a. But, by
Lemma 9.8.6, -Tt < T*, and hence, for all a e Z (i.e. whether a = T* or a-
T*),a=-¿9¡-¿Sa,
For(ii), letT < t < a < -t < Tr.Suppose,forafirstreductio, a<-a. By
Lemma 9.8.3, since t s a, -a s -t. If -a = -t, then by Lemma 9.8.3, a = t,
which contradicts the assumption. Hence, unless a = -a already, T . t . a .
-a < -t < T*. Since F.L-A&B -* .l-A +Al v [A+B¡, when -A e T and
B E T either -A-+A e T or A+B e T, and hence, when [A]- T* and [B]* f,
either -[A]s[A] or [A]s[B]. Thus, forevery a and beZ, when a*Tr and
b * T either -a I a or a f b. In particular, then, -¿ = a or a s t; but neither
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altemative is possible. Suppose next -a < a. In asimilarway T < t < -ê < â <
-t < T*, whence ¿ s -a or -a s t, neither of which is possible. Hence, by (i),
a=-4,

Corollary. If 1.t < a < -t. T* andT. t.b < -t < Tr,wherea Éb, then
albandbla.
Proof.Let T-. t. a < -t < T*, Ï< t < b < -t < T',anda*b. By the
lemma, a=-a and b=-b. Hence, by corollary toLemma 9.8.3, a/b and
bla.

Lemma9.8.1l. There are at most 2 elements x in Z satisfying the ordering
Tctcx<-t<T'.
Proof Suppose, per impossible, that a, b and c are 3 distinct elements
satisfying the ordering. By the preceding corollary, the illustrated sub-lattice
diagram obtains:

-t

c

Figure 9.20 Non-distributive lattice

But, in contravention of Lemma 9.8.3, this lattice is not dist¡ibutive, as the
following example shows: a&[bvcl = a&-t = a, whilst f a&blvla&cl = tvt =
t.

Lenuna 9.8.12. There are no elements a such that T < a < t < -t < T* and
thereareno elements b such that T < t < -t < b < T".
Prool' Suppose a were such that T. a . t < -t < T*. By Lemma 9.8.3, T s a
s t, -t s -a J Tr. If in thelatter -t = -a then t = a, which is impossible. If
-a = Tt then a = T, which is again impossible. Hence, -t < -a < T*. Then
by Lemma 9.8.10(ii), t = -t, which is impossible. Suppose next that b were
such thatT. t . -t . b < T*. As in the previous part, T. -b < t < -t < b <
T^. So again by Lemma 9.8.1O(ii), t = -t, which is impossible.

Lenuna9.8.13. If1. a < T' and T. t. -t < T* then t s a s -t.
Proof' Suppose T. a < T* and T. t < -t < T*. Then a e {[A]/A e T] and
similarly t e {[Al/A e T[. For, to take the first, a - T, by assumption, i.e. a is
an equivalence class distinct from T. Hence a c T. If a were null the
inclusion would be immediate; so it can be assumed that a is non-null. For let
B be an elementsuch that B E a and B { T; then B E T. Now let C be any other
element in a. Then since a is an equivalence class, B * C e T, so C e T also,

a
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Now a e {[A]: AeTl iff, forsome B in a, B eT,i.e. iff, since acT, some

wff B is in a, which is true. By the corollary to Lemma 9.8.8, f [A]/A e Tf is a
filter, and hence a&t e (tAl/A e Tf. Hence, T < a&! s t < -t < T* and, by
Lemma 9.8.12, a&t = t, whence t = a. Since T* < -a . -T, by Lemma 9.8.10,
Ï. -a < Tr. Applying the above argument to -a, t < -ê, and hence a S -t,
as required.

Lemma 9.8.14. There is at most one element t such that T< t < -t < T*.
Proof: Let T. t < -t < T* and Ï. t' . -t'< T*. By Lemma 9.8.13, t s t'and
t' s t, and hence t = t'.

Lemma 9.8.15. If there are no elements x such that T< x < -x < T*, then the
.7, 

=, -t has at most 3 elements.
Proof. Assume there are no elements x such that T < x < -x < T*. Similarly
then,since thereareno x suchthatT < -x < x < T*.Supposea andb
are elements such that T. a. T* and Ê b . T*. ByLemma 9.8.10(Ð a 3 -a
or -a s a. But if -a < a or a < -a initial assumptions are violated, so a = -a.
Similarly b= -b. Further, as in Lemma 9.8.13, ael[A]/AeTf and beI
[A]/A e T]. Thus since, by tþe corollary to Lemma 9.8.8, [f A]/A e T] is a

filter, then aab e {[A]/A e Tl. Hence, T. a&b s a < Ti and T. a&b s b <

T^. Alsosince a&b s a, -a s -[a&bl andhence T < a&b < o < -[a&b] . T^.
By initial assumption then, a&b = -{aabl = a. Simila¡lY, T' a&b f b s -
[a&bl < T*, whence a&b = b, and hence a = b. That is, there is at most one

element a such that T < a. T*, and the lattice <2, l, -> has at most 3

elements.
There are 5 possible lattices of equivalence classes of Z, as the following

structure results prove. At this stage too we impose a (conventional) labelling
on Iattice elements.

Structure result I If the lattice <T,', -'has 2 elements then Z = fTt, Ï1,
with T. T* and -T* = I
Proof: Both of T* and T are distinct elements of Z and so are elements of
every lattice. The ordering relation = and negation function - are determined
through Lemma 9.8.6.

Structure result 2 If the lattice <2,3, -' has three elemen¡. ¿ = ¡t-, T, tf,
with thirdelement t and with T. t . T*, -T* = Tand -t = t.
Proof:By Lemma 9.8.6, Ï < t < Tr and -T* = T. Since, also applying
previous lemmas, T. -t. T*, the lattice would have more than 3 elements
unless -t = t.

Structure result 3 If the lattice <7, <, -> has 4 elements then Z = {T*, T, t,
-t|, with T. t . -t. T^, -T = T and -1t¡ = -¡.
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Proof: If the lattice .7, ., -' has 4 elements then, by Lemmas 9.8.14 and 15,
there is exactly one element t such that 1. t . -t < T*. The ordering relation
and negation function are as required.

Structure result 4 If the lattice <2, 
=, -' has 5 elements then Z = lT*, T, t,

-t, u!,with T. t. u < -t < T*, -Tr = T, -ttl = -t, and-u = u.

Proof: If the lattice <2. s, -> has 5 elements then, by Lemmas 9.8.14 and 15,

there is exactly one element t such that T < t < -t < T*. By Lemma 9.8.13, the
additional element u is such that T < t < u < -t < Tr. The ordering relation
and negation function are as required.

Structure result 5 If the lattice .T, s, -> has 6 elements then Z = [Tt, T, t,
-t,u, vf,withT<t < u < -t <Tr, t < v < -t, u lv, v / u, -T^ = Ï, -t = -t.

-u=Uand-v=v.
Proof: If the lattice <T, 

=, -' has 6 elements then, by Lemmas 9.8.14 and 15,

there is exactly one element t such that T < t < -l < T*. By Lemma 9.8.13, the

additional elements u and v are such thatl < u < -t and t < v < -t. By Lemma
9.8.10, u = -u and v = -v. By the Corollaryto Lemma 9.8.10, u f v and v / u.

Otherwise, the ordering relation and negation function are as required.

Structure result 6 There are no lattices <T, 
=, -t with 7 or more elements.

Proofi' Suppose the lattice <7, s, -' has at least 7 elements. As in the proof of
preceding structure results, there is exactly one element t such that T . t ' -t
. T*, and there are at least 3 elements x such that t < x < -t. But this
contradicts Lemma 9.8.1 l.

The structure results determine all the lattices of equivalence classes of
Z. However for the purposes of proving completeness, what these finite
lattices must supply are 4 prime T-Cl--theories, theories which can represent

or provide valuations for the 4 worlds, T, Tr, a. a', of the model structure
CL, through equivalences of the form I[A,al = 1 iff A e a. The reason
(connected with reduced modellings) that T-Cl-theories are required rather
than just Cl-theories will become clear in the proof of the Interpretation
Theorem to follow. Thus still required, in addition to the already defined T

and T*, are two prime T-Cl-theories, henceforth called a and a* in
anticipation of the worlds they represent. Theories a and a* will be defined for
each of the 5 finite lattices. In the smaller lattices, not all of T, T*, a and a*
can be distinct. As with T and T*, a and a^ are related by definition of * for
unions of equivalence classes of Z. Then, by Lemma 9.8.9, a is a prime

T-Cl-theory iff a^ is a prime T-Cl-theory. By Lemma 9.8.8, a and ar must

besuchthat [[A]/A e a]and ltAl/A e aiIareprimefiltersof <2,', ->'
Since in the 4-world model structureCL. T* r a s T and T' I a - T, we

shall require of the corresponding theories that T' c a c T and T* C a* Ç
T. Note that a and a* will be non-degenerate theories, i.e. neither null nor
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universal. Thus, the prime filters ltAl/A e a| and [[A]/A e a'l will be

nontrivial, i.e. distinct from Ø and Z'
The definitions of a and ar for the 5 lattices are as follows:

(D 2-element lattice: a = aa = T = T*, there being only one non-trivial prime

filter.
(II) 3-elementlattice: a = T, a* = Ti, therebeing only two non-trivial prime

filters.
(III) 4-element lattice: a = a* = T* U -t, there being only three non-trivial

prime hlters.
(IV) 5-element lattice: a = T* U -k U u, ar = Tr U -t, there being four

nontrivial prime filters.
(V) 6-etementlattice: a = T*U-tUu, a* = T*U-tUv, therebeing four

non-trivial prime filters.
In each case, ar = lal*, according to the definition of * for unions of

equivalence classes of Z. Further, in each case, both a and a* are prime

T-CL-theories,

Lentma 9.8.16. In all 5 lattices, (i) whenever -A E a and B e a, A-rB e a, and

(ii) whenever -A e ai and B s a*, A--+B e a*.
Proof. There are first common preliminaries, and then each lattice is

considered in turn, For (i), suppose -A e a and B e a' Since l-.'. -A&B --+ 
.

(-A+Al v lA+Bl, either -A'-+A e a or A+B e a. Since F".- (-A--+Al + A,

when A f a, -A+A { a. Hence when A ( a, A-+B ¿ a. Since F-ç.-A&B --+ 
,

lB'+-B| v lA'-+Bl, B-+-B e a or A'-+B E a. Butsince F..B+-B * -8, when

-B É a, B+-B f a. Hence, when -B { a, A--+B e a.

For (ii), suppose -A e ar and B e a*. Then, as for a above, -A+A E a* or
A--+B e a*, A É a* = A+B E a*, B---+-B E ai or A+Bea*, and -B É a* =
A+B e a*.
Inttices (I) and (III), where a = ar.
(i) Since -A e a = A { a, A--'rB e a, as required.
(ii) Since -A E a* = A f ar, A->B e ar'
Inuice (ll)
(i) Since A { a = A+B Ea, let A e a. Since -A e a, A et. Since BE a, B et
or B e T'. In eithercase, A -r B E T, since t s t and t < T*' Then A*B E a, as

required.
(ii) Since a* =T*, -A eTa and hence A e T. Then AÉT*, A{ai, and so

A-+B e a^.
lnníce (lV)
(i) Since A (a = A+Bea, let Aea. Since -Aea, AEu. Since -Bf a =
A+B e a, let -B e a. Since B e a, B E u. Hence, as A and B belong to thesame
equivalence class, A+*B e T. Since -A-'A ( a = A-+8 e a, let -A+A e a.

Then -A *A e T and A.+B e T. For A and B belong to the same equivalence

class u; A and -A do also, since -A e a and, since -A+A e a, A e a. By
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Lemma 9.8.2, [-A+Al H [A+B] e T, and hence A-+A e a. Again, by Lemma
9.8.2, IA-+A¡ H lA+Bl E T, and hence A+B E a, as required.
(ii) Since a* = TrU-t, -A e T*U-t and hence I e TUt. Then A ç at and
A+B E ar, as required.
Lauice (V)
(Ð SinceA { a = A+B e a, letA e a.Since -A e a, -A e u.Since-B { a =
A+Bea, let -Bea. Since B¿a, Beu. Since -A+Af a = A--+BEa, Iet
-A+A e a. By the same argument as for Lattice (IV) (i), A+B e a.
(ii) Since AÉa* = A+Bear, let Aea*. Since -Aear, Aev. Since
-BÉa* = A+Beai, let-BEa. Since Bea*, BEv. Since -A-rAÉa* -
A-+B e a'. Again by the argument for Lattice (IVXi), A+B e ar.

Let the canonical valuation v in the 4-world m.s. CL be defined in
essentially the standard way; i.e. for sentential parameter p, and each c in K =
{T,T',a,a*} and corresponding T-Cl-theory, vfp,cl = 1 iff p e c. More
precisely v(p,cl = 1 iff p E c' where c' is the T-Cl-theory macching c. To
satisfy the hereditariness requirement for v, it is enough that:

forevery p, if vlp,al = 1 then vfp,Tl = 1; if vlp,a*l = 1 then v[p,Tl = 1; and

. if vlp,Ttl = l then v[p,al= 1.

But this is guaranteed in all five lattices by the theory orderings Tr c a g T
and T* c ar c T. In so reducing the hereditariness requirements, and
subsequently in the interpretation theorem the Brady simplification of the
valuation and interpretation rules are taken advantage of (see $9.7).

Valuation v is extended as before to an interpretation I on all wff.

Theorem 9.8.2. (Interpretatiott theorent) For each c in K and corresponding
T-Cl-theory, I[A,c¡ = 1 iff A e c, for every wff A.
Proof is by induction on wff from the given basis: The induction steps for -
and & are standard; the main work goes into step for +. There are 4 subcaqes:
I)atT:ltA-'B,TI =1iff{ltA,Tl =l=l(B,Tl =11 &(IlA,Tr¡ =l=ltB,T'l =1
&fllA,al =1=llB,al =11 & (lfA,a*l = 1= IlB,a*l = 1l; i.e. iff [AeT >
BeTl & [AeT* = BeT*l & [Aea = Bea] & (Aea* = Bear] i.e.
provisionally, iff A+B e T.
The provisional step is justified as follows:
RHS to LHS: Since T, Ti, a and a* are all T-Cl-theories, for each such
theory, when A-+B E T, if A e c then B e c.

LHS to RHS: To show as required that when lA f T or B e Tl and [A É T* or
B eT*| andlA ( a orB eal and [A f ai orBe a*l then A+B eT, itsuffices
to prove:

AÉT=A--+BET .(l)
BeTt=A-+BeT .(2)
BET&AÉT*&AÉa&A$arTA--+BeT ., (3)
B eT & A +T* & A { a & Bear = A--+B eT (4)

B eT &AÉT* & Bea& A f a* >A-+Be T (5)
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B ET & A É T* & B Ea & Be a* = A+Be T "'(6)
For (l) and (2) aPPly, respectively, the CL theorems Av[A--+B] and -Bv

IA-]Bl.
Âd (3). since F".-A&B -+ .[-A+Alv[A+Bl, when -A e T and B E T then

-l-*A e T or AJB e T. Hence, when B e T and A É T' then either-A ( a or

Aea or else A-+BeT, since a is a T-Cl-theory. Hence when BeT and

A É T. and A É a and A f a*, A+B e T'

ad (4). By Lemma 9.8.16, when -A E ar and B e ar, A+B e a'' Hence' when

A f a and B e a', A+B e T,since ar c T.

ad (5).Similarly by Lemma 9.8.16, when -A e a and B e a, A+B E a' Hence'

when A { ar andB e a, A+B E T,since a c T'

ad (6). Since F".-A&B + .tB'--'-Bl v [A+Bl, when -A e T and B E T'

B+-BeT or A*BeT; andhence when BeT and AÉT*, either B{a or

-Bea or else A*BeT, a being a T-Cl-theory' Hence when BET and

A É T* and B e a andB e a', A+B e T.

IIl atTr: I[A-+B,Ti] = l iff ItA.Tl = 1 = IlB,T*l = 1, i'e' iff A e T = B e T"
i.e. provisionally, iff A-+B e T*.

when A+B e T*, -A E Tt or
iT,BeT*.
e T* then A+B e T*, it suffices

to prove:
A{T-A-rBeT* ...(l)
B E T. = A-+B e T* ... (2)

Ad (1).Since F.rA v [A-+Bl, F.rA v {A +.-A-+Bl and so F"¡A v (-A -''
n---gj. Then A e-i or -n -+ 'A-¡-B e T. Since T* is a T-Cl-theory, A e T or

when -A e T^ then A--+B E T'. Then A { T, A+B e Tr'
ad (2). As in (l), l--.,4 v [-A * .A-'Bl whence FcrlB u tB 1 'A--rBl' Then

-B E T or B -r.A*Ee T and, since T* is a T-C1--theor), -B eT or when

B e Tr then A-+B e T*.Hence, when B e T*, A+B e T*'
IID at a: IIA-+B,al = l iff (ltA,a*l = 1= I[B,T1l = 1l & {ItA'Tl = 1= IIB'al =
11, i.e. iff tAea* = BET*l & [AeT = Beal, i'e' provisionally' iff
A-+B e a.
The provisional step is justified as follows:
RHS to LHS: (i) Since F..-B + .A+B + -4, when -B e T' A--rB --+

-A e T; and so, since a is a t-Cl--theory, where -B e T, then when A-'+B e a'

-A e a. Hence when A--+B E a and -A É a, -B f T, and so where A-)B E a'

then,whenAea^,BeT*'
(ii) Since F"lA * .A-+B -+ Bl when A e T, A-+B + B e T, and hence where

A e T when-À*B e a then B e a, Thus where A*B e a, then when A eT'
Bea.
LHS to RHS: To show that when A É a* or B eT' and A ÉT or B e a, then

A--rB e a, it suffices to prove
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AÉa*&AÉT=A+BEa ...(1)
AÉa*&BEa=A"+Bea ...(7)
BeT*&AÉT=A+Bea ...(3)
BET*&Bea=A-+Bea ...(4)

gg[ (l). Since F...A v [-[ --+ .A+Bl, A e T or -[ + .[+$ e T, and hence

A e T orwhen-A E athen A+B e a.Thus whenA { a* andA { T, A+B e a.

îd Q).By Lemma 9.8.16, when -A e a and B e a, A---rB e a; and so when

AfarandBea,A+Bea'
ad (3). By Lemma 9.8.16, when -A E a and B e a, A+B e a; and, since T 

-ca, when -AeT* and BeT*, A-+BEa. Thus when BeT* and A{T,
A-rB e a.

ad (4). Since F.r-B v [B -+ .A--+Bl, -B e T or B --+ .A+B E T; and hence

either -BeT or when BEa, A-+Bea. Thus, when BET* and Bea'
A*B e a.
IV at ar: IIA'-+B,a*l = 1 iff (IfA,al = 1 = IlB,Trl = 1l a (IlA,Tl = 1 = I[B,a'l
= 11, i.e. iff tAea = BeT*| & lAeT = Beail, i.e. provisionally iff
A->B e ar.
The f,rnal provisional step is justified as follows:
RHS to LHS: (i) Since Fr,-B + .A*B * -4, where -B e T when

A-+B e a*, -A E ar. Thus when A*B e a* and -A É a*, -B É T, and so

where A+B e ar when A e a then B e T*.
(ii) SinceF.rA'+.4-+B+8, where AeT then when A-+Beai, Bea'.
Thus when, A+B e a*, if A e T, B e a*.
LHS to RIIS: To show that wherp fA É a or B e Tr| and [A É T or B e ail,
A+B E a*, if suffices to prove

Afa&A{T=A-+Bea* ...(l)
A { a & B Ea* = A-+B e a* ..,(2)
BeT* &A ÉT= A-'+Bea* ...(3)
BeTi & Be a* = A--+B e a* ...(4)

ad(1).Since F"rA v l-[ -+ .A*Bl, either A E T or when -A e a* A-+B e a*,
andso when A { a and A { T, A+B e Tr.
AdQ). By Lemma 9.8.16, when -A e a* and B e a', A--+B e ar, and thus

when A { a andB E ar, A+B E a*.
Ad (3).By Lemma 9.8.16, when -A E a* and B E a^, A-+B e a*, and since

T*Çar, when -AeT* and BeT*, A+Bea*. Thus when BETt and

A{T,A+Bea'.
ad (4). Since F-.,-B v (B +.4--+Bl, either -B E T or when B e ar then

A-+B e a*; and so when B e Tr and B e a{, A-B e at.

Tlrcorent 9.8.3. (Completeness Theorem) If A is valid in CL then A is a theorem
Of CL.
Proof' Suppose A is a non-theorem of CL, By a lemma, there is a prime
regular Cl-theory T, such that A É T. But T, together with T* and a and ar,
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as defined for each of the 5 lattices, determine a valuation v for the CL model

structure. And this valuation extends to an interpretation I such that, for every

wff B, ItB,Tl = l iff B e T. Hence, ItA,T¡ * l for this model' and so A is invalid
in the CL model structure.

Corollary. If A is valid in the CL matrices, CLM, then A is a theorem of CL.

Proof applies Theorem 9.7.2.

A variant case: the axiomatization of Belnap's ï-valued matrix Mo As with
FD (of $3.1 of RLRI), so with Mo, an axiomatization based on

material-implication, defined as customarily A = A =ar -A v B, which by no

means indispensible, makes life easier' A hook-based system BM, for which

matrix Mo proves characteristic, has the same wff as CL and these postulates:

1. A*4. 2. A-+B =.8->C -+.4+C.
3. A*B =.C+A + .C-+8. 4. A =.A+B -+ B.

a[A+Bl + $. 6. AeB + A.

&B + B. 8. tA-+B¡ & ÍA+Cl = .A + B&C

&f BvCl + (A&Bl v IA&Bl. 10. A-+-A -+ -4.
11. A--+-B -+ ,$--+-[. 12. --Ã + A.

13. A&-A&B -Ì .A---' B 14. -A&{A+B} = .-A --r Av[A+Bl.
15. A = t-A&B + A vtA-+Bll. 16.[-A+Al&(A+Bl-.lB+Alv[C-+Bl'
17. A&B =.1-A+Al v IA+B]. 18. A =.1-A+Al v IA&-A'+ B]'

A, A=B + B; A, A+B =+ B; A, B + A&8.
The axioms given suffice for the comPleteness proof to follow; but of course

several axioms can be strengthened, e.g' schemes 2-4 to those of R, which BM
extends, and axioms 14, 15, l7 and l8 to the following:

14'. -A&lA+Bl = .-A ---> .A+8. l5'. A --+ .-A&B -+ A v IA+Bl.
17,. A&B ---' .[-A-'Al v IA--+Bl. l8'. A -+ [-A+Al v IA&-A--+Bl.

Plainly BM can be reaxiomatized with Material Detachment as sole rule. This

affords a striking contract with CL, where N fails (for consider, from CL2'

-[ =.A+B).

Theorem 9.8.4. (Soundness) For every wff A of BM, if A is a theorem of BM
then A is valid in Mo.
Proofis by the usual induction: As can be checked by hand or computer each

of the axioms is valid in Mo, and the rules preserve validity.
Completeness proof preliminaries adapt those already given' The main

variation from the CL argument lies in the partial displacement of + by = and

in the appeal to theories closed under provable material implication (an

innovation previously used in the investigation of first degree theories). Where

proofs are simply =-variants in arguments given for CL, or are repetitions or

elementary variants of proofs laboured earlier, details will be omitted and at

most the l=l theorems used cited.

5.4
7. A

9.4
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A BMv-ùeory a is a set of wff closed under provable material implication and
adjunction, i.e. whenever tsaÀ/ A=B and A e a, B e a, and whenever A e a

and B e a, A&B e a. Any BM8-theory is a BM-theory. A set b of wff is

BMÜ-derivable from a set a of wff written aFry¡b, iff for some Ar, ...,A_ e a

and.some Br,...,Bneb, F.^, A.&...aA-..1 
-Bru...uBn.A 

paii.",f i,
BM\-mørimal iff aft aÀ/ub aîä a and b are'ilisjoint and exhaust the set of wff.

I¿nuna 9.8.17.
(l) If <a,b> is BM8-maximal then a is a prime BMB-theory.
(2) (Extension). If al-f ru¡b then there are sets a' and b' of formulae such that

¿ c ¿r, b g b'and <a',b'> is BM8-maximal.
(3) (Priming). Let T be the set of theorems of BM and let A be a non-theorem
of BM. Thón there is a BMU-theory T' such that T c T', A É T' and T' is

prime.
Proof: ln each case replace + by = in proof of the corresponding results in
Chapter 4 of RLRI.

Now let T be a prime BNt8-theory as so determined by (3) and a given
non-theorem A. Then Th c T and A f T, where Th = f B: tsr,,¡Bl. Where as

usual T.=df {A: -A É Tl, T = T*. Proof of this uses the BM theorems Bv-B
and B&-B = A. In view of the theorems, AeA, A&B = B&A and [AêBl &
(BerOl = .A*C, T-co-implication [AerB e T for wff A and B) is an

equivalence relation on wff (cf. Lemma 9.8.1). As before, let [A] be the

equivalence class determined by A, and Z the set ofequivalence classes.

Many of the lemmas proved earlier and their corollaries now go over
intact, both in statement and in proof (except that, where noted, =-analogues
of +-theorems are sometimes used), namely Lemmas 9.8.2 (but replace + as

main connective in higher degree system theorems by =), 9.8.3, 9.8.7' 9.8.8'
9.8.9. Because T = T*, the De Morgan lattice, of Lemma 9.8'3(iv), has a truth

filter, a factor of considerable impact in subsequent finitization.

Lemma 9.8.3(v). <8,3,-,D> is an intensional lattice, with 'truth-filter' D = |

[A]: A e T[.
Proof involves showing that D is a consistent and exhaustive filter of Z:

Suppose a and b arein D; then there arewff A and B such that a = [Al and b =

[B]. Firstly, a&b E D iff [A&Ble [[A]/A e Tl, i.e. iff AeB e T, since T is a

union of equivalence classes of Z, i.e' iff A E T and B e T, i.e, iff [A] e (

[A]/A eT] and tBle ltAl/AeT], i.e. iff a eD and b eD' Secondly, -ae D

iff [-A] E {IAI/A e T}, i.e. -A e T, i.e. iff A É T, since T = Tr, i.e. iff [A] { {

[A]/AeTf,i.e.iffafD.
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Lemma 9.8.18.
(i) For every a E T, -a' al
(ii) For every a ¿ T, if -a < a then a e D.

Proof: (i) If -a = a, then by Lemma 9.8'3(v), -a e D iff a { D' Hence -a 3 a'

(ii) Since Fru-A+A -+ A, when -A+A e T, A e T; and hence if -[A] s

[A], A e T, and so [A] e D. So when -a < a, a e D'

Lentmø g.8.Ig. For atl a e D, if -a I a, then a&-a is the g'l'b' of Z and av-a
is the l.u.b. of Z.
Proof: Since FrrA =.1-A-+Al v lA&-A * Bl, when A e T either -A-+A s T

or A&-A --* S i T. Hence, when [A] e D either -[A] 5 [A] or [A]a-[A] s [B]'
Then, for a,b eT, when a e D either ' So for a e D, if -a
f a then a&-a s b, for all b e Z, the g'l'b' of Z' If
a&-a.t b, for all b E Z, then a&-a and hence --b S -
f a&-af and b = au-a, forall b e Z. b'otT, av-a is the

Lu.b. of E.

Le¡nnw 9.8.20. For all a e D, when -a I d then a is the g.l.b. of D and -a is

the l.u.b. of D.

Proof: Since Fr" A&B = [-A-'Al v[A-'+B¡, when AeT and BeT either

-A+A e T or ¡-'g E T. Hence when [A] e D and [B]e D either -[A]= [A] or

lAl s fB]. Then, for a,b e Z, when a E D and b e D either -¿ s a or a = b' So

ioi u . ó, lr_u f a then a s b, forall b e D, and hence a is the g.l.b. of D. For

a E D, if a s b, for all b E D, then, for any c E D' -9 t D (byLemma 9'8'3(v))'

a s -c and c < -a. Also, by Lemma 9.8.3(v), a e õ. Hence, if a is the g.l.b. of

D then -a is the l.u.b. of D.

Corollary. There is at most one a E D such that -a / a'

Lentma g.8.2L If, for all a e D, -a < a, then D has at most 2 elements, one of

which if the l.u.b. of E, and õ has at most 2 elements' one of which is the

or [C] s [B]. For a&b and a&b 5 a e a 3 a&b or

c s-.. By ãbou" urru Since a&b < a, a&b < a and

a / aab. Hence, c s s the l'u'b' of Z' Similarly, if
a&,b < b then b is the y two distinct elements a of D'

one is the l.u.b. of Z, and there can be at most 2 distinct elements of D. Also, D

has the l.u.b. of Z as one of its elements, since D is non-null and if D has just
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oneelementathenaisthel.u.b.ofZbecause-a<aand-aistheonlyother

elements.

Structure result I
lattices:

If, for all a e D, -a < a, then there are only two possible

-t

-l

(D Z = |,-ll, with -l ' 1, -tll = -1, and D = tll
ìiit =ir,o,-r,-u¡, with -l < -a < a' l' -[ll = -l' -lal = -a' and D = !l'a]''äoo¡ L.t-o.., for all a e D. Then' by Lemma 9'8'21' D has the l'u'b' of

i, 
"ällit 

l, as one of its members, and Dhas the g'l'b' of Z' -l' as one of its

members.

iìii", J""¿ D havc one element each' Then D = llÌ' -[ll = -l' and -l ' l' Note

thatl=Tand-l=T.
iììj'l-" o ãiá o have two elements ea D' a Then

-a È D Hence, -1. -a < a < l, -tll = |

Sy i"---ut g.A.Zt an¿ 9'8.3(v), there d (II)'

Since the structure result exh under the

urro*ption -a < a, for a e D, assume nel t of D such

,t u, -i I t. By the Corollary to Lemma 9'8'20' there is exactly one such

element. By Lemma S.8.ZO, ii, tft" g'l'b' of D and -t is the l'u'b' of D-' By

Lemma 9.8.19, t&-t = -l and tv-t =-1, where I is the l'u'b' of Z' As shown in

tt" proof of Lemma g.S.2l, -l is the g'l'b' of Z' since D is a filter' t < l and

t e D, le D and hence -le D. Also tJ-t, since if t < -t then -t e D which

cont¡adictstED.Hence,thedepictedmajltsub-latticediagramresults:

Figure 9.21 Sub'lattice diagram

The argument establishes:

Structure result 2 If, for some t e D, -t f t, and the lattice <T' ='l' D' has 4

elementsthenZ = il,t,-|,-tl, with -l<t<1, -l<-!'l' t # -t' -t# t' -tll =
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-1, -ttl = -t, and D = [l'tl'
In this case the lattice diagram is the sub-lattice diagram shown.

Lemma 9.8.22. There are no elements a such that -l < a < I and no elements b

such that -t < b < l. -lr*ftl-et a be suglr that -l < a < t. Since t is the g'l'b' of D' I t D and' since

-tisthçl.u.b.ofD,a'-k.Henceart&-tandas--l'-whichcontradicts
-l < a. Next let b be such that -t < b' l' Since t is thel'u'b' of D' b e D and'

since t is the g.l.b' of D, t' B. Hence tv-t s b and I s b' which contradicts

b<1.

Lemnta9.8.23. If t < a < I' t < b < I and a + b, then a&b = t and avb = l'

Proof:Let t < a < I and t < b < l.

ii)-Àippot" a&b + t. Then -ta&bl < a&b' Since Fuv(-A-rAl&tA+Bl = '

¡A-*llr¡C-'Bl, when -A---*A e T and A-+B e T, B+A e T or C+B e T' and

i"n." *'h"n -tAl= tAl and [A]3 tBl' tBl= [A] or tcls [Bl' Then' substituting

appropriately,ïhen--iaabl 3 a&b and a&b s a, a 3 a&b or l= a' Hence' a

iåaU and a s b. Also, when -(a&b| 3 a&b and a&b s b' b s a&b or l3 b'

Then, b s a&b, b s a andhence a = b' Transposing then yields a * b - a&b

-L- L.

(ii) Let avb - l. Since a - t, -a < a, and since b * t' -b 'b' APplying -
iÀl = ¡n¡ and[A] s[B] = tBl s tAl or [C]s tBJ, -t s a anda I a = b = avb s

a or I s avb, and f,ence.uú ='a andt s a' Also, -b s b and b = avb = avb

s b or I S avb, and hence avb s b, a = 
b and a = b. Transposing then yields

arb+avb=1.

Corollary. If t < a < l, t < b < land a - b then a # b and b I a'

proil, ío tca<|, t'b<l and a-b' If a=b then a&b=a' which

contiadicts the lemma. Hence, a / b. If b s a then a&b = b, which contradicts

the lemma. Hence, b / a'

Lemma 9.8.24. There a¡e at most 2 elements a such that t < a < l'

lrot¡, Supposing otherwise, a, b, c are three distinct elements such that

t . a. l, i. b'1, and t < c < l. By Lemma 9'8'23' the sub-lattice diagram

below must be shown. But this sub-lattice is not distributive, since a&[bvc] =

a&l = a, whereas {a&blv[a&cl = tvt = t' Hence' there are at most 2 elements

asuchthatt<a<1.
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a c

Figure 9.22 Non-distributive sub-lattice diagram

Structure result 3 If, for some t e D, -t I t, and the lattice .7, s,-, D' has 6
elements then E = ll,t,a,-1,-t,-al, with -l <act<1, -l <-a< -t<1,
-ê<â, t4-a, -a#t, a#-t. -t1a, t#-t, -tlt, -fll = -1, -ftl = -t, -
Ial =-",andD=ll,t.a].
Proof: Again, the main sub-lattice diagram applies. D and D each have one
additional element, by Lemma 9.8.3(v). Call the element in D, a. Then -a E D.
Since ae D, and -a e D, i. a=1, and -l <pa <-t. Also, -t <1, and -l < t.
Since a E D, and ô - t, -a < a, by Lemma 9.8.20 Corollary. We have, from
the diagram, -tlt and tl-t.Hence, E/-a, since ts-a, ts-t. Also,
al-t, since if a=-t then ts-a. As well, -a/t, since if -ast then
-l < -a < t, contradicting Lemma 9.8.22. Hence, -t I a, since if -t < a then
-ast.

Stntcture result 4 If, for some t E D, -t / t, and the lattice <7,s,-, D' has 8
elements then T = ll,t,a,b,-1,-t,-a,-bf, with -l <t<acl,
-l<-a<-t<1, t<b<1, -l<-b<-t, -a<a, -b.b, t / -t, -t I t, t I
-a, -a + t.tl -b, -b I t, -t I a.a I -t, -t lb, b I -t, a I b, b I a.-a I
-b, -b 1-a,a I -b, -b 1a.-alb,b 1-a, -fll = -1, -ttl = -t, -f al = -lal
= -tbl = -b, and D = [, t. a, bl.
Proof: Again, the main sub-lattice diagram appiies, D and D each have two
additional elements. Call the additional elements of D, a and b. Then -a e D
and -b eD. Since a,b e D, and -a,-b eD, t.a. l, È <b.1, -l < -a < -t,
-l <-b<-t. Also, -t<1, and -l <t. Since a,beD. art and b-t, -aca
and -b . b, by Lemma 9.8.20 Corollary. By the diagram, t { -t and -t I t, I
/ -a, sinceif ts-a then ts -t.Similarly, t I -b.a I -t,sinceif as-t
then ts -a. Similarly, b I -t. And -a I t, since if -a st then -l < -a < t,
contradicting Lemma 9.8.22. Similarly, -b I t. -t I a, since if -t s a then
-a s t. Similarly, -t I b, a / b and b / a, byLemma 9.8.23 Corollary. Also,
-a I -b and -b / -a,sinceif -a s -b then b < a, andif -b s -a then a s b.
a / -b, since if as -b then ts-b and -b e Tr, T.being a filter. b I -a,
since if b s -a then a s -b.
Let -b s a. Then a and -l have no g.l.b. since if a&-t is the g,l.b. then
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-a < a&-t, -b s a&-t, -av-b < a&-t, -t s a&-t (by Lemma 9.8.23, -
taaU¡ = -t) and -t r a. Hence, -b I a and then -a + b.

Structure result 5 If, for some t e d, -t I t, then the th¡ee lattices of structure
results 2,3 and 4 are the only possible ones.
Proof: By the argument for Structure result 2, there are at least 4 elements in
the lattice, <7,s,-,D>. By Lemma 9.8.3(v), further elements must be
introduced in pairs, one element of the pair in D and the other element of the
pair in D. Since, for each further element a of D, t . a < l, using Lemma
9.8.24, there a¡e at most 2 further elements other than t and l, that can be
added to D. Hence D has a maximum possible cardinality of 4 and Z has a
maximum possible cardinality ol8, leaving the possible lattices as those cited.

Structure results 1-5 determine the 5 lattices of equivalence classes of Z.
For ihe purposes of proving completeness, we need 3 prime T-BM-theories,
which provide valuations for the 3 worlds of the model structure. Thus we still
require, in addition lof ,2 prime T-BM-theories, which we will call a and a*,
in anticipation of the worlds for which they will provide valuations. a and ar
will be def,rned for each of the 5 lattices. a and a* will be related according to
the definition of * for unions of equivalence classes of Z. l[A]i A e a] and I

[A]/A e arf must both be prime f,rlters of <2,.,-,D'. The filters [[A]/A e a]
and [[Af /A e a*[ will both be non-trivial, i.e.. Ø and. E, for reasons already
outlined for CL. This will ensure that the T-BM-theories a and ar are
non-degenerate.

The definition of a and a* for the 5lattices are as follows:
(I) 2-element lattice: a = ai = f = T, there being only one non-trivial prime

filter.
(II) 4-elementlatticewith -a < a, forall a e D(seeresult 1): a = lU aU-a,

a' = l, there being three non-trivial prime filters.
(III) 4-elemerit lattice with -a f a, for some a e D (see result 2): a =

a* = | U -t, there being only two non-trivial prime filters.
(IV)6-element lattice: a = | U a U -t U -a, a* = | U -t, there being three

non-trivial prime filters.
(V) 8-elementlattice: a =lU a U -t U -a, ai = lU b U -t U -b,therebeing

three non-t¡ivial prime filters.
In each case ar = fal*, according to the definition of * for unions of

equivalence classes ol Z. Further, in each case a and a* are prime
T-BM-theories.

For the model structure for BM, let the valuation y be determined as

follows; For all sentential variables p, v(p,Tl = 1 iff p E T, yfp,a) = 1 iff
p e a, and vlp,a*l = l iff p e a*.
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Theorent 9.8.5. (Interpretation) The valuation y extends to an interpretation of
I for all wff, such that, for every wff A, If A,Tl = 1 iff A e T, I[A,al = 1 iff
A e a and I[A,aÄl = 1 iff A e a'.
Proof: The proof is by induction from the given basis equating I with y for
sentential variables. The induction steps for - and & are standard: that for -
uses the definition of * and the identities a*i = a and T* = T, and that for &
the fact that T, a and a' are appropriate theories. The hard work concerns the
steps for + for which there are three cases:
I)atT: I[A+B,Tl =liff ll(A,Tl=1= ItB,T] = 1] ðt (l[A,al =1l =I[B,al = 1¡

& [l[A,a'l = 1= IfB,arl =..11, i.e. iff [AeT = BeT] e [A ea = Beal &

[A e a* = B e a*1, i.e. provisionally iff A+B e T.
RHS to LHS: Since T, a and a* are all T-BM-theories, when A*B e T, A e x

=Bexforx=T,aanda'.
LHStoRHS: Toshowthatwhen[Af TorBeTl and(A{aorBe a} and

lA f a* or B e all, A+B e T, it suffices to prove
A ÉT & A { a e A É a* = A+B e T ...(1)
A ÉT & A f a & Be ar = A---+BEf ...(2)
A É T e B e a & A É a* = A+B eT ...(3)
A É T & B e a & B e a* = A--rB eT ...(4)
BE T & A ( a & A É a* = A+B ET ...(5)
BE T & A { a & B ea* > A+B e T ...(6)
B e T & B e a & A É a* = A+B e T ...(7)
BeT & B e a & B Ear = A-+B¿T ...(8)

að(l). Let A É T, A É a and A { ai. For all 5 lattices A e -1, the g.l.b. of the
lattice. Hence, for every wff B, [A] = [B] and A+B e T.
ù(z\Let A { T, A f a and B e a*. Then, for lattices (I), (ID, (IIÐ and (IV),
A E -1, and for lattice (V), A e -l U -b. For all 5 lattices, [A] s [B] and
A-+B e T. So it is similarly, under the conditions established, in the remaining
cases (3)-(8).

ad (3). Let A g T, B e a and A É at. Then, for lattices (I) and (III), A e -1, and,
for lattices (ID, (IV) and (V), A e -l U -4.
ad (4). Let A É T, B e a and B e a*. Then, for lattices (I) and (II), B e l, and,
for lattices (III), (IV) and (V), B e I U -t.
ad (5). Let B e T, A { a and A f a*. Then, for lattices (I) and (II), A e -1, and,
for lattices (III), (IV) and (V), a e -l U t.
ad (6). Let B e T, A É a and B e a*. Then, for lattices (0, (II), ([I) and (IV),
B e l, and, for lattice (V), B e I U b.
Ad (7). Let B e T, B e a and A É a*. Then, for lattices (I) and (III), b e I, and
for lattices (II), (IV) and (V), B E I U a.

Ad(8).LetB e T, B e a and B e ar. Forall 5 lattices, B e l.
ID ata: I(A--+B,al = l iff ll[A,a*l = 1= [VceKll[B,c] = 1] & t[3beKl I
lA,bl = 1 = I(B,al = 1l; i.e. iff(A ea* = B eT & Bea & B earl & [A eT v

A e a v A E a' = B e a), i.e. provisionally, iff A+B e a.
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RHS to LHS: It suffices to show the following:
A+BEa&Aear=BeT ...(1)
A+BEa&Aear>Bea ...(2)
A--+Bea & A ea* =B Ear ...(3)
A+Bea&AeT =8ea ...(4)
A+BEa&Aea =Bea ...(5)
A*BEa&Aear=BEa ...(6)

ad (1). Since l-ru-B ... .A+B + -[, -B e T = A+B + -A E T, and hence

-BeT = lA--+Bea = -Aeal. Then A+BEa & -Af a = -$ÉT, and

henceA+Bea&Aear=BeT.
ad(2).Since l-r^rA+B +.-AvB, A+Bea = -Aea v Bea, andhence

A*BEa&AEa*=BEa.
êd (3).Since Fuy[A+Bl&-B -r -[, A-+B e a &. -B E ê = -A q a, and hence

A-+Bea&Aea*=BEar.
ad(4). Since FruA = .A+B -' B, A e T > A'+B + B e T, andhence A E T

= (A+B e a = B E al.Then, A-+B e a & A e T = B e a.

ad (5). SinceFruA&lA-+Bl + B, A-+B E a & A e a = B e a.

ad (6). Since l-rrrA+B -+ .-AvB, A+B e a = -A e a v B Ea, and hence

A-+Bea&Aear=Bea.
LHS toRHS: To provethatwhen [A É ar or(B e T and B e a and B e a*ll and

tfA É T and A f a and A {arl or B e a} then A+B ea, amounts to proving
the following:

A É a* A A É T & A { a= A-+B e a ...(l)
AÉa*&Bea=A->Bea ...(2)
BeT & Bea&Beat & AÉT & Af a& A Éa* = A+Bea ...(3)
B e T & B e a & BEa* = A+B e o ...(¿)

ad (l) and (3). Since Fuu-A&[A+Bl = .-A -* Av[A*Bl, -A e T & A*
BeT = .-A -+ AvlA--+Bl eT, andhence -AeT & A+BET = [-[s. =
.A E a v A-+Beal. Then A ÉT & A Éa^ & A $a & A+BeT = A+Bea.
But in establishing I[A+B,TI = I iff A+B E T above, we established (in case
(l))thatA Í T & A f a & A É a* = A--+B eT.Hence,A É T & A Éa & A Éa'
= A+B e a. (3) now follows.
ag!-(2).Since |-BMA&-A&B -r.A*8, Aea & -Aea & Bea> A+B ea,
and hence A {a* & Bea & Aea = A--+Bea. Since F-uuA = .-A &B +
.Av[A-+B], A eT = -A&B --+ .Av[A+B] eT, andhence A eT = (-A e a &

Bea = AEa v A+Beal. Then Af ar &, Bea & Af a & A e T =
A-+Bea. By (l) above, AÉa* & Bea & Af a e AÉT >.A--+Bea'
Assemblingthese3 results, A É a* &. B E a = A+B e a.

Ad_(4). Since FrrB&lA-rB| = .B --+ -Bv(A-+Bl, B E T & A+B e T = B -+
-Bv(A--rBl e T, andhence BET & A+BeT = [B Ea = -B e a v A+B E al.
Then B e T & Be a & Be ar & A'-+BeT = A-+BE a. Butin establishing I

fA-'B,Tl = l iff A-+BeT above, weestablished (in case(8)) that BeT &
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B ea & B Ea* = A+B e T.Hence,B eT & B e a & B e ar = A--+B ea.
IID at a*: IfA+B,ail = 1 iff flfA,al = 1 = (vc e Klt(B,c| = 1l e tflb e KlttA,bl
=1=I[B,a*l =ll,i.e.ifflAea=BET & Bea& Beail &lA eT v A ea
v A e a* = B e a*1, i.e. provisionally, iff A--+B e a*.
RHS to LHS: It is enough to prove rhe following:

A-+Bear&Aea=BeT ...(1)
A-+Bear&Aea=!E¿ ...(2)
A--+B ea* & A Ea = B Ea* ...(3)
A-+Bear &A eT=Be a* ...(4)
A--+Be ar & A E a* = BE ai ...(5)

Ad (1). Since Fru-B > .A+B --+ -4, -B e T = A-+B + -A e T, and hence
-BeT =.4-+BEa* = -Aea*.Then A+Bea* & -A Éa* = -BÉT, and
henceA+Beaa&AEa=BeT.
ad (2). Since Fur[A-]Bl&-B -+ -4, A--+B e ai & -B E a* = -A e a*, and
hence A-+B e a* & A e a = B E a.
ad (3). By l-ruA --+ B -+. -A v B.

ad (4). Since FruA =,A-+B + B, A e T = A-+B -* B e T, and hence A e T
>[A+B E a* = B e a*l.Then, A+B e ar & A e T = B e aÀ.
ad (5). By Frr[A+BI&A + B.

LHS toRHS: To prove that when [A f a or [B e T and B e a and B e a*ll and
f(A É T antl A f a and A É arì or B e a*) then A-¡B E ar, amounrs to proving
the following:

A f a & A ÉT e A É a* = A --+ B e ar ...(l)
AÉa&BEa*>A+Bea* ...(2)
B E-T A B e a & B ea* & A É T & A f a & A É a* = A+B e a* ...(3)
B e T & B e a &. B E a* = A+B eai ...(4)

ad (1) and (3). Since Fru-A&[A+B¡ = [-A --+ Av[A+Bll, -A E T &
A+B ET = -A + AvfA+Bl eT, andhence -A e T & A+B E T = [-[. u*
= Aear v A-rBea*1. Then AÉT A AÉa & AÉa* & A-+B ET =
A'+B e a*. In establishing I[A+B,TI = 1 iff A*B e T above, we established
(incase(l))thatA ÉT & A ga & AÉa' = A+B ET,Hence, A {T & A ga
& A g a* > A+B e a*. (3) now follows also.
ad (2). Since FBMA&-A&B --+ .A+8, Aea* & -Aear & BEâ.* =A+B e a,andhenceA $a e. B E a* & A E ar = A-+B e a,. Sincef-urrA =.-A&B -+ .Av[A-+Bl, A ET = -A&B -+ .AvfA-+Bl e T, and hence A e T =
[-Aea* &, Bear = Aea* v A+Bea*l.Then A{a & Bea* & Af ai a
AeT = A+B e ai. By(l) above, Aga & Bear & Af ar & AÉT =
A--+B e ai.Assemblingthese3 results, A f a & B e aÀ > A-+B e a*.
ad (4). Since FruB&tA+B) = .B --+ .-Bv[A-+Bl, BeT & A+B e T = B +
-Bv[A---+B¡ eT, and hence Be T & A*BeT = [BEa] = .-Bear v
A-+Bea*1. Then BeT & Bea & Bear & A--+BeT = A+Bea.. In
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establishing I(A+B,T¡ = l iff A'-+B e T, we established (in case (8)) that B E T
& B E a & B e ar = A+BeT.Hence, BeT & B e a & B ea* = A+B e a*.

Theorem 9.8.6. (Cornpleteness) For every wff A, if A is valid in the model

structure for BM, Fr,nA.
Proof ls as for Theorem 9.8.3: Let A be a non-theorem of BM. By an extension

lemma, there is a prime BMt-theory T containing all the theorems of BM and

such that A { T. By Theorem 9.8.5, T (= T*1, together with a and a*, as

defïned for each of the 5 lattices, determines a valuation v for the BM model
structure, which extends to an interpretation I such that, for every wff B, I[B,Tl
= 1 iff B e T. Hence, ItA,Tl = 0, for this model; and so A is invalid in the BM
model structure.

Corollary. Matrix Mo is characteristic for BM'

Notes

I $$l-6 incorporate Meyer and Routley [973a], which in turn builds on, but does

not depend on, Meyer and Routley ll972l, where negation-free entailment logics

are treated. In contrast ¡oÍ19721, in [973a] the adequacy of the semantics is not
presupposed, but derived, and negation is encompassed and shown to involve no

serious complications.
2 The connections made, which hold for a sweeping class of afflrxing systems, admit

of course of further generalisation. The universal worlds semantics of Routley and

Meyer $976b] may be variously connected with general matrix semantics in the

style of Lindenbaum.
3 The number of additional connectives required for free-wheeling algebraic

analyses already indicates that such analyses are somewhat more limited than

semanticat analyses, If the addition of Boolean negation renders the analysis of
negation conespondingly more straightforward, that will reveal that algebraic

method (as presently conceived) a¡e also more classically biased.

4 Much of this section follows, with minor adaption, C. Mortensen's work on finite

algebras.

5 For one argument that the matrices a¡e characteristic, see ENTI, p.470; for
another, semantically grounded argument, see Brady Í19821'

6 For a study of L3 see Brady U9821.
7 The simplification and the detour a¡e based on the work of R. Brady.

8 Recall here and in what follows that a and ar are constants, signifying worlds in

K.

9 The 4-semantics can be alternatively obtained from the prime De Morgan monoid,

represented by the CL matrices, by two algebraic constructions and thus directly

from the CL model structure. Firstly, a model structure is constructed from the De
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Morgan monoid in the same fashion as in Theorem 9'4.2 above, except that the

set K of set-ups is taken to be the set of all non-trivial prime filters instead of the

set of all prime frlters. The model structure, so constructed, is the model structure

CL'. Secondly, a De Morgan monoid is constructed from the model structure by

forming the algebra of ranges, as done in $9.4. The 4-semantics in fact amounts

to this constructed De Morgan monoid, which is isomorphic to the original De

Morgan monoid.
l0 Another such chain comprises Sugihara matrices, a sequence of which RM3 is a

member: See Mortensen [1980].
l1 Certainly also, because they are finite-valued, the logics violate the rationality

requiremeñt of Routley and Wolf [19741' The reason usually is that such logics,

because of the axiom, that induce fltniteness, violate the requirement of
H-coherence, discussed in $3.7 in RLRI.

12 System BN4, and its analyses, a¡e due to Brady and developed in his ll982l'
where fuller details may be found. Connective V may either be defined or taken

as primitive.
13 Note however that Ass, A&f A+Bl + B, is not a theorem of BN4. (Take A = n

and B = b or = I in M4.) Thus BN4 is not an extension of C (p'289 of RLRI).
14 The detailed fugument for this and for several other Points that follow may be

found in R.T. Brady, 'Truth-preservation in the Routley-Meyer semantics', on

which this subsection is based.

As in $5.5 the matrix theory may be enlarged by classical negation ' '

withmatrix lt b n f
_t lf n b t

Then, as before, AtB has the same value as Ã uB. Where constant f with invariant

value f is also adjoined, Ã has the same value as A > f'
15 If for every Lm.s. T=T* or T=u and for some Lm.s. T-u, then L is a

conservative extension ofclassical logic S.

16 Rule RTP4 does not preserve the taking of either of the values, t or b, in TP4' and

hence one has to be wary of including it in such extensions of TP4 as the systems

L of $5.5. If RTP4 is omitted, it can be replaced by taking all the theorems cited

which involve negation (except the first) as extra axioms; in this resulting system

all the rules preserve the taking of either of the values, t or b, in TP4.

l7 The problem of axiomatizing frnite relevance-establishing matrices to obtain

fînite-valued relevant logics, and, in particular, of axiomatising the crystal lattice

CL and Mo was suggested by R. Routley. The solutions reported upon were

obtained by R. Brady, upon whose work the two following subsections are

almost entirely based. Routley now conjectures that more direct proofs which
shortcut the algebraic detour can be obtained.

18 The second scheme has already been encountered, in the previous section, in the

axiomatization of RM3, while the first scheme is a weakening of the other axiom

scheme adopted for RM3.
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19 Recall that for a lattice .1, -', F is afilter of <L, -' iff, for all a,b e L, a e F and
b e F iff a&b e F, where a&b is the meet of a and b in L. Also, F is a prime filter
of <L. -' iff, F is a {ilter of <L, -> and, for all a,b e L. avb e F iff a e F or b e F,

where avb is the join of a and b in L. The lemma established follows more
directly using well-known equivalent cha¡acterizations of filter and prime-filter.
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We now prove soundness for this semantics.

T'heorent 12.3.3. If A is a theorem of DJtoa then A is valid in the

DJtoS-semantics.
Proof: The axioms of DJ are DJtoE-valid and the rules of DJ preserve

DJto8:validity, as in RLRI, for the unreduced semantics. Note that the

Hereditary and Entailment Lemmas continue to hold, with the three additions,
given their truth conditions and the semantic postulates p6 and p7. Further, ,the

extra rules, R4, R5 and R6, for DJtoS can be shown to preserve
p¡toA _validity, using the truth conditions for't','O' and'8', together with the

above two Lemmas. The cases for't' and 'o' can be found in RLRI, and the

case for'8' is similar. . .¡

The second step is to remove from the DJtoa -semantics the truth
conditions for'tr, 'o' and'E', yielding what we will call the DJ-semantics. The

following theorem is then clear.

Theorent 12.3.4, If A does not contain 't', 'o' not '8', then if A is valid in thè

DJtoa -semantics then A is valid in the DJ-semantics'
The tltírd step is to Prove completeness for DJ with respect to the

DJ-semantics. This is basically what is set out in $2.1 or in RLRI, pp.298-318.

The only extra thing to check is the satisfaction of the postulates p6 and p7''

Since the canonical O. is the set of all prime DJ-theories containing all thè

theorems of DJ and a s b iff a c b, for prime DJ-theories a and b, then p6

holds. Since R"cda iff, for all formulae A,B, if A-*B e c and A e d then B e a;

for,prime DJ-theories c, d and a, then p7 holds. Hence, the following theorem, .:
applies.

Tlrcorent 12.3.5. If A is valid in the DJ-semantics then A is a theorem of DJ.
'We are now in a position to put the previous theorems together.

Theorent 12.3.6. A is a theorem of DJ iff A is derivable in LDJ.
Proof: L*R. By Theorem 12.3.1. R-*L. By Theorems 12'3.2-12.3.5' since'A

does not contain 't', 'o' nor'8'.

$12.4. Closed Set Logic
Chris Morten'sett

(i) Introduction

Perhaps the most natural paraconsistent logic from the point of view of
semântics is Closed Set Logic, CSL. CSL is paraconsistent but irrelevant, and
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thus looms as a serious rival to the whole .class of relevant paraconsistent

logics. In the following sections, we begin by describing its natural semantics,
as a topological dual of intuitionist logic'which has an equally natural

, semantics .but which is neither relevant nor paraconsistent. We then review
i results on proof theory, due to Nicolas Goodman U9811. The criticism that

CSL lacks a reasonable implication is discussed and rejected. Then algebraic
and category-theoretic representations due to Mortensen [1995], Lavers and
'James are sketched. (See Chapter 11, with Peter Lavers; Chapter L2, by
William James, and Chapter 13 on duality and connections with the Routley
star.)

(ii) Topology and Logic

; .If we consider the classical representation of dynamical systems in terms of
. phase spaces, we see that analysis is employed ubiquitously in the formulation
i .and solution of differential equations of motion. Analysis is conducted on a
I topological space of points. Indeed, analysis is typically conducted on open

, Sets of points: one proves for example things such as: if f ;and g are continuous

, fu¡.rctions on an open interval I then so are l+g, f-g etc. Thus analysis can

seem to have an intuitionist character, since after all intuitionist logic is the

, þgic of open sets (OSL).

ûi : Intuitionism begins with the assumption that whatever is trtte, is true ott'

open sets of poínts. For example, if f is continuous on a trajectory which is an
' open set O of points, then 'f is continuous at x', is true at all t in O. Happily,
this respects natural disjunction v and conjunction & operations, since open

.sets are closed w.r.t. unions and (finite) intersections. Open sets are 'not
, however closed w.r.t. set complement, so whatever negation is, it will not be
. Boolean in nature. Hence intuitionism takes instead the wúon of all open sets
' included in the set cornplentent. This is guaranteed to exist by the fac.t that
qpen sets are closed under arbitrary unions. From this, it is easy to see that the

þqundaries of open sets, at least those open sets which are not also closed, are

r pl¡ces where both a proposition and its negation will fail to hold. This is the

,characteristic intuitionist property of negation. Intuitionist implication further
follows from the defìnition: A+B =¿r -A U B. This yields an implication with

i.ç?sonable properties including modus ponens. Furthermore, intuitionist
.negation is recovered by the special case that:: A+f I = -A U [] = -4.
Equivalently, A->B is definable as UIC: Cf]A is a subset of B].

i., However, closed sets can also play a significant role. When we include
the boundaries of sets, we are including the places where otherwise
discontinuous change takes place, where'the left hand limit fails to equal the

"right 
hand limit. The capacity for paraconsistency atrthese points is reflected in

¡lhe nature of negation. The natural topological dual'of the intuitionist idea is to

þgin with the assumption that wltatever is'true,\is-'trr.¿e.o,t closed sets of
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poittts. This supposition similarly supports natural disjunction and conjunctidir
operations, since (finite) unions and (arbitrary) intersections of closed sets arè

closed.-However, negation needs to be tweaked, though in a different way'

from intuitionism. This is achieved by taking it to be the ilúersectíon of aLt'

closed sets including the set complement. This is guaranteed to exist by'{i
fact that arbitrary intersections of closed sets are closed. But now we can'sêè

how it is that closed set negation is paraconsistent. For supposing thatii,l
proposition holds all over a closed (and non-open) set of points including ilS
boundary, its negation holds on the set complement and its boundary, which i3

the same boundary. That is, from the paraconsistent point of view, boundatíèì
are places wh.ere proposítiotts and tlæir negatiorts hold. If we say that ia
proposition B follows from another A in a model, just in case the set of worldò:
at which A holds is a subset of those at which B holds, then we can say that:it
is not the case that everything follows from a contradiction, because if A holdË

on a closed set C, then Aa-A holds at the boundary of C. Hence no propositiéä
holding on any closed set not containing C, follows from A&-4. This is thê

mark of a paraconsistent logic.
This is the ideal setting for classical discontinuous change. Classical'

dynamics c,ertainly recognizes discontinuity, but deals with it piecewisêl
without any mathematics at the discontinuity itself. This is particularly true iñ
the case of quantum measurement. The natural ma¡k of a causal process is;a,
continuous path in phase space, and quantum measurement is causal in some

sense, yet it is not continuous if regarded as consistent. The simplest thing'to,
do is to identify the classically distinct values of the function at the boundary
or boundaries. This ensures that the left hand limit of the function equals,itS
right hand limit, which is continuity. The space of values of the function at the
põlnt is thought of as 'rolled up; at the point of discontinuity so that thè
classically distinct values are identified on the surface of the cylindei,
retaining much of its functionality as the additive group of reals modulo the

circumference of the cylinder. The inconsistency arises by insisting that'as,,:
weII the value space must retain its character as the set of (classically distinct)
reals. This rneans that the distinctness of the values will be retained as a mark.
of the classical discontinuity of the process.

The naturalness of this semantics for CSL and the fact that it is

topologically dual to OSL, make it a real rival to the relevant logics, which
struggle with the Routley star to provide their account of negation.

It should be recorded that open set implication does not topologicaliy
dualize to a kind of implication in the closed set environment. The natural
CSL dual is given by:
A+B =or A n -8. Equivalently, one can define A+B as the intersection set of IC:
A is a subset of CUBf . This is known as pseudo-dffirence (see Cuny [1963];
McKinsey-Tarski [1946]). Modus ponens, which is arguably a core feature of
any kind of implication, fails for +. Indeed, A+A = l|, which thus holds
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s"ets), has both.

(üi) Proof Tlæory

.proof theory for csl has been worked out by Nicolas Goodm.an [1981]. The

results ,"pórt"d in this section are due to him, except where otherwise

indicated. In terms of theorems, we have:

T'heorem 12.4.1. All tautologies of classical logic in the [&,v'-,+l language

, hold on the whole space T; tÈat is, all tautologies take T as their value in any

semantical assignment of closed sets'

Thus, as doodman poin's out, the differences between CSL and classical

rogi" 
- 
;o.i-"o-" in tire deducibility relation (or in the behaviour of

i,o"pirc^iionl. We already saw some tuäh diff"t"nces in the previous section'

Goïdman provides a Gentzen-style proof theory as follows:

''(l)ø+ø
' (2) From ø + Í infer Ø =+ I,E
., (3¡fto. g+t,EandE+ Iinfer 6 +l'2

i¿if.o- ø +Í infer Ø&6 + [ andinfer E&Ø + [
,(5)From ø + f'6,1infet Ø + I,Evt
r'(6)From ø + I,6 andØ + [,tinferø + [,E&r
(7)From ø + Í and E + I infer ØvE + f

, igifto- g + I,E infer Ø+E =à [ andconversely
(9)ø+T

Asoundnessandcompletenesstheoreminthefollowingformcanthenbe
proved. Let E be any set of wffs, and write:

Z- ø + Or,.,.,on to mean that the sequent Ø o 9rt 'O¡ follows from the

above rules togetträr with the rules T +E for each wff E in L Write I ? ø +
é;,."a" to mãan that in every assignment of closed sets to wffs in which the

.ä*u"i, of E are all assigneá to thã whole space s, Ø is assigned to a subset

of the union of the values of or," ',On' Then:

T'heorem 12.4.2. r.- ø + 01,'..,On iff t ts ø + Or,"',On

This shows that derivability respects the natural semantic ordering of set

inclusion. Now, a desideratum-for ãn object:language implication is that it

respect the deduction theorem, and thus 'also set:'inclusion in the intuitive

seåantics of closed sets. However, G< odman alsö shows:
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Theorent 12.4.3. No connective + definable in terms of the connectives

(&,v,-,+l has the Property of being true all over the whole space iff :itÉ

antecedent is included in its consequent'

Goodman expresses the opinion rat this means that csl has no adequatê

notion of implication and so is too weak for much mathematics' But this is'too

fessimistic å conclusion. For one thing, it remains to be seen how much

mathematics can be done independently of an object-language implication:

Results in Mortensen [1995] inåicate thát the important mathematics goes örÍ

at the sub-logic level. òf 
"oor." 

a deducibility relation is necessary but that is

guur"nt""a ríith ttre proof theory and the set ordering. secondly, the fact thát

íuch a + connective would not be definable in terms of the other connectives

surely cuts little ice. After all, in open Set logic the connective & is nöt

definable in terms of f v,-1, but we do not regard it as defective. Even in

Boolean set logic, & is not definable from v alone'

(iv) Sennntics

It is well known that algebraic semantics for open set logic are given by

ri"v,i"g algebras. These 
-are 

distributive lattices with maximal and minimal

"t"-m"nTt 
tf,Fl and having a binary operation -* satisfying:

cflA s g iff c < A+8. T-his enabíes -A to b" defined in a natural way as A+F|

Dually, we have Brouwerian algebras, which are distributive lattices with

maximal and minimal elements, ãnd having a binary operation -+ 
satisfying:

A s CUB iff A+B = 
c. This enables paraconsistent negation -A to be defined in

"n "q.iully 
natural way as T+4. It ii obvì9us that CSL is sound and complete

for the class of Brouíerian algebras iff OSL is sound and complete for the

"i^r, 
or Heyting algebras. It is an interesting comment on the fixity of

iogl"i"n', idlas,-thaí McKinsey-Tarski [1946] were aware.of .Brouwerian
;ì;il; bur used them as semantics for OSL by inverting the functor back

again!" 
Recalling Goodman's criticism that CSL lacks a reasonable implication, it

should be noæd that there is a natural S5-style implication on any lattice given

by: if AsB then A+B = the whole sP

Here too we can clearlY see

formulas like Av-A always take the t

take F, so there are wffs which are de

which e. Is this is hard to feel so:

incons waYs the f the story in this

writer' elevance ' This is reflected

in the complexity of the relevant account of implication'

Usinj instead worlds-style semantics; it is known that Heyting algebras

and open îet topological spates are obtained from S4-style worlds semantics

Uu ,uLin* ". 
pròporiion, .¡urt the lrcredítary sets, that is those sets of worlds
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closed w.r.t. the transitive reflexive relation which determines the S4
semantics. The dual is straightforward: take instead the antihereditary sets,
those sets of worlds closed backwards w.r.t. that relation. This aspect of the

'duality illustrates that the way to obtain Brouwerian algebras from Heyting
algebras is simply to reverse the order. Order teversal swaps T for F, + for +

and U fôr f^1. Naturally enough, the order reversal on any distributive lattice is

' a distributive lattice.
. [n turning to category-theoretic semantics, we notice a considerable
: Public Relations Exercise on behalf of intuitionist logic, deriving from the
.alleged fact that 'topos logic is intuitionist'. But if the duality between OSL and

r CSL is as deep as topological, then there should be.as equally natural a

'-representation of CSL as topos logic, or at least as the logic of structures
ìequally natural with toposes. It turns out that either view can be taken. The
.temainder of this section follows Mortensen U9951.

i-"¡r An (elementary) topos is a category with initial and terminal objects,
pullbacks, pushouts, exponentiation, and a subobject classìfier, which is an

object Q of the category together with an arrow T: 1 --> ç¿ satisfying the
gondition that for every monic arrow f: a >--> b there is a unique classifier
:arrow chi¡ : b --' O which makes the following diagram a pullback.

o= f ,b

1-+Ç)
true

Figure 12.1 The subobject classifier

. The subobjects of a given object are interpreted as monics

'_(lefrcancellable arrows, one-one functions) with the given object as their
'ðodomain. This is intuitively reasonable, since injections mark out the parts

one-one. It turns out that there is a natural construction (see below) which
: makes the collection of arrows 1 --' Ç2 into a Heyting algebra, and thus

þrovides a categorial semantics for OSL. The (monic) arrows 1 --' Çl represent

''the special case where a monic picks out an atomic part of its codomain, in
'this 

case the'truth value object' ÇJ.

" This ingenious construction cries out for topological dualization. To
dualize, simply rename T with F, and relabel the classif,ter arrow chi¡ as

chi-bar¡.
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I

-

-}

F

Figure 12.3 The True

This is plausible for a complement-classifier. It is the dual of the definition of"

Figure 12.2 Ttle complement classifier

That is, a complentent topos classifies relative complements, among the

subobjects (monics) of a ihing. It is not quite that simple, of course: the

;;;#"g ""oi", 
*íttr it some consequences. Reversing the order on the truth';

value oË¡ect means also recovering ttre top element Tr 
. 
in the way that

iniuitionistically the bottom elementl is constructed' Negation swings around

to having a paraconsistent character. It is imPortant to note that the

conétructi-ons fòr conjunction and disjunctions must be swapped around from

their intuitionist duals, since unioni and intersections reverse their roles'
e

e'

0r
0+1
llt I lTr=dfl'.JJ
1-* O

I

b

t_
Jt'
o

a

J
1

I for toposes.
Ne'gation¡-: S) + C) is the complement-character of T

1 Tt ,e

¡-=dÎ XfrJJ
1

->

o
F

Figure 12.4 Negation
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Ç)xÇ)

v =dr Í (F,F)

'Figure 
12.5 Disjunction

Cômpare with S¿r, where the complement of [t0'0¡[ inZxZ is {(1'1)'(1'0)'

'(0,1)1.

: Coniunction ¡ : Ç) x C) + Ç) is given by

o

j"
[(Fe,1e),(1s,Fo)l

Figure 12.6 Conjunction

This dualizes - for toposes.
, Dísjunctionv : Q x Q + Q is the complement-character of (F,F): 1 -)

One can go on to develop presheaf and sheaf representations of
Brouwerian algãbras and CSL. This has been worked out by lü/illiam James,

rsee [1997]. The important consequence of hi3 work is that any presheaf

.consiruction carries with it a natural paraconsistent logic via its
:complenîent-topos. Such constructions are very general, so this ensures many

iàpplications.
It goes without saying that a complement topos is really just a topos

ledescribed. Hence the existence of such structures is not in doubt' This

justifies the claim made above that one can say that CSL is an equally natural

iaraconsistent logic of toposes, or just as easily say that CSL is the

.þaraconsistent logic of structures equally natuiál with toposes' In either case,

,'CSL has a natural categorial semantics' r '

..- Relevant logic shãuld therefore trke uþithe'task of providing categorial

.semantics for its systems. Until this is achieïed,-'relevant logic can only appear
',às:,more ad-hoc than its paraconsistent rival.rThê extent of the mathematical

âpplications of CSL, and particularly the näturalness of its uses in phase

oÇ)x

J
o

(r,F) 
,1

J
1

F

Ç)xÇlt_
J 

n =or X1lrn,rn),(re,Fe)l

o
F
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spaces, argue that CSL throws out a serious challenge to the relevant logic

project.
On the other hand, at bottom r

closeð set semantics seem to be natural

the worlds and the ternary relations s

lliam James indicates that the task of

to categorial semantics is not as easy

asitmightseem'Theobviousrepresationin-categorialmonoids,motivated
by the algebraic punn Ãonoids,'has rricted properties (see [1997])' Further

work is essential here' 
Brazilian logic' Da costa
the RoutleYs realized the

ta was very far-sighted in

tuitionism in which LNC and the other

enable an object-language representati

For a time, it seemed that there wa

the Brazilian school including Beziau, Bueno, carnelli, coniglio' D'ottaviano

unã otn"r, has indicated a ricñ range of mathematical applications'

Insum,closedsetlogicdeservescarefulconsiderationasarivalto
relevant logic and other paraconsistent logics'
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We now prove soundness for this semantics.

Theorettt 12.3.3. If A is a theorem of DJtoa then A is valid in the

DJtoS-semantics.
Proof: The axioms of DJ are DJtoE-valid and the rules of DJ preserve

DJtoa-validity, as in RLRI, for the unreduced semantics. Note that the

Hereditary and Entailment Lemmas continue to hold, with the three additions.,

given their truth conditions and the semantic postulates p6 and p7. Further, the

extra rules, R4, R5 and R6, for DJtoE can be shown to preserve

DJtoS -validity, using the truth conditions for't','O' and'E', together with the

above two Lemmas. The cases for't' and 'o' can be found in RLR1, and the

case for'8' is similar. i
The second. step is to remove from the DJtoa -semantics the truth

conditions for't:, 'o' and'E', yielding what we will call the DJ-semantics. The

following theorem is then clear.

Theorem 12.3.4. If A does not contain 't', 'o' nor'E', then if A is valid in thè

¡¡toa -semantics then A is valid in the DJ-semantics'
The th,ird step is to prove completeness for DJ with respect to the

DJ-semantics. This is basically what is set out in $2'1 or in RLRI, pp'298-318'

The only extra thing to check is the satisfaction of the postulates p6 and p7:

Since the canonical O" is the set of all prime DJ-theories containing all the

theorems of DJ and a = b iff a G b, for prime DJ-theories a and b, then p6

holds. Since R"cda iff, for all formulae A,B, if A+B E c and A e d then B e aì

for prime DJ-theories c, d and a, then p7 holds' Hence, the following theorem

applies.

Tlæorent 12.3.5. If A is valid in the DJ-semantics then A is a theorem of DJ
We are now in a position to put the previous theorems together'

Theorem 12.3.6. A is a theorem of DJ iff A is derivable in LDJ.
Proof: L--+R. By Theorem L2.3.1. R-+L. By Theorems 12.3.2-12.3.5, since A

does not contain 't', 'o' nor'E'.

ç12.4. Closed Set Logic
Cltris Mortensen

(i) Introduction

Perhaps the most natural paraconsistent logic from the point of view of
semantics is Closed Set Logic, CSL. CSL is paraconsistent but irrelevant, and
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thus looms as a serious rival to the whole class of relevant paraconsistent
Iogics. In the following sections, we begin by describing its natural semantics,
as a topological dual of intuitionist logici which has an equally natural
semantics but which is neither relevant nor paraconsistent. We then review
results on proof theory, due to Nicolas Goodman [1981]. The criticism that
CSL lacks a reasonable implication is discussed and rejected. Then algebraic
and category-theoretic representations due to Mortensen [1995], Lavers and
James are sketched. (See Chapter 11, with Peter Lavers; Chapter L2, by
William James, and Chapter 13 on duality and connections with the Routley
star.)

(ii) Topology and Logic

, .[f we consider the classical representation of dynamical systems in terms of
phase spaces, we see that analysis is employed ubiquitously in the formulation
and solution of differential equations of motion. Analysis is conducted on a

' topological space of points. Indeed, analysis is typically conducted on open
sets of points: one proves for example things such as: if f and g are continuous

,functions on an open interval I then so arel*g, f-g etc. Thus analysis can
seem to have an intuitionist character, since after all intuitionist logic is the

lpgic of open sets (OSL).

ir,j Intuitionism begins with the assumption that wlntever is true, is lnte on
apen sets of poirtts. For example, if f is continuous on a trajectory which is an

open set O of points, then 'f is continuous at x', is true at all t in O. Happily,
fhis respects natural disjunction v and conjunction & operations, since open

.sets are closed w.r.t. unions and (finite) intersections. Open sets are not
, however closed w.r.t. set complement, so whatever negation is, it will not be
: Boolean in nature. Hence intuitionism takes instead th.e union of all open sets
' included in the set complement This is guaranteed to exist. by the fact that
open sets a¡e closed under arbitrary unions. From this, it is easy to see that the
boundaries of open sets, at least those open sets which ar€ not also closed, are

r places where both a proposition and its negation will fail to hold. This is the
,characteristic intuitionist property of negation. Intuitionist implication further
follows from the definition: A--+B =Or -A U B. This yields an implication with

'¡easonable properties including modus ponens. Furthermore, intuitionist
negation is recovered by the special case that: A*l) = 'A U [] = -4.
Equivalently, A-+B is definable as UIC: CflA is a subset of B|.

,: However, closed sets can also play a significant role. When we include
the boundaries of sets, we are including the places where otherwise
discontinuous change takes place, where the left hand limit fails to equal the

,qight hand limit. The capacity for paraconsistency at;these points is reflected in
.the nature of negation. The natural topological dual of the intuitionist idea is to

þegin with the assumption that whatever is' true,' is.true on closed sel.s of
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po¡ttts. This supposition similarly supports natural disjunction and conjunctitih
'operations, 

sinðå (finite) unions and-(arbitrary) intersections of closed sets aié

ciosed. However, negation needs to be tweaked, though in a different wa!
from intuitionism. This is achieved by taking it to be the ilúersection of alt
closed sets ilrcIuding tlrc set cotnplernent. This is guaranteed to exist UV't!É'

fact that arbitrary iniersections olclosed sets afe clãsed. But now we can'séä

how it is that closed set negation is paraconsistent. For supposing thatr=g

proposition holds all over a closed (and non-open) set of points including its

boundary, its negation holds on the set complement and its boundary, whichiS
the samé boundary. That is, from the paraconsistent point of view, boundarìei
are places wlrcre proposìtiorts and their negatiotts hold' If we say that''.a

proposition B follows from another A in a model, just in case the set of worldò

at which A holds is a subset of those at which B holds, then we can say that it
is not the case that everything follows from a contradiction, because if A holds

on a closed set C, then A&-A holds at the boundary of C. Hence no propositioií
holding on any closed set not containing C, follows from Aa-A. This is the

mark of a paraconsistent logic.
This is the ideal setting for classical discontinuous change. Classical

dynamics certainly recognizes discontinuity, but deals with it piecewisê;

without any mathematics at the discontinuity itself. This is particularly true in

the case of quantum measurement. The natural ma¡k of a causal process is"a

continuous path in phase space, and quantum measurement is causal in some

sense, yet it is not continuous if regarded as consistent. The simplest thing'to'
do is tð identify the classically distinct values of the function at the boundary

or boundaries. This ensures that the left hand limit of the function equals,its

right hand limit, which is continuity. The space of values of the function at the

point is thought of as 'rolled up' at the point of discontinuity so that thé

òlassically diitinct values are identified on the surface of the cylindei,
retaining much of its functionality as the additive group of reals modulo thè

circumference of the cylinder. The inconsistency arises by insisting that aji

weII the value space must retain its character as the set of (classically distinct)

reals. This means that the distinctness of the values will be retained as a mark

of the classical discontinuity of the process.

The naturalness of this semantics for CSL and the fact that it is

topologically dual to OSL, make it a real rival to the relevant logics, which

struggle with the Routley star to provide their account of negation.

It should be recorded that open set implication does not topologically
dualize to a kind of implication in the closed set environment. The natural

CSL dual is given by:
A+B =¿¡ A n -8. Equivalently, one can define A+B as the intersection set of IC:
A is a subset of CUB|. This is known as pseudo-dffirence (see Curry [1963]'
McKinsey-Tarski u9461). Modus ponens, which is arguably a core feature of
any kind of implication, fails for +. Indeed, A+A = l|, which thus holds
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.nowhere. On the other hand, this has to be seen in the properly dual

L fails to have a pseudo-difference

ation cannot be recovered in the natural
-A =df T+4, where T is the whole

, the logic of general sets (or of clopen

sets), has both.

(iìí) Proof Tlrcory

proof theory for csl has been worked out by Nicolas Goodm¿n [1981]' The

results ,"pórt"d in this section are due to him' except where otherwise

indicated. In terms of theorems, we have:

T'heoretn 12.4.1. All tautologies of classical logic in the [&,v,-,+l language

hold on the whole space T; tÈat is, all tautologies take T as their value in any

semantical assignment of closed sets'

Thus,asGoodmanpoin.sout,thedifferencesbetweenCSLandclassical
togic-must come in tire deducibility relation (or in the behaviour of

iniplication). lVe already saw some such differences in the previous section'

Goidman provides a Gentzen-style proof theory as follows:

'(L)ø+ø
(2)From ø+litÊetØ+I,I

' i¡)frorn g+ I,EandE+Iinfer g +Í,2
i¿if'.o. ø +l infer Ø&E + I andinfer6&Ø + I

, (5) From ø + I,E,r infet Ø + I,Evt
'(6) From ø =+ I,E and Ø + I,t infer ø + f '6&r
(7)From ø +Í and E + I infer ØvE + I

, igj fto- g + I ,E infer Ø +E + I and conversely

(9)ø+f
Asoundnessandcompletenesstheoreminthefollowingformcanthenbe

proved. Let I be any set of wffs, and write: 
^ ¡-r, -

Zr- ø j or,...,on to mean that the sequent Ø o 9r: ,o¡ follows from the

above rules togethär with the rules T +E foreach wff E in I. write I F ø +
ér, .-t" to mãan that in every assignmgn-t of closed sets to wffs in which the

.ärnú"i, of I are all assigneå to the whole space S, Ø is assigned to a subset

of the union of the values of Or," ',On' Then:

T'heorem12.4.2. Zt ø + Or,..',Oniff Et gt + Or,"''On

This shows that derivability respects the natural semantic ordering of set

inclusion. Now, a desideratum-for àn object'language implication is that it

,"rp"", the deduction theorem, and thus'also set''inclusion in the intuitive

seåantics of closed sets. However, Goodman also shows:
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Theorem 12.4.3. No connective -+ definable in terms of the connectives

[&,v,-,+l has the property of being true all over the whole space iff iiti

Boolean set logic, & is not definable from v alone'

(iv) Sennrttics
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closed w.r.t. the transitive reflexive relation which dete¡mines the 54
.semantics. The dual is straightforward: take instead the antihereditary sets,

those sets of worlds closed backwards w.r.t. that relation. This aspect of the

duality illustrates that the way to obtain Brouwerian algebras from Heyting
algebras is simply to reverse the order. Order reversal swaps T for F, + for +

and U fôr fì. Naturally enough, the order reversal on any distributive lattice is
,.a distributive lattice.

In turning to category-theoretic semantics, we notice a considerable
,Public Relations Exercise on behalf of intuitionist logic, deriving from the

alleged fact that 'topos logic is intuitionist'. But if the duality between OSL and

; CSL is as deep as topological, then there should be as equally natural a
representation of CSL as topos logic, or at least as the logic of stfuctures
equally natural with toposes. It turns out that either view can be taken. The

, remainder of this section follows Mortensen 119951.

Í,,. An (elementary) topos is a category with initial and terminal objects,

pullbacks, pushouts, exponentiation, and a subobiect classffier, which is an

qbject ç¿ of the category together with an anow T: 1 --' Çå satisfying the

çondition that for every monic arrow f: a >--> b there is a unique classffier
'anow chi¡ : b --' Ç) which makes the following diagram a pullback.

a >!b

1+O
true

Figure 12.1 The subobject classifier

The subobjects of a given object are interpreted as monics
(leffcancellable arrows, one-one functions) with the given object as their
'ôodomain. This is intuitively ¡easonable, since injections mark out the parts

one-one. It turns out that there is a natural construction (see below) which
makes the collection of arrows 1 --' Ç) into a Heyting algebra, and thus

provides a categorial semantics for OSL. The (monic) ar¡ows 1 --> ç¿ represent

the special case where a monic picks out an atomic part of its codomain, in
this case the'truth value object'Ç).' This ingenious construction cries out for topological dualization. To

dualize, simply rename T with F, and relabel the classifier arrow chi¡ as

chi-bar¡.
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I

-
F

Figure 12.3 The True

This is plausible for a complement-classifier. It is the dual of the definition of'

b

t_
Jr'
o

a

J
1

Figure 12.2 TbLe complement classifier

That is, a cornplentent topos classifies relative complements among the

subobjects (monics) of a ihing. It is not quite that simple, of course: the 
.

;;;"ii"g 
"urri", 

*íttr it some consequ:n""s. Reversing the order on the truth:

value oË¡ect means also recovering the top element Tr 
. 
in the way that

itttuiionirti"ally the bottom elementi is constructed. Negation swings around

to having a paraconsistent chatacter. It is important to note that the

conitructi-ons fòr conjunction and disjunctions must be swapped around from

their intuitionist duãls, since unioni and intersections reverse their roles'

Intuitionist implication becomes.once again pseudo-differgn"_!: It is immediate

that this construction is a semanti" t"pì"."nt"tion of CSL' We give here the'

paraconsistent constructions, and omitting their well-known intuitionist duals'

True Tr ;1 -+ Ç) is the complement-character of the initial object 0.

0t
0.+1
ll

r I lTr=df1'.JJ
f+O.F

I for toposes.
Negatiou-: Ç) -+ Ç) is the complement-character of T

1 Tt ,ç¿

+
J

1

J
a

¡-=dÍ-X Ir

F

Figure 12.4 Negation
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This dualizes - for toposes.
Disjunction v z Q x Q + Ç) is the complement-character of (F,F): 1 +

QxÇl

1 (F'F),oxÇ)

v =Or ?ú q¡,F)

.# o

Figure 12.5 Disjunction

Cbmpare with Ser, where thè complement of 1t0,0)| in ? x 2 is {(1,1),(1,0)'
(0,1)).
' Coniunction A: Ç) x Ç) + Ç) is given by

o O
[(Fe,1e),(1e,Fo)l

Figure 12.6 Conjunction

One can go on to develop presheaf and sheaf representations of
Brouwerian algebras and CSL. This has been worked out by William James,

.see [1997]. The important consequence of hii work is that any presheaf

construction carries with it a natural paraconsistent logic via its

complerñent-topos. Such constructions are very general, so this ensures many

:âpplications.
It goes without saying that a complement topos is really just a topos

redescribed. Hence the existence of such structures is not in doubt. This

justifies the claim made above that one can say that CSL is an equally natural

paraconsistent logic of toposes, or just as easily say that csl is the

'paraconsistent logic of structures equally natural with toposes' In either case,
'CSL 

has a natural categorial semantics'

. Relevant logic should therefore take up the'task of providing categorial

semantics for its systems. Until this is achieved,'rèlevant'logic can only appear

âs'more ad-hoc than its paraconsistent rival.'Thê extent of the mathematical

ápplications of CSL, and particularly the näturalness of its uses in phase

JJ
F

1

Ç)xÇ)t_
J ^ 

=dr X¡1rn,rn),(rs,Fe)l

o
F
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Spaces'arguethatCsLthrowsoutaseriouschallengetotherelevantlogic
project.

On the other hand, at bottom r

closed set semantics seem to be natural

the worlds and the ternary relations s

the RoutleY functor (RoutleY star

transformation between theories of

i;:ïffi";Ï'"p'uiirt'"o work bv'wi task or

coíversion of temary worlds semantics as easy

as it might seem. The obvious represent otivated

¡V it"ãg"Uraic Dunn monoids, has res Further

work is essential here.

Finally,on",no.rnotforgettheconnectionwithBrazilianlogic'DaCosta
invented the paraconsistent c-systems earlier than the Routleys realized the

paraconsistent nature of relevant

þroposing the C-sYstems as duals

Èali of double negation fail' A
enable an object-language representati

For a time, it seemed that there wa

replacement theorem, which prevents

an algebraic semantics' However,

Brazilian-style in motivation' In any case

ãifficult' f- tn" C-systems. It was ihown early by da Costa that there 
"¡/ere 

set

theories of c-systemili *rti"tr the Russell Seiexists, and more recent work by

the Brazilian ,"frooiin"loding Beziau, Bueno, Carnelli, Coniglio, D'Ottaviano

and others has indicated a rich range of mathematical applications'

Insum,closedsetlogicdeservescarefulconsiderationasarivalto
relevant logic and other paraconsistent logics'
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l. Geometry and logics

Logicians have often steered clear oilinking their subject witþ geometry. One can

speculate as to reasons. Lattices appear widely,,in thq.lemant¡cs of logics, yet lattices
haVe only rudimentary geometric representations,(Hapse diagrams). Olher.gçometric
structures do not obviously lend themselves.to !nterpretations..for logics. Furthermore,
inco¡i'sistent,niathematical theories have'tended to'fpçus on àlgebraic- number theory
to the exclusion of geometry. In the end, perhaps it is sinrply that logicians, despite the
heading over the doorway of Plato's Academy, havq not been palticularly well trained
in the difñcult subject of geometry.

This paper iq á part of the proje : that is, to finrl geometrical

models of logical theories, and co icS and lolibal theories out
of clasies of geomeirical objects. ound is a topic we will not'
tackle here, though it has been commenced elsewhqre MOR 02], nanrely to write
inconsistent äratheinatical theolies for inconsistent geometrical objects such as the
impossible triangle and the like.

rrn obvrous í¡nk. b"t*""n geombtry and togic is ihe öoncept of a group. On the 9ne
hand the apþlication. of group theory to deicribe'geometrical structures, as called for

Joumal of Applied Non-Classical Logics.Volume l5 - No. l/2005, pages 59 to 68
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in Felix Klèirr's Erlangei progiain, is ubiquitous; while on the other hand there.is a

signiñcant body of literature on grô.up logics-

tftaf is actiotts of a certâin sort, Iends itself to the ttrought that a group is a space of
proþositions, namely the propositions desclibing the. ca¡lying out of the actions. Sec-

òn¿-, ttre basic group opemtion for conrbining transfot'nrations is readily undér'stood as

"and then", *hi"tt is undoubtedly a kind of conjunction. Mgre than that, it is a kind

of conjunction which is associative but noi necessarily cottzttttttativè. Indeed; it is

conrnrirtative just in case the grcup is Abeliàn, and nrany interçsting.exqnrptes.of non-

Abelian group, o," known. fi¡r¿, the group inverse is.an.obvious candidate tbr a type ;

of negatún, òne which pbeys the law of öouble Negation. These thiee ingredients

,ugg".t thar there ought to be.various rich classes 9f tog!9{ str:uctut€s forfqoming.

'.There seem to be thneê apptoaches to

found.in the literatu¡e. .First we have the co

Chang and'many others (usefqtly suryeyp

the construction ptoceeds.by truncating
(r'.a group-heapst see IMOR 02]). As is
class. of Lukasiewicz logics. Secg.nd we

[MEY 891. Th¡i'd there is the:hpþi:bach

,lorer to MV-algeb¡'as than it is to Meyer-Slaney, though there are some interesting dif- '

fei'ences (see alio IGAL 041). ìWe will not survey these three apploaches here, though

it can be saicl thàt they all derive fronr structures which are not simply groups bu!

lattice-orclered'groups..The gloup supplies the intensiorial.structurei(fusion, fission,

strong ifnplication and negation), while the lattice order supplies the eitensional struc-

ture (ôonjtinctiön, disjunctioh'and thè'quantiñers); This then holds out.the prospect

that thète is a nátiiial lbneralisaiion to.topölogical groups, (gr:oups with an additional

to¡iôloþical structute); where the gioqp sqpplies the.¡4tensiqnal structute and the topo-

toiicaispace,supþtiès conjunötion,'disjunction and a tu¡-ther negation.which. is of an

oþ-èn S"tlitriuitionist) chà,i4cter, or alternàtively ol'closed set (palaconsistent) charac-

ter. :'

It nlust be stressed, of course, that one should not conflate the naÌrower. topic of

group logics with the bloader plogranr of geg¡letrical int al theo-

ries. The fo¡mer is an obviour *¡y tO inrpleni"nt the latt ly to be '

many other fruitfuldirections thrown up by cons.ideration cations.

In this paper we pfopose to illusti:ate the connectio¡.r- be.tween geonrêtry and

Lukasiewicz logics by extending resutts about Ularn ganìes.. IVe will sge that dif-

ferent ctasses of ggonrètrical stluctures lle refìected in different sizes of Lukasiewicz

logics. Uìam games a¡e in a.sense piínnfacie'pàraconsistent. In the lirstsection, we

will rake up the question of just how palaconËistency manifests itself in these games.

To begin, we must describe Ulam games.
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2. Ulam games

Given a set .9 of nunrbers (called the search space), and an unknown number ø €
.9, the task is to find r by a sedes of questions. A maximum, number of lies ,t in the

answer.s are permitted (it is permitted to have fewer than -Ú lies). The size of the search

sþace.9 is denoted by n, and for simpticity we can assume that S': {1,...,tt}. Jh."
case .ú : 0 corresponds to the famitiar game of Twenty Questions. For example if
L : 0,n : 106, then r may be determined by'ã series of questions which successively

halve the search space. The first question would be: does tt € {1, ...500' 000}? After

20 questions r islound. We consider Ulam games with .6 lies. The following facts

are known: (see e.g. ICIC 001)

(1) sotving such games requires Lukasiewicz logics with .L * 2 values; '

(2) The case .t : 1, corresponds to 3-valued Lukasiewiczlogic arising naturally

on ih" v-ertices, edges and faces of r¿-dimensional cubes ('n-cubes), where n is the size

of the search space.

In this paper we describe these results, then extend what is known by presenting ge-

ometricìl modellings for cases L > L.It witl be seen that this makes a difference to

the kinds of geometrical modelling to be given, and so is reñected in the size of the

Lukasiewicz logic which characterises the problem'

3. Lukasiewicz logics

The technique for solving such games when 'L >
Lukasiewicz toiic. ttre values of (I + 2)-vatued logic can be usefully represented as

{0,llLJZ\LJ...,L/(L + 1), 1} with just 1 as the designated value. It is well-known

that lo[iõatãperatol's on these structures are given by:

-:E: L -,D
nY y : max(c, g) (disjunction)

r Ay : min(u, Y) (conjunction)

t Ø ! : (n * a - 1) V 0 (t'usion)

t@y:(r+U)41(frssion)
r + y: r0 (Ð y (implication)

4. Three example games

- Game I: Lies L : L, space ,S : {1,2}, that is n : 2

- Game II: L :1, n, : 3

- Game III: .L : 2,n:3
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GanrcI:L:1,S:.{1,2}.

. 
Le! ø.dènote the unknôiin number, where the answeter, wþo may tell at most one

lie, knows that r : 1. .know what
':r i .

.L and.9'aie, The Begi = 0 (called
(1,1).Ko)ris a.vecür of ones

; Question l: n €, {1}? : : :''

Ànswer: Yes (thé truth)

Then:the next Knowledge State, KL: (LrL/z)

Rule for proceeding: a direct answer of "yes" is treated as we show het'e, whereas

a direct answer 9f: ".¡6'-r'is tieatêd as ari ianswer "yes" tci the 'questiori about the

cbmplerneñt-öet of fiuinbers; The values for any.number to which the answer was

y"s itoy the.sarhe¡ while thê vatue förany'ñumberto wh¡ch thä answer is no drops.

to the next r,ukasiewièz valirê (r'.a il reduêes bV L/('L' + 1)). This is equivalent to

the,logiÖat operåtiòn of,fusion'of the prcvíotis knowledge state point-by'point with 1,

for those numbers which attiacied the answeii !es; 
'arld 

L / (L + 1) for those numbers

whichattmcted the answer no. We câ¡i obvioústy fornr the lattef sequenbe as a vecto'r,

andthi¡swrite,Kú*.1 ='fft€¡vectòrof answe¡stoquestioñ 8t+L. Coritinuingwith
Game I: ':-

Question2:ne"tzl?

Answer::. Yes (a lie)

Next Knoúledle'stäte; I(2 ¿ (l/2,L/2)
. : ,.'.. ,

QuestionS;ge{2}?

Answer: No

. Next Knbwledge State, K3 :'(L/2,0)

The game concludes when the knowledge state is a vector of values only one of
which is non-zero. Such knbwledge staies can:be called soltrtion states and ,t(3 is

obviou3lJ ône such. The place gf tþg non-zero value in a solution state cor¡'esponds to

the hidden number. Thus here the gan:e is finished and the answer û : L is read off
f¡'onr K3,

Gante II: L : I, n:3.

(Let the hidden number be ø : 2.) Initial Knowledge State -I(0 = (1,1, 1).

Questionl:r€{1,2}?
Answer: No (a lie)

Next Knowledge State Ill : (l/2,I12,L).
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Question2:re{1,3}?
Answer: No

Next Knowledge State K2: (0,L/2,L/2).

Question3:re{3}?
Answer: No

Next Knowledge State K3 : (0,L/2,0) which is a solution state. The solution is
n :2.

Game III: L:2, Ì1,:3.

(Let the hidden number be æ :2.) Initial Knowledge State'IlO : (1, 1, 1).

Question[:øG {L,2}?.

Answer: No (first lie)

Next Knowledge State KL: (2/3,2/3,L).

Questioir'2r ø'e {1; 3}?

Answer: No

Next Knowledge State K2: (L/3,213,2/3).

Question3:ze{3}?
Answer: Yes (a second lie)

Nexr Knowledge State K3: (0,L/3;2/3\.

Question 4zne{2}?

Answer: Yes

Next Knowledge State K4: (0,I13,L/3).

Question5;øe{3}?

Answer: No

Next Knowledge State I(5 : (0, 1/3,0) which is a solution state. The solution
n : ? is read off. The non-zero value'even. têlls us thât 2 lies 'ùère told; Had it been 1

then there would have bçen no lies; if 2/3 then 1 lie.

5. Cubic logic '

It is kñown that for one lie; L = \ this pròcedure can be modeled isomorphically
by the vertices, edgeò and faces of an n-cube. The knowledge state vectol's supply
coordinates for vertices, edges and faces in a natural way.
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Figure L. Gante I: L :',1, Tt:2

. t '.i

Knowledge statès aie isomoriphic with the vertices, edgés and facäs of a square
(2=cqbe). There are 4 vertices, 4 edges and 1 face. The vértices are correspond to

knowledge sta¡es (1, 1), (1,0), (0, 1) and (0,0). The.latter value is l-ever achieved

since the game ends with one non-zero value, but serúes as a base point. Th'e edges.

are (1, l/2), (l/2,1), (L/2,0) and (O,I/z),and the faie lwhole2-Cube) is (I/2,L/2).
The ganre begins at the point (t, 1), and nroves down thg, edges,;pçrþaps occupying
the whole face, until one of the solutiOn states is rcached. The four solution states Íu'e '

rhe two one-dimensional edges cgnnected t0 (0,0), and their two rìönzerijréndpoints.

Figure 2. Came II: L = L, n:3

Knowlgdge states are isomorphic to the vertices, edges and faces of a 3-cube (in-

cluding ùhe whole cube itselt). There ale 8 vertices corresponding to lhe 8 icnowledge

srares (1,1,1), (1,1,0), (1,0,1), (0,1,1), (1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1) and (0,0,0).
The 6 faces correspond to the states (1,1,1/2), (L,,112,I), (L/2,1,1), (1, Il2;ll2),
(I/2,L,L/2) and (L/2,I/2,1). There are L2 edges, corresponding to states whére
just one place is LlZ and the renraining places are 1 or 0 The whole cube is
(L12,L/2,1/2), which is a possìble kngwledge state. The 6 solution states arc the

à edgei 10, ó, i7z¡, (0,I/2,0) and (L/2,0,0), and their 3 nonzero endpoints (0,0, 1),

(0, 1,0) and (1,0,0) :

f0.0.

\l0,r.r'l

,
0¡

<- ll.0,ll

ll,r.ll/

edge'

[0.1r'2,0j-+

\
f ì.0,0!

loce
fi.1n.1Ì2t
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6. The general case L > 1

When we move to general L, we take noté that for L : L and general rz,'it
is already known that the correspohding figure is an n-cube. Now fõr general -L
the solûtion becomes obvious from the coirtxpondence with the geometry. Begin
with the n-cube. It suffice-s to produce a figur9 which has the right number of
Lukasíewicz-values, L + 2: mapied onto it. =This .on readily be'Jone by raking
the one-dimensional edges and partitioning äach of them into L + L equat lortions.
Thus the edge (0, 0,...1f2,..,0, q) is broken by the points (0,0, ...1/(¿ + i), ...0,0),
(0,0,...2/(L * 1),...0,0)...(0,0,...L/(L + 1),...0,0). That is, whát was rhe middle
Lukasiewicz value of L/2 for the case L -'L is split intô .L interme4iate Lukasiewicz
values L/L + L,...LlL *'1 for the general case.

Each of the vectors with only one non-zero'entry is a solution-.vectori i.e. corre-
sponds to a solution k4owle{ge state. Evidently, there aré .L + I different solution
state vectors.having a single tton-Zêro entry and zeros in all.the same places, one for
each of the non-zero Lukasiewicz.,values _L/(L + 1), ...(¿.+ L)/(L * 1)... Mot'eoveç
therc are n different sets, of thqse, gqe,for e¡ch place of the n-vector. Hence there are
n.(L * 1) different solution veçtors. These coriespond tq thg ,L partitions along each
of the n'one:dimensional edges,.together with those having .a si¡gle ¡on-zero entry
which is 1, whiçh are the final endpoints. As an independent check, it is clear from
the description of Ulam games given above that they have rz.(.L * 1) different solution
states.

This process can be likened to drawing lines across the 2-faces of the n-cube to
join up the partitioning points (see illustrations below). Hówever, there ié önç thing to
note. In the case L : L, every vertex, edge, face and the whole ??.cubo corresponds to
a knowledge state. But for general .L, the. drawn lines do not con'espond to knowledge
states. Knowledge states only correspond to partitions of the "external'i features, that
is those which a¡e named in the case L : I.

We illustrate this with two diagrams, one for the case .L : 2, n: 2, and the other
foi Game [I,viz L:2rn : 3.

ttß.zqrt

P.J,lr.ll

1r/3. r)-> f9.lÌ\
<- (r.?,/J)

Sotulion

Sioles

\
.f 
l.0i'

tt
Soiulon Slolcs

(t.l)
tl

+ ¡o,Z¡àl+

-f fo;li9¡-)

,
(0.0t (l/3,01

t

Figure 3. The case L :2, Tr:2
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Figure 4. Gante lll: L:2, n: 3
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t11
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êdgeq

,0,01
vedoi

Figure 5. TIrc case L:3, n:3

One can break up the n-cubes into arrays of .L' sub-n-cubes by separating along
the lines drawn on the 2-faces, as in Figure 5. However, to avoid being mislêading,

it should be noted that not every edge and face produced is a possible knowledge

state. This is for the sanre teason that in the previous examples the lines drawn on

the 2-faces, as well as internal faces and cubes, do not.conespond to þossible knowl-
edge states since they represent intersections between dift'erent Lukasiewicz values. 'In

passing, this suggests a paraconsistent extension of Ulam games whè¡e more that one

Lukasiewicz value is assigned to the same vector place in a knowledge state, which
can be achieved by allowing nrultiple inconsistent answers to questions, say by allow-
ing nrore than one person to answer questions sinrultaneously. We do not develop this

extension to the theofy here.
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7. Paraconsistency

There is an obvious intuitive sense in which Ulam games have the flavour of para-
cbnsistenôy about them. But what is that? After all, Lukasiewicz logics are not para-
consistênt, br at least they are not,paraconsisten[ with.the uiual designated vatue of
{1} alone. Of cource, Lukasiewicz logics, likê most óthers, can be made paraconsis-
tent by designating enough valúes, say all those from' Il2 up, but that trivialises the
problem. Daniele Muirdici [MLIN 02: p.407] points out that Ulam games are fault-
tolerant (paraconsistent) in the sense that the procedure allows successive opposite
ansvieis io the same'tluestion to be'reflected in a knowledge state which is not impos-
sible. If we define the Pinòccltio negation - oF a knowledge state.,as that knowledge
stàte brought forth by'an opposite answqr to the sanre question, then.we can sée that
Í8 - r need not be an impossible.knowledge stafe. ,

This is true, but it is'just a little misleading, ãs.we now explain..First, let us distin-
guish atomic' knowledge states, as:vectors.of values which ar:e gither.l or L/(L + L).
These are obvioqsly thq lnowledge.states.
before fusing with any pre-exisfing kno'úle
negâtion deñnable on atomic knowledgg
with the L/(L + t)s. This corresponds'
note too that Pinocchio.negation should not be confused with Lukasiewicz negation
-, which rept4cep I by O, a¡d,,!l(L + t)by t/,(L +L)1

Unfortunately we have not been able to extend the Pinocchio negation operator
to general know["ag" staies.] Indeed, we doubt that it can be done iii"such o ïoy o,
tb preserve reasonable propertieS for 1.eg1lio1,(gugh ais doudle negation). That is, we
conjecture that Pinocchio negation is a reasonabld riegation opeiator only on atomic
knowtedge states. 'if that is so, thèn'the observation that ø.8¡ - r,need:not be an
impossible knowledge state only makes sense when r:ii coñfined to atomic states.'

But when we note this,. it iS now apparent why this'bhould bè so. Atomic knówl-
edge states correspond l- I to the characteristi¿ functions:öf subsets of the search'space
S. For example, iet ,S : {1...5} and'ask: is x in the súbsët {1,'Z;A}?.The'answei yes
is associated with the atomic tinowledge srare (1, \L,,L/(L + L), L/(L *,1)), while
the answer'no is associated with theãtomic knowle.dge: tt"t" ç'i¡(i + t¡,'L¡g +
L),L/(L i 1),'1,'1). Thus; Pitiocchio negation ß bri ctasitcil iigaton'onitìe set
of atomic knowledge states, and these themselves form a Boolean algebra under set
unions and intersections. :

This does nothing to diminish the faulrtolemnt nature of .the Ulam game opera-
tors. But interestingly it re-locates it, in the interaction between an essentially classicat
negation -'ând the Lukasiewicz fusion 8. It makes the paraconsistency to be more
of a matter of the properties of conjunction, an approach which has certainly recom-
menddd itself to various significant scholars. It is aniinteri:sting further direition of
inquiry how widesprcad such a phenonrenon mightbe.. .

In conclusion, wL note that while we have presentecl the geometry as it arises out of
Ulam games, the situation can be viewed conversely, as presenting Lukasiewici tog-
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ics aiising naturally out of various geornetrical ñgures. Then the Ulam games serve

to provide the linking functor fôr thêse connectiohs;.The association of Lukasiewicz

logics with geómetr'ical figures is thus in line w¡th the program ent¡nciated at the be-

ginninþ of ihis essaj,, to demonstrate logics as arising naturally fi'or¡ geonretry.
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